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Abstrat
This thesis presents proof planning with multiple strategies. Strategies are indepen-
dent proof plan operations, and dierent strategies realize dierent plan renements
as well as plan modiations. Compared with the previous proof planning, multi-
ple strategy proof planning introdues another hierarhial level and its heuristi
ontrol. Both, the strategies and the strategi ontrol an enode (mathematial)
domain knowledge.
We implemented proof planning with multiple strategies in the Multi system.
The evaluation of proof planning with multiple strategies and its implementation in
Multi is onduted with two large and two smaller ase studies that are disussed
in this thesis. The ase studies illustrate the importane of domain knowledge at
the strategy-level for proof planning.
Kurzzusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit stellt Beweisplanen mit mehreren Strategien vor. Strategien sind un-
abh

angige Komponenten f

ur das Beweisplanen, wobei vershiedene Strategien ver-
shiedene Verfeinerungen oder Modikationen eines Beweisplans realisieren k

onnen.
Im Vergleih mit dem bisherigen Beweisplanen f

uhrt Beweisplanen mit mehreren
Strategien eine neue Hierarhieebene und deren heuristishe Kontrolle ein. Sowohl
die Strategien selbst als auh ihre Kontrolle k

onnen (mathematishes) Wissen

uber
eine Dom

ane kodieren.
Beweisplanen mit mehreren Strategien ist implementiert imMulti System. Zur
Evaluierung von Beweisplanen mit mehreren Strategien wurden mit Multi zwei
groe und zwei kleinere Fallstudien durhgef

uhrt, die in dieser Arbeit diskutiert
werden. Die Fallstudien veranshaulihen das Dom

anenwissen, das auf der Ebene
von Strategien vorliegt, und wie es im Beweisplanen benutzt werden kann.
Extended Abstrat
Mathematiians prove omplex theorems of a ertain mathematial domain by exi-
bly ombining several global and loal problem solving strategies. In ontrast, most
of today's automated theorem proving systems use one or few strategies and typ-
ially their ontrol is hard-oded into the systems algorithms. This was also true
for 
mega's previous proof planner, whih ombined the appliation of planning
operators, the instantiation of variables, and baktraking in a pre-dened way.
Moreover, the funtionalities of these subomponents were very restrited. The
hard-oded ombination of operations with restrited funtionalities prohibited the
use of mathematial knowledge of ertain proof onstrutions and their ombina-
tion. As a result, the planner failed on problems for whih more exibility and
knowledge is needed in the proof planning proess.
These observations led us to develop proof planning with multiple strategies,
whih we introdue in this thesis. The main idea is to deompose the previous
monolithi proof planning proess and to replae it by separate but ollaborating
operations, so-alled strategies, whih an realize dierent plan renements and
modiations. Moreover, the deision on when to apply a strategy should not be
enoded one and forever into a xed ontrol proedure but rather be determined
by meta-level reasoning using heuristi ontrol knowledge of strategies and their
ombination. As ompared with the previous proof planning, strategies and their
heuristi ontrol introdue another hierarhial level and an enode further (math-
ematial) domain knowledge.
The deomposition of the previous monolithi proof planner allows to extend
and generalize the funtionalities of its subomponents. This results in indepen-
dent parameterized algorithms for operator appliation, variable instantiation and
baktraking. Tehnially, a strategy is an instantiation of suh a parameterized
algorithm and determines a ertain behavior of the algorithm. The knowledge en-
oded into strategies an be diverse. Strategies an desribe, for instane, dierent
tehniques to prove a lass of problems. Strategies an also desribe dierent ways
of baktraking or dierent ways of onstruting mathematial objets to instantiate
variables.
Although the initial motivation for proof planning with multiple strategies was
the deomposition of the previous monolithi proof planning proess the new frame-
work is open for the integration of all kinds of algorithms and their strategies that
an ontribute to a theorem proving proess. Further algorithms integrated so far
are an algorithm for the expansion of omplex steps, an algorithm for ased-based
reasoning, and an algorithm for the appliation of automated theorem provers.
To enable the exible ombination of individual strategies, multiple-strategy
proof planning allows for meta-reasoning about the appliable strategies with delar-
atively stated heuristi ontrol knowledge. Heuristi ontrol knowledge is enoded
into so-alled strategi ontrol rules, whih an reason about the proof plan on-
struted so far, the plan proess history, and the mathematial domain of the proof
iv Extended Abstrat
planning problem. When evaluated with respet to a set of appliable strategies,
strategi ontrol rules an prefer promising strategies or an rejet strategies whose
appliation will likely result in a failed proof attempt. For instane, strategi ontrol
rules an guide the hange of strategies during the proof planning proess to takle
dierent subproblems with dierent strategies. Strategi ontrol rules an delay or
promote instantiations of variables, if this is heuristially preferable with respet
to the urrent proof planning proess. Strategi ontrol rules an also handle fail-
ures during the proof planning proess, for instane, when none of the available
planning operators is appliable or when variables annot be instantiated. In multi-
strategy proof planning suh a failure does not neessarily ause baktraking as
in the previous proof planner of 
mega. Rather, sine failures often hold the key
for the disovery of a solution proof plan, a strategi ontrol rule an analyze the
failure and an use it produtively by suggesting partiular plan renements or
modiations.
We implemented proof planning with multiple strategies in the Multi system.
Multi has a blakboard arhiteture. We deided for a blakboard arhiteture
sine blakboard systems do not rely on a pre-dened ontrol of the appliation
of their omponents but provide the exibility to employ the omponents in an
event-driven way.
The evaluation of multiple-strategy proof planning and its implementation in
Multi is onduted with two large ase studies and two smaller ase studies from
dierent mathematial domains that are disussed in this thesis. The ase studies
illustrate the importane of domain knowledge at the strategy-level for proof plan-
ning. In partiular, we disuss example problems that annot be solved with the
previous monolithi proof planner of 
mega sine their solution requires the exible
ombination of dierent proof plan renements. Multi an solve these problems
and also all problems provable with the previous proof planner.
Ausf

uhrlihe
Zusammenfassung
Mathematiker beweisen S

atze in einem konkreten mathematishen Gebiet, indem sie
eine Vielzahl von lokalen und globalen L

osungsstrategien exibel kombinieren. Im
Gegensatz dazu verf

ugen die meisten heutigen automatishen Beweiser nur

uber eine
sehr eingeshr

ankte Menge von Strategien, welhe zudem meist niht exibel kom-
binierbar sind. Typisherweise ist ein bestimmter Kontrollu in das System ein-
programmiert. Dies galt auh f

ur den bisherigen Beweisplaner des 
mega Systems,
dessen Kombination von Operationen wie etwa Anwendung eines Planungsopera-
tors, Instantiierung einer Variablen und Baktraking fest einprogrammiert waren.
Auerdem konnte viel vorhandenes mathematishes Wissen

uber Beweisplanverfei-
nerungen und -modikationen niht in den alten Beweisplaner eingebraht werden.
Dies f

uhrte dazu, dass der Planer solhe Beweisprobleme niht l

osen konnte, f

ur die
ein exiblerer Planungsprozess n

otig ist.
Diese Beobahtungen motivierten die Entwiklung von Beweisplanen mit mehre-
ren Strategien, das wir in dieser Arbeit vorstellen. Die grundlegende Idee ist, den bis-
herigen Beweisplanungsprozess, in dem alle Teilkomponenten fest integriert sind, zu
zerlegen und durh unabh

angige Komponenten, sogenannte Strategien, zu ersetzen,
die vershiedene Planverfeinerungen und -modikationen realisieren k

onnen. Des-
weiteren sollte die Entsheidung, wann eine Strategie angewandt wird, niht mehr
in einem festen Kontrollzyklus vorgegeben werden, sondern sollte exibel getroen
werden durh die Benutzung von heuristishem Kontrollwissen

uber Strategien und
ihre Kombination. Verglihen mit dem bisherigen Beweisplanen f

uhren Strategien
und ihre heuristishe Kontrolle eine neue Hierarhieebene ein und erlauben weiteres
(mathematishes) Dom

anenwissens zu kodieren.
Die Zerlegung des bisherigen Planungsprozesses und die dadurh auh erm

oglih-
te Erweiterung der Funktionalit

aten seiner Teilkomponenten liefern unabh

angige
parametrisierte Algorithmen f

ur Operator Anwendung, Variablen Instantiierung
und Baktraking. Eine Strategie ist dann eine Instantiierung eines solhen para-
metrisierten Algorithmus und legt ein bestimmtes Verhalten des Algorithmus fest.
Das in Strategien kodierte Wissen kann sehr vielf

altig sein. So k

onnen Strategien
zum Beispiel beshreiben, wie eine Klasse von Problemen auf vershiedene Art und
Weise gel

ost werden kann, Strategien k

onnen vershiedene Arten von Baktraking
realisieren oder sie k

onnen vershiedene M

oglihkeiten zur Konstruktion mathema-
tisher Objekte zum Instantiieren von Variablen beshreiben.
Die urspr

unglihe Motivation f

ur Beweisplanen mit mehreren Strategien war,
die Operationen des bisherigen Beweisplaners zu zerlegen. Der neu entwikelte An-
satz ist aber prinzipiell oen f

ur die Integration beliebiger Algorithmen und deren
Strategien, die zum Beweisprozess beitragen k

onnen. Beispielsweise wurden bisher
ein Algorithmus zur Expansion komplexer Shritte, ein Algorithmus zum Beweisen
vi Ausf

uhrlihe Zusammenfassung
mittels Analogie sowie ein Algorithmus f

ur die Anwendung automatisher Beweiser
integriert.
Um zwishen anwendbaren Strategien abw

agen zu k

onnen und die exible Kom-
bination einzelner Strategien zu erm

oglihen benutzt Beweisplanen mit mehreren
Strategien deklaratives heuristishes Kontrollwissen. Heuristishes Kontrollwissen
wird in sogenannten strategishen Kontrollregeln kodiert, die vorhandene Infor-
mation

uber den momentanen Beweisplan, den bisherigen Beweisplanprozess und
die mathematishe Dom

ane des Problems auswerten. Die strategishen Kontrollre-
geln bevorzugen dann die Anwendung vielversprehender Strategien und verhindern
die Anwendung von Strategien, die wahrsheinlih niht zu einer L

osung f

uhren
w

urden. Zum Beispiel k

onnen strategishe Kontrollregeln den Wehsel von Strate-
gien w

ahrend eines Planungsprozesses steuern, um vershiedene Teilprobleme mit
vershiedenen Strategien anzugehen, die f

ur das jeweilige Teilproblem geeignet shei-
nen. Strategishe Kontrollregeln k

onnen auh die Instantiierung von Variablen vor-
ziehen oder verz

ogern, je nahdem, ob die Instantiierung im momentanen Planungs-
zustand heuristish sinnvoll ersheint oder niht. Andere strategishe Kontrollregeln
behandeln Fehler, die w

ahrend des Beweisplanprozesses auftreten, z.B. wenn kei-
ne verf

ugbaren Planungsoperatoren anwendbar sind oder wenn Variablen niht in-
stantiiert werden k

onnen. Im Gegensatz zum vorherigen Beweisplaner von 
mega
ziehen Fehler beim Beweisplanen mit mehreren Strategien niht notwendigerweise
Baktraking nah sih. Vielmehr k

onnen strategishe Kontrollregeln Fehler ana-
lysieren und darauf aufbauend bestimmte Planverfeinerungen oder -modikationen
steuern. Denn manhmal enthalten auftretende Fehler den Shl

ussel zum Finden
einer L

osung.
Wir haben Beweisplanen mit mehreren Strategien in dem neuen System Multi
implementiert. Multi hat eine Blakboardarhitektur, die es erlaubt, Strategien
bedarfsorientiert und durh die Auswertung von strategishen Kontrollregeln auf-
zurufen.
Zur Evaluierung von Beweisplanen mit mehreren Strategien und seiner Imple-
mentierung in Multi wurden zwei groe und zwei kleinere Fallstudien aus ver-
shiedenen mathematishen Dom

anen durhgef

uhrt, die in dieser Arbeit diskutiert
werden. Die Fallstudien veranshaulihen das Dom

anenwissen, das auf der Ebene
von Strategien vorliegt, und wie es im Beweisplanen benutzt werden kann. Insbe-
sondere werden in der Arbeit Probleme diskutiert, die vom bisherigen Planer von

mega niht gel

ost werden konnten, da ihre L

osung die exible Kombination ver-
shiedener Planverfeinerungen ben

otigt. Multi kann diese Probleme l

osen sowie
auh alle Probleme, die bereits der alte Planer l

osen konnte.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Motivation and Problem
Typially, human experts have dierent problem solving tehniques at their disposal
that they an exibly employ when solving a omplex problem, for instane, when
disovering a omplex proof for a mathematial theorem. In partiular, the hoie
of appropriate problem solving approahes are ruial human skills and are typially
guided by some meta-reasoning.
For automated theorem proving the situation is quite dierent urrently. Tra-
ditional logi-oriented automated theorem provers suh as Otter or Spass searh
for proofs in the huge searh spaes that result from the use of low-level logi rules.
To traverse the searh spae they use searh heuristis determined by parameter
settings. These searh heuristis are general-purpose heuristis suh as the set-
of-support tehnique or ordering tehniques that hardly over mathematial proof
disovery heuristis. Moreover, it is not possible to hange the searh strategy dur-
ing a proof attempt in order to adapt to the needs of subproblems. Thus, these
systems annot ombine dierent searh strategies.
An alternative tehnique for automated theorem proving is proof planning in-
trodued by Bundy in 1988. Proof planning onsiders a theorem to be proved as
an Artiial Intelligene (AI) planning problem. Bundy's key idea was to augment
tatis that originate from tatial theorem proving with pre- and postonditions
that speify the appliability of the tati as well as its eets with respet to a
proof state. This results in planning operators, so-alled methods, whih are more
abstrat than logi alulus rules. A proof planner searhes for a sequene of method
appliations that derives a theorem from given assumptions, so that the automated
proof searh is performed at the abstrat level of methods.
Another important advantage of proof planning is the possibility to inorpo-
rate domain-spei mathematial knowledge into the planning proess. This was
realized in the knowledge-based proof planning of the 
mega system, whih is
developed by Siekmann and his group sine the mid 1990s.
The previous proof planner of 
mega provides two ways to enode knowledge,
methods and ontrol rules. 
mega's methods an enode general proof steps as
well as steps partiular to a mathematial domain. Heuristi onditions about the
desirability of the appliation of methods are enoded in ontrol rules. Control rules
allow, in partiular, to enode global searh ontrol that an over mathematial
ontrol knowledge. The ontrol rules guide the searh for a solution plan by pre-
ferring promising searh paths or pruning searh paths that are likely to lead to no
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solution. The previous proof planner performs a xed yle of method seletion and
appliation that is guided by ontrol rules. This yle is ombined in a xed way
with restrited failities for baktraking and for the instantiation of variables.
The appliation of this previous proof planner of 
mega to problems from
dierent mathematial domains revealed the following drawbaks. First, its sub-
omponents for method appliation, baktraking, and variable instantiation have
only restrited funtionalities that do not enable, for instane, dierent kinds of
baktraking or the realization of dierent ways to instantiate variables. Seond,
the integration of these subomponents is hard-oded into the algorithm, so that
they annot be exibly ombined. As a onsequene, this planner realizes only one
partiular hard-oded problem solving approah, whih is suitable for many prob-
lems but insuÆient for other ones. In partiular, there is no possibility to adapt
it to the needs of dierent lasses of problems sine large parts of its ontrol are
hard-oded.
Another problem with the previous proof planner originates from the fat that
mathematis is knowledge-intensive. Hene, the exploration of dierent mathemat-
ial domains results in large sets of methods and ontrol rules. This large amount of
available knowledge an be used only, if it is appropriately strutured into ompu-
tationally manageable and oneptually sensible units. The previous proof planner
of 
mega, however, provides no means to struture sets of methods and ontrol
rules.
During our experiments with the previous proof planner of 
mega we found
knowledge about several proof plan renements and modiations that are useful
in ertain situations. We also learnt how to ombine these renements and modi-
ations. For instane, we disovered sets of methods and ontrol rules that belong
together sine they enode together the knowledge of how to takle a ertain lass
of problems (i.e., they enode together a ertain proof tehnique to prove problems
from the lass). We found that the instantiation of variables should be exibly om-
bined with the introdution of methods sine in some situations it is useful to delay
the instantiation of variables whereas in other situations it is useful to promote the
instantiation. By analyzing failed proof attempts we learnt about dierent useful
kinds of baktraking. In other situations the failures themselves hold the key to
disover a solution. Hene, the analysis of suh a failure gives rise to the sugges-
tion of partiular proof plan renements or modiations rather than to baktrak.
All this knowledge of proof plan renements and modiations and their ontrolled
ombination annot be represented in methods and ontrol rules. Hene, there is
no means to inorporate and use it in the previous proof planner of 
mega.
1.2 Solutions
To overome the problems of knowledge-based proof planning that originate from
the rigidity of the hard-oded problem solving approah of the previous monolithi
proof planner (as disussed in the previous setion) this thesis presents proof plan-
ning with multiple strategies. This novel approah is implemented in a new proof
planner alled Multi.
The main idea of proof planning with multiple strategies is to deompose the
previous monolithi proof planning proess and to replae it by separate but ollab-
orating operations, so-alled strategies, whih an realize dierent plan renements
and modiations. Moreover, the deision on when to all a strategy should not be
enoded one and forever into the system but rather be determined by meta-level
reasoning using heuristi ontrol knowledge of strategies and their ombination. As
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ompared with the previous proof planning, strategies and their heuristi ontrol
introdue another hierarhial level and an enode further (mathematial) domain
knowledge.
Algorithms and Strategies
The deomposition of the previous monolithi proof planner of 
mega allows to
extend and generalize the funtionalities of its subomponents. This results in in-
dependent parameterized algorithms for method appliation, variable instantiation
and baktraking. A strategy is an instantiation of suh a parameterized algorithm
and determines a ertain behavior of the algorithm. When a strategy is invoked,
then its algorithm is applied to the urrent proof planning state with respet to the
parameter instantiation speied by the strategy.
The multiple-strategy proof planning framework is not restrited to the algo-
rithms resulting from the deomposition of the previous proof planner. Rather, it
is open for the integration of all kinds of algorithms and their strategies that an
ontribute to a theorem proving proess. Currently, Multi employs the following
6 independent and parameterized algorithms:
PPLANNER renes a proof plan by introduing new method steps.
INSTMETA renes a proof plan by instantiating variables.
BACKTRACK modies a proof plan by removing renements of other algorithms.
EXP renes a proof plan by expanding omplex steps.
ATP renes a proof plan by solving subproblems with traditional automated theo-
rem provers.
CPLANNER renes a proof plan by transferring steps from a soure proof plan or
fragment.
PPLANNER, INSTMETA, and BACKTRACK result from the deomposition and generaliza-
tion of the subomponents of the previous proof planner of 
mega. EXP, ATP, and
CPLANNER integrate new renements of the proof plan.1
The knowledge enoded into strategies an be diverse. For instane, the al-
gorithm PPLANNER has parameters for a set of methods and a set of ontrol rules.
Thus, a PPLANNER strategy speies a set of methods and ontrol rules, for instane,
methods and ontrol rules that enode together a proof tehnique to prove a er-
tain lass of problems. Several PPLANNER strategies provide a means to struture
the available method and ontrol rule knowledge into units of methods and on-
trol rules that belong together. Strategies of INSTMETA determine dierent ways to
onstrut mathematial objets to instantiate variables, for instane, by employing
dierent kinds of external systems to provide instantiations for variables. Strate-
gies of BACKTRACK determine dierent ways to baktrak by deleting dierent sets
of steps.
Strategi Control
Knowledge of the appliability of strategies is subdivided into knowledge of the legal
feasibility of a strategy and knowledge of the heuristi desirability of strategies. The
1CPLANNER adapts and extends funtionalities of the Topal system, a omponent of 
mega for
ased-based reasoning.
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legal onditions that have to be satised in order for a strategy to be appliable are
part of the speiation of the strategy. Heuristi knowledge about the desirability
of ertain strategies in partiular situations is enoded into strategi ontrol rules,
whih guide the searh at the strategy-level similar to ontrol rules at the method-
level. Strategi ontrol rules an reason about the proof plan onstruted so far, the
plan proess history, and the mathematial domain of the proof planning problem.
When evaluated with respet to a set of appliable strategies, strategi ontrol rules
an prefer promising strategies or an rejet strategies whose appliation will likely
result in a failed proof attempt.
The advantage of this delarative and knowledge-based ontrol approah is that
the heuristi ontrol of proof planning with multiple strategies an be easily ex-
tended and hanged by modifying the strategi ontrol rules. In ontrast, when
the ombination of integrated omponents of a system is hard-oded into a ontrol
proedure, then eah extension or hange requires re-implementation of parts of the
main ontrol proedure. Moreover, delaratively stated ontrol knowledge an be
ommuniated more easily to a user in order to larify and explain taken deisions.
However, the aquisition and implementation of suitable ontrol knowledge an be
diÆult, but it is typially neessary for the suessful appliation of proof planning.
Similar to the knowledge in strategies also the knowledge enoded in strategi
ontrol rules an be diverse. For instane, strategi ontrol rules an guide the
swith of PPLANNER strategies during the proof planning proess to takle dierent
subproblems with dierent sets of methods and ontrol rules that seem to be ap-
propriate for the respetive subproblem. Strategi ontrol rules an also guide the
ombination between PPLANNER strategies and the strategies of other algorithms.
For instane, strategi ontrol rules an delay or promote instantiations of variables
performed by strategies of INSTMETA, if this is heuristially preferable with respet
to the urrent proof planning proess. Strategi ontrol rules an also handle fail-
ures during the proof planning proess, for instane, when none of the available
planning operators is appliable or when variables annot be instantiated. In multi-
strategy proof planning suh a failure does not neessarily ause baktraking as
in the previous proof planner of 
mega. Rather, sine failures often hold the key
for the disovery of a solution proof plan, a strategi ontrol rule an analyze the
failure and an use it produtively by suggesting partiular plan renements or
modiations.
Implementation in Multi
For the implementation of the multiple-strategy proof planning approah in Multi
we deided for a blakboard arhiteture sine blakboard arhitetures have proven
useful to organize the ooperation of several independent omponents, so-alled
knowledge soures, for solving a omplex problem. This is beause blakboard
systems do not rely on a pre-dened ontrol of the appliation of the involved om-
ponents but employ their knowledge soures event-driven, i.e., whenever possible
and suitable. Multi's arhiteture onsists of two blakboards, the so-alled proof
blakboard and the ontrol blakboard. The two-blakboard arhiteture empha-
sizes the importane of both, the solution of the proof planning problem whose
status is stored on the proof blakboard and the solution of the ontrol problem,
that is, whih possible strategy should the system apply next. Corresponding to
the two blakboards, there are two sets of knowledge soures that work on these
blakboards: the strategies work on the proof blakboard whereas the knowledge
soure that works on the ontrol blakboard is alled the MetaReasoner. It evaluates
the strategi ontrol rules in order to guide the seletion of the next strategy.
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Execution Guidance
Recording 
Invocation
Figure 1.1: Control yle of Multi.
In a nutshell,Multi operates aording to the ontrol yle in Figure 1.1, whih
passes the following steps:
Reording Strategies whose ondition is true reord their appliability on the
ontrol blakboard.
Guidane The MetaReasoner evaluates the strategi ontrol rules to order the
appliability reords on the ontrol blakboard.
Invoation A sheduler invokes the strategy who posed the highest ranked appli-
ability reord.
Exeution The algorithm of the invoked strategy is exeuted with respet to the
parameter instantiation speied by the strategy.
Exept for this yle, no ontrol is hard-oded into Multi. In partiular, no
preferene or exlusion of strategies is pre-dened. There are several strategi on-
trol rules that dene a `reasonable' default ontrol forMulti. For instane, there is
a strategi ontrol rule that rejets strategies that failed already. Another rule sug-
gests baktraking, if a failure ours. Although these ontrol rules are the bakbone
of Multi's ontrol, they an be exluded by the user of Multi or an be overrid-
den by other strategi ontrol rules. For instane, in the ase studies onduted
with Multi, we developed more spei ontrol rules that allow for the repeated
appliation of the same strategy although it failed already. Moreover, we developed
more spei strategi ontrol rules that analyze and produtively use failures to
suggest partiular plan renements or modiations rather than to baktraking.
1.3 Case Studies
For an evaluation of multiple-strategy proof planning and its implementation in
Multi we present two large ase studies and two smaller ase studies that we
onduted with Multi. They show that multiple-strategy proof planning naturally
extends simple proof planning and extends the problem solving horizon of proof
planning.
1. The rst ase study investigates proof planning for theorems taken from the
analysis textbook [12℄ about the limit of sequenes, the limit of funtions, the
ontinuity of funtions, and the derivative of funtions. This domain was rst
takled with 
mega's previous proof planner. The analysis of the failed at-
tempts of the previous proof planner strongly inuened the design ofMulti.
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The ase study demonstrates how proof planning with multiple strategies en-
ables the exible integration of a onstraint solver to provide instantiations for
variables and reasoning about failures to guide baktraking and the subse-
quent proof planning proess. For instane, failures an be exploited to guide
the eureka steps of lemma speulation and ase-split introdution.
In this ase study we disuss, in partiular, example problems that annot be
solved with the previous proof planner of 
mega sine their solution requires
the exible instantiation of variables and the exible handling of failures.
Multi an solve these problems (as well as all other problems provable with
the previous proof planner) sine it an make use of the additional domain
knowledge enoded into strategies and strategi ontrol rules.
2. The seond ase study is onerned with the automati lassiation of residue
lass strutures with respet to their algebrai properties and with respet
to isomorphi strutures. To solve problems from this domain we realized
several proof tehniques in several proof planning strategies. The availability
of several proof tehniques for one problem makes proof planning more robust:
if one proof tehnique fails on a problem, another proof tehnique may solve
it. The ase study also benets from dierent kinds of baktraking in Multi
and their guidane by reasoning about failures. Moreover, the ase study
demonstrates howMulti supports the exible integration of omputer algebra
systems, model generators, theory formation systems, and automated theorem
provers with proof planning.
3. In the third ase study, we apply Multi to solve problems on permutation
groups. Essential for the suess of Multi in this domain are the inorpora-
tion of a omputer algebra system and the hierarhial onstrution of proof
plans. That is, proof planning in this domain exploits, among others,Multi's
algorithm for the expansion of omplex steps and ombines it with the other
proof plan renements and modiations.
4. The fourth ase study applies Multi to homomorphism problems. Although
Multi an solve the homomorphism problems automatially the main fous
of the ase study is to takle these problems interatively with Multi. The
ase study demonstrates how also interative proof planning benets from the
new approah.
1.4 Overview
This thesis onsists of three parts. Part I introdues the preliminaries of the thesis,
part II desribesMulti, and part III ontains desriptions of the ase studies. The
single parts are organized as follows:
Part I: Preliminaries After brief overviews of theorem proving with omputers,
blakboard systems, and Artiial Intelligene planning in hapter 2, we introdue
the 
mega system in hapter 3 and formally desribe its underlying logi and
its proof objets. In hapter 4, we shall introdue the basis of knowledge-based
proof planning. In addition to tehnial desriptions of methods and ontrol rules
we shall give a formal denition of proof plans and a detailed desription of the
previous proof planner of 
mega. We onlude part I in hapter 5 with a brief
disussion of the theorems that are part of the limit domain and the residue lass
domain, sine these problems are used throughout the rest of the thesis as examples.
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Part II: Multi This part onsists of two hapters. Chapter 6 introdues proof
planning with multiple strategies and Multi. It starts with a motivation of the
development of proof planning with multiple strategies. Then, it introdues the
basi elements of proof planning with multiple strategies as well as Multi's blak-
board arhiteture. It onludes with a disussion of the realized approah and a
omparison with related work. Chapter 7 gives a tehnial desription of Multi
and the algorithms it employs so far.
Part III: Case Studies The ase studies are desribed in three hapters. Chap-
ters 8 and 9 desribe the appliation of Multi to the limit domain and the residue
lass domain, respetively. The subjet of hapter 10 is then the appliation of
Multi to problems of permutation groups and homomorphism theorems.
Finally, hapter 11 onludes the thesis with a summary and an outlook to possible
extensions.
Part I
Preliminaries
Chapter 2
Bakground
In this hapter we give a brief overview of the bakground of this thesis, namely
theorem proving with omputers, blakboard systems, and Artiial Intelligene
planning.
2.1 Theorem Proving with Computers
Theorem proving systems were among the earliest Artiial Intelligene (AI) sys-
tems in the 1950s. For instane, at the Dartmouth Conferene in 1956 Davis
deision proedure based on Presburger's Arithmeti [66℄ and Newell and Si-
mon's Logi Theorist [178℄ were among the presented systems. Sine this time a
large variety of systems and approahes to automate and mehanize mathematial
reasoning has been developed. We ategorize these approahes into three lasses:
mahine-oriented automated theorem proving, logi-oriented interative theorem
proving, and mathematis-oriented theorem proving.
2.1.1 Mahine-Oriented Theorem Proving
It seems as though logiians had worked with the tion of man as a
persistent and unimaginative beast who an only follow rules blindly,
and then the tion found its inarnation in the mahine.
Wang, 1960, quoted from [216℄, p. 260
Mahine-oriented theorem provers are automated theorem provers (ATPs) based
upon omputational logial inferene system suh as resolution [205℄, tableaux [221℄,
or onnetion aluli [142℄. These systems searh for a sequene of low-level logi
rule appliations that proves a theorem from a given set of axioms. The searh is
guided by general-purpose heuristis suh as the set-of-support tehnique or ordering
tehniques [146℄ that hardly over mathematial proof disovery heuristis. The
strength of the systems stems from their ability to traverse and maintain very large
searh spaes (up to millions of nodes).
The breakthrough for mahine-oriented theorem provers ame with the work
of Wang [238℄ and the development of the resolution priniple by Robinson
in 1965 [205℄. Today many suh theorem provers exist for dierent logis. For
propositional logi there are, for instane, SAT-based systems suh as Sato [251℄
and Anl-DP [149℄, whih rely on the Davis-Putnam Proedure [67℄. For rst-order
logi a myriad of systems has been developed. Representatives of systems that are
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based on the resolution priniple are MKRP [197℄, Otter [150℄, Bliksem [68℄,
and Spass [240℄. SETHEO [212℄ is a prover based on the tableaux alulus and
leanCoP [187℄ uses a onnetion alulus. For higher-order logi there are systems
based on the (suitably extended) resolution priniple suh as the Leo system [19℄
and systems based on the (suitably extended) onnetion method suh as tps [8℄.
For spei lasses of problems there are also speialized systems. For instane,
an important subeld of automated theorem proving are so-alled term rewriting
systems . Term rewriting systems have been developed to prove whether an equality
an be derived from a given set of input equations. A well known approah from this
subeld is the Knuth-Bendix ompletion [138℄. Representatives for term rewriting
systems are WaldMeister [114℄ and eqp [152℄.
Like other appliations of omputers, mahine-oriented theorem provers did
prot from the development of faster omputers with more memory. Due to this
tehnologial progress and due to the development of very eÆient implementa-
tion tehniques (e.g., sophistiated indexing tehniques [108, 199℄) mahine-oriented
provers have been suessfully applied in logi and mathematis (e.g., see [250℄) and
sueeded to prove non-trivial open mathematial problems suh as the Robbins Al-
gebra Conjeture [152℄.
Nevertheless, mahine-oriented theorem provers suer from the explosion of the
searh spae that results from their low-level inferene systems. Consequently, many
problems of well-understood mathematial domains are beyond the apabilities of
today's systems. The mathematial knowledge and experiene that humans em-
ploy to aomplish proofs in these domains annot be used by the mahine-oriented
provers in their low-level searh with logi inferene rules. An example of suh a
domain are theorems about the limit of funtions. In 1990 Bledsoe proposed sev-
eral versions of the theorem that the limit of the sum of two funtions over the reals
equals the sum of their limits as a hallenge problem for automated theorem prov-
ing [28℄. Only the simplest versions of this problem (problem 1 and 2 in [28℄) an be
solved by today's mahine-oriented automated theorem provers. The more diÆult
versions as well as theorems suh as that the limit of the produt of two funtions
over the reals equals the produt of their limits are beyond their apabilities.
2.1.2 Logi-Oriented Interative Theorem Proving
Some workers in automati theorem proving, inluding the authors, be-
lieve it will be many years (if ever) before mahines alone an prove dif-
ult theorems in mathematis. Thus some, who hope to see mahines
used as pratial assistants to pure mathematiians, have redireted their
attention to man-mahine theorem provers and theorem proof heking.
Bledsoe and Bruell, 1973,[26℄
Despite the early enthusiasm for mahine-oriented automated theorem provers it
turned out that their appliations in the daily work of a mathematiian were limited.
First, these provers fail often on main-stream mathematial problems; seond, their
output format is inomprehensible for humans; and third, essentially they work
as a blakbox and give either a perfet answer (i.e., a proof) or no answer at all.
This motivated the development of interative systems to assist mathematiians by
onstruting and heking their proofs.
Although there were approahes to use variations of resolution as priniple means
to interatively onstrut proofs (e.g., see [2, 119℄) most interative systems are
based on natural dedution [96℄ or sequent aluli [198℄, whih are onsidered to be
more human-oriented than resolution, tableaux, or onnetion aluli.
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One of the earliest interative provers of this paradigm is the Automath system
developed by De Bruijn in the early 1970s [232℄. Automath and other early
systems suered from the problem that proofs in their underlying natural dedution
or sequent aluli have to be derived at a very ne-grained level, whih requires many
user interations and results in very long proof objets (when ompared to proofs
in mathematial texts).
More reent interative systems suh as Nuprl [3℄, Isabelle [189℄, Hol [107℄,
and Pvs [188℄ use tatis for proof onstrution. The idea in tatial theorem
proving is that repeatedly ourring sequenes of inferene steps are enapsulated
into maro steps, so-alled tatis. Most tati-based theorem proving systems
(e.g., Nuprl, Isabelle, Hol) are desendants of LCF [106℄ and follow a bottom-
up approah for tati onstrution. That is, more and more omplex tatis are
onstruted by the deomposition of inferene rules of the basi alulus and already
dened tatis. Sine suh a tati eventually results in the appliation of alulus
level rules, a tati may fail to be appliable, but if it is appliable, then it does not
produe faulty steps.
The invention of tatis failitated the use of interative systems for proof on-
strution and proof heking, and a large set of proofs has been onstruted with
these systems for mathematial appliations (e.g., see [62℄) as well as for program
and hardware veriations (e.g., see [55, 143℄). However, these approahes have
not reahed a broad aeptane as a working instrument for mathematiians. They
may result in new standards of rigor in mathematial proofs but they fous on the
logial orretness of steps and proofs, rather than to fous on the integration of
mathematial knowledge and pratie into the proof development proess.
2.1.3 Mathematis-Oriented Theorem Proving
Automated theorem proving [: : :℄ is not the beautiful proess we know as
mathematis. This is `over your eyes with blinders and hunt through
a orneld for a diamond-shaped grain of orn'. Mathematiians have
given us a great deal of diretion over the last two or three millennia.
Let us pay attention to it.
Bledsoe, 1986,[27℄
Although the eld of automated and interative theorem proving with omputers
has been dominated by logi-oriented systems there have always been approahes
that try to base theorem proving on mathematial knowledge and pratie. Exam-
ples for suh systems are Gelernter's Geometry-Theorem Proving Mahine [94℄
for Eulidean geometry theorems, Bundy's Sums prover [37℄ for part of arithmeti,
and Bledsoe's Imply [29℄ prover
1
for limit theorems.
The Geometry-Theorem Proving Mahine was motivated by the fat that hu-
mans typially rst draw a diagram to have a model of the problem at hand when
proving a theorem of Eulidean geometry. This is beause, \the reative sientist
generally nds his most valuable insights into a problem by onsidering a model of
the formal system in whih the problem is ouhed" (quoted from [95℄, p. 103).
Tehnially, the Geometry-Theorem Proving Mahine uses two representations of
the problem during the theorem proving proess: a `syntax-mahine' onstruts a
proof of the given problem with rules and axioms on Eulidean geometry and a
`diagram-mahine' maintains and updates a diagram, i.e., a model, of the problem
1
To be more preise, the atual program was alled Prover and Imply was its prinipal sub-
routine for aomplishing limit theorems, see [29℄ for details.
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(the initial diagram is given by the user).
2
The `syntax-mahine' bakwardly ap-
plies rules and axioms to redue the initial theorem to new subgoals. The `diagram-
mahine' guides this proof searh by rejeting those appliations that result in sub-
goals that are false in the diagram and by instantiating variables in new subgoals,
suh that the subgoals are true in the diagram.
Sums proves arithmeti theorems by representing them in the form of a diagram.
The nodes of the diagram are property lists of arithmeti terms and its links desribe
relationships suh as <;;=. Knowledge about arithmeti is built into the system
in form of proedures that draw the diagram, so that when links are added to it,
elementary dedutions are made (and more links are added) automatially without
the expliit use of axioms of arithmeti or expliit inferene rules. This results
in a kind of proof protool rather than a formal logi proof. However, the main
intention of Sums was not to produe formal proofs but to simulate the behavior of
mathematiians as Bundy points out: \Does Sums prove theorems or does it hek
their validity? It ertainly does not produe proofs in a formal logial system [: : :℄
Nor, of ourse, does the pratiing mathematiian onne himself to either of these
tehniques. Rather he is prepared to use a variety of methods to ahieve his ends.
To onvine himself, and others, he produes a protool. Formal logial systems were
introdued to analyze and justify this proedure and not to replae it as a method
of disovery. Sums is designed to simulate the behavior of mathematiians. During
the ourse of a proof it `proves' many fats (i.e., onvines itself of their truth) and
reords these as true; it also produes a protool whih is intended to onvine others
of their truth (i.e., a proof)." (quoted from [37℄)
Limit theorems turned out to be a diÆult domain for mahine-oriented auto-
mated theorem provers sine they require the axioms of an ordered eld that ause
long and diÆult searhes. Motivated by the fat that \a human mathematiian is
often able to easily perform the neessary operations of analysis without being aware
of the expliit use of the eld axioms" (quoted from [29℄, p. 586) Imply employs
knowledge on the limit domain in form of routines for algebrai simpliation and
solving linear inequalities as performed by mathematiians without the expliit use
of the axioms of an ordered eld.
A reent approah for mathematis-oriented theorem proving is proof planning .
Proof planning was rst introdued by Bundy in 1988. Bundy's key idea was to
augment individual tatis with pre- and postonditions that speify the applia-
bility of the tati as well as its eets with respet to a proof state. This results
in AI-planning operators, so-alled methods . A proof planner searhes for a plan,
i.e., a sequene of methods, that derives the theorem from the given assumptions.
The representation of a proof, at least while it is developed, onsists of a sequene
of abstrat steps. The omplete abstrat proof (or parts of it) an be expanded to
a logi-level proof. This enables automated proof searh at an abstrat level and a
separated heking proess.
Bundy and his group developed the rst proof planner, CL
a
M [44℄, in the early
1990s and applied it to prove theorems by mathematial indution. To guide the
searh of indutive proofs the rippling searh heuristi for dierene redution [121,
46℄ is enoded into CL
a
M methods. Later on Bundy and his group re-implemented
CL
a
M in their new system CL
a
M [45, 204℄.
Another proof planner is part of the 
mega system [213℄. 
mega is a proof
development system for knowledge-based interative and automated proof onstru-
tion developed by Siekmann and his group sine the mid 1990s (e.g., see [118, 18℄).
2
For the diagram a Cartesian representation was used, with eah point mentioned in the theorem
being assigned a pair of x; y oordinates hosen in suh a way as to make the assumptions of the
theorem true.
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The development of 
mega was motivated by the onvition that the solution of
main-stream mathematial problems requires the ombination of theorem proving
based on mathematial knowledge with powerful reasoning experts suh as mahine-
oriented theorem provers, omputer algebra systems, or onstraint solvers. 
mega
employs proof planning as the main tool for automated proof onstrution sine
proof planning enables the inorporation of mathematial knowledge into the theo-
rem proving proess as well as the inorporation of external expert systems. Sine
the fous of 
mega's proof planning is on the integration of mathematial knowl-
edge it is alled knowledge-based proof planning .
One dierene between proof planning in 
mega and CL
a
M is the handling of
heuristi ontrol knowledge. Preonditions of CL
a
M methods may inlude legal on-
ditions about the feasibility of the appliation of the method as well as heuristi
onditions about the desirability of the appliation of the method. In ontrast,
preonditions of 
mega methods inlude only legal onditions. Heuristi ontrol
knowledge is enoded in so-alled ontrol rules. Tehnially, the ontrol rules guide
the searh by reasoning on alternatives at hoie points. That is, they an prefer
promising alternatives and rejet or delay alternatives that are not likely to lead
to a solution. Thereby ontrol rules an enode mathematial ontrol knowledge.
This is possible sine, as opposed to the loal and syntati proof heuristis used
in mahine-oriented provers, 
mega's ontrol rules an reason about the urrent
proof planning state as well as about the entire history of the proof planning pro-
ess. Moreover, they an over semantial information on partiular mathematial
funtions or onstants that guides human proof searh. We shall give a detailed
desription of the 
mega system in hapter 3. An introdution of knowledge-based
proof planning is given in hapter 4.
A major dierene between systems suh as the Geometry-Theorem Proving
Mahine, Sums, or Imply and proof planning is how knowledge is used and in-
orporated. Whereas the former systems are speial-purpose systems in whih
domain-spei knowledge is hard-wired into the system, in proof planning only
methods and ontrol rules are domain-spei. The representational tehniques
and reasoning proedures are general-purpose.
The 
mega system has been used in several ase studies, whih illustrate the
interplay of the various omponents suh as proof planning and external reasoning
systems. The rst large ase study was the appliation of 
mega's proof planning
to limit problems [172℄. Another lass of problems we takled with proof planning
are residue lass problems [165℄. We also employed proof planning to solve problems
of permutation groups [57℄ and homomorphism problems. Sine they are part of
this thesis we shall disuss these ase studies and the knowledge we aquired and
formalized to takle them in the hapters 8 | 10. Another ase study not disussed
in this thesis is proof planning for diagonalization proofs [49℄ of theorems suh as
Cantor's theorem and the undeidability of the halting problem. A ase study
on interative proof development with 
mega is the proof of the Irrationality of
p
2 [215, 214℄. Here, the user interatively proposes the main oneptual steps.
Simple but painful logial subproofs are then passed to onneted mahine-oriented
provers and omputations are done by onneted omputer algebra systems.
2.2 Blakboard Systems
In this setion, we briey introdue blakboard arhitetures. In partiular, we
shall desribe the Hearsay-III and the BB1 systems sine they are relevant for
the understanding of Multi's blakboard arhiteture. An extensive introdution
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to blakboard systems an be found in [76℄.
2.2.1 Introdution to Blakboard Systems
The entral issue of any kind of knowledge-based problem solving deals with the
question: What piee of knowledge should be applied when and how? The \stan-
dard" omputation approah is a entral sequening program that onsists of a set
of proedures and some ontrol mehanisms for ordering their appliation. The
problem-solving knowledge is embedded in the proedures and the ontrol stru-
ture. This approah is suitable to apply proedures in a deterministi or quasi-
deterministi way. However, it is not exible enough, if many and diverse proe-
dures have to be ombined in a non-deterministi way. Blakboard arhitetures
have been developed in the eighties to enable a exible ombination of dierent
problem solving proedures in a single problem solving proess and to realize a
non-deterministi solution-strategy.
The fundamental ideas of the blakboard model are (1) the segmentation of the
knowledge base into modules that are kept separate and independent and (2) the
separation of the inferene engines that work on that knowledge. Eah knowledge
module an employ its own inferene engine. The ommuniation between the mod-
ules is limited to reading and writing in a ommon working memory, the blakboard .
The blakboard an be further strutured into regions that, for instane, ontain
dierent data strutures. A basi blakboard arhiteture onsists of a strutured
blakboard and the modular inferene engine/knowledge base pairs whih are alled
the knowledge soures. Figure 2.1 depits suh a basi blakboard arhiteture.
Blackboard
Inference 
Engine Base
Knowledge
Inference 
Engine Base
Knowledge
Inference 
Engine Base
Knowledge
Knowledge Source
Knowledge Source
Knowledge Source
Figure 2.1: A rudimentary blakboard arhiteture.
The objetive of eah knowledge soure is to ontribute to the solution of the
problem whose problem-solving state data are kept on the global blakboard. Con-
trol of knowledge soure ativation in blakboard systems is data-direted and event-
driven. That is, the ativation of the next knowledge soure is determined by the
hanges of the data on the blakboard aused by other knowledge soures, rather
than by expliit alls from other knowledge soures or some entral sequening
mehanism. Knowledge soures hek whether they are appliable with respet to
the urrent solution state on the blakboard and indiate their appliability. Con-
trol modules hoose the next knowledge soure based on the solution state and on
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the existene of knowledge soures apable of improving the urrent state of the so-
lution. As a result, the sequene of knowledge soure invoation is dynami rather
than xed and preprogrammed. The ability of a system to exibly exploit its best
data and most promising methods is also alled opportunisti problem solving [112℄.
Piees of problem solving steps our in the following iterative sequene:
1. A knowledge soure hanges blakboard objets.
2. Eah knowledge soure indiates the ontribution it an make with respet to
the hanged solution state.
3. Using the information produed in step 1 and 2, a ontrol module selets the
next knowledge soure to beome ative.
With respet to step 1 and 2 knowledge soures an be seen also as ondition-
ation pairs . A knowledge soure ontains the knowledge when it is appliable (the
ondition part of a knowledge soure, whih is employed in step 2) and how it is
appliable (the ation part of a knowledge soure, whih is employed in step 1).
The rst blakboard arhitetures were the Hearsay-II[77℄ and the Hasp[181℄
arhitetures. Hearsay-II was used for speeh reognition and Hasp for oean
surveillane. Both onsisted of a single blakboard and a set of hierarhially stru-
tured knowledge soures. The ontrol in Hearsay-II is subsymboli. Eah knowl-
edge soure as well as eah objet on the blakboard has a rank of belief (a numeri
value). From these values a sheduler omputes and selets the most promising ap-
pliation of a knowledge soure to an objet of the blakboard. In Hasp the ontrol
knowledge was organized in hierarhially strutured modules that onsist of sets of
rules. On the lowest level is a set of knowledge soures that manipulate objets on
the blakboard. At the next level there are knowledge soure ativators that know,
when to use the various knowledge soures. On the highest level a strategy module
analyzes the urrent solution state and selets the next knowledge soure ativator.
In later blakboard systems the ontrol beame are more and more important
issue. Therefore, later arhitetures tried to make ontrol of the system a knowledge-
based proedure in its own right. In the Hearsay-III [78℄ and the BB1 [111℄
frameworks ontrol is established as a rst-lass knowledge-based ativity. Both
frameworks employ arhitetures with two separate blakboards: one blakboard
to reason on the domain problem, that is, the given problem to solve, and one
blakboard to reason on the ontrol problem, that is, the problem whih appliable
knowledge soure to apply next. Corresponding to the two separated blakboards,
these systems employ also two separated sets of knowledge soures that reason about
the domain problem and about the ontrol of problem-solving ations, respetively.
Sine the blakboard arhiteture of Multi resembles the Hearsay-III and
BB1 arhiteture, we shall now introdue these two frameworks in more detail.
Multi's blakboard arhiteture is desribed in detail in setion 6.2.2. A disussion
of similarities and dierenes between Multi and Hearsay-III and BB1 follows
in setion 6.3.1.
2.2.2 The Hearsay-III Framework
Hearsay-III is a domain-independent arhiteture. The motivation for the de-
velopment of Hearsay-III was the observation that the ontrol problem exhibits
harateristis similar to the domain problem. Hene, the same blakboard-oriented
knowledge-based approah should be used for its solution as well.
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Hearsay-III employs two blakboards: the domain blakboard for the solution
of the domain problem and the sheduling blakboard for the solution of the on-
trol problem. Eah blakboard an be subdivided. Correspondingly, Hearsay-III
divides the knowledge soures into domain knowledge soures and sheduling knowl-
edge soures . All knowledge soures are ondition-ation pairs. The ondition part
states whih events trigger the knowledge soure. The ation part desribes how
the ontent of the blakboards is hanged, when the knowledge soure is exeuted.
The ondition part of sheduling knowledge soures may reason about both, the
ontent of the domain blakboard and the ontent of the sheduling blakboard
whereas the ondition part of domain knowledge soures reasons only about the
domain blakboard. The ation parts of sheduling knowledge soures eet only
the sheduling blakboard, and the ation parts of domain knowledge soures eet
only the domain blakboard.
The system works as follows: when a knowledge soure exeution terminates, all
knowledge soures hek whether their ondition part is satised by the ontents of
the blakboards. If this is the ase, the knowledge soure reates a so-alled ati-
vation reord that is stored on the sheduling blakboard. How the next ativation
reord is hosen an be speied by the user who has to speify a so-alled base
sheduler proedure. The base sheduler is intended to be very simple sine most
of the knowledge about sheduling should be embodied in the sheduling knowledge
soures. Moreover, the user an speify how the ativation reords are maintained
on the sheduling blakboard by the sheduling knowledge soures. For instane,
the ativation reords might be stored in a queue and ations of sheduling knowl-
edge soures hange this queue. The base sheduler then might onsist simply of a
loop that removes the rst element from the queue and alls for its exeution. If the
queue is empty, the base sheduler terminates marking the end of system exeution.
When several sheduling knowledge soures are appliable, the problem is how to
shedule the sheduling knowledge soures? To deal with this problem, Hearsay-
III allows for dividing the sheduling blakboard into a set of mutually exlusive,
prioritized sheduling levels. Eah sheduling knowledge soure is assigned to a
single level. The base sheduler always returns an ativation reord from the highest
level on whih ativation reords reside.
2.2.3 The BB1 Framework
As Hearsay-III BB1 is a domain-independent framework that an be lled by the
user. Furthermore, BB1 is similar to Hearsay-III in that it distinguishes domain
and ontrol problems, blakboards, and knowledge soures. The ontrol problem
whose solution motivated the development of BB1 is formulated more generally
than the ontrol problem of Hearsay-III: whih of its potential ations should an
AI-system perform at eah point in the problem solving proess? Tehnially, the
BB1 approah for ontrol extends the Hearsay-III approah sine it deals not
only with the question whih knowledge soure to exeute next but it allows also
for adapting the ontrol of the system itself, for instane, by adopting, retaining,
and disarding ontrol heuristis.
In [111℄ Hayes-Roth operationalizes intelligent ontrol problem solving as the
ahievement of (at least) the following behavioral requirements:
 Make expliit ontrol deisions that solve the ontrol problem.
 Deide whih ations to perform by reoniling independent deisions about
what ations are desirable and whih ations are feasible.
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 Adopt, retain, and disard individual ontrol heuristis in response to dynami
problem solving situations.
 Deide how to integrate multiple ontrol heuristis of varying importane.
 Dynamially plan strategi sequenes of ations.
The BB1 arhiteture is designed to ahieve these goals. As opposed to the
sheduling knowledge soures of Hearsay-III, whih reason only about the exeu-
tion of other knowledge soures, the ontrol knowledge soures of BB1 inrementally
onstrut dynami ontrol plans for the systems behavior on the ontrol blakboard.
A ontrol plan is a set of related ontrol deisions that inuene eah other and that
an be dynamially reated and hanged by ontrol knowledge soures. Deisions
an desribe desirable ations (i.e., desirable exeutions of knowledge soures) and
determine whih of the system's ontrol heuristis operate during partiular prob-
lem solving time intervals. Dierent kinds of deisions are plaed on dierent levels
of the ontrol blakboard (e.g., strategy, poliy, fous deisions). In eah yle,
the sheduler uses the heuristis determined by the urrent deisions on the ontrol
blakboard to selet one of the appliable knowledge soures for exeution. This
an be either a domain knowledge soure that works on the domain blakboard or a
ontrol knowledge soure that an modify the deisions on the ontrol blakboard.
In partiular, BB1 allows to integrate the data-direted ontrol of blakboard
systems with goal-direted ontrol (e.g., see [64, 126℄). Even if the ontrol of the
sheduling in a blakboard system is very elaborate, the problem solving proess is
opportunisti. Goal-direted reasoning , in ontrast, entails identifying and perform-
ing ations in order to perform and enable other ations, whih may be desirable
per se or beause of their eets. Usually, blakboard systems miss goal-direted
apabilities: There is no inferene proess to predit the eets of exeuting a knowl-
edge soure. Moreover, there is no proess that reords whih preonditions of a
(desirable) knowledge soure are missing suh that the knowledge soure is not exe-
utable. Thus, it is not possible to ompute sequenes of related knowledge soures
that ahieve an important long-time goal (e.g., to solve a partiular subproblem
or to reate the blakboard ontent that triggers partiularly desirable knowledge
soure).
BB1 an initiate goal-direted reasoning in two situations: (a) the system no-
ties that it has an important fous deision on the ontrol blakboard, but there is
no exeutable knowledge soure that satises it; or (b) the system noties that it has
a highly desirable knowledge soure with unsatised preonditions. In the applia-
tion senario desribed in [126℄, a ontrol knowledge soure is triggered whenever
no exeutable knowledge soures rate highly against an important fous deision on
the ontrol blakboard. When exeuted, this knowledge soure determines whih
potential other knowledge soures ould rate highly against the fous and whih of
their preonditions are not satised. Then, it posts a goal-direted fous deision
for eah suh preondition. Another ontrol knowledge soure is triggered whenever
a highly desirable knowledge soure has unsatised preonditions. When exeuted,
this knowledge soure also posts a goal-direted fous deision for eah unsatised
preondition of this knowledge soure. Then, other ontrol knowledge soures prefer
exeutable knowledge soures that rate highly against suh a fous. Note that this
reasoning proess is only possible when the rst two desribed ontrol knowledge
soures an reason on the preonditions of other knowledge soures and when the
third desribed ontrol knowledge soure an reason on the eets of other knowl-
edge soures. If preonditions and eets of knowledge soures an be desribed,
then it is possible to perform planning at the level of the knowledge soures. Suh
an approah is desribed, for instane, in [75℄.
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2.3 AI-Planning
In order to build intelligent agents that at in the world algorithms are needed for
generating appropriate sequenes of ations. One approah to solve this problem is
AI-planning .
A planning problem onsists of
1. a desription of the initial state of the world in some formal language,
2. a desription of the agent's goals in some formal language, and
3. a desription of the possible operations that the agent an performs in some
formal language.
A planner is an algorithm that is applied to a planning problem and returns a
sequene of ations , i.e., instantiated operations, whih will ahieve the goal, when
exeuted in any world satisfying the initial state desription. Suh a sequene of
ations is also alled a solution plan.
This formulation of the planning problem is very abstrat. In fat, it speies
a lass of planning problems parameterized by the languages used to represent the
world, goals, and operations. In general, there is a spetrum of more and more
expressive languages (e.g., see [241, 206℄). A planning algorithm beomes more
omplex for more expressive representation languages, and the speed of the resulting
algorithm may derease as well.
A very simple, yet very inuential language is the propositional Strips repre-
sentation.
3
Strips desribes the initial state of the world with a omplete set of
ground literals. It restrits the type of goals that may be speied to onjuntions
of positive literals. Operations are represented in the Strips language as operators
(also alled operator shemata) with preonditions and eets . The preonditions of
eah operator have the same restrition as the problem's goals: they are a onjun-
tion of positive literals. An operator's eets are a onjuntion that may inludes
both, positive and negative literals. All the positive literals in the operator's ef-
fets are alled the add-list of the operator, while all the negative literals are alled
the delete-list of the operator. A more expressive language is PDDL [155℄ (Plan-
ning Domain Denition Language), whih is used to speify the problem sets for
the planner ompetitions held at reent AIPS onferenes [156℄. PDDL allows |
among others | for the speiation of universal and onditional eets.
The lassial approah to solve planning problems is preondition ahievement
planning [74℄. Preondition ahievement planning goes bak to the General Prob-
lem Solver, GPS [179℄. Strips foused and distilled the tehnique to the form used
in planning: During the planning proess, rst an unsatised preondition is hosen
(this ondition is not true and but it should be). Then, the available operators are
heked whether their add list ontains an eet to ahieve this preondition. One
operator is hosen, appropriately instantiated (bind the variables of the operator to
elements of the plan), and the resulting ation is inserted into the plan under devel-
opment. Then, the preonditions of the introdued ation beome new unsatised
preonditions of the plan whereas the initially unsatised preondition is satised
by an eet of the introdued ation.
3
The aronym \STRIPS" stands for \STanford Researh Institute Problem Solver', a very
famous and inuential planner build in the 1970s to ontrol an unstable mobile robot known as
\Shakey" [86, 85℄.
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Almost all traditional approahes in AI-planning follow the preondition ahieve-
ment paradigm. State-spae planners
4
suh as Strips and Prodigy [234℄ as well
as plan-spae planners
5
suh as Noah [207℄ and Upop [191℄. Other planning
approahes, e.g., Modal Truth Criterion (MTC) [48℄ and Systemati NonLinear
Planning (SNLP) [148℄ dier in minor ways but also ahieve a single preondi-
tion at a time and build a nal solution plan by eventually ahieving all operator
preonditions.
The omplexity of traditional preondition ahievement AI-planning mainly
stems from planning for onjuntive goals , that is, goals that onsist of several
fats that all have to be ahieved at the same time (e.g., see [48℄). Given a onjun-
tive goal, it seems natural to try divide and onquer, but the subplans ahieving
the single subgoals may interfere and do not ahieve the desired goals together. A
famous example for this problem is the so-alled \Sussman anomaly" problem in
the bloks world.
6
This problem pushed the development of preondition ahievement planners that
follow a least ommitment approah (e.g., see [241℄). The idea of least ommitment
approahes is to delay deisions as long as possible. For instane, deisions on the
order of ations an often be delayed until nally a solution plan, i.e., a sequene
of ations, has to be omputed. Noah was the rst system that introdued partial-
order planning in whih plans an be assembled as partial orders rather than total
orders of ations. Often set of onstraints (e.g., ordering onstraints) are used to
represent sets of possible solutions plans. The onstraint that a preondition p of a
ertain ationA is ahieved by an eet of another ation A
0
and should be preserved
between the exeution of A and A
0
is expressed by so-alled ausal links [191, 241℄
or interval preservation onstraints [129, 128℄. The validity of suh onstraints is
potentially threaten by an ation A
00
that has a negative eet p. A
00
annot be
exeuted between A or A
0
sine it would remove the eet p of A that is needed for
A
0
. A solution is to exeute A
00
before A or after A
0
. These tehniques to resolve
threats are alled promotion and demotion, respetively.
In the last years, several new planning tehniques have been developed:
Graphplan The two-phase Graphplan algorithm [32℄ rst stores all possible a-
tions and potentially satised preonditions up to a ertain depth in a plan-
ning graph. Afterwards, the Graphplan algorithm alternates between two
phases: solution extration and graph expansion. The solution extration
phase searhes in the urrent planning graph for a plan. If no solution is
found, then the graph expansion phase extends the planning graph by adding
further levels of ations and potentially satised preonditions. Systems that
use a Graphplan algorithm are GraphPlan, IPP [139℄, and STAN [88℄.
SAT Methods Another more reent approah [132℄ ompiles planning problems
into a propositional formula, whih, if satisable, implies the existene of a
solution plan. In order to obtain a satisfying assignment, systems suh as
SATPLAN [132℄ use speedy systemati or stohasti satisability methods.
Combination of Graphplan with other methods The Graphplan representa-
tions form the basis of several enodings of planning problems into other
4
State-spae planners searh the spae of possible world states. That is, eah node in the searh
spae denotes a state of the world, and links onnet world states that an be reahed by exeuting
a single ation.
5
Plan-spae planners searh the spae of possible (partial) plans. That is, eah node in the
searh spae denotes a partial plan, and links onnet partial plans that an be reahed by intro-
duing a single ation.
6
A detailed disussion of planning in the bloks world an be found in standard AI-textbooks,
e.g., in [206℄.
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formalizations. These approahes replae the solution extration phase of
the Graphplan algorithm by a transformation into a dierent formalism and
the appliation of algorithms speialized for this formalism. For instane,
the BlakBox [133℄ system ombines Graphplan and SAT methods. It en-
odes the planning graph into a propositional formula to whih it applies
SAT methods. Another example is the GP-CSP system [72℄, whih ombines
Graphplan and onstraints satisfation problems (CSP). Here, the planning
graph is onverted into a CSP enoding to whih standard CSP solvers are
applied.
Heuristi Planning A dierent approah interprets planning as heuristi searh
[154, 24℄. Heuristi planning is based on the ideas of heuristi searh [182, 190℄
and is similar to the searh in problems as the 8-Puzzle. The dierene is in
the heuristi: while in problems as the 8-Puzzle the heuristi is typially
given (e.g., as the sum of Manhattan distanes), in planning it is extrated
automatially from the delarative representation of the problem. Heuristi
planners perform a state-spae regression or progression searh
7
and use well-
known searh algorithms that are guided by the heuristi. For instane, the
Hsp system [24℄ searhes the progression spae with a hill-limbing algorithm.
FF [116℄ searhes also the progression spae using a dierent hill-limbing al-
gorithm. Hspr* [110℄ searhes the regression spae using the IDA* algorithm.
These approahes yield extremely speedy planners, whih are in many ases
orders of magnitude faster than systems following the preondition ahievement ap-
proah. However, it is an open question how well these approahes are able to deal
with omplex real world problems. Indeed, the appliation suesses of planning
systems suh as Sipe [243℄ and O-Plan [186℄ are due to | among others | hierar-
hial abstration in planning and domain knowledge. First, a plan is onstruted
at an abstrat level. Then, this abstrat plan is suessively rened by expanding
ations and re-planning. An expansion an replae a single ation with an entire
plan fragment. Tehnially, hierarhial task network (HTN) planning [229℄ distin-
guishes primitive ations and non-primitive ations (e.g., see [79℄). Non-primitive
ations are replaed by redution shemas, i.e., plan fragments onsisting of other
abstrat or primitive ations, until a sequene of primitive ations is onstruted.
Ation sequenes ontaining primitive ations only are exeutable. Drummond [74℄
and Wilkins [244℄ argue that the superiority of these systems in real world ap-
pliations
8
stems from the possibility to enode more domain knowledge into the
planning proess, in partiular, to formulate the domain knowledge more naturally
in terms of pre-pakaged plan fragments.
7
State-spae progression planning searhes forwardly in the spae of states. It starts with the
initial state. Given a urrent state, the next state in the searh spae is omputed by simulating
the exeution of an ation whose preonditions are satised in the urrent world state. The proess
stops as soon as a state is reahed, whih satises all goals. State-spae regression planning searhes
bakwardly in the spae of states. It starts with a goal-onjuntion onsisting of all given goals.
Suh a goal-onjuntion represents the set of all states that satisfy at least all the elements of
the onjuntion. Given a urrent goal-onjuntion, the next goal-onjuntion (representing the
next set of states) results from the introdution of an ation by adding all preonditions of the
ation and removing all eets of the ation. The proess stops if the initial state satises all
elements if the goal-onjuntion, that is, if the initial state is in the set of states represented
by the goal-onjuntion. For further details on state-spae progression and regression planning
see [241, 182, 237℄.
8
Examples for real-world appliations of these systems are: the appliation of Sipe for ontrol-
ling beer prodution [242℄, and the appliation of O-Plan to the problem of spaeraft mission
planning [65℄.
Chapter 3
An Introdution to 
mega
The 
mega proof development system [213℄ is at the ore of several related and
integrated researh projets of the 
mega researh group, whose aim is to develop
system support for the working mathematiian. By providing tatis for intera-
tive proof development 
mega has many harateristis in ommon with systems
suh as Nuprl [3℄, Isabelle [189℄, Hol [107℄, and Pvs [188℄. However, it diers
signiantly from these systems with respet to its fous on proof planning (intro-
dued in hapter 4) for automated and mathematis-oriented proof development
and in that respet it is more similar to the systems CL
a
M and CL
a
M developed at
Edinburgh [45, 204℄
The 
mega system ombines interative and automated proof onstrution for
domains with rih and well-strutured mathematial knowledge. The inferene
mehanism at the lowest level of abstration is an interative theorem prover based
on a higher-order natural dedution (ND) variant of a soft-sorted version of Churh's
simply typed -alulus [54℄. While this represents the \mahine ode" of the sys-
tem the user will seldom have to see, the searh for a proof is usually onduted at
a higher level of abstration dened by tatis and methods. Proof onstrution is
also supported by already proved assertions and lemmas and by alls to external
systems to simplify or solve subproblems.
At the ore of 
mega is the proof plan data struture (PDS) [50℄ in whih
proofs and proof plans are represented at various levels of granularity and abstra-
tion. The proofs and proof plans are developed with respet to a taxonomy of
mathematial theories, whih is urrently being replaed by the mathematial data
base MBase [89, 141℄. The user of 
mega, the proof plannersMulti and PLAN,
or the suggestion mehanism 
-Ants modify the PDS during proof development.
They an also invoke external reasoning systems whose results are inluded into the
PDS after appropriate transformation. One a omplete proof at the most appro-
priate level of abstration has been found, this proof an be expanded to lower levels
of abstration until nally, a proof at the level of the logial alulus is established.
After expansion of these high level proofs to the underlying ND-alulus, the PDS
an be heked by 
mega's proof heker.
Hene, there are two main tasks supported by this system:
1. to nd a proof at an abstrat level,
2. to expand this proof into a alulus-level proof.
And both jobs an be equally diÆult and time onsuming.
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Figure 3.1: The arhiteture of the 
mega proof assistant. Thin lines denote
internal interfaes and thik lines denote internet ommuniation via MathWeb-
SB.
User interation is supported by the graphial user interfae L
UI [109℄ and
the interative proof explanation system P.Rex [84℄.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the basi arhiteture of 
mega. 
mega onsists of several
independent modules. These modules are onneted via the mathematial software
bus MathWeb-SB [256℄. An important benet is that MathWeb-SB modules
an be distributed over the Internet and are aessible by other distant researh
systems as well.
This thesis desribes proof planning with multiple strategies, whih is realized
in the Multi system. Multi is implemented as a omponent of the 
mega ore
system as depited in Figure 3.1. Currently, a user of 
mega an apply both
systems, Multi and PLAN, the previous proof planner of 
mega. However, sine
Multi is a onsiderable progress over PLAN and PLAN is not longer maintained,
Multi will be the only proof planning devie in new distributions of 
mega.
In this hapter, we desribe the parts of 
mega relevant for this thesis. We start
with a setion that briey introdues 
mega's logi, i.e., its syntax, its semantis,
and its natural dedution alulus.
1
Then, we explain proof onstrution in 
mega,
inluding 
mega's tatial theorem proving and a brief desription of the PDS and
the 
antsmehanism. The next hapter ontains a detailed desription of 
mega's
knowledge-based proof planning inluding an introdution of PLAN.
3.1 
mega's Logi

mega's basi logi is a higher-order logi based on a simply typed lambda alu-
lus. Proofs are onstruted in a natural dedution alulus of Gentzen [96℄ and
Prawitz [198℄ . In the following, we rst introdue the syntax and semantis of
the logi and then we give the inferene rules of the natural dedution alulus.
Soundness and (Henkin) ompleteness of a variant of 
mega's higher-order natural
dedution alulus are addressed in [17℄.
1

mega's logi was rst formally desribed in the PhD thesis of Volker Sorge [223℄. The ontent
of this setion is a slightly revised version of setion 2:1 in [223℄.
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3.1.1 Syntax
Definition 3.1 (Types): Let T
B
be a nonempty, nite set of symbols. The set
T of types is dened indutively as the smallest set ontaining T
B
and all types of
the form !  where ;  2 T .
We all the elements of T
B
base-types and types of the form !  funtional types .
In the sequel, we assume a xed set of base-types T
B
and types T with fo; g  T
B
where o denotes the type of truth-values and  denotes the type of individuals .
However, T
B
an be extended by other speial types, for instane, in 
mega there
exists a speial type  denoting the type of numbers. We shall use small Greek
letters for the syntatial variables denoting elements of T .
Notation 3.2: ! assoiates to the right. Thus, 
1
! 
2
! : : : ! 
n
! 
orresponds to 
1
! (
2
! : : : ! (
n
! ) : : :). We may omit brakets and
arrows altogether and write 
1

2
: : : 
n
, when no ambiguity is introdued.
Definition 3.3 (Typed sets): A family of sets of symbols   = ( 

)
2T
is alled
a typed olletion of sets over T . We all   disjoint if  

\  

= ; holds for  6= 
and ;  2 T .
The mapping  :  ! T is alled a type funtion if for eah  2 T and eah f 2  

holds: (f) = . Conversely, a type funtion  :M! T indues a disjoint typed
olletion M
T
= (M

)
2
for M

= ff j(f) = g.
Given two typed olletions of sets D; E over the same set of types T , we all a
olletion of funtions I := (I

: E

! D

)
2T
a typed funtion I : E ! D.
We shall write an element  2 D

of a typed set D

as 

in order to indiate that it
is of type . We will, however, onvey the type information of a typed element only
one or even omit it if its type is obvious from the ontext or has been expliitly
stated earlier, for instane, in denitions of dened symbols.
Definition 3.4 (Signature): Let  be a disjoint typed olletion of sets over T ,
then  is alled a signature over T and the elements of the 

are alled onstants .
 ontains in partiular the logial onstants f:
oo
;_
oo
;
oo
;
{
o
o
g  .
The symbols :, _, and  are alled negation, disjuntion and universal quantier,
respetively. They are just like the rst-order standard versions but appear in the
simply typed higher-order fashion.
{
ois Bertrand Russell's iota-operator in higher-
order fashion as used in [5℄. Its purpose is to pik the unique element out of a
singleton set. We shall axiomatize and explain this more detailed in setion 3.1.3.
Note that the universal quantier 
oo
and the desription operator
{
o
o
in
denition 3.4 depend on the type of their argument. Therefore, there exists for
every type  2 T exatly one quantier 

and one desription operator
{
o

. We
all suh a denition where  is not xed a polymorphi denition.
With the preeding denitions we an regard the signature as a union of typed
sets of onstant symbols. Sine they are disjoint we an uniquely determine the
exat type of eah onstant with the type funtion  . Moreover, with polymorphi
denitions in most ases we an state the elements of  in a nite way even it is a
olletion of innite sets.
Definition 3.5 (Well-formed formulas): Let  be a signature over T and V a
olletion of typed sets over T with innitely many elements. We all V the set of
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typed variables . For eah type  2 T we indutively dene the family (w

())
2T
of well-formed formulas by
(i) 

 w

(),
(ii) V

 w

(),
(iii) if A
!
2 w
!
() and B

2 w

() then (AB) 2 w

(),
(iv) if A

2 w

() and X 2 V

then X A 2 w
!
().
The set of all well-formed formulas over the signature  an be dened as w() =
S
2T
w

().
We all formulas of the form AB appliations and formulas of the form X A -
abstrations or simply abstrations . The elements of w
o
() will be alled propo-
sitions .
Notation 3.6: In the tradition of [5℄ the square dot ` ' in X A separates the
-bound variable X from its sope A. It orresponds to a left braket whose mate
is as far to the right as possible until a right braket is reahed whose mate is left
of the -binder.
Notation 3.7: Until the end of this thesis we will use inx notation instead of
prex notation when it does not lead to ambiguities. For instane, we write (A_B)
instead of _AB. Likewise, to ease readability we will omit brakets whenever
possible and write funtion appliation in the more mathematial style of f()
instead of f.
Definition 3.8 (Free variables): Let A;B 2 w() and let Z 2 V
T
. The
ourrene of a variable Z is alled bound in A if and only if it is in a subformula
of the form Z B in A. In ase an ourrene of Z in A is not bound we all it
free in A. We dene the set of all variables with free ourrenes in A as the set of
free variables of von A, FV(A).
Definition 3.9 (-onversions): Let A 2 w

(), B 2 w

() and let X;Y 2
V

. For the formula A we dene three rules of -onversion:
(i) X A!

Y [Y=X ℄A, provided Y does not our in A (-onversion)
(ii) (X A)B!

[B=X ℄A, provided no Z ours in A
suh that Z ours in B (-redution)
(iii) (X AX)!

A, if X 62 FV(A) (-redution)
Here the notation [B=X ℄A means that all free ourrenes of the variable X in A
are substituted with the term B. Thus, the rule of -onversion orresponds to a
renaming of the -bound variable Y in A.
One notion that is used frequently within 
mega is that of a term position. Term
positions help to identify and single out subterms in given terms.
Definition 3.10 (Term position): Let IN

be the set of words over the set of
non-negative integers IN and let  be the empty word in IN

. For a term t 2 w()
the set pos(t) of term positions in t is indutively dened as follows:
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 If t =  then pos(t) = fg,
 if t = (t
0
t
1
: : : t
n
) then pos(t) = fg [
S
n
i=0
fi:pjp 2 pos(t
i
)g,
 if t = x t
0
then pos(t) = fg [ f0:pjp 2 pos(t)g,
where `.' denotes the onatenation of words in IN

.
The subterm s of t at position p
t
(s) 2 pos(t) is denoted as s = t=p
t
(s) and is
indutively dened as follows:
 if p
t
(s) =  then s = t,
 if p
t
(s) = i:p and t = (t
0
t
1
: : : t
n
) then s = t
i
=p,
 if p
t
(s) = 0:p and t = x t
0
then s = t
0
=p.
We write term positions in brakets as h:i, where ;  2 IN

.
3.1.2 Semantis
The semantis for 
mega's logi is based on the type system T that ontains as
base-types the type of truth values o and the type of individuals .
Definition 3.11 (Frame): A frame D is a olletion of nonempty sets D

, one
for eah type symbol  suh that D
o
= f>;?g and D
!
 F(D

! D

), where
F(D

! D

) is the set of all total funtions from D

to D

.
We all the members of D
o
truth values, where > orresponds to truth and ?
orresponds to falsehood . The elements of D

are alled individuals.
Definition 3.12 (Interpretation of onstants): Given a frame D and a signa-
ture  with respet to T , we all the typed funtion I :  ! D an interpretation
of onstants (or simply interpretation) with support D.
With the help of the interpretation funtion I it is now possible to give meaning to
the logial onstants we have introdued in denition 3.4.
Definition 3.13 (Interpretation of logial onstants): Given the logial on-
stants f:;_;

;
{
o

g   from denition 3.4, we restrit the interpretation I in the
following way:
(i) I(:)(d) = > if and only if d = ?, d 2 D
o
(ii) I(_)(d; e) = > if and only if d = > or e = >, d; e 2 D
o
(iii) I(

)(d) = > if and only if d(a) = > for all a 2 D

and d 2 D
!o
(iv) I(
{
o

)(d) =  if d = fg for some  2 D

and d 2 D

In point (iii) of the preeding denition the notation d(a) stands for the appliation
of the funtion d 2 D
!o
to the objet a 2 D

as mentioned in 3.7.
Although the logial onstants from denition 3.13 are suÆient to dene a
proper logi, for notational onveniene we enrih our signature by addition of the
following abbreviations
2
:
2
In fat, we ould dene a logi with an even smaller number of logial onstants. For instane,
Andrews denes a higher order logi in [7℄ using equality and desription, only.
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 the universal quantier 8
oo
suh that 8X

A
o
:= 

(X

A)
 the existential quantier 9
oo
suh that 9X

A
o
:= :(8X :A)
 the onjuntion ^
ooo
suh that A
o
^B
o
:= :(:A _ :B)
 the impliation )
ooo
suh that A
o
)B
o
:= :A _B
 the equivalene ,
ooo
suh that A
o
, B
o
:= (A)B) ^ (B)A)
 the equality
:
=
o
suh that M

:
=N

:= 8P
o
P (M))P (N)
The given denition of equality orresponds to the denition of Leibniz equality.
In order to avoid onfusion we shall write equality in formulas as
:
= throughout this
hapter. However, in the remaining hapters of this thesis equality is again written
with the more onventional = symbol. Observe that similar to the denition of 

in denition 3.4 the denition of
:
=

is polymorphi.
So far we are only able to interpret single onstants. Now we will dene exten-
sions that ater also for variables and omplex formulas.
Definition 3.14 (Variable assignment): Given a frame D

and a set of typed
variables V over T we all a typed funtion ' : V ! D a variable assignment (or
simply assignment) with support D.
Definition 3.15 (Denotation): Let , V be a signature and a set of variables
over T . Let w() be the set of well-formed formulas of  and let I : ! D and
' : V ! D be the orresponding interpretation and assignment, respetively, then
we dene the denotation I
'
: w()! D indutively as:
(i) I
'
(X) = '(X), if X 2 V
(ii) I
'
() = I(), if  2 
(iii) I
'
(AB) = I
'
(A)(I
'
(B))
(iv) I
'
(X

A

) as the funtion in D

suh that for all z 2 D

holds:
(I
'
(X

A))z := I
';[z=X℄
(A).
Given our denition of a frame so far, we annot be sure that the funtion required
in denition 3.15 (iv) exists in D

. The domain D

might be too sparse [4℄.
Beause of the indutive nature of the denition this problem also aets 3.15 (iii).
However, in the semantial domains of interest | the Henkin models [113℄ | this
possibility is expliitly exluded; that is, every formula in w() an be denoted.
Definition 3.16 (Henkin models): Let I
'
: w()! D be a denotation suh
that I
'
is dened for eah formula A 2 w(), then we all the pair M = hD; Ii
a Henkin model for w().
Being ertain that every formula in w() an atually be denoted, it is now
possible to evaluate propositions.
Definition 3.17: Let M = hD; Ii be a Henkin model and P 2 w
o
() be a
proposition, then we have:
(i) P is valid in the model M when for eah assignment ' holds that I
'
(P) = >.
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(ii) P is alled Henkin-valid or a Henkin-tautology if P is true in eah Henkin
model hD; Ii.
(iii) Given a set of propositions   we say that   is satisable in M, provided there
is some assignment ' suh that I
'
(P) = > for all P 2  .
(iv) A proposition P Henkin-follows semantially from a set of propositions   if
P is valid in eah Henkin model hD; Ii in whih the elements   are valid.
Notation 3.18: To simplify the notation given in denition 3.17 we shall write
  j= P to indiate that P Henkin-follows semantially from the set of propositions
  and j= P if P is a Henkin-tautology.
The Henkin models given in denition 3.16 are also alled generalized models
sine they still allow for inomplete domains (even with the restrition we disussed
with respet to denition 3.15):
D
!
 F(D

! D

): (3.1)
This means that the set of all Henkin-valid formulas is only a subset of the set of
all (standard-) valid formulas. Based on the notion of Henkin models we an dene
the standard models by requiring
D
!
= F(D

! D

): (3.2)
Thus, the standard models form a sublass of the Henkin models, and the set of
valid formulas in an arbitrary Henkin model is generally smaller than the set of valid
formulas in the standard models. However, G

odel showed in his inompleteness
theorem that there exists no alulus that is both sound and omplete for standard
validity, whereas it was proved by Henkin in 1950 that omplete and sound aluli
an be onstruted for Henkin validity.
In this thesis we will be onerned neither with the theoretial onsequenes of
this fat nor with ompleteness onsiderations of aluli. Instead, we refer to [7, 15℄
for a more detailed introdution and examination of this subjet.
3.1.3 Calulus
The original natural dedution (ND) alulus was introdued by Gentzen [96℄
in 1935. The idea is to model mathematial problem solving behavior in small
logial steps for a rst order logi. Thereby a theorem is derived from a given set
of hypotheses by suessively applying inferene rules . In this setion we introdue

mega's higher-order variant of Gentzen's lassial ND-alulus.
For the denition of 
mega's ND-alulus we assume the higher order language
dened in the previous setions. In partiular, we presuppose the semantis of our
logial onstants to be as given in denition 3.13 and to have the subsequently
dened abbreviations available. Although onning ourselves to the original logial
onstants from denition 3.4 would result in a leaner alulus, we prefer a more
expressive and intuitive basi alulus by also allowing for inferene rules for the
abbreviations available. However, the larger the basi alulus is, the less eÆient
it is to hek proofs automatially. Therefore, we will not allow for equality and
equivalene as primitive onepts and rather dene them as derived onepts (see
setion 3.2.1).
Before dening the single alulus rules we introdue a tree notation to denote
the rules of inferene.
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Definition 3.19 (Proof trees): Let A
1
; : : : ; A
n
; A;B2w
o
() be propositions,
we all a proof tree one of the following:
(i) [A℄ where A is a hypothesis
(ii)
B
R
for the inferene rule R. We all B onlusion and R an initial rule
(iii)
A
1
: : : A
n
B
R
if B follows from A
1
; : : : ; A
n
by appliation of the inferene rule
R. We all A
1
; : : : ; A
n
premises .
(iv)
[A℄
.
.
.
.
B
if B an be derived from A in a nite number of inferene steps (i.e.,
appliations of inferene rules).
We now dene the inferene rules of 
mega's ND-alulus. Basially we have
one introdution and elimination rule for eah logial onnetive and eah quantier.
For the elimination of onjuntions and for the introdution of disjuntions we have
two symmetrial rules, respetively. Additionally, there is one rule for eliminating
of falsehood (ex falso quodlibet). While all these rules are basially rst order we
have also one proper higher order rule that performs  onversions.
Definition 3.20 (Inferene rules): Given propositions P;Q;R2w
o
() we an
dene the inferene rules of the natural dedution alulus as given in Figure 3.2.
In the rules for the quantiers [t=x℄P means that the term t is substituted for all
ourrenes of the variable x in P . [=x℄ means that the term has to be a onstant.
The substituted term t is given in parentheses behind the rule name and is alled
a parameter of the rule. The 8
I
and 9
E
rules have Eigenvariable onditions that
require that the onstant  does not already our in the proposition P in ase of
the 8
I
rule. In the 9
E
rule the onstant  must not our anywhere else in the
proof.
The $ rule is the higher order rule that allows to lose a goal with a proof as-
sumption that is equal with respet of the -onversions given in denition 3.9; that
is, A denotes the same term as B up to -redution and renaming. Additionally,
we introdue the rule Weaken, whih is a speial ase of the $ rule sine it allows
to justify a goal with an assumption ontaining the same formula meaning they are
trivially equal. Although Weaken does not inrease the expressivity of the basi
alulus, it is a useful rule for proof onstrution.
A
A
Weaken
In addition to the inferene rules, 
mega's ND-alulus has some axioms in
order to be omplete. We have one axiom to ensure that there exist at most two
truth values (i.e., that we have a lassial logi, Tertium non datur), two axioms
for extensionality and one axiom for the desription operator.
Definition 3.21 (Axioms): We dene the following four axioms for our alulus:
 8A
o
A _ :A (Tertium non datur)
 8M

8N

[8X

MX
:
=NX ℄)[M
:
=N ℄ (Funtional extensionality)
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?
P
?
E
P :P
?
:
E
[P ℄
.
.
.
.
?
:P
:
I
P ^Q
P
^
El
P ^Q
Q
^
Er
P Q
P ^Q
^
I
P _Q
[P ℄
.
.
.
.
R
[Q℄
.
.
.
.
R
R
_
E
P
P _Q
_
Ir
Q
P _Q
_
Il
P P)Q
Q
)
E
[P ℄
.
.
.
.
Q
P)Q
)
I
8x P
[t=x℄P
8
E
(t)
[=x℄P
8x P
8
I
()
with  new
9x P
[=x℄P
.
.
.
.
Q
Q
9
E
()
with  new
[t=x℄P
9x P
9
I
(t)
A
B
$
Figure 3.2: The inferene rules of the natural dedution alulus.
 8A
o
8B
o
(A, B))(A
:
=B) (Boolean extensionality)
 8P
o
9X

[PX ^ [8Y

PY)[X = Y ℄℄℄)P (
{
oP ) (Desription)
The axiom of desription in the preeding denition gives us a more preise un-
derstanding of the desription operator as a funtion with a xed interpretation on
singleton sets (on other sets also other interpretations are possible). It expresses
that for every set P
o
that ontains exatly one element, the desription operator
applied to the set P returns an element of P , whih is, of ourse, its only element.
It an be shown that a desription operator needs to be dened and axiomatized
only for the base type  and subsequent desription operators for higher types an
then be derived. However, in 
mega we adopted a uniform view on all desription
operators by axiomatizing them for all types  2 T . For a introdution to the
desription operator and its properties see [5℄.
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The two axioms of extensionality ould also be formulated as equivalenes. How-
ever, even for the Leibniz equality (whih is in general weaker than primitive equality
in the model and whih denes equality in 
mega) the respetive reverse diretions
an be inferred within the alulus and were thus omitted. Naturally, the given ax-
ioms ould have been integrated into the alulus by dening appropriate rules.
However, in order to keep the alulus lean we have rather hosen the axiomati ap-
proah in 
mega. Moreover, it did not seem desirable to have basi alulus rules
ontaining onepts suh as equality or equivalene, whih in turn an be replaed
by their respetive denitions (see also the disussion in setion 3.2.1).
Definition 3.22 (Natural dedution proof): Given a set of propositions H 
w
o
() and a proposition F 2 w
o
(), a natural dedution proof for F under
the assumption of H is a nite sequene of inferene rule appliations that derives
F from H. We write H `
ND
F or simply H ` F . We all H the hypotheses or
assumptions of the proof and F the theorem or onlusion.
At this point we observe that our alulus dened so far does not ontain any
means to introdue uts into a derivation. Although it has been shown by Taka-
hashi [227, 228℄ that ut-elimination holds for higher order aluli with exten-
sionality, it is still an open problem whether appropriate ut-elimination algorithms
terminate. (See also [192℄ for a disussion on ut-elimination in type theory.) A
possible ut rule for our natural dedution alulus is of the form
A)B B)C
A)C ;
whih is essentially modus barbara. Indeed 
mega oers a way to introdue uts
by having modus barbara as a tati available (see setion 3.2.2 for an introdution
of tatis), whih an be modeled by a double appliation of the )
E
rule and one
appliation of )
I
on the basi alulus-level.
Although the tree notation for the ND-alulus inferene rules is a onvenient
tehnique to display the inferene rules it is not very pratial to denote large proofs.
Thus, in the remainder of this thesis we will present natural dedution proofs in a
linearized style as introdued by Andrews in [6℄.
Definition 3.23 (Linearized ND-proofs): A linearized ND-proof is a nite set
of proof lines, where eah proof line is of the form L:  ` F (R), where L is a unique
label , `F is a sequent denoting that the formula F an be derived from the set
of hypotheses , and (R) is a justiation expressing how the line was derived in a
proof.
In ase there exist lines in the set of proof lines that have not yet been derived from
the hypotheses we indiate them with an open justiation. We all lines with an
open justiation open lines or open goals and a set of proof lines ontaining still
open lines a partial proof . We all a line that is not open a losed line.
We onlude the introdution of 
mega's logi by giving an example of a simple
ND-proof both in tree and in linearized presentation.
Example 3.24:
The linearized natural dedution proof for the assertion:
8X

(P
o
(X)) Q
o
(X))) (8X

P (X)) 8X

Q(X))
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L3. L3 `8X

P
o
(X) (Hyp)
L6. L3 `P (A

) (8E L3)
L1. L1 `8X

[P (X)) Q
o
(X)℄ (Hyp)
L7. L1 ` [P (A)) Q(A)℄ (8E L1)
L5. L1,L3 `Q(A) () E L6,L7)
L4. L1,L3 `8X

Q(X) (8I L5)
L2. L1 `8X

P (X)) 8X

Q(X) () I L4)
Thm. `8X

(P
o
(X) ) Q
o
(X)) ) (8X

P (X)) 8X

Q(X)) () I L2)
The same proof in tree representation:
[8X

P (X)℄
2
P (A)
8E
[8X

(P (X) ) Q(X))℄
1
P (A)) Q(A)
8E
Q(A)
) E
8X

Q(X)
8I
8X

P (X)) 8X

Q(X)
) I
2
8X

(P
o
(X) ) Q
o
(X)) ) (8X

P (X) ) 8X

Q(X))
) I
1
Note that the supersript numbers indiate whih hypotheses were introdued dur-
ing whih rule appliation.
3.1.4 Soft Sorts
The syntax of 
mega's logi is extended by a sort onept. This, however, is
not a full-grown sort onept as given in the literature (for instane, by Shmidt-
Shau in [208℄ in the ontext of rst order logi and by Kohlhase for higher
order logi in [140℄). Instead it is a onservative extension of the logi given in the
preeding setion by simply introduing sorted quantiations.
Instead of having a full-edged sort system, 
mega only permits the use of
so-alled soft sorts ; that is, quantied variables are relativized to a set, whih is
the range of the possible instantiations of the variable. This set is the sort of
the variable. One the variable is instantiated ,the sort information is expliitly
introdued into the proof and, if neessary, has to be expliitly justied.
Thus, the atual sorts are introdued as attahments of the two quantiers 8
and 9, whih we shall write in this thesis as 8x

:M
o
and 9y

:M
o
, indiating that
x and y are in the set M . Eah sorted quantier is, of ourse, only an abbreviation
for a more omplex expression:
(i) 8x

:M
o
P
o
(x) abbreviates 8x

[x 2M
o
℄)P
o
(x)
(ii) 9y

:M
o
Q
o
(y) abbreviates 9y

[y 2M
o
℄ ^Q
o
(y)
Using soft sorts in 
mega has two advantages: On the one hand the term
onstrution is kept deidable; note that this is no longer guaranteed in a logi with
both polymorphi types and subsorts. On the other hand, soft sorts add to the
readability of the logi sine they allow to state formulas of theorems and problems
more onisely. As an example onsider the following statement for integers
8x:ZZ 9y:ZZ (x+ y)
:
= 0;
whih is relatively onise using sorted quantiers. It beomes muh less readable
if we do not use abbreviations:
8x [x 2 ZZ℄) [9y [y 2 ZZ℄ ^ [(x+ y)
:
= 0℄℄:
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3.2 Proof Constrution in 
mega
For a given theorem and its assumptions a proof an be onstruted by suessively
applying the ND-rules introdued in the previous setion. The rules an be applied
either bakward or forward. In the former ase, ND-rules are applied to the the-
orem, resulting in the introdution of the premises of the rule as new open nodes.
If an applied rule has more than one premises, the problem is split into several
subproblems, whih have to be shown. In the latter ase, rules are applied to the
proof assumptions, and the onlusions of the rule are introdued as new nodes into
the proof. For many appliations it is interesting to mix forward and bakward
reasoning.
Although 
mega relies on the natural dedution alulus introdued in the pre-
eding setion and although it enables proof onstrution with ND-rules, it's main
goal is to support proof development at a more user-friendly level of abstration.
Therefore, 
mega employs tatis for interative proof development and methods
for automated proof planning. Moreover, proofs in 
mega are always onstruted
with respet to a taxonomy of mathematial theories . These theories provide de-
ned onepts, their axiomatization, and already proved theorems, that an be
inorporated into proofs.
To enable the use of abstrat tatis and methods and their ombination with
alulus rules, proofs in 
mega are atually onstruted in a generalized natural
dedution proof where justiations an be ND-rules (see preeding setion) and also
tatis, methods, as well as appliations of external systems. However, for a proof to
be valid in 
mega it needs to be rened to a alulus-level natural dedution proof.
Therefore, abstrat justiations have to be expandable to alulus-level subproofs.
This expansion an be reursive, meaning that the expanded subproof may again
ontain abstrat justiations that have to be expanded. All abstrat levels of a
proof as well as its alulus-level are stored in a single proof data struture, the
so-alled proof plan data struture PDS .
In the sequel, we rst desribe how fats from the knowledge base an be inor-
porated into a proof objet. Then, we introdue 
mega's tatial theorem proving.
Finally, we give brief desriptions of the proof plan data struture PDS and the
suggestion mehanism 
ants.
3.2.1 Employing Fats from the Knowledge Base
Proofs in 
mega are always onstruted within the ontext of a mathematial
theory. 
mega's theories are hierarhially strutured and onneted by a simple
inheritane mehanism. A theory ontains dened onepts as well as axioms and
theorems.
Denitions Denitions in 
mega are used as denitions in a mathematial text-
book: The introdution of abbreviations for omplex onepts allows to shorten
formulas and proofs. However, if neessary the abbreviation an be expanded by
its atual meaning.
A denition is a pair onsisting of the symbol that is dened (also alled the
deniendum of the denition) and a -term that desribes the omplex onept that
is abbreviated (also alled the deniens of the denition). We write a denition
(definiendum; definiens) as definiendum  definiens where  is alled the
denition symbol .
For instane, equality and equivalene are dened onepts in 
mega's theories.
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Their respetive denitions in the knowledge base are of the form
:
=
o
 x

y

8P
o
P (x))P (y) and
,
ooo
 a
o
b
o
(a)b) ^ (b)a):
Other dened onepts in 
mega's knowledge base are, for instane, basi no-
tions of set theory, suh as the element property, the union of two sets, or the subset
property, whih are dened as
2
o
 x

P
o
P (x) and
[
(o)(o)o
 U
o
V
o
x

U(x) _ V (x) and

(o)(o)o
 U
o
V
o
8x

U(x)) V (x):
If a theorem is proved with respet to a ertain theory then the dened onepts
of this theory and inherited onepts an be used to formalize the problem. For
instane, in a theory that omprises the onepts
:
=, ,, and , we an state the
theorem that two sets are equal i they are subsets of eah other by the formula:
8X
o
8Y
o
(X
:
=Y , (X  Y ^ Y  X)) (I)
During a proof attempt it is sometimes neessary to expand dened onepts by
their atual denition or to ontrat ourrenes of denitions to ourrenes of the
orresponding dened onepts. To establish this interfae to the theory knowledge
base 
mega employs two extra alulus rules:
A
[t
0
=t℄B

E
(t  t
0
; )
[t
0
=t℄A
B

I
(t  t
0
; )

E
and 
I
deal with the elimination and introdution of denitions from the knowl-
edge base. The notation [t
0
=t℄B means that the ourrene of the dened onept t
at subterm position  in B is replaed by its denition t
0
. Both the atual denition
and the term position are given as parameters of the rules. However, we usually
give only the deniendum as a parameter in the justiation.
To illustrate the onept of denition expansion onsider the theorem in (I). The
appliation of the rule 
I
with respet to the rst ourrene of the dened onept
 results in the formula
8X
o
8Y
o
(X
:
=Y , ([U
o
V
o
8x

U(x)) V (x)℄(XY ) ^ Y  X))
Applying -redution to this term yields
8X
o
8Y
o
(X
:
=Y , ((8x

X(x)) Y (x)) ^ Y  X))
Axioms and Theorems Axioms in theories are fats that are stated without
a proof. They allow to \axiomatize" theories or onepts. As opposed thereto,
theorems are fats for whih a valid proof has already been derived in 
mega.
They enable the reuse of already proved results during the proof onstrution for
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new problems. Tehnially, both axioms and theorems are pairs onsisting of a
name and a formula.
Axioms and theorems an be diretly imported into a proof as so-alled theory
assertions or simply assertions and an be used like any assumptions of the proof.
To establish this interfae to the theory knowledge base 
mega employs the extra
alulus rule Assertion
Ass
Assertion(Ass)
whih introdues an assertion Ass into the proof objet under onstrution.
The following proof involves the appliation of the Tertium non datur (TND)
axiom. The proposition to prove is (P)Q))(:P)Q) given in line Thm. The
axiom is imported into the proof in line L
1
.
L
1
. `8A
o
A _ :A (Assertion (TND))
L
2
. `P _ :P (8
E
L
1
P )
L
3
. L
3
`P)Q (Hyp)
L
4
. L
4
`P (Hyp)
L
5
. L
3
; L
4
`Q ()
E
L
4
L
3
)
L
6
. L
3
; L
4
`:P _Q (_
Ir
L
5
)
L
7
. L
7
`:P (Hyp)
L
8
. L
7
`:P _Q (_
Il
L
4
)
L
9
. L
3
`:P _Q (_
E
L
2
L
6
L
8
)
Thm. ` (P)Q))(:P)Q) ()
I
L
9
)
3.2.2 Employing Tatis for Proof Constrution
So far, we applied alulus rules to onstrut proofs (see example 3.24). However,
the style of alulus-level proofs produed in the previous setions is unnatural
and too \low level" for many appliations. Thus, many interative systems use
tatial theorem proving for omplex and more abstrat proofs (.f., Nuprl [62℄,
Isabelle [189℄, Hol [107℄, oq [63℄, QuodLibet [144℄). The idea in tatial
theorem proving is that repeatedly ourring sequenes of inferene steps are en-
apsulated into maro steps, so-alled tatis. The tatis enable interative proof
onstrution at a higher level of abstration.
The notion of a tati was invented by Milner in the early 1970s for goal
oriented, that is, in natural dedution bakward theorem proving (e.g., see [175℄).
Essentially, a tati is a funtion that does two things:
1. Splits a goal into subgoals.
2. Keeps trak of the reasons why solving the subgoals will solve the original
goal.
Most tati-based theorem proving systems (e.g., Nuprl, Isabelle, Hol) are de-
sendants of LCF [106℄ and follow a bottom-up approah for tati onstrution.
That is, more and more omplex tatis are built by ombining sequenes of alulus
rules or other tatis with so-alled tatials suh as THEN, ORELSE, REPEAT.
For instane, the tati REPEAT(ta) applies the tati ta repeatedly to a goal
and its subgoals. The appliation of suh a tati onstruted in a bottom-up man-
ner results in a sequene of alulus rules; that is, the tati immediately expands
(via several levels of tatis) to the alulus rule level during its appliation. In
this ase, the appliation of a tati (if it sueeds) is a priori orret, given the
orretness of the underlying base alulus.
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In 
mega, we follow a top-down approah for onstruting tatis. A tati
is a pair of two proedures: the derivation proedure that performs derivations in
a proof and the expansion proedure that expands appliations of the tati. In
the remainder of this thesis, we shall use the expression appliation of a tati to
refer to the appliation of the derivation proedure to a ertain proof situation and
the expression expansion of a tati appliation to refer to the appliation of the
expansion proedure to a step in a proof justied by an appliation of the tati.
Appliations of tatis an be seen as a generalized form of alulus rules appliation
and we state them in the same format in proof trees. A dierene between tatis
and the alulus rules is that tatis an have multiple onlusions.
Similar to ND-rules tatis an be applied bakward and forward. In the former
ase, the derivation proedure is applied to an open line and omputes the premises
of the tati appliation, whih are introdued as new open lines. The initial open
line, whih is the onlusion of the step, is losed by the appliation of the tati
to the premises. In the latter ase, the derivation proedure is applied to some
premises and omputes the onlusions of the step, whih are introdued as new
losed lines. The new lines are justied by the appliation of the tati to the
premises. It is possible to speify even more appliation diretions for a tati (see
setion 3.2.4). Tehnially, the derivation proedure onsists of subproedures for
the desired appliation diretions. The appliation diretion of a tati does not
matter anymore in the nished proof and for the expansion, that is, there is only
one expansion proedure.

mega's top-down denition of tatis enables the speiation of quite pow-
erful and abstrat proof steps. However, in ontrast to LCF-style tatis, 
mega's
tatis are not neessarily always orret, sine the high level of abstration in math-
ematially motivated tatis of suÆient generality does not allow for the spei-
ations of all details that are ultimately required for the use of suh tatis in a
onrete ase. For instane, 
mega's tatis an employ omputer algebra systems
to perform omputations. However, a priori there is no guarantee that these om-
putations are orret sine the appliation of a tati in 
mega is not immediately
deomposed into a sequene of single alulus rule steps. Hene, the orretness
of a tati appliation has to be ensured a posteriori. This is done by expanding
tati appliations. The appliation of the expansion proedure to a proof step that
is justied by a tati appliation results in a more ne-grained subproof of the
tati's onlusions from its premises. The expansion an be reursive in the sense
that the introdued proof attempt an again employ abstrat tatis, whih have
to be expanded in turn. The expansion is suessful, when this proess terminates
with a proof at the alulus-level, whih an be mahine-heked. However, it is
possible to employ unertain steps within tatis (e.g., omputations by a omputer
algebra system) whose expansion might fail.
Example 3.25: A rather simple example of a tati in 
mega and its expansion is
the 8
I
 tati. The purpose of this tati is similar to that of the 8
I
rule but where
8
I
removes exatly one universal quantier 8
I
 removes arbitrary many universal
quantiers.
When 8
I
 is applied bakward to the open line L
1
L
1
. H `8x

8y

8z

P
o
(x; y; z) (Open)
with the three terms t
1
; t
2
; t
3
as parameters then its derivation proedure omputes
the formula P (t
1
; t
2
; t
3
) in whih the universally quantied variables are replaed
by the terms t
1
; t
2
; t
3
. Moreover, it introdues this formula as new open line L
2
and
justies L
1
by the appliation of 8
I
 to L
2
.
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Figure 3.3: The Proof plan data struture (PDS).
L
2
. H `P (t
1
; t
2
; t
3
) (Open)
L
1
. H `8x 8y 8z P (x; y; z) (8
I
 L
2
(t
1
; t
2
; t
3
))
When this appliation of 8
I
 is expanded, then the expansion proedure of 8
I

omputes a proof segment that derives L
1
, the onlusion of the appliation of 8
I
,
from L
2
, the premise of the appliation of 8
I
, with a sequene of appliations of
the ND-rule 8I .
L
2
. H `P (t
1
; t
2
; t
3
) (Open)
L
3
. H `8z P (t
1
; t
2
; z) (8I L
2
(t
3
))
L
4
. H `8y 8z P (t
1
; y; z) (8I L
3
(t
2
))
L
1
. H `8x 8y 8z P (x; y; z) (8I L
4
(t
1
))
3.2.3 The Proof Plan Data Struture (PDS)
The entral data struture for the overall proof onstrution in 
mega is the proof
plan data struture PDS [50℄ . All omponents of the 
mega system that on-
strut proofs work on the PDS, for instane, the 
ants suggestion mehanism (see
setion 3.2.4) and the proof planners PLAN and Multi.
The PDS is a hierarhial data struture that represents a (partial) proof at-
tempt at dierent levels of abstration. This is neessary sine the inferenes used
for proof onstrution in 
mega an be at dierent levels of abstration. In par-
tiular, for a proof attempt to be valid in 
mega it needs to be expanded into a
alulus-level natural dedution proof. Hene, as opposed to other proof objets
that are just planar graphs, the PDS has a three-dimensional struture that al-
lows to represent diret orrespondenes between abstrat proof steps and onrete
alulus-level proofs.
Figure 3.3 depits shematially the omposition of the PDS . Tehnially, the
PDS is an ayli graph whose nodes are proof nodes and whose edges link proof
nodes that are onneted by justiations using ND-rule, tati, or method ap-
pliations. One proof node an have dierent justiations at dierent levels of
abstration. Coneptually, eah abstrat justiation (i.e., a justiation that uses
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a tati or a method) represents a subproof (the expansion of the justiation) at
a lower level of abstration that is omputed, when the tati is exeuted.
For instane, after the expansion, the node L
1
in example 3.25 has two justia-
tions. At the upper layer it has the justiation (8
I
 L
2
(t
1
; t
2
; t
3
)); the expansion
of this upper layer justiation results in a lower layer proof for L
1
in whih it has
the justiation (8I L
4
(t
1
)). Note that the formulas of the nodes stay the same on
all levels of abstration. Thus, the PDS allows for derivational abstration but not
for abstration of the objets of the logi.
3.2.4 The Suggestion Mehanism 
ants
The 
ants system was originally oneived to support interative theorem proving
in 
mega [21, 22℄. It provides the user with suggestions about whih inferene
steps are appliable in the atual proof situation suh that the user does not have
to searh painstakingly for appliable steps. Reent researh aims to employ the

ants mehanism also for automated proof onstrution. Instead of providing
suggestions to the user a seletor hooses and applies then a suggestion.
In the 
ants ontext, all inferene rules suh as alulus rules, tatis, or
methods are uniformly regarded as sets of premises, onlusions, and additional
parameters
Prems
Cons
Inferene(Params):
The elements of these three sets generally depend on eah other. To apply an
inferene rule at least some of its arguments have to be instantiated by elements of
the given proof ontext, where the arguments that are atually instantiated deter-
mine the diretion in whih the inferene rule is applied. The task of the 
ants
system is now to determine the possible appliations of inferene rules by omputing
instantiations for their arguments and to provide the suggestions to the user.
As example onsider the alulus rule )
E
P P)Q
Q
. There are ve diretions
in whih this rule an be applied: (i) Forward, where P and P)Q are given and Q
is introdued as a new losed line. Three sideways diretions (ii) only P)Q is given,
then Q is introdued as a new losed line and P as a new open line, (iii) P)Q and
Q are given and P is introdued as new open line, and (iv) P and Q are given and
the impliation is introdued as new open line. Finally, losing the subproof, if (v)
all three lines are given, then the open goal Q is losed. When applied to a ertain
proof ontext, 
ants tries to nd atual instantiations for the elements of these
diretions. Thereby 
ants rst searhes for partial instantiations of elements of
the ve diretions that it omposes then to omplete instantiations. For instane,
if 
ants nds in the urrent proof situation a losed line even(2) ) odd(2 + 1)
then this is a possible instantiation for P)Q. This single instantiation pair is
already a omplete instantiation for diretion (ii) and an be part of a omplete
instantiation for the diretions (i), (iii), and (v). If 
ants nds also an open
line odd(2 + 1) then it has a omplete instantiation for diretion (iii). Finally, if
it nds a losed line even(2), there is a omplete instantiation for diretion (v).
All omplete instantiations are provided as suggestions for the next step to the
user. The suggested possibilities are heuristially ordered, for instane, more spei
possibilities are preferred before less spei ones. Thus in the disussed example

ants would suggest the instantiations for diretion (v), (iii), and (ii) in this order.
Tehnially, 
ants employs a blakboard arhiteture, that onsists of two lay-
ers of blakboards: The lower layer of the arhiteture onsists of a set of rule
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blakboards, one for eah inferene rule. We view the knowledge soures of these
blakboards as soiety of agents (i.e., we have one soiety for eah inferene rule)
sine they are realized in independent, onurrent proesses. Their task is to searh
the urrent PDS for partial argument instantiations for the inferene rule. They
ommuniate via their rule blakboard and an ooperate by adding further spe-
iation to a partial argument instantiation other agents have already plaed on
the blakboard. Eah rule blakboard is monitored by one agent that reports the
heuristially preferred argument instantiations to the suggestion blakboard, whih
omprises the upper layer of the arhiteture. This blakboard aumulates a set
of inferene rules that are appliable in the urrent proof state and that are subse-
quently passed to the user.
Proof
Selector
and/or
User
Suggestions
Interactive
Rule 2
Rule 1
Rule 3
Rule 4
Rule 4
Rule 3
Rule 1
Partial
* *
****
***
*****
**
****
******
Figure 3.4: The 
ants arhiteture.
A graphial presentation of the 
ants arhiteture is given in Figure 3.4. Agents are
displayed by irles, agent soieties are grouped in ellipti frames, and blakboards
are displayed by boxes. In the gure the arhiteture is rotated by

2
; that is, the
lower layer with rule blakboards and their respetive agent soieties are on the
right hand side whereas the upper layer with the suggestion blakboard is on the
left hand side.
Chapter 4
Knowledge-Based Proof
Planning
Proof planning was originally oneived as an extension of tatial theorem proving
to enable automated theorem proving at the abstrat level of tatis. Bundy's key
idea in [38℄ is to augment individual tatis with pre- and postonditions. This
results in planning operators, so-alled methods . Thus, proof planning integrates
both, elements from tatial theorem proving and elements from AI-planning.
In the 
mega system the traditional proof planning approah is enrihed by in-
orporating mathematial knowledge into the planning proess (see [172℄). Hene,

mega's proof planning approah is alled knowledge-based proof planning . The in-
orporation of mathematial knowledge is motivated by the observation that mathe-
matiians typially rely on and make use of domain-spei knowledge when proving
theorems. In 
mega there are dierent possibilities to inorporate domain-spei
knowledge: in methods, in ontrol rules , and in external systems suh as omputer
algebra systems or onstraint solvers. Methods an enode not only general prov-
ing steps but also steps partiular to a mathematial domain. Control rules enable
meta-level reasoning about the urrent proof planning state as well as about the
entire history of the proof planning proess in order to guide the searh. Moreover,
this thesis introdues strategies as further means to inorporate domain knowledge
(see hapter 6).
In the remainder of this hapter, we rst desribe the basis of knowledge-based
proof planning, in partiular, the languages for methods and ontrol rules and
the inorporation of external systems. In the seond setion, we give a detailed
desription of 
mega's previous proof planner PLAN to ompare it with the new
Multi system later in the thesis. Throughout this hapter we shall relate proof
planning to AI-planning. However, we shall give here only a general lassiation
of proof planning with respet to notions from AI-planning. A wider disussion of
similarities and dierenes between proof planning and typial AI-planning an be
found in [41, 170, 161℄.
4.1 Basis of Proof Planning in 
mega
Proof planning in 
mega onsiders mathematial theorems as planning problems.
The initial state of a proof planning problem onsists of the proof assumptions and
the goal desription onsists of the theorem. Methods are the operators of proof
planning. A proof planner searhes for a solution plan, i.e., a sequene of (instan-
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tiated) methods that transforms the initial state into a state in whih the theorem
holds. In order to nd a solution plan, the proof planner searhes for appliable
methods and applies the instantiated methods. Similar to AI-planning we all the
instantiation of a method (i.e., the instantiation of a proof planning operator) an
ation. The eets and the preonditions of an ation in 
mega's proof planning
are proof lines with formulas in the higher-order language desribed in setion 3.1.
The eets of an ation should be logially inferable from the preonditions of the
ation.
Central during the proof planning proess are so-alled tasks, whih express the
logial dependenies between goals and assumptions, and a PDS , whih represents
the partial proof plan onstruted so far. We shall now rst explain the role of these
two fundamental strutures.
In AI-planning, an unsatised preondition in a plan under onstrution an
be satised with a mathing eet of any other ation in the plan. In proof plan-
ning, however, this is not the ase beause of the logial ontext of open lines.
Thus, 
mega's proof planning uses so-alled tasks to express whih lines (losed
and open) an be used to onstrut a subplan for an open line. A task is a pair
(L
open
;SUPPS
L
open
) where L
open
is an open line and SUPPS
L
open
is a set of lines.
The rst element of a task is alled the task line or the goal of the task and the se-
ond element is alled the support lines or supports . The formula of the goal is also
alled task formula. A task with goal L
open
and supports SUPPS
L
open
is written
as L
open
J SUPPS
L
open
. During the planning proess a list of all urrent tasks is
stored in a so-alled agenda. For a problem with theorem Thm and assumptions
Ass
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
the initial agenda onsists of the task L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; : : : ; L
Ass
n
g
where L
Thm
is an open line with formula Thm and the line L
Ass
i
has formula Ass
i
and is justied with Hyp.
As example for the neessity to maintain a separate set of supports for eah
goal onsider the introdution of a ase-split. Let a goal F [x℄ have the support
line x > 0 _ x  0.
1
The introdution of a ase-split results in two branhes
with: subtask F [x℄ J fx > 0; : : :g and F [x℄ J fx  0; : : :g. It would be inorret,
if the seond subtask used the rst assumption or vie versa. Moreover, ations
an remove support lines of a task suh that afterwards the planner annot use
these lines anymore. This is sensible, for instane, when an ation simplies a given
support line with formula x+0 > 0 to the new support with formula x > 0. Likely,
the old support will not be needed anymore.
The proof plan under onstrution is represented in a PDS . The initial PDS
onsists of the lines L
Thm
and L
Ass
1
; : : : ; L
Ass
n
. When a new ation is added, then
the new lines derived by this ation are added into the PDS. Moreover, all eet
lines of the ation are justied by an appliation of the method of the ation to the
premises of the ation. These appliations are tati appliations (sine methods are
tatis) and are stated in the format desribed in setion 3.2.2. The justiations
of the proof lines in the onstruted PDS omprise the same information as ausal
links known from partial-order planning (see setion 2.3): whih preonditions of
an ation are satised by whih eets of other ations and | vie versa | whih
eets of an ation are used to satisfy whih preonditions of other ations. Thus,
the PDS stores information suh as whih lines are used by ations and whih lines
depend on whih other lines. Moreover, it keeps trak of all proof lines reated so
far. Thereby, open lines in the PDS represent unsatised preonditions of ations
(initially, the theorem) whereas losed lines are eets of ations (initially, the proof
assumptions).
1
To simplify this example, we just write the formulas of the goal and the support line instead
of the whole proof lines.
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During a proof planning proess, tasks in the agenda do always orrespond to
open lines in the PDS , that is, for an open line in the urrent PDS there exists a
task in the urrent agenda with this line as goal and vie versa. Thus, with respet
to the agenda and the onstruted PDS , we an state the aim of the proof planning
proess as follows: Compute a sequene of ations, whih derives, starting from the
initial agenda and the initial PDS, an empty agenda and a losed PDS , that is,
a PDS without open lines. The solution proof plan is a reord of this sequene
of ations. The simultaneous ahievement of an empty agenda and a losed PDS
mirrors the two roots of proof planning: From the AI-planning point of view the
aim is to ompute a sequene of ations that satisfy all goals, that is, to reah an
empty agenda. From the tatial theorem proving point of view the aim is to apply
a sequene of tatis, whih result in a losed PDS.
The proof planners PLAN and Multi essentially work on an agenda and its
tasks. First, they ompute appliable ations for the urrent tasks. Then, they
selet one ation and apply it. This results in new tasks. Tehnially, the simul-
taneous maintenane of a PDS during the proof planning proess is not neessary
for the two planners. In partiular, if needed, a losed PDS ould be onstruted
from the omputed set of ations later on. However, historially proof planning in

mega did onstrut a PDS and an agenda was only introdued as a bookkeeping
mehanism for the open proof lines. Pratially, the PDS is important beause
of two reasons: First, 
mega's tools for user interation (e.g., L
UI) are based
on the PDS as the entral data struture. During the proof planning proess the
onstruted PDS is presented to the user as the urrent state of progress. When
desribing the onduted ase studies in the hapters 8 | 10 we shall also use PDSs
as a means to display and disuss the onstruted proof plans. Seond, the PDS is
a representation of the urrent proof plan, i.e., the urrent sequene of ations, and
expliitly stores information that is important for the ontrol rules (e.g., whih lines
depend on whih other lines et.). Although this information ould be omputed
from the urrent sequene of ations eah time it is needed, it is more onvenient
to use the PDS as a bookkeeper.
A formal denition of proof plans and the proof planning proess realized in

mega's previous proof planner PLAN is given in the next setion. In the re-
mainder of this setion, we introdue 
mega's method and ontrol rule languages,
desribe ations in 
mega, and briey disuss the inorporation of external systems
into proof planning.
Notation 4.1: Funtions that are part of the desriptions of methods, ontrol
rules, and algorithms are denoted with a special font (e.g., term-at-position). Sine
the ore of 
mega is implemented in LISP these funtions are LISP funtions in
the implementation. For larity, we write the appliation of the funtion func to
the arguments arg
1
; : : : ; arg
2
not in LISP syntax, i.e., (func arg
1
: : : arg
n
), but in
prex notation, i.e., func (arg
1
; : : : ; arg
n
).
Notation 4.2: We denote a set of items it
1
; : : : ; it
n
with fit
1
; : : : ; it
n
g. A list or
sequene of items (i.e., ordered set of items) it
1
; : : : ; it
n
we write as [it
1
; : : : ; it
n
℄. [℄
denotes the empty list. On sets the operations [;\;  are dened as usual. On lists
[ denotes the onatenation of lists. The result of list
1
  list
2
is list
1
without all
elements that are in list
2
. The operations first , last , rest , and reverse are dened on
lists. The funtion first returns the rst element of a list whereas the funtion last
returns the last element of a list. The funtion rest returns the list that results from
the deletion of the rst element from the initial list. The funtion reverse returns
a list whose elements are in the reverse order of the elements of the input list.
The set of all items it that satisfy a ertain property P (it) is written as fitjP (it)g.
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The analogous list is written as [itjP (it)℄. The elements of suh a list are ordered
arbitrarily, if no order is expliitly speied.
Sets are denoted with symbols in alligraphi style (e.g., M for a set of methods
and C for a set of ontrol rules). Lists are denoted with symbols that are marked
with an arrow as supersript (e.g.,
~
A for a sequene of ations).
4.1.1 Methods
methods enode the knowledge of the relevant proof steps of mathematial domains.
Tehnially, a method in 
mega is a frame data struture with the slots delarations,
parameters, appliation onditions, premises, onlusions, outline omputations, expansion
omputations, and proof shema.
The premises and onlusions of a method speify the preonditions and the
eets of the method.
2
The onlusions should be logially inferable from the
premises. The union of onlusions and premises is alled the outline of a method.
Delarative desriptions of the formulas of the outline an be given in the proof
shema, whih also provides the shemati or proedural expansion information
(see below).
Premises and onlusions may be annotated with  and 	. The annotations
are needed to indiate whether a method is used for forward or bakward searh.
As opposed to AI-planning, where operators typially an be applied for both for-
ward searh and bakward searh, a method in 
mega is either used in forward
searh or in bakward searh. This is beause methods typially omprise omplex
omputations that are reasonable either in one diretion or in the other diretion.
As example, onsider methods that employ a omputer algebra system to sim-
plify numerial expressions. A bakward method an employ the omputer algebra
system in order to redue a goal to a simplied goal. A orresponding forward
method an employ the omputer algebra system in order to derive a simplied
support line. But what should the bakward method perform when applied for-
wards? Does it obtain a \simplied" support line and tries to \ompliate" it in
order to obtain a more \diÆult" support? Vie versa, what should the forward
method perform when applied bakwards? Does it obtain a \simplied" goal, whih
it tries to \ompliate"?
Bakward and forward methods are speied as follows: A bakward method
has 	 onlusions and  premises as well as 	 premises and blank premises . To
ompute an ation of the method, one of the 	 onlusions is mathed with the
goal of a given task and both, the 	 premises and the blank premises, are mathed
with supports of the task. When the resulting ation is introdued into the proof
plan, then the goal is losed in the PDS and the  premises are added to the
PDS and beome goals of new tasks. These new tasks inherit the supports of the
initial task exept that the 	 premises are removed. The blank premises are not
aeted. A forward method has  onlusions as well as 	 premises and blank
premises. To ompute an ation of the method, the 	 premises and the blank
premises are mathed with the support lines of a given task. When the resulting
ation is introdued into the proof plan, then the  onlusions are added to the
PDS and beome new support lines of the task. Moreover, the 	 premises are
removed from the supports of the task. Again, the blank premises are not aeted.
2
That preonditions and eets of a method are alled the premises and onlusions of the
method, respetively, is an example for the ombination of AI-planning and tatial theorem
proving in proof planning. If we see the method as tati, then the eets of a method are the
onlusions of a tati and the preonditions are the premises.
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Method: =Subst-B
delarations
type-variables: 
variables: f
o
, f
0
o
, t

, t
0

, pos
position
tf

, tf
0

, f
o
parameters
pos
appl. onds.
(1) valid-position-p(f ,pos)
(2) [term-at-position(f ,pos) = t _
term-at-position(f ,pos) = t0℄
premises
L
2
, L
1
onlusions
	L
3
outline omputations
f
0
 replace-at-position(f ,t,t0,pos)
expansion omputations
tf  term-at-position(f ,pos)
tf
0
 term-at-position(f 0,pos)
f  lambda-abstraction(f ,pos)
proof shema
L
1
.  ` t
:
=t
0
()
L
2
.  ` f
0
(Open)
L
4
.  `8P
o
P (tf
0
)) P (tf) (
E
:
=)
L
5
.  ` (f)(tf
0
)) (f)(tf) (8
E
L
4
f)
L
6
.  ` f [tf
0
℄) f [tf ℄ ($ L
5
)
L
3
.  ` f ()
E
L
2
L
6
)
Figure 4.1: The =Subst-B method.
Consider the method =Subst-B, given in Figure 4.1, whih an be used in all
domains that employ the equality
:
=. Essentially, the method performs an equality
substitution. It has two preonditions L
1
and L
2
, where the proof shema deter-
mines L
1
to be an equation. The only onlusion is L
3
. =Subst-B is a bakward
method. The introdution of an ation of =Subst-B loses a task line whose for-
mula mathes with the formula of L
3
and introdues a new task whose goal is the
instantiation of L
2
. That is, the formula of the new goal results from the formula of
the initial goal by substitution with the equation, whih is the formula of a support
of the initial task that mathed with L
1
. For instane, =Subst-B applied to the
task even(a+ 1) J fa = 1; : : :g
3
introdues the new goal even(1 + 1).
In the delarations of a method the variables of the method and their types are
introdued.
The parameters of a method are spei variables that inuene the resulting
ation, when the method is instantiated. The =Subst-B method has the parameter
pos whih is of type position. The method an be applied to dierent positions,
e.g., for the task even(a+ a) J fa = 1; : : :g at the rst or the seond ourrene of
a in the goal. The hoie of pos determines whih a should be replaed.
The appliation onditions of a method are meta-level desriptions that restrit
the appliability of a method. The appliation onditions an onsist of arbitrary
LISP funtions. The method =Subst-B has two appliation onditions: (1) the
position pos has to be a valid position in the formula f and (2) the subterm in f
at the position pos is t or t
0
. Note that appliation onditions reason only about
whether the appliation of a method is valid in a ertain situation; they do not
reason about whether the appliation is useful.
The outline omputations of a method allow to apply arbitrary LISP funtions
to ompute the new terms and formulas of new outline lines generated by an ap-
pliation of the method. The outline omputation of =Subst-B speies that the
3
To simplify this example, we just write the formulas of the goal and the support line instead
of the whole proof lines.
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Method: 9IReslass-B
delarations
variables: 
o
, NSet
o
, RSet
(o)o
, P
o
, n

meta-variables: mv

parameters
appl. onds. resclass-set (RSet; n;NSet)
premises
L
3
;L
1
onlusions 	L
5
outline omputations
expansion omputations
proof shema
L
1
.  `mv 2 NSet (Open)
L
2
.  `  2 RSet (ConReslSet L
1
)
L
3
.  `P [l
n
(mv)℄ (Open)
L
4
.  `P [℄ (ConResl L
3
)
L
5
.  `9x:RSet P [x℄ (9
I
Sort L
2
L
4
)
Figure 4.2: The 9IReslass-B method.
new formula f
0
is omputed from f by replaing t by t
0
or t
0
by t at the position
pos depending on whether the subterm in f at position pos is t or t
0
.
Similarly, the expansion omputations of a method allow to apply arbitrary LISP
funtions to ompute the new terms and formulas generated during the expansion
of an ation of the method. The expansion omputation of =Subst-B speies that
the terms tf and tf
0
are omputed as the subterms of f and f
0
at position pos,
respetively. Moreover, the term f is omputed as a -abstration of f where the
term at position pos is replaed by the  -bound variable (that is, essentially f
has the form x

f [x℄, where f [x℄ is the term that results from f by replaing the
subterm at position pos by x).
The proof shema of a method is a delarative desription of the outline of a
method and of the expansion of ations of the method. Expansions of ations
orresponds to both tati expansions and expansions of HTN-planning. When
an ation of the method is expanded, then for eah onlusion a new subproof is
introdued into the PDS resulting in new justiations of the onlusion at a lower
level of abstration. For instane, the proof shema of =Subst-B speies that the
dened onept
:
= in the premise is replaed by its denition (see setion 3.2.1).
Then, the alulus rules 8
E
, $, and )
E
are applied to derive the onlusion of
the method.
Another example for a method is 9IReslass-B given in Figure 4.2, whih
is a method used for residue lass problems (see setion 5.2). Its purpose is to
instantiate an existentially quantied variable that ranges over a residue lass set
with a witness term for whih a ertain property P holds and to redue the initial
statement on residue lasses to a statement on integers. The witness term has to be
a onrete element of the residue lass set. However, if the method is applied at an
early stage of the proof, the planner generally has no knowledge of the true nature
of the witness term. Therefore, the method postpones the atual instantiation;
that is, a meta-variable is used as temporary substitute for the atual witness term,
whih will be determined at a later point in the planning proess and subsequently
instantiated.
9IReslass-B is a bakward method. The introdution of an ation of this
method redues a given task whose goal is mathed with L
5
to two new tasks whose
goals result from L
1
and L
3
, respetively. A residue lass set is a set of numbers
and is annotated by o (e.g., 
o
). The ondition resclass-set (RSet; n;NSet) is
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satised if RSet, the sort of the quantied variable x, qualies as a residue lass
set of the form given in setion 5.2. Its evaluation binds the method variables
n and NSet to the modulo fator of RSet and the set of integers orresponding
to the ongruene lasses of RSet, respetively. For instane, the evaluation of
resclass-set (ZZ
2
; n;NSet) yields n 2 and NSet f0; 1g. The neessary inferene
steps at a lower level of abstration are indiated by the justiations ConReslSet
and ConResl for the lines L
2
and L
4
in the proof shema, whih denote tatis that
onvert statements ontaining residue lass expressions into statements ontaining
the orresponding integer expressions. mv in L
1
and L
3
is a meta-variable that
substitutes for the atual witness term.
Notation 4.3: In this thesis, we write mv for meta-variables. If several meta-
variables our, we attah subsripts to mv in order to distinguish the meta-
variables. We either use the variable for whose instantiation the meta-variable is a
substitute as subsript (e.g., we write mv
x
if mv is a substitute for the instantiation
of the variable x) or we use numbers. If the deomposition of a quantied formula
results in the introdution of a onstant, then we write  for this onstant. Similar
to the notation for meta-variables, we use either the initial variable or numbers as
subsripts to distinguish several ourring onstants.
Notation 4.4: Methods are written in small apital font (e.g., 9IReslass-B).
The name of bakward methods ends with -B whereas the name of forward methods
ends with -F.
4.1.2 Ations
An ation is an instantiation of a method. Tehnially, an ation in 
mega is a
frame data struture that has the slots method, task, premises, onlusions, binding,
and onstraints. The method of an ation is a pointer to the method of whih the
ation is an instantiation. The task of an ation is a pointer to the task with respet
to whih the ation was omputed. The onlusions and premises of an ation are
sets of proof lines, respetively, whih an be annotated with 	 and . The binding
of an ation is a substitution that (1) maps outline lines of the method to proof
lines and (2) maps variables speied in the delarations of the method to terms,
positions, et. The onstraints of an ation are onstraints that an be reated by
the evaluation of the appliation onditions of a method and that have to be passed
to external onstraint solvers (see setion 4.1.4). Similar to methods, we all the
union of the premises and onlusions of an ation the outline of the ation. The
union of  premises and  onlusions of an ation is also alled the new lines of an
ation (i.e., the proof lines whih are produed by an ation), whereas the union of
	 premises, blank premises, and 	 onlusions is alled the given lines of an ation
(i.e., the proof lines whih have to be given in order to ompute an ation). Ations
of forward methods are also alled forward ations whereas ations of bakward
methods are also alled bakward ations .
Example 4.5:
Consider the ation in Figure 4.3. It is an instantiation of the method =Subst-B
omputed with respet to the task L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g. The proof line L
Thm
is
the only onlusion of the ation (annotated with 	) whereas the proof lines L
Ass
1
and L
Thm
0
are the premises of the ation (L
Thm
0
annotated with ). The binding
maps all outline lines of the =Subst-B method (i.e., L
1
; L
2
; L
3
) to the onlusions
and the premises of the ation and maps all variables delared in =Subst-B to terms
and positions. The onstraints of this ation are empty.
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Ation
method
=Subst-B
task
L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g
premises
 L
Thm
0
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(+ b) (Open)
L
Ass
1
: L
Ass
1
` a
:
= (Hyp)
onlusions
	 L
Thm
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(a+ b) (Open)
binding
fL
3
! L
Thm
; L
1
! L
Ass
1
; L
2
! L
Thm
0
; f ! even(a+ b); ! ;
t! a; t
0
! ; pos!< 1 1 >; f
0
7! even(+ b)g
onstraints
;
Figure 4.3: An ation with the =Subst-B method.
The instantiation of a method in order to ompute an admissible ation omprises
the following steps: First, the formulas of the onlusions and premises have to
be mathed with formulas of goals and their supports. If this sueeds, then the
appliation onditions an be evaluated. If they evaluate to true, the method is
appliable (wrt. to the omputed mathings). Then, the outline omputations have
to be performed and the new lines of the outline have to be omputed to omplete
the ation. A detailed desription on how ations are omputed, seleted, and
introdued into a proof plan is given in the next setion, when we desribe PLAN.
For the ation in Figure 4.3 we give a summary of the omputation and introdution
into a proof plan here.
Suppose the urrent PDS orresponding to the task L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g is:
L
Ass
1
. L
Ass
1
` a

:
=

(Hyp)
L
Ass
2
. L
Ass
2
` b

:
= (Hyp)
L
Thm
. L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even
o
(a+ b) (Open)
When the ation in Figure 4.3 is omputed, then rst the lines L
1
and L
3
of the
method =Subst-B are mathed with the lines L
Ass
1
and L
Thm
of the PDS, re-
spetively. Afterwards, the appliation onditions are evaluated and the outline
omputations of the method are performed. Next, the missing outline is omputed.
In our example, the new  premise L
Thm
0
is omputed and is justied with Open.
When the ation is introdued, then its eet L
Thm
is justied in the PDS by an
appliation of the method =Subst-B to the premises L
Thm
0
and L
Ass
1
of the ation.
Moreover, the new proof line L
Thm
0
is introdued into the PDS. The resulting PDS
is:
L
Ass
1
. L
Ass
1
` a

:
=

(Hyp)
L
Ass
2
. L
Ass
2
` b

:
= (Hyp)
L
Thm
0
. L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(+ b) (Open)
L
Thm
. L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even
o
(a+ b) (=Subst-B L
Thm
0
L
Ass
1
)
Moreover, the task L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g in the agenda is replaed by the task
L
Thm
0
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g.
Proof planning in 
mega is a proess that omputes ations and introdues
them into the proof plan under onstrution. However, sine the introdued a-
tions are represented in the PDS as appliations of their methods we also use the
phrase ation appliation instead of ation introdution, if we want to emphasize
the hanges in the PDS . We also use the following voabulary from tatial theo-
rem proving. We say that the appliation of a bakward ation loses an open line
or a task , if the open line or the goal of the task is an eet of the ation and is
losed by the introdution of the ation into the proof plan under onstrution. We
say that a forward ation is applied to some lines or to some supports , if the lines
or supports are the preonditions of the ation. Moreover, we say that we apply a
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(ontrol-rule tryanderror-standard-selet
(kind methods)
(IF (disjuntion-supports S))
(THEN (selet (8IResalss-B ConCongCl-B
_E**-B 9IReslass-B ))))
Figure 4.4: The ontrol rule tryanderror-standard-selet.
method to a task or to some lines as an abbreviation for the appliation of an ation
of the method to the task or to some lines.
4.1.3 Control Rules
Control rules provide guidane of the proof planning proess by delaratively repre-
senting heuristial knowledge that orresponds to mathematial intuition about how
to prove a goal in a ertain situation. In partiular, these rules provide the basis for
meta-level reasoning and a global guidane sine they an express onditions for a
deision that depends on all available knowledge about the proof planning proess
so far. Several experiments indiate the superiority of a separate representation
of ontrol knowledge by ontrol rules [176℄. This representation is well-suited for
modiations and for learning. The ontrol rules used in 
mega's proof planning
were adopted from the ontrol rule approah of the AI-planner Prodigy [234℄,
In the planning proess ontrol rules guide deisions at hoie points, e.g., whih
task to takle next or whih method to apply next. They ahieve this by reasoning
about the heuristi utility of dierent alternatives
4
in order to promote the alterna-
tives that seem to suit best in the urrent situation, where `situation' omprises all
available information on the urrent status suh as the urrent tasks, their supports,
the planning history, failed attempts et. To manipulate an alternative list ontrol
rules an remove elements, prefer ertain elements, or add new elements. This way,
the ranking of alternatives is dynamially hanged. This an help to prune the
searh spae or to promote ertain promising searh paths.
Tehnially, ontrol rules onsist of an IF- and a THEN-part. The IF-part is
a prediate on the urrent proof planning `situation', whereas in the THEN-part
modiations of alternative lists are stated. Moreover, eah ontrol rules speies
its kind, i.e., the hoie point in the proof planning proess it guides.
Figure 4.4 gives as example the ontrol rule tryanderror-standard-selet,
whih is evaluated during the seletion of the next method to apply. It states that
if the urrent goal is supported by a disjuntive support line S, then the appliation
of the methods 8IResalss-B, ConCongCl-B, _E**-B, and 9IReslass-B is
attempted in this order.
5
The selet in the then-part states that all other methods
exept those speied in the ontrol rule are eliminated from the list of alterna-
tive methods. Other possible modiations of alternative lists are rejet, prefer,
defer, and order-in-front. The former removes all alternatives speied in the on-
trol rule from a given alternative list, the latter three reorder the alternative list.
4
As opposed to appliation onditions of methods, whih reason about the legal feasibility of
appliations of methods (see last setion).
5
8IResalss-B and ConCongCl-B are domain-spei methods to takle residue lass prob-
lems where the latter onverts statements on residue lasses into orresponding statements on
integers. The former redues goals ontaining a universal quantiation over a residue lass set
similar to 9IReslass-B. On the ontrary, _E**-B is not a domain-spei method. It performs
a ase-split with respet to a set of disjuntive supports.
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prefer orders all speied alternatives in front of the alternative list, defer orders
all speied alternatives at the end of the alternative list, and order-in-front orders
speied alternatives in front of other speied alternatives. Finally, there is the
insert modiation. It allows to introdue new elements in an alternative list. A
typial situation for using an insert ontrol rule is when a general ontrol rule {
whih is applied rst { removes some elements from the alternative list, whih are
needed in a partiular situation. Then a more spei insert ontrol rule, whih is
applied later on, an introdue the needed elements again.
Notation 4.6: Control rules are denoted in the typewriter font (e.g., tryand-
error-standard-selet). Tehnially, ontrol rules are frame data strutures.
Sine they are onsiderably simpler as, for instane, methods, we do not present
them in the data struture fashion (as we do with methods) rather we give their
LISP enoding. That is, the ontent of Figure 4.4 is the speiation of the ontrol
rule tryanderror-standard-selet as it is in 
mega's data base.
4.1.4 Inorporating External Systems into Proof Planning
We use a speial kind of domain knowledge in 
mega, namely the knowledge about
and in external \expert" systems. Proof problems usually require many dierent
apabilities for their solution, for instane, omputation and objet onstrution.
In order to solve problems, it is often neessary to aess several systems with om-
plementary apabilities and to make use of their results. Various \expert" systems
exist for mathematial problem solving, whih have their spei data strutures
and very eÆient algorithms, e.g., omputer algebra systems, onstraint solvers,
model generators, and mahine-oriented automated theorem provers. They an
support the proof planning proess by performing omputations, deteting inon-
sistenies, suggesting instantiations of variables, or solving subproblems. The use of
external systems is not just peuliar for proof planning. Rather there are also some
AI-planning systems that make use of \experts" [244℄. For instane, RAX-PS [125℄
uses experts in the development of plan fragments.
In general, 
mega's proof planning an treat omputations from external sys-
tems in two ways: as hints or as proof steps . The dierene is that the soundness
of hints is heked by the subsequent proof planning proess, whih either fails or
sueeds for the given hint. To guarantee the soundness of proof steps, speial
proedures have to be provided, whih transform the output of an external system
into a subproof that 
mega an hek, i.e., speial proedures that perform the
expansion of suh proof steps to ND. Tehnially, the interfae of proof planning
to external systems is realized by the LISP funtions of methods and ontrol rules.
Methods an all external systems in their appliation onditions and outline om-
putations;
6
similarly, ontrol rules an employ external systems in the prediates of
their IF-part.
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the two methods ComplexEstimate-B and
TellCS-B whose appliation onditions omprise alls to external systems, re-
spetively. Both methods are entral for planning limit problems (see setion 5.1).
ComplexEstimate-B is a method for estimating the magnitude of the absolute
value of omplex terms.
7
ComplexEstimate-B is appliable to tasks whose goal
has the formula jbj <  (orresponding to line L
9
in Figure 4.5) and that have
6
Tehnially, alls of external systems in the expansion omputations of methods are also pos-
sible. Currently, there is no method that performs suh alls.
7
ComplexEstimate-B essentially is a reonstrution (see [168℄) of Bledsoe's limit heuristi
that was used in a speial-purpose program [29℄.
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Method: ComplexEstimate-B
delarations
variables: b

, 

, a

, 
0

, l

, k

,
a

, k

, l

, b

, 

, 
0


,
onjunt
o
, 
substitution
meta-variables: mv

parameters
appl. onds. linearextract(a; b; l; k; )
premises
L
1
, L
2
, L
4
, L
5
, L
6
, L
7
onlusions
	L
9
outline omputations
a := subst-apply (; a)
k := subst-apply (; k)
l := subst-apply (; l)
b := subst-apply (; b)
 := subst-apply (; )

0
 := subst-apply (; 0)
onjunt := form-conjunction()
expansion omputations
proof shema
L
1
.  ` jaj < 
0
()
L
2
.  ` 
0
 <

2mv
(Open)
L
3
.  ` jaj <

2mv
(< trans L
1
L
2
)
L
4
.  ` jkj  mv (Open)
L
5
.  ` jlj <

2
(Open)
L
6
.  ` 0 < mv (Open)
L
7
.  ` onjunt (Open)
L
8
.  ` b
:
=k  a + l (CAS)
L
9
.  ` jbj <  (fix L
3
L
4
L
5
L
6
L
7
L
8
)
Figure 4.5: The ComplexEstimate-B method.
supports with formula jaj < 
0
(orresponding to line L
1
in Figure 4.5). In its
appliation onditions ComplexEstimate-B uses the funtion linearextract . When
applied to a and b linearextract employs the omputer algebra system Maple [200℄
to ompute suitable terms k and l suh that b = k  a + l holds. linearextract also
omputes a substitution  suh that b = k  a + l holds (where b; k; l
result from b; k; l by the appliation of the substitution , respetively). Thereby,
the substitution  maps meta-variables in a, b to terms. ComplexEstimate-B is
appliable only, if Maple provides k and l suh that linearextract evaluates to true.
If this is the ase, the appliation of a orresponding ation of the method redues
the original task to ve tasks whose goals orrespond to the lines L
2
; L
4
; L
5
; L
6
; L
7
in Figure 4.5. L
7
has the formula onjunt, whih is omputed from the substitution
 by the funtion form-conjunction . This formula is the onjuntion of the mappings
of the substitution . That is, if  maps the meta-variables mv
1
; : : : ;mv
n
to the
terms t
1
; : : : ; t
n
, respetively, then onjunt has the form mv
1
:
=t1 ^ : : : ^mv
n
:
=t
n
.
If  is empty, then onjunt is simply True, the primitive truth. The justiation
fix for L
9
in the proof shema is only an abbreviation that stands for a sequene
of about 20 tati steps that omprises, in partiular, an appliation of the triangle
inequality. The appliation of Maple is reeted in line L
8
of the proof shema,
whih is justied by the tati CAS. When this tati is expanded, it employs the
sapper [222℄ system to obtain a formal proof of the statement b = k  a + l
suggested by Maple.
For instane, when applied to a task with formula j(f(
x
)   g(
x
))   (l
1
 
l
2
)j <  and a support with formula jf(mv
x
)   l
1
j < 
0
with a meta-variable
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mv
x
, then linearextract sueeds and provides k = 1, l = g(
x
)   l
2
, and a sub-
stitution  that maps mv
x
to 
x
. The appliation of a orresponding ation of
ComplexEstimate-B redues the given task to new tasks whose goals are j1j 
mv, 
0
<

2mv
, jg(
x
)  L
2
j <

2
, 0 < mv, and mv
x
:
=
x
.
Method: TellCS-B
delarations variables: a

, b

, rel
o
parameters
appl. onds.
(1) metavar-in (a) _ metavar-in (b)
(2) test-CS (CoSIE ,a rel b)
premises
onlusions 	L
1
outline omputations
expansion omputations
proof shema L
1
.  ` rel
o
(a

; b

) (ProveCS)
Figure 4.6: The TellCS-B method.
The method TellCS-B realizes an interfae to CoSIE [174℄, a onstraint solver
for inequalities and equations over the eld of real numbers. TellCS-B is appliable
to tasks with formulas rel
o
(a

; b

) where rel is a binary prediate on arguments
of the type , whih stands for numerials. Examples of mathing prediates are,
for instane, <;. In its appliation onditions TellCS-B rst tests whether a
or b ontain some meta-variables. If this is the ase, rel(a; b) is interpreted as a
onstraint on these meta-variables. TellCS-B applies then the funtion test-CS
that onnets to CoSIE to test (1) whether rel(a; b) is a syntatially valid on-
straint for CoSIE (in partiular, rel has to be <;; >;;
:
=; or 6=) and (2) whether
rel(a; b) is onsistent with the urrent onstraint store of CoSIE . If this is the ase,
TellCS-B is appliable and the orresponding ation of TellCS-B ontains in
its onstraints slot the onstraint rel(a; b). The introdution of the ation loses the
goal without produing further subtasks and passes rel(a; b) as new onstraint to
CoSIE .
Figure 4.7 shows an ation of the method TellCS-B. This ation ontains the
onstraint 0 < mv
D
, whih is annotated with CoSIE to indiate that the onstraint
has to be passed to CoSIE . The onstraint results from the evaluation of the
appliation ondition test-cs of TellCS-B.
Ation
method
TellCS-B
task
L
10
J fL
4
; L
5
g
premises
onlusions
	 L
10
: L
4
; L
5
` 0 < mv
D
(Open)
binding
fL
1
! L
10
; a! 0; b! mv
D
; rel!<g
onstraints
fCoSIE :0 < mv
D
g
Figure 4.7: An ation with the TellCS-B method.
CoSIE an provide instantiations of the onstrained meta-variables that are
onsistent with the olleted onstraints. For instane, suppose during the proof
planning proess there are three tasks whose goals have the formulas 0 < mv
D
,
mv
D
< Æ
1
, mv
D
< Æ
2
, whih all ontain the meta-variable mv
D
. All three goals
are losed by ations of TellCS-B. Moreover, suppose there are also two sup-
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ports with formulas 0 < Æ
1
and 0 < Æ
2
, whih are passed to CoSIE by ations of
the method TellCS-F, whih is the analogous of TellCS-B to pass onstraints
in supports to CoSIE . From the resulting onstraint store, CoSIE an ompute
min(Æ
1
; Æ
2
) as suitable instantiation for mv
D
. Moreover, CoSIE provides traes of
its omputations, whih an be used to expand the appliations of the ations of
TellCS-B.
Another method that establishes a onnetion to CoSIE is AskCS-B. Similar
to TellCS-B, this method is appliable to tasks whose goal formulas are of the
form rel(a; b). But whereas TellCS-B demands that a or b ontain some meta-
variables, AskCS-B overs the ase that a and b ontain no meta-variables. An
appliation ondition of AskCS-B passes the formula to CoSIE and asks CoSIE
whether the formula holds with respet to the onstraints olleted so far. If this is
the ase, then AskCS-B loses the goal. Sine CoSIE an also handle formulas on
onrete real numbers, for instane, 1 < 2 or 0  0, AskCS-B an also lose goals
whose formulas are expressions on onrete real numbers.
Note that besides TellCS-B and TellCS-F also the methods 8I-B and 9E-F
pass onstraints to CoSIE . Ations of 8I-B perform bakward appliations of the
ND-rule 8
I
by reduing a task with task formula 8x P [x℄ to a new task with task
formula P [℄, where the variable x is replaed by a onstant . For eah meta-
variablemv in P [℄ an ation of 8I-B also passes the Eigenvariable onstraint !62mv
to CoSIE that states that the instantiation for mv is not allowed to ontain . This
onstraint guarantees the adherene with the Eigenvariable onditions of the 8
I
rule
of the ND-alulus. Ations of the 9E-F method perform a forward step with the
9
E
rule. Similar to ation of 8I-B they pass Eigenvariable onstraints to CoSIE
that demand the adherene of the Eigenvariable onditions of the 9
E
rule.
4.2 Proof Planning with PLAN
PLAN is 
mega's previous proof planner. It proeeds by suessively omputing
and introduing ations into a proof plan under onstrution. Preeding the formal
desription of PLAN (see setion 4.2.2), Table 4.1 shows the skeleton of PLAN's
algorithm. Essentially, PLAN follows the preondition ahievement paradigm (see
setion 2.3). First, it selets a task to work on. Then, it omputes ations for
this task and selets one ation, whih it introdues into the proof plan under
onstrution. This results in new tasks on whih PLAN ontinues. If PLAN fails
to ompute an ation for a seleted task, then it performs baktraking. Although
ations an perform both, forward reasoning and bakward reasoning, an ation is
always hosen with respet to a task in order to lose or to redue the gap between
the goal and the supports of the task.
8
Some deisions in PLAN an be guided
by ontrol rules, for instane, the seletion of the next task and the seletion of
the next ation. Other deisions, however, are hard-oded into the system. For
instane, PLAN employs baktraking if and only if it takles a task, for whih
it fails to ompute an ation. Moreover, it employ external onstraint solvers to
obtain instantiations for meta-variables if and only if the agenda is empty and the
PDS is losed.
With respet to the notions of AI-planning introdued in setion 2.3 we an
lassify PLAN as follows: PLAN is a state-spae planner that ombines state-
spae progression and regression planning. The urrent progression and regression
8
In the existing implementation PLAN an introdue a forward ation with respet to several
tasks simultaneously. This orresponds to the suessive appliation of several ations to a single
task, respetively. In order to simplify the formal disussion of PLAN we shall desribe the ation
introdution only with respet to one task.
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1. When the urrent agenda is empty and the urrent PDS is losed, then apply
external onstraint solvers to ompute variable instantiations onsistent with
the olleted onstraints and terminate.
2. Selet a task T from the agenda.
3. Compute and selet an ation A with respet to T .
4. If an ation A ould be omputed for T , then introdue A. Goto step 1.
5. If no ation A ould be omputed for T , then baktrak the ation whose
introdution reated the task T . Goto step 1.
Table 4.1: Cyle of PLAN.
state are stored in the tasks: the onjuntion of all goals is the goal-onjuntion
of state-spae regression planning whereas the union of the supports of the tasks is
the urrent state reahed by progression state-spae planning. Hene, a node in the
searh spae of PLAN is given by a set of tasks, i.e., an agenda. PLAN starts with
the initial agenda. The next node in the searh spae is reahed by the introdution
of an ation, whih hanges the agenda et. A forward ation reates a new task
by hanging the supports of a given task whereas a bakward ation replaes a task
by some new tasks with new goals. The planning proess stops as soon as a node
in the searh spae is reahed whose set of tasks is empty.
Proof planning does not suer from the onjuntive goal problems of AI-planners
that perform preondition ahievement planning. The derivation of a formula F in
the subplan for a subgoal is not threatened or removed by the derivation of the
negated formula :F in the subplan for another subgoal. Hene, PLAN does not
perform any threat resolution like demotion or promotion of ations. Moreover,
sine no re-ordering of introdued ations is performed, PLAN is a total-order
planner that omputes a sequene of ations.
PLAN's subproedure for ation deletion performs dependeny-direted bak-
traking [224℄. Instead of baktraking to the last deision point (so-alled hrono-
logial baktraking), the idea of dependeny-direted baktraking is to analyze
whih deisions along a searh branh aused a failure. Then, deisions are re-
moved and alternatives are tried based on the found dependenies, rather than the
hronologial order in whih deisions were made. Sine there is some ambiguity in
the previous use of the term dependeny-direted baktraking. We use the term as
dened in [202℄ (p. 212): \Sometimes, though, we have additional information that
tells us whih guess (along a searh branh) aused the problem. We'd like to retrat
only that guess and the work that expliitly depended on it, leaving everything else
that has happened in the meantime intat. This is exatly what dependeny-direted
baktraking does." Note that in this approah dependeny-direted baktraking
does not return to an already visited searh state but an lead to a new state not
visited before. In [100℄ the same approah is alled dynami baktraking beause of
the dynami way in whih the searh is strutured. In [127℄ the term dependeny-
direted baktraking refers to the approah that analyzes whih deision aused
a failure and to baktrak to this hoie point. That is, all steps done after this
deision are removed and an already visited searh state is reahed again.
Besides the information on the urrent planning state PLAN has also to main-
tain information on the searh performed so far. In partiular, it is neessary
to store and make use of information on failing deisions in order to try alter-
natives instead. Searh proedures that perform hronologial baktraking often
use searh trees, whih apture possible alternatives as well as made and failed
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deisions to store information on the traversed searh spae (e.g., see [1℄). Sine
PLAN performs dependeny-direted baktraking we deided for a dierent ap-
proah. PLAN maintains a so-alled history . A history is a sequene of manipu-
lation reords . Figure 4.8 shows the skeletons of the two manipulation reords, the
ation-introdution reord and the ation-deletion reord , of PLAN.
Ation-Introdution:
agenda
introdued-ation
alternatives
new-tasks
Ation-Deletion:
agenda
deleted-ation
Figure 4.8: Manipulation reords in PLAN.
The slot agenda aptures the ontext in whih the manipulation was done (i.e.,
the agenda before the manipulation), the slots introdued-ation and deleted-ation
apture the performed manipulation (i.e., the introdued or deleted ation), the
slot alternatives aptures alternative ations available as the introdued ation was
hosen, and the slot new-tasks aptures the new tasks reated by the appliation
of the hosen ation. PLAN reords eah ation introdution or deletion with a
orresponding entry in the history. It makes diret use of this information, when
seleting the next ation: it does not hoose again an ation that was already deleted
(see setion 4.2.4). Sine PLAN does not return to a partiular searh state it does
not make diret use of the stored alternative ations. However, the information of
the history is available to the ontrol rules, whih an reason on baktraked steps
and possible alternative ations.
9
In the remainder of this setion, we give a detailed desription of PLAN. First,
we give some formal denitions that ulminate in a denition of proof plans and
solution proof plans. Then, the subsequent setions give detailed desriptions of
PLAN's main algorithm and its subalgorithms for ation omputation and deletion.
Notation 4.7: In the remainder of the thesis, the following symbols (maybe la-
beled with some subsripts or supersripts) are assoiated with the following objets:
~
A denotes a sequene of ations,
P denotes a PDS,
^
A denotes an agenda,
~
H denotes a history.
4.2.1 Formal Denition of Proof Plans in PLAN
The aim of this setion is to give a formal desription of proof plans. We start
with denitions of a proof planning problem, an initial PDS of a proof planning
problem, and an initial agenda of a proof planning problem.
Definition 4.8 (Proof Planning Problem): A proof planning problem is a
quadruple (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;M; C) where Thm and Ass
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
are for-
mulas in 
mega's higher-order language, M is a set of methods, and C is a set of
ontrol rules. Thm is also alled the theorem of the proof planning problem whereas
Ass
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
are alled the assumptions of the proof planning problem.
9
We are urrently extending manipulation reords to apture also information on the reasons
that support a ertain deision.
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Definition 4.9 (Initial PDS, Initial Agenda): Let (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;
M; C) be a proof planning problem. The initial PDS of this proof planning problem
is the PDS that onsists of an open line L
Thm
with formula Thm and the lines
L
Ass
i
with formula Ass
i
and the hypothesis justiation Hyp, respetively. The
initial agenda of the proof planning problem is the agenda that onsists of the task
L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; : : : ; L
Ass
n
g. The task L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; : : : ; L
Ass
n
g is also alled the
initial task of the proof planning problem.
Next, we dene, when an ation is appliable with respet to a PDS . Informally
speaking, this is the ase, when the given lines of the ation are in the PDS.
Afterwards, we introdue the ation introdution funtion , whih desribes the
operational semantis of an ation when it is applied to an agenda, a PDS, and a
sequene of ations (i.e.,  denes a transition relation between triples of agendas,
PDSs, and sequenes of ations).
Definition 4.10 (Appliable Ations): Let P be a PDS and A
add
an ation.
Moreover, let L be the set of proof lines of P and let 	Cons be the 	 onlusions,
	Prems the 	 premises, and BPrems the blank premises of A
add
.
A
add
is appliable with respet to P if
 (	Cons [ 	Prems [ BPrems) is a subset of L.
Definition 4.11 (Ation Introdution Funtion ): The ation introdution
funtion  is a partial funtion that maps a sequene of ations, an agenda, a PDS,
and an ation into a sequene of ations, an agenda, and a PDS , i.e.,
 :
~
A
^
AP A
add
7!
~
A'
^
A'P '.
Let A
add
be an ation that is appliable with respet to the PDS P . Let Cons be
the  onlusions, 	Cons the 	 onlusions, Prems the  premises, 	Prems
the 	 premises, and BPrems the blank premises of A
add
. Moreover, let T =
L
open
J SUPPS
L
open
be the task of A
add
.
Prems:=Prems [ 	Prems [BPrems,
Cons:=Cons [ 	Cons
New-Lines:=Cons[ Prems
New-Supps:=(SUPPS
L
open
[Cons)   	Prems.
New-Tasks:=[L J New-Supps j L 2 Prems℄.
If
~
A is a sequene of ations and
^
A is an agenda that ontains the task T of A
add
,
then the result (
~
A';
^
A';P ') of (
~
A;
^
A;P; A
add
) is dened by:

~
A':=
~
A [ [A
add
℄.

^
A':=

New-Tasks [ (
^
A  [T℄) if L
open
2 	Cons;
[L
open
J New-Supps℄ [New-Tasks [ (
^
A  [T℄) else:
 P' results from P by
1. adding the proof lines New-Lines, respetively, and
2. justifying the proof lines 	Cons and Cons with the justiation
(M Prems), respetively, where M is the method of A
add
.
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The reursive extension  is alled
~
.
~
 introdues a whole sequene of ations
(the arrow of
~
 indiates that this funtion introdues a sequene of ations
~
A
add
).
Definition 4.12 (Reursive Ation Introdution Funtion
~
): The reur-
sive ation introdution funtion
~
 is a partial funtion that maps a sequene of
ations, an agenda, a PDS , and a sequene of ations into a sequene of ations,
an agenda, and a PDS , i.e.,
~
 :
~
A
^
AP 
~
A
add
7!
~
A'
^
A'P '.
~
 is reursively dened as follows:
Let
~
A be a sequene of ations,
^
A an agenda, P a PDS, and
~
A
add
a sequene of
ations.
1. If
~
A
add
is empty then
~
(
~
A;
^
A;P;
~
A
add
) = (
~
A;
^
A;P).
2. Otherwise let A
add
:= first ( ~A
add
) and
~
A'
add
:= rest ( ~A
add
). If A
add
is applia-
ble with respet to P , and if
^
A ontains the task of A
add
, then
~
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
A
add
) =
~
((
~
A;
^
A;P; A
add
);
~
A'
add
).
With the funtion
~
 we an now dene proof plans and solution proof plans.
Definition 4.13 (Proof Plans and Solution Proof Plans):
Let (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;M; C) be a proof planning problem, P
init
the initial
PDS of this problem, and
^
A
init
its initial agenda.
A proof plan for the proof planning problem is a triple PP = (
~
A;
^
A;P) with a
sequene of ations
~
A, an agenda
^
A, and a PDS P suh that:
1. the methods of eah ation of
~
A are in M,
2. (
~
A;
^
A;P) =
~
([℄;
^
A
init
;P
init
;
~
A),
A solution proof plan for the proof planning problem is a sequene of ations
~
A suh
that
~
([℄;
^
A
init
;P
init
;
~
A) has an empty agenda and a losed PDS .
Beause of this denition, we an also say that  maps a proof plan and an
ation into a proof plan and that
~
 maps a proof plan and a sequene of ations
into a proof plan.
4.2.2 The PLAN Algorithm
Figure 4.9 gives a pseudo-ode desription of the PLAN algorithm. PLAN obtains
as input a proof plan PP = (
~
A;
^
A;P), a history
~
H , a list of methods M, and a list
of ontrol rules C.
10
PLAN generates a sequene of pairs of proof plans PP and
histories
~
H . The user of 
mega an start PLAN with the initial PDS , the initial
agenda, and the set of methods and ontrol rules of a proof planning problem. In
order to reah the next proof plan and the next history PLAN performs a yle of
termination hek, task seletion, ation seletion and ation introdution or ation
deletion. It terminates when either the agenda of the urrent proof plan is empty
10
Both methods M and ontrol rules C are lists and not sets sine the order in these lists are
relevant. The order in M gives a default order in whih the methods are tried, when no ontrol
rules re and determine a dierent order (see setion 4.2.4). The order in C determines the order
in whih the ontrol rules are evaluated.
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Input: (1) a proof plan PP = (
~
A;
^
A;P) with a sequene of ations
~
A, an agenda
^
A, and a PDS
P, (2) a history
~
H, (3) a list of methods M, (4) a list of ontrol rules C.
Output: Either a solution proof plan and a losed PDS or fail.
Algorithm: PLAN((
~
A,
^
A, P),
~
H ,M,C)
1. Termination
If
^
A is empty, then terminate and return employ-CS ( ~A,P).
2. Task Seletion
Let urrent task T := first (evalcrules-tasks (^A,C))
where T is the pair L
open
J SUPPS
L
open
.
3. Ation Seletion
Let (A
add
,A):=CHOOSEACTION(T , ~H,M,C)
where A
add
is an ation and A is a set of alternative ations.
4. Ation Introdution
If A
add
is given
then
(
~
A',
^
A',P '):=(
~
A;
^
A;P ; A
add
).
~
H ':=add-action-intro-record( ~H , ^A,A
add
,A).
If extract-constraints (A
add
) 6= ;
then
pass-constraints (extract-constraints (A
add
)).
PLAN((
~
A',
^
A',P'),
~
H ',M,C).
5. Ation Deletion
If A
add
is not given
then
If
~
A is empty
then
Terminate and return fail.
else
Let A
reason
:=find-introducing-action(T, ~H).
((
~
A',
^
A',P'),
~
H '):=BACKTRACK(( ~A, ^A,P), ~H ,[A
reason
℄).
PLAN((
~
A',
^
A',P '),
~
H ',M,C).
Figure 4.9: The PLAN algorithm.
(see step 1 in Figure 4.9) or when there are neither further ations to be introdued
nor ations to be removed (see step 5 in Figure 4.9). In the former ase PLAN
was suessful and returns the proof plan and the onstruted losed PDS. In the
latter ase, PLAN did traverse the omplete searh spae without nding a proof
plan and returns fail.
If the urrent agenda is not empty, then PLAN rst selets the next task to
takle (step 2 in Figure 4.9). To do so, PLAN employs the funtion evalcrules-tasks .
evalcrules-tasks evaluates the ontrol rules C of the kind `Tasks' on the tasks list
of the urrent agenda and returns a (possibly) hanged alternative list.
11
Then,
11
Although we do not expliitly provide the urrent proof plan and the urrent history as
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PLAN piks the st element of the resulting list as urrent task.
Next, PLAN employs the subalgorithm CHOOSEACTION to ompute an ation
(step 3 in Figure 4.9). CHOOSEACTION is applied to the urrent task, the methods
M, and the ontrol rules C. It tries to ompute admissible ations and { if suessful
{ it selets one ation and returns it. Sine CHOOSEACTION is a omplex algorithm
we shall disuss it in detail in setion 4.2.4.
If CHOOSEACTION returns an ation, then PLAN introdues the ation (step 4
in Figure 4.9). It reates a new proof plan by applying the ation introdution
funtion  to the urrent proof plan and the hosen ation. Moreover, it reates a
new history by adding a new ation-introdution reord entry to the history. PLAN
uses the funtion extract-constraints to aess the onstraints of an ation. When
the ation ontains onstraints for the onneted external onstraint solvers, then
PLAN employs the funtion pass-constraints , whih passes the onstraints to the
respetive external system. PLAN does not hek whether the new onstraints are
aepted by the respetive external system. Rather, it assumes that orresponding
onsisteny heks are performed by CHOOSEACTION as part of the evaluation of the
appliation onditions of a method, when an ation is omputed.
When CHOOSEACTION fails to provide an ation, then PLAN tries to delete a-
tions in the urrent proof plan (step 5 in Figure 4.9). If the urrent sequene of
ations is empty, then this is obviously not possible. When there are no more a-
tions that an be introdued and the urrent sequene of ations is empty, then
PLAN did traverse the omplete searh spae (omplete wrt. to the methods M
and the ontrol rules C) without nding a solution proof plan. In this ase, PLAN
terminates and returns fail. If there are ations that an be deleted, then PLAN
employs the funtion find-introducing-action to determine the ation whose introdu-
tion reated the task T for whih no ation an be omputed. The information
about whih ation introdution did introdue whih task an be found in the his-
tory in the ation-introdution entries. Then, PLAN employs the subalgorithm
BACKTRACK to perform the deletion of the seleted ation and all further ations
that expliitly depend on it. BACKTRACK is applied to the urrent proof plan, the
urrent history, and a list with the ation to be deleted as only element. It returns a
hanged proof plan and a hanged history. Sine BACKTRACK is a omplex algorithm
we shall disuss it in detail in the next setion.
When the agenda is empty, then the introdution of ations stops and PLAN
applies the funtion employ-CS to the omputed ation sequene and the onstruted
PDS (step 1 in Figure 4.9). This funtion employs the external onstraint solvers to
ompute instantiations for the meta-variables. Then, it substitutes all ourrenes of
the meta-variables in proof lines of the PDS and the ations by their instantiations,
respetively. It returns the resulting ation sequene and the instantiated PDS,
whih are then the output of PLAN.
Although proof planning ations are omplex ations in the sense of HTN-
planning, the expansion of ations is not performed within PLAN. Rather, there
are separate proedures in 
mega for the expansion of ations. When an expansion
fails to produe a alulus-level proof and results in new open lines, then PLAN
an be re-invoked on the new tasks.
arguments for evalcrules-tasks , the prediates in the IF-part of the evaluated ontrol rules an
make use of this status information. This holds for all kinds of ontrol rules, not only for the
ontrol rules of kind `Tasks' evaluated here.
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4.2.3 Deletion of Ations
Before we desribe the BACKTRACK algorithm, we shall introdue the notion of depen-
deny among ations and when an ation is deletable. When an ation is introdued
into a proof plan, then it modies the elements of the proof plan. Other ations
introdued later on may depend on these modiations. More onretely, when the
new lines introdued by an ation are used as given lines by other ations introdued
later on, then these ations depend on the preeding ation. Afterwards, we dene
the funtion for the deletion of an ation from a proof plan. Sine ation deletion is
oneptually the inverse operation of ation introdution we all this funtion 
 1
although tehnially 
 1
is not the inverse funtion of .
Definition 4.14 (Dependent Ations): Let
~
A be a sequene of ations with
~
A=[A
1
; : : : ; A
i 1
; A
i
; A
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
℄. Let A
i
be an ation with the  onlusions
Cons, and the  premises Prems. An ation A
j
2 fA
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
g depends on
A
i
, if A
j
is an ation whose sets of onlusions or premises ontains a proof line of
Cons or Prems (whih are the new proof lines introdued by A
i
).
Definition 4.15 (Deletable Ations): Let
~
A be a sequene of ations with
~
A=[A
1
; : : : ; A
i 1
; A
del
; A
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
℄. A
del
is deletable with respet to
~
A, if the set
of ations in
~
A that depend on A
del
is empty.
In the following denition of the funtion 
 1
we desribe the modiations
of the sequene of ations, the agenda, and the PDS aused by the deletion of
an ation. Although the notion of deletability of an ation is dened only with
respet to a sequene of ations, we demand in the denition of 
 1
that the
agenda and the PDS are not arbitrary ones, but reated by this sequene of ations
(in partiular, by the ation that should be deleted). The desribed modiations
annot be performed with respet to an arbitrary PDS or an arbitrary agenda.
Definition 4.16 (Ation Deletion Funtion 
 1
): The ation deletion fun-
tion 
 1
is a partial funtion that maps a sequene of ations, an agenda, a PDS,
and an ation into a sequene of ations, an agenda, and a PDS , i.e.,

 1
:
~
A
^
AP A
del
7!
~
A'
^
A'P'.
Let A
del
be a deletable ation in
~
A. Let Cons be the  onlusions, 	Cons the
	 onlusions, Prems the  premises, 	Prems the 	 premises, and BPrems
the blank premises of A
del
. Moreover, let T = L J SUPPS
L
be the task of A
del
.
Lines-To-Remove:=Cons[ Prems.
Tasks-To-Remove:=[LJ SUPPS
L
2
^
A j L 2 Prems℄.
New-Tasks:=[T ℄.
If
^
A is an agenda and P is a PDS that results from the introdution of
~
A (to some
agenda and some PDS), then the result (
~
A';
^
A';P ') of 
 1
(
~
A;
^
A;P; A
del
) is dened
by:

~
A':=
~
A  [A
del
℄.

^
A':= New-Tasks [ (
^
A   Tasks-To-Remove).
 P' results from P by
1. removing the lines Lines-To-Remove and
2. justifying the proof lines 	Cons with Open, respetively.
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Input: (1) a proof plan PP = (
~
A;
^
A;P) with a sequene of ations
~
A, an agenda
^
A, and a PDS
P, (2) a history
~
H, (3) a sequene of ations
~
A
del
.
Output: A proof plan PP' = (
~
A';
^
A';P') and a history
~
H'.
Algorithm: Baktrak((
~
A,
^
A, P),
~
H ,
~
A
del
)
1. Termination
If
~
A
del
is empty, then terminate and return ((
~
A;
^
A;P);
~
H).
2. Pik Ation
Let A
del
:=first ( ~A
del
).
3. Ation Deletion
If A
del
is deletable wrt.
~
A
then
(
~
A',
^
A',P'):=
 1
(
~
A;
^
A;P ; A
del
).
~
H':=add-action-del-record( ~H , ^A,A
del
).
If extract-constraints (A
del
) 6= ;
then
delete-constraints(extract-constraints (A
del
)).
BACKTRACK(( ~A', ^A',P '), ~H ',rest ( ~A
del
)).
4. Deletion Expansion
If A
del
is not deletable wrt.
~
A
then
~
A
new
del
:=dependend-actions(A
del
;
~
A).
BACKTRACK(( ~A, ^A,P), ~H , ~A
new
del
[
~
A
del
).
Figure 4.10: The BACKTRACK algorithm.
A pseudo-ode desription of the algorithm BACKTRACK is given in Figure 4.10.
BACKTRACK is applied to a proof plan PP = ( ~A; ^A;P), a history ~H , and a list of
ations
~
A
del
that have to be deleted. BACKTRACK generates a sequene of pairs of
proof plans PP and histories
~
H by deleting suessively the ations in
~
A
del
. If
an ation in
~
A
del
is not deletable, then it is neessary to delete further ations.
BACKTRACK returns the proof plan and the history that result from the deletion of
all neessary ations.
The rst step in BACKTRACK is a hek whether the list of ations that should be
deleted is empty. If this is the ase, BACKTRACK terminates and returns the urrent
proof plan and the urrent history. Otherwise, it selets the rst ation A
del
from
the list (step 2 in Figure 4.10). If A
del
is deletable, BACKTRACK deletes it from the
urrent proof plan by employing 
 1
and adds a new ation-deletion entry to the
history (step 3 in Figure 4.10). When A
del
ontains onstraints, then BACKTRACK
employs the funtion delete-constraints , whih tells the respetive onstraint solvers
to delete these onstraints sine they are not longer existing. Afterwards, BACKTRACK
is applied to the hanged proof plan, the hanged history, and the remaining ations
to be deleted.
If A
del
is not deletable (step 4 in Figure 4.10), then BACKTRACK alls the funtion
dependent-actions to ompute the ations that depend from A
del
and that have to
be deleted in order to make A
del
deletable. BACKTRACK is then reursively applied
to the urrent proof plan, the urrent history, and the onatenation of the ations
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omputed by dependent-actions and the urrent ations that have to be deleted.
As example for a situation, where an ation is not deletable beause other ations
depend on it, onsider the following situation. PLAN introdues an ation A that
redues a task with goal L to two new tasks with goals L
1
and L
2
. Next, PLAN
applies the ation A
1
to lose L
1
. Afterwards, PLAN fails to apply an ation to the
task with goal L
2
and employs BACKTRACK to remove the ation A that introdued
L
2
. However, the deletion of A would not only remove the line L
2
but also the line
L
1
with respet to whih ation A
1
was introdued. Hene, before A an be deleted
the ation A
1
has to be deleted.
4.2.4 Ation Computation and Seletion
CHOOSEACTION is the subalgorithm of PLAN that omputes alternative lists of a-
tions and selets one of them. Figure 4.11 shows a pseudo-ode desription of the
algorithm. CHOOSEACTION is applied to a task, the urrent history, and the lists of
methods M and ontrol rules C. If suessful, CHOOSEACTION returns a seleted a-
tion and a set of alternative ations (see step 7 in Figure 4.11), otherwise it returns
fail (see step 2 in Figure 4.11).
CHOOSEACTION omputes ations suessively. It starts with an under-speied,
initial ation that ontains only a hosen method and the given task. Then, it
suessively mathes lines of the method with the goal and the supports of the
task as well as variables speied in the delarations of the method with terms,
positions, et. The substitutions of these mathings rene suessively the binding
of the ation suh that more and more speied ations are reated. In order to
hek whether a partiular ation of a method is valid, CHOOSEACTION evaluates
the appliation onditions of the method with respet to the binding of the ation.
Afterwards, it ompletes the binding of the ations by onduting the outline om-
putations and by omputing the new lines. Finally, it selets one ation among the
resulting fully speied ations.
In the following, we explain CHOOSEACTION with the example 4.5 of setion 4.1.2.
We apply CHOOSEACTION to the task L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g, an empty history, a
list of methods that ontains the method =Subst-B, and a list of ontrol rules that
ontains the ontrol rule supps+params-=Subst whose impat is explained below.
The rst step in CHOOSEACTION is the re-ordering of the alternative list of meth-
ods. This is done by the funtion evalcrules-methods , whih obtains as input M,
C and the given task. evalcrules-methods evaluates the ontrol rules in C of kind
`Methods' onM and returns a (possibly) hanged list of alternative methods. From
this list CHOOSEACTION piks the rst one (step 2 in Figure 4.11) and employs the
funtion initial-action-set to reate the initial set of ations that onsists of one ation
whose premises, onlusions, bindings, and onstraints are empty, whose method is
the hosen method, and whose task is the given task.
For our example, we assume that evalcrules-methods returns the list [=Subst-B,
: : :℄. Then, CHOOSEACTION hooses =Subst-B as method and produes an initial set
of ations that ontains only the following ation:
Ation
method
=Subst-B
task
L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g
premises
onlusions
binding
onstraints
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Input: (1) a task T , (2) a history
~
H, (3) a list of methods M, (4) a list of ontrol rules C.
Output: Either a pair of an ation and a list of ations or fail.
Algorithm: ChooseAtion(T ,
~
H,M,C)
Let T=L
open
J SUPPS
L
open
.
1. Order Methods
Methods:= evalcrules-methods(M,C,T ).
2. Selet Method
If Methods empty
then
Terminate and return fail.
else
M :=first (Methods).
Ations:=initial-action-set(T;M).
3. Math Goal
Let 	Cons be the 	 onlusions of M .
Ations:=match-goal (L
open
,	Cons,Ations).
If Ations empty, then Methods:=rest (Methods), goto 2.
4. Selet and Math Supports and Parameters
Let 	Prems and BPrems be the 	 premises and blank premises of M .
Let Params be the parameter variables of M .
Supps+Params:=evalcrules-s+p(SUPPS
L
open
,C,T ,M ,Ations).
Ations:= match-s+p (Supps+Params,	Prems [ BPrems,
Params,Ations).
If Ations empty, then Methods:=rest (Methods), goto 2.
5. Evaluate Appliation Conditions
Ations:=eval-appl-conds(Ations,M).
If Ations empty, then Methods:=rest (Methods), goto 2.
6. Outline Computations
eval-outline-computations(Ations).
complete-outline(Ations).
7. Selet an Ation
Ations:=remove-backtracked(Ations, ~H).
Ations:=evalcrules-actions(Ations,C).
If Ations = ;
then
Methods:=rest (Methods), goto 2.
else
Terminate and return (first (Ations),rest (Ations)).
Figure 4.11: The CHOOSEACTION algorithm.
The next step (step 3 in Figure 4.11) in CHOOSEACTION mathes the goal with the
	 onlusions of the seleted method. To do so, CHOOSEACTION employs the funtion
match-goal . This funtion is applied to the goal, the 	 onlusions of the seleted
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method, and the set of ations omputed so far. Its omputations and its output
depend on the existene of 	 onlusions in the hosen method. If the method has
no 	 onlusions (i.e., a forward method), then match-goal simply returns the list
of ations it obtained as input. If the method has 	 onlusions (i.e., a bakward
method), then match-goal mathes the goal with the 	 onlusions, respetively.
For eah suessful mathing it reates a new ation whose binding ontains the
substitution resulting from the mathing and whose onlusions ontain the goal
annotated with 	. Finally, match-goal returns the set of all new ations.
In our example the mathing of the goal L
Thm
with the 	 onlusions of
=Subst-B results in a substitution with two elements: L
3
7! L
Thm
and f 7!
even(a + b). Thus, match-goal returns an ations set that ontains only the fol-
lowing ation:
Ation
method
=Subst-B
task
L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g
premises
onlusions
	 L
Thm
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(a+ b) (Open)
binding
fL
3
7! L
Thm
; f 7! even(a+ b)g
onstraints
Next, CHOOSEACTION hooses supports and parameters and mathes them with
	 and blank premises and the parameter variables of the seleted method (step 4
in Figure 4.11). This results in further substitutions, whih rene the ations
omputed so far. First, CHOOSEACTION evaluates the ontrol rules of the kind
`Supps+Params'. This is done by the funtion evalcrules-s+p , whih is applied
to the supports of the goal, the ontrol rules C, the task, the urrent method, and
the ations omputed so far. Control rules of the kind `Supps+Params' do not only
reorder and manipulate the support lines but they return a new type of elements,
namely pairs of support lines and parameter instantiations. Thus, the parameter
seletion is not an isolated deision but is ombined with the seletion of support
lines.
12
Then, CHOOSEACTION employs the funtion match-s+p . match-s+p obtains
as input the pairs of support lines and parameter instantiations, the 	 and blank
premises of the seleted method, and the set of ations omputed so far. With
respet to eah ation omputed so far (i.e., depending on the binding of an ation
omputed so far) match-s+p mathes the support lines and parameters pairs with
the 	 and blank premises and the parameter variables of the method, respetively.
For eah suessful mathing it reates a new ation whose binding is extended
with the substitution resulting from the mathing and whose premises omprise the
mathed support lines. Finally, match-s+p returns the set of new ations.
In our example, the ontrol rule supps+params-=Subst res and returns the two
support lines and parameter instantiation pairs (fL
Ass
1
g; < 1 1 >) and (fL
Ass
2
g; <
1 2 >), where < 1 1 > is the parameter position of the a in the formula even(a+ b)
of the goal L
Thm
and < 1 2 > is the parameter position of the b.
13
For both pairs
and with respet to the only ation omputed so far, match-s+p sueeds to math
the premise L
1
and the parameter pos of =Subst-B with the ontent of the pairs,
respetively. It returns a set of ations that ontains the following two elements:
12
We deided for this ombined approah sine typially the parameter seletion is diretly
related to the support line seletion.
13
The ontrol rule supps+params-=Subst res if the urrent method is =Subst-B and if there are
some support lines that are equations suh that one side of the equations equals a subterm in the
formula of the goal. If supps+params-=Subst nds suh a support line it returns a pair onsisting
of the support line and the respetive subterm position in the formula of the goal.
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Ation
method
=Subst-B
task
L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g
premises L
Ass
1
: L
Ass
1
` a
:
= (Hyp)
onlusions
	 L
Thm
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(a+ b) (Open)
binding
fL
3
7! L
Thm
; L
1
! L
Ass
1
; f 7! even(a+ b); ! ;
t! a; t
0
! ; pos!< 1 1 >g
onstraints
Ation
method
=Subst-B
task
L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g
premises L
Ass
2
: L
Ass
2
` b
:
= (Hyp)
onlusions
	 L
Thm
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(a+ b) (Open)
binding
fL
3
7! L
Thm
; L
1
! L
Ass
2
; f 7! even(a+ b); ! ;
t! b; t
0
! ; pos!< 1 2 >g
onstraints
The rst ation results from mathing L
1
and pos with L
Ass
1
and < 1 1 >,
respetively, whereas the seond ation results from mathing L
1
and pos with
L
Ass
2
and < 1 2 >, respetively.
In the next step (step 5 in Figure 4.11), CHOOSEACTION evaluates the appliation
onditions of the seleted method. The evaluation of the appliation onditions
is performed by the funtion eval-appl-conds , whih obtains as input the ations
omputed so far and the seleted method. For eah given ation eval-appl-conds
evaluates the appliation onditions of the method with respet to the binding of
the ation. The evaluation of appliation onditions an reate further substitutions,
whih are then added to the binding of the ation. Moreover, the evaluation an re-
ate onstraints for external onstraint solvers, whih are then added as onstraints
of the ation. Eah ation for whih the evaluation fails is rejeted. eval-appl-conds
returns the set of all ations for whih the evaluation sueeds.
In our example, the appliation onditions of =Subst-B evaluate to true for
both ations omputed so far. Sine no onstraint results from the evaluation of
the appliation onditions the onstraints of both ations are set to the empty set.
Next, CHOOSEACTION ompletes the ations by onduting the outline ompu-
tations of the seleted method and by omputing the new outline lines (i.e., 
premises and onlusions) (see step 6 in Figure 4.11). This is done by the funtions
eval-outline-computations and complete-outline , whih both are applied to the set of
ations omputed so far. Both funtions do not hange the set of ations but they
rene the ations already in the set. eval-outline-computations evaluates the outline
omputations for eah ation and adds the resulting substitutions to the binding of
the ation. Similarly, complete-outline omputes the missing outline lines for eah
ation and adds the orresponding substitutions to the binding of the ation. New
outline lines are justied as follows:  premises are justied with Open whereas
new  onlusions are justied by an appliation of the seleted method to the
premises of the ation.
For our example, eval-outline-computations and complete-outline omplete the a-
tions omputed so far as follows:
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Ation
method
=Subst-B
task
L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g
premises
 L
Thm
0
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(+ b) (Open)
L
Ass
1
: L
Ass
1
` a
:
= (Hyp)
onlusions
	 L
Thm
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(a+ b) (Open)
binding
fL
3
7! L
Thm
; L
1
! L
Ass
1
; L
2
! L
Thm
0
; f 7! even(a+ b); ! ;
t! a; t
0
! ; pos!< 1 1 >; f
0
! even(+ b)g
onstraints
;
Ation
method
=Subst-B
task
L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g
premises
 L
Thm
0
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(a+ ) (Open)
L
Ass
2
: L
Ass
2
` b
:
= (Hyp)
onlusions
	 L
Thm
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(a+ b) (Open)
binding
fL
3
7! L
Thm
; L
1
! L
Ass
2
; L
2
! L
Thm
0
; f 7! even(a+ b); ! ;
t! b; t
0
! ; pos!< 1 2 >; f
0
! even(a+ )g
onstraints
;
Finally, CHOOSEACTION deides for one of the omputed ations (step 7 in Fig-
ure 4.11). First, it rejets all ations that orrespond to ations that have already
been baktraked. This is done by the funtion remove-backtracked , whih is ap-
plied to the urrent set of ations and the given history. If an ation has the
same given lines and the same binding as an ation that is stored in the history
as deleted ation, then this ation is removed from the alternative list. To the
remaining ations CHOOSEACTION applies the funtion evalcrules-actions to evaluate
the ontrol rules of kind `Ations'. Provided the resulting list of ations is not
empty, CHOOSEACTION terminates and returns a pair onsisting of the rst element
of the list of ations and the rest of the list of ations (i.e., the hosen ation and
the list of alternatives). If the list of ations is empty, then CHOOSEACTION returns
to the method seletion point (step 2 in Figure 4.11) and repeats the sequene of
mathings, appliation ondition evaluation, outline omputations evaluation, and
outline ompletion for the next method of the method list. Similarly, CHOOSEACTION
returns to the method seletion point and selets the next method, when the set of
ations beomes empty during the mathings or by the evaluation of the appliation
onditions. If CHOOSEACTION fails to ompute an ation that does not orrespond
to a baktraked ation and is not rejeted by the ontrol rules, then it terminates
and returns fail (see step 2 in Figure 4.11).
Chapter 5
A Short Introdution to the
Case Studies
In this hapter we shall introdue the limit domain [169, 168, 172℄ and the residue
lass domain [166, 163, 165℄ for whih we onduted in-depth ase studies for the
appliation ofMulti. The limit domain was rst takled with the previous planner
PLAN whose appliation was suessful for many theorems but failed on some
typial ones. The analysis of the failed attempts of PLAN strongly inuened the
design of Multi. The residue lass domain was diretly takled with Multi.
Detailed disussions on how Multi takles problems of these domains an be
found in hapter 8 and hapter 9. We briey introdue both domains already here
sine we shall use examples from both domains to motivate and disuss the Multi
system throughout the remainder of the thesis.
5.1 The Limit Domain
In the following, we shall explain proof planning limit theorems and their relatives.
These theorems are formulated and proved in the theory IR of the real numbers. In
the remainder of this thesis, =

; 

;+

; 

; jj

denote the division, multi-
pliation, addition, subtration, and the absolute value funtion in IR, respetively.
Theorems of the limit domain make statements about the limit lim
x!a
f(x) of a
funtion f at a point a, about the limit limseqX of a sequene X , about the
ontinuity of a funtion f at a point a, and about the derivative of a funtion f at
a point a. Sine the standard denitions of limit, ontinuity, and derivative are
lim
()o

f

a

l

8

(0 < )
9Æ

(0 < Æ ^ 8x

(jx  aj > 0 ^ jx  aj < Æ )
jf(x)  lj < )))
limseq
()o

X

l

8

(0 < )
9k

(k 2 IN ^ 8n

(n 2 IN ^ n > k ) j(X n)  lj < )))
ont
()o

f

a

8

(0 < )
9Æ

(0 < Æ ^ 8x

(jx  aj < Æ ) jf(x)  f(a)j < )))
deriv
()o

f

a

f
0

lim
x!a
f(x) f()
x 
the proofs of these theorems are so-alled -Æ-proofs , i.e., proofs that postulate
the existene of a Æ suh that a onjeture of the form : : : jX j <  is proved under
assumptions of the form : : : jY j < Æ.
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Notation 5.1: Instead of the formula lim(f

; a

; l

) we heneforth write the more
ommon equation expression lim
x!a
f(x) = l. Analogously, we write limseqX = l in-
stead of limseq(X

; l

) and deriv(f; a) = f
0
instead of deriv(f

; a

; f
0

).
An example theorem from the limit domain is LIM+ that states that the limit
of the sum of two funtions f and g equals the sum of their limits; that is, if
lim
x!a
f(x) = l
1
and lim
x!a
g(x) = l
2
then lim
x!a
(f(x) + g(x)) = l
1
+ l
2
. When the
denition of lim
x!a
is expanded, the orresponding planning problem onsists of two
assumptions
8
1
(0 < 
1
) 9Æ
1
(0 < Æ
1
^8x
1
(jx
1
 aj > 0^jx
1
 aj < Æ
1
) jf(x
1
) l
1
j < 
1
)))
and
8
2
(0 < 
2
) 9Æ
2
(0 < Æ
2
^8x
2
(jx
2
 aj > 0^jx
2
 aj < Æ
2
) jg(x
2
) l
2
j < 
2
))).
And the theorem beomes
8 (0 < ) 9Æ (0 < Æ ^ 8x (jx  aj > 0 ^ jx  aj < Æ
) j(f(x) + g(x))   (l
1
+ l
2
)j < ))).
Similar theorems in this lass are LIM- and LIM* for the dierene and the
produt of limits of funtions. Moreover, there are orresponding theorems about
ontinuity. Continuous+ states that the sum of two ontinuous funtions is ontin-
uous, and Continuous- and Continuous* make similar statements for the dierene
and produt of ontinuous funtions. We shall introdue some further examples
from the limit domain in the remainder of the thesis.
When proving a limit theorem like LIM+, a Æ has to be onstruted that depends
on an  suh that ertain estimations hold. This is a non-trivial task for students as
well as for traditional automated theorem provers.
1
The typial way a mathemati-
ian disovers a suitable Æ is by inrementally restriting the possible values of Æ.
When proof planning limit theorems, PLAN adapts this approah by ooperating
with the onstraint solver CoSIE : (in)equality tasks that are simple enough for
CoSIE (i.e., tasks that are in the input language for CoSIE) are passed to CoSIE
and CoSIE provides suitable instantiations for Æ, when solutions for meta-variables
are omputed and inserted into the nal proof plan.
For nding -Æ-proofs, among others, the general methods 9I-B, 9E-F, 8I-B,
8E-F, ^I-B, ^E-F, )I-B, )E-F, and =Subst-B and the domain-spei meth-
ods TellCS-B, TellCS-F, AskCS-B, Solve*-B, and ComplexEstimate-B
are required. We introdued 8I-B, 9E-F, AskCS-B, TellCS-B, TellCS-F, and
ComplexEstimate-B already in setion 4.1.4; =Subst-B is explained already in
setion 4.1.1. Similar to 8I-B and 9E-F also 9I-B, 8E-F, ^I-B, ^E-F, )I-B, and
)E-F apply ertain natural dedution rules. Ations of 9I-B perform a bakward
9
I
step. They lose a goal with formula 9x P [x℄ and introdue a task whose goal
has the formula P [mv℄ in whih x is replaed by a new meta-variablemv. Similarly,
ations of 8E-F perform a forward 8
E
step and derive a new support P [mv℄ with
a new meta-variable mv from a given support 8x P [x℄. Ations of ^I-B perform a
bakward ^
I
step and redue a task whose goal has the formula A
1
^ A
2
to new
tasks whose goals have the formulas A
1
and A
2
. Ations of ^E-F perform the
orresponding forward ^
E
deompositions on onjuntive support lines. Ations
of )I-B perform a bakward )
I
step and redue a task with goal A ) B to a
new task whose goal has the formula B and A as additional hypothesis. Moreover,
A beomes the formula of a new support for this task. Ations of )E-F perform
1
Bledsoe proposed in 1990 several versions of LIM+ as a hallenge problem for automated
theorem proving [28℄. The simplest versions of LIM+ (problem 1 and 2 in [28℄) are at the edge
of the apabilities of traditional automated theorem provers but LIM* is ertainly beyond their
apabilities.
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an )
E
step. When applied to a task with goal C and an support with formula
A ) B they introdue two new tasks: a task with goal C, whih ontains also a
new support with B as formula, and a task with goal A. Ations of the Solve*-B
method exploit transitivity of <;>;; and redue a goal with formula a
1
< b
1
to
a new task with formula b
2
  b
1
 in ase a support a
2
< b
2
exists and a
1
; a
2
an
be unied by the substitution . Then, also a further new task is reated whose for-
mula is the onjuntion of all mappings of the substitution  (ompare desription
of method ComplexEstimate-B in setion 4.1.4).
When applied to an {Æ{problem, PLAN rst deomposes the initial task with
a omplex formula into subtasks whose formulas are (in)equalities. This is done
by ations that deompose formulas in tasks, e.g., ations of the methods ^I-B,
8I-B, 9I-B et. Then, tasks whose formulas are simple (in)equalities are losed
by ations of TellCS-B and their formulas are passed as onstraints to CoSIE .
Tasks, whih follow from the onstraints olleted by CoSIE , are losed by ations of
AskCS-B. In order to satisfy more omplex tasks, the unwrapping of (in)equality
supports from the initial assumptions is neessary. This is realized by ations that
deompose supports, e.g., ations of the methods ^E-F, 8E-F, 9E-F et. The
introdution of these ations results in (in)equality supports that an be used to
further takle tasks with omplex formulas with ations of the methods Solve*-B
or ComplexEstimate-B. By ations of these methods tasks whose formulas are
omplex (in)equalities are suessively redued to tasks whose formulas are simple
(in)equalities that an be losed and passed to CoSIE by ations of TellCS-B.
Finally, when no task is left and PLAN invokes the funtion employ-CS , CoSIE
omputes instantiations for the meta-variables that are onsistent with the olleted
onstraints.
Next, we briey disuss the appliation of PLAN to the LIM+ problem.
2
PLAN
rst deomposes the initial theorem to tasks with the formulas 0 < mv
Æ
and
j(f(
x
)+g(
x
)) (l
1
+l
2
)j < 

wheremv
Æ
is a meta-variable introdued for Æ and 
x
and 

are onstants that replae x and , respetively. Moreover, the assumptions
0 < 

, j
x
 aj > 0, and j
x
 aj < mv
Æ
are reated during the deomposition of the
initial theorem and beome supports of the new tasks. 0 < mv
Æ
an be passed di-
retly to CoSIE by an ation of TellCS-B. j(f(
x
)+g(
x
))  (l
1
+ l
2
)j < 

annot
be passed to CoSIE diretly. This triggers the deomposition of one of the two ini-
tial assumptions. If the initial assumption on f is deomposed, then PLAN obtains
as new supports 0 < 
Æ
1
and jf(mv
x
1
)  l
1
j < mv

1
. Now PLAN an ompute and
introdue an ation of ComplexEstimate-B using the latter new support line.
During the evaluation of the appliation onditions of ComplexEstimate-B the
substitution mv
x
1
7! 
x
is reated and the omputer algebra system Maple om-
putes a deomposition (f(
x
)+g(
x
)) (l
1
+ l
2
) = 1(f(
x
)  l
1
)+(g(
x
)+ l
2
) (that
is, the variables k and l of ComplexEstimate-B are bound to 1 and g(
x
)   l
2
,
respetively). Thus, the ation of ComplexEstimate-B introdues new tasks with
formulas mv

1
<


2mv
, j1j  mv, 0 < mv, jg(
x
)   l
2
j <


2
, and mv
x
1
:
=
x
. The
formulas of the former three tasks and of the last one an all be passed diretly
to CoSIE by ations of TellCS-B. To deal with the remaining task with formula
jg(
x
)   l
2
j <


2
PLAN deomposes the seond initial assumption (on g) and de-
rives new support lines with formulas 0 < 
Æ
2
and jg(mv
x
2
)  l
2
j < mv

2
. An ation
of Solve*-B redues the goal with respet to the seond new support to two new
tasks with formulas mv

2



2
and mv
x
2
:
=
x
. Both tasks are losed by ations of
TellCS-B and their formulas are passed to CoSIE .
The deomposition of the initial assumptions results not only in the used support
lines but also in tasks with the formulas 0 < mv

1
, jmv
x
1
  aj > 0, jmv
x
1
  aj < 
Æ
1
2
A detailed desription on how Multi solves this problem is given in setion 8.1.
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from the assumption on f and the analogue tasks from the assumption on g. The
task 0 < mv

1
is losed by the introdution of an ation of TellCS-B, whih
passes the formula to CoSIE . To lose the other tasks PLAN introdues ations
of the method Solve*-B that use the supports with formulas j
x
  aj < mv
Æ
and j
x
  aj > 0 (from the deomposition of the initial goal). The appliation of
Solve*-B to the task jmv
x
1
 aj < 
Æ
1
and the support j
x
 aj < mv
Æ
results in two
new tasks with formulas mv
Æ
 
Æ
1
and mv
x
1
:
=
x
. The appliation of Solve*-B to
the task jmv
x
1
 aj > 0 and the support j
x
 aj > 0 results also in two new tasks with
formulas 0  0 and mv
x
1
:
=
x
. Whereas 0  0 is losed by an ations of AskCS-B
the other three tasks are losed by ations of TellCS-B, whih pass their formulas
to CoSIE . The orresponding tasks from the assumption on g are handled in the
same way. Thereby the onstraints mv
Æ
 
Æ
2
, mv
x
2
:
=
x
, and mv
x
2
:
=
x
are passed
to CoSIE . Moreover, some ations of the TellCS-F method during the planning
proess pass onstraints in support lines to CoSIE : 0 < 
Æ
1
, 0 < 
Æ
2
, 0 < 

.
After propagating onstraints, CoSIE has the nal onstraint store in Figure 5.1.
When asked for suitable instantiations for the meta-variables, CoSIE provides the
bindings mv
x
1
7! 
x
;mv
x
2
7! 
x
;mv 7! 1, mv

1
7!


2
, mv

2
7!


2
, and mv
Æ
7!
min(
Æ
1
; 
Æ
2
). These instantiations omputed by CoSIE are exatly the solutions
that standard textbooks use for Æ, 
1
, and 
2
for LIM+.
mv
x
1
= 
x
mv
x
2
= 
x
0 < 
Æ
1
< +1
0 < 
Æ
2
< +1
0 < 

< +1
0 < mv

1



2
;


2mv
0 < mv

2



2
0 < mv
Æ
 
Æ
1
; 
Æ
2
1  mv 


2mv

1
Figure 5.1: The nal onstraint store of CoSIE for LIM+.
PLAN an suessfully plan all the hallenge problems of Bledsoe [28℄, i.e.,
the limit theorems LIM+, LIM-, LIM*, the theorems Continuous+, Continuous ,
Continuous*, lim
x!a
x = a, lim
x!a
 = , and the theorem that the omposition of
ontinuous funtions is again ontinuous. Moreover, we tried to apply PLAN to
takle systematially the limit problems reorded in the textbook of Bartle and
Sherbert \Introdution to Real Analysis" [12℄. A summary of these experiments
an be found in the master thesis of J

urgen Zimmer [255℄. It turned out that
PLAN failed to plan several theorems from [12℄. As we shall disuss in the next
hapter when motivating the development of Multi this is not due to missing or
inappropriate methods but due to PLAN's inadequate algorithm.
5.2 The Residue Class Domain
In the following, we shall introdue the residue lass domain. The theorems of this
domain are formulated and proved in the theories ZZ of integers and Group. Sine
this ase study was diretly performed with Multi we give no desription on how
PLAN takles residue lass problems.
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5.2.1 An Informal Introdution to the Residue Class Domain
In the residue lass domain we are interested in proving properties of mathematial
strutures onsisting of residue lass sets over the integers and binary operations.
First we examine their basi algebrai properties to lassify the strutures in terms
of group, monoid et. Moreover, we are interested in proving that two strutures
are isomorphi or not.
A residue lass set over the integers is either the set of all ongruene lasses
modulo an integer n, i.e., ZZ
n
, or an arbitrary subset of ZZ
n
. Conretely, we are
dealing with sets of the form ZZ
3
;ZZ
5
;ZZ
3
nf

1
3
g;ZZ
5
nf

0
5
g, f

1
6
;

3
6
;

5
6
g; : : :, where

1
3
denotes the ongruene lass 1 modulo 3. If  is an integer, we write l
n
() for the
ongruene lass  modulo n. Additionally, we allow for diret produts of residue
lass sets of arbitrary yet nite length; thus, we an have sets of the form ZZ
3

ZZ
5
,
ZZ
3
nf

1
3
g 
 ZZ
5
nf

0
5
g 
 f

1
6
;

3
6
;

5
6
g, et.
A binary operation Æ on a residue lass set is given in -notation. Æ an be of
the form xy x, xy y, xy , where  is a onstant ongruene lass (e.g.,

1
3
),
xy x

+y, xy x

y, xy x

 y, where

+,

,

  denote addition, multipliation, and
subtration on ongruene lasses over the integers, respetively. Furthermore, Æ
an be any ombination of the basi operations with respet to a ommon modulo
fator, for example, xy (x

+

1
3
)

 (y

+

2
3
). For diret produts of residue lass sets
the operation is a ombination of the single binary operations for the element tuples,
for example, xy x

+y  xy x

y.
We are interested in algebrai properties of residue lass sets RS
n
modulo n
either with one binary operation Æ or with two binary operations Æ and ?. Both,
Æ and ? are required to be operations with respet to the modulo fator n of the
residue lass. Suh a mathematial struture onsisting of a residue lass set with
one or two binary operations is alled a residue lass struture (or simply struture)
and is denoted by (RS
n
; Æ) or (RS
n
; Æ; ?), respetively. For strutures with one
operation, (RS
n
; Æ), we are interested in lassifying them in terms of magma, semi-
group, monoid, quasi-group, loop, or group and whether they are Abelian. To
determine the algebra of a struture we have to prove or to refute some of the
following properties:
1. Closure: RS
n
is losed under Æ. This is formalized by the dened onept
losed(RS
n
; Æ) that abbreviates 8x:RS
n
8y:RS
n
(x Æ y) 2 RS
n
.
2. Assoiativity: RS
n
is assoiative with respet to Æ.
(asso(RS
n
; Æ)  8x:RS
n
8y:RS
n
8z:RS
n
x Æ (y Æ z)
:
=(x Æ y) Æ z.)
3. Unit element: There exists a unit element in RS
n
with respet to Æ.
(9e:RS
n
unit(RS
n
; Æ; e)  9e:RS
n
8y:RS
n
[y Æ e
:
=y℄ ^ [e Æ y
:
=y℄.)
4. Inverses: Every element in RS
n
has an inverse element with respet to Æ and
the unit element e.
(inverse(RS
n
; Æ; e)  8x:RS
n
9y:RS
n
[x Æ y
:
=e℄ ^ [y Æ x
:
=e℄.)
5. Divisors: For every two elements of RS
n
there exist two orresponding divi-
sors in RS
n
with respet to Æ.
(divisors(RS
n
; Æ)  8a:RS
n
8b:RS
n
[9x:RS
n
a Æ x
:
=b℄ ^ [9y:RS
n
y Æ a
:
=b℄.)
6. Commutativity: RS
n
is ommutative with respet to Æ.
(ommu(RS
n
; Æ)  8a:RS
n
8b:RS
n
a Æ b
:
=b Æ a.)
Given a struture (RS
n
; Æ; ?) onsisting of a residue lass set and two binary
operations, rst we an determine its ategory with respet to eah operation sep-
arately. Then, we hek the property of distributivity
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7. Distributivity: RS
n
is distributive with respet to Æ and ?.
(distrib(RS
n
; Æ; ?)  8a:RS
n
8b:RS
n
8:RS
n
[a ? (b Æ )
:
=(a ? b) Æ (a ? )℄ ^ [(a Æ
b) ? 
:
=(a ? ) Æ (b ? )℄.)
We an lassify (RS
n
; Æ; ?) in terms of ring, ring-with-one, division ring, or eld.
The proof problems resulting from the properties 1 to 7 are alled the simple residue
lass problems .
Furthermore, we are interested in distinguishing lasses of isomorphi strutures.
Two strutures (RS
1
n
1
; Æ
1
) and (RS
2
n
2
; Æ
2
) are isomorphi, if and only if there exists
a funtion h : RS
1
n
1
! RS
2
n
2
, suh that h is an injetive and surjetive homomor-
phism. Thus, we have to prove or to refute the following property:
8. Isomorphi: (RS
1
n
1
; Æ
1
) and (RS
2
n
2
; Æ
2
) are isomorphi.
(Iso(RS
1
n
1
; Æ
1
; RS
2
n
2
; Æ
2
)9h:F (RS
1
n
1
;RS
2
n
2
) Inj(h;RS
1
n
1
) ^
Surj(h;RS
1
n
1
; RS
2
n
2
) ^Hom(h;RS
1
n
1
; Æ
1
; RS
2
n
2
; Æ
2
),
where F (RS
1
n
1
; RS
2
n
2
) is the set of all total funtions from RS
1
n
1
into RS
2
n
2
,
Inj(h;RS
1
n
1
)  8x
1
:RS
1
n
1
8x
2
:RS
1
n
1
h(x
1
)
:
=h(x
2
)) x
1
:
=x
2
,
Surj(h;RS
1
n
1
; RS
2
n
2
)  8x:RS
2
n
2
9y:RS
1
n
1
h(y)
:
=x,
Hom(h;RS
1
n
1
; Æ
1
; RS
2
n
2
; Æ
2
) 
8x
1
:RS
1
n
1
8x
2
:RS
1
n
1
h(x
1
Æ
1
x
2
)
:
=h(x
1
) Æ
2
h(x
2
).)
5.2.2 Formalizations of Conepts in the Residue Class Do-
main
First, we formalize in -alulus the simple properties used in the preeding setion.
Closed
(o)()o
 G
o
 Æ

8a

:G 8b

:G G(a Æ b) (5.1)
Asso
(o)()o
 G
o
 Æ

8a

:G 8b

:G 8

:G
(a Æ (b Æ ))
:
=((a Æ b) Æ ) (5.2)
Unit
(o)()o
 G
o
 Æ

e

8a

:G [(a Æ e)
:
=a℄ ^ [(e Æ a)
:
=a℄ (5.3)
Inverse
(o)()o
 G
o
 Æ

e

8a

:G 9x

:G [(a Æ x)
:
=e℄ ^ [(x Æ a)
:
=e℄ (5.4)
Divisors
(o)()o
 G
o
 Æ

8a

:G 8b

:G
[9x

:G (a Æ x)
:
=b℄ ^ [9y

:G (y Æ a)
:
=b℄ (5.5)
Commu
(o)()o
 G
o
 Æ

8a

:G 8b

:G [(a Æ b)
:
=(b Æ a)℄ (5.6)
Distrib
(o)()()o
 G
o
 Æ

 ?

8a

:G 8b

:G 8

:G
[(a ? (b Æ ))
:
=((a ? b) Æ (a ? ))℄
^[((a Æ b) ? )
:
=((a Æ ) ? (b Æ ))℄ (5.7)
The onepts for isomorphism problems are formalized as follows.
Hom
()(o)()(o)()o
 h

A
o
 Æ

B
o
 ?

8x

:A 8y

:A h(x Æ y)
:
=h(x) ? h(y) (5.8)
Inj
()(o)o
 f

A
o
(5.9)
8x

:A 8y

:A f(x)
:
=f(y)) x
:
=y (5.10)
Surj
()(o)(o)o
 f

A
o
B
o
8x

:B 9y

:A f(y)
:
=x (5.11)
Iso
(o)()(o)()o
 A
o
 Æ

B
o
 ?

9h:F (A;B) (5.12)
Inj(h;A) ^ Surj(h;A;B) ^
Hom(h;A; Æ; B; ?) (5.13)
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Next, we formalize the notion of a ongruene lass and a residue lass set . We
start with the basi notion of a ongruene lass:
l
o
 n

m

x

[ZZ(x)℄ ^ [(x mod n)
:
=m℄ (5.14)
Provided, l is applied to two arguments n and m, the resulting set ontains all
integers x suh that (x mod n)
:
=m. One ruial point of the denition is that the
value for n an range over all numbers. However, the appliation of mod ensures
that the above expression is meaningful only, if n is an integer, whih in partiular
is not zero. Having ongruene lasses as building bloks available we an dene
residue lass sets as
RS
(o)o
 n

r
o
9m

:IN [r
:
=l
n
(m)℄ ^ [NonEmpty(l
n
(m))℄: (5.15)
A residue lass set over an integer n, that is, the appliation of RS to an integer n,
is denoted by RS
n
(as introdued in the preeding setion).
The basi operations

+;

;

  on ongruene lasses are dened as follows:

+
(o)(o)o
 r
o
s
o
z

9x

:r 9y

:s z
:
=x+ y (5.16)


(o)(o)o
 r
o
s
o
z

9x

:r 9y

:s z
:
=x  y (5.17)

 
(o)(o)o
 r
o
s
o
z

9x

:r 9y

:s z
:
=x  y (5.18)
These denitions (5.16) { (5.18) make no restrition on the ongruene lasses. For
instane, they do not have to be ongruene lasses with respet to the same modulo
fator. However, in pratie, operations between ongruene lasses with diering
modulo fator are meaningless.
With respet to denition 5.15 the type of a residue lass set RS
n
is (o)o.
Moreover, with respet to the denitions 5.16 { 5.18 the type of a binary operation
on residue lasses is (o)(o)o (i.e., the basi binary operations on residue lasses
given in the preeding setion are: x
o
y
o
x, x
o
y
o
y, x
o
y
o

o
, x
o
y
o
x

+y,
x
o
y
o
x

y, x
o
y
o
x

 y when ompletely typed). The denitions 5.1 { 5.7 speify
the onepts losed, asso et. for a general set G
o
and a general binary operation
Æ

on G using the type-variable . When applied to a residue lass set RS
n
and
a binary operation on residue lasses,  is instantiated by o. Similarly, the  and
the  in the denitions 5.8 { 5.13 are instantiated by o, when the orresponding
onepts are applied to residue lass sets and operations.
Part II
MULTI
Chapter 6
Basis of Proof Planning
with Multiple Strategies
The development of proof planning with multiple strategies was motivated by prob-
lems we enountered with the PLAN proof planner, when we extended the explo-
ration of the limit domain and when we explored further domains. These problems
aused a reonsideration of 
mega's proof planning approah and gave rise to the
development of multi-strategy proof planning, whih we realized in the Multi sys-
tem.
In this hapter, we shall introdue the basi notions of proof planning with mul-
tiple strategies and disuss the blakboard arhiteture of the Multi system. This
blakboard arhiteture reets a paradigm shift for proof planning from the rigid
preondition ahievement paradigm on whih PLAN is based to a problem solving
proess in whih independent omponents for dierent kinds of plan renements and
modiations an exibly ooperate guided by meta-reasoning on their appliability
and desirability in a given situation.
The struture of the hapter is as follows. As motivation we start with a disus-
sion of the drawbaks of PLAN and ompare our observations with mathematial
experiene. In setion 6.2, we introdue the basi onepts of proof planning with
multiple strategies and desribe Multi's blakboard arhiteture. Afterwards, we
disuss the design deisions ofMulti and ompare theMulti approah with related
work.
6.1 Motivation
The problem solving approah of the previous planner PLAN is hard-oded into its
algorithm in several aspets. First, the three omponents for ation introdution,
baktraking, and meta-variable instantiation are employed in a pre-dened way:
As long as there are tasks, PLAN tries to introdue ations to takle the tasks; it
performs baktraking if and only if it enounters a task for whih it fails to ompute
an ation; it delays the instantiation of meta-variables until all planning tasks are
solved. Seond, the apabilities of the single omponents of PLAN are limited:
The baktraking omponent performs only dependeny direted baktraking that
removes the ation that introdued the task for whih no ation was found. The
omponent for meta-variable instantiation employs only external onstraints solvers
to ompute instantiations for meta-variables based on olleted onstraints. Finally,
the omponent for ation introdution always performs the same yle of ation
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omputation and seletion.
In the following, we shall disuss some examples and senarios that show the
drawbaks of this hard-oded problem solving approah. Together with the draw-
baks, we shall also analyze what funtionalities are neessary to overome the
problems. In partiular, we shall disuss available domain knowledge that ould be
useful but annot be employed by PLAN sine it is beyond the means of methods
and ontrol rules. Finally, we shall ompare our observations with mathematial
experiene.
6.1.1 Flexible Meta-Variable Instantiation
PLAN instantiates meta-variables only if all tasks are losed. Moreover, it employs
only onstraints solvers to obtain instantiations for meta-variables. These restri-
tions ause that PLAN fails on some problems sine it annot make use of available
knowledge of suitable instantiations to simplify the problems.
For instane, onsider exerise 4:1:3 in the analysis textbook [12℄.
Exerise 4:1:3 Let f : IR! IR and let  2 IR. Show that lim
x
1
!
f(x
1
) = l if and only
if lim
x!0
f(x+ ) = l.
Two impliations have to be proof planned for solving this exerise:
lim
x
1
!
f(x
1
) = l ) lim
x!0
f(x+ ) = l (6.1)
and
lim
x!0
f(x+ ) = l ) lim
x
1
!
f(x
1
) = l (6.2)
With respet to the denition of limit given in setion 5.1 for (6.1) we need to
show that
8 (0 < ) 9Æ (0 < Æ ^ 8x (jx  0j > 0 ^ jx  0j < Æ ) jf(x+ )  lj < )))
holds under the assumption that
8
1
(0 < 
1
) 9Æ
1
(0 < Æ
1
^ 8x
1
(jx
1
  j > 0 ^ jx
1
  j < Æ
1
) jf(x
1
)  lj < 
1
))).
PLAN rst deomposes the task formula. This results in new tasks with formu-
las 0 < mv
Æ
and jf(
x
+ )  lj < 

and new supports with formulas j
x
  0j < mv
Æ
and j
x
  0j > 0 where mv
Æ
is a meta-variable and 
x
and 

are onstants. The
new task with formula 0 < mv
Æ
an be diretly losed with an ation of TellCS-B.
The formula jf(
x
+)  lj < 

of the other task is too omplex to be sent to CoSIE
diretly. Hene PLAN unwraps the assumption whih results in a new support with
formula jf(mv
x
1
)  lj < mv

1
as well as two new tasks with formulas jmv
x
1
 j < 
Æ
and jmv
x
1
  j > 0. Now the task with formula jf(
x
+ )   lj < 

an be losed
by an ation of Solve*-B that uses the new support. This ation yields new tasks
with the formulas mv

1
 

and mv
x
1
:
=
x
+, whih both an be losed and passed
to CoSIE by ations of TellCS-B.
The tasks with formulas jmv
x
1
  j < 
Æ
1
and jmv
x
1
  j > 0 should be losed by
the method Solve*-B using the supports j
x
 0j < mv
Æ
and j
x
 0j > 0. However,
Solve*-B is not appliable and hene proof planning is bloked beause (mv
x
1
  )
and (
x
  0) annot be unied. If PLAN ould use the information that 
x
+ 
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is the (only) suitable instantiation for mv
x
1
available in the onstraint store, then
an eager instantiation of mv
x
1
by 
x
+  would unblok the planning beause the
formulas of the task would be instantiated to j
x
+   j < 
Æ
1
and j
x
+   j > 0.
Then, the tasks ould be redued to tasks with the simplied formulas j
x
j < 
Æ
1
and j
x
j > 0 to whih Solve*-B would be appliable using the simplied supports
j
x
j < mv
Æ
and j
x
j > 0 that are implied by j
x
  0j < mv
Æ
and j
x
  0j > 0.
1
The lak of the exibility to instantiate meta-variables during the planning pro-
ess whenever needed or beneial (even if there are still tasks) is one problem of
PLAN. The other problem is that the omputation of instantiations is restrited
to onstraint solvers (i.e., to CoSIE). In other domains, however, there an be
other means providing suitable instantiations for meta-variables. For instane, on-
sider the problems of the residue lass domain: many of these problems postulate
the existene of elements of the involved residue lass sets that have some speial
properties. For instane, when lassifying the struture (ZZ
5
;

+) as a monoid we
have to prove | among other things | that the struture has a unit element:
9e:ZZ
5
8y:ZZ
5
[y

+e = y℄ ^ [e

+y = y℄. In the planning proess the existentially quan-
tied variable is substituted by a meta-variable. Proof planning suh problems
beomes onsiderably easier, if suitable instantiations for the meta-variables an be
provided early in the proof by external orales. In the residue lass domain, om-
puter algebra systems turned out to be our main knowledge soure for instantiations
rather than onstraint solvers. When proof planning for the problem given above, a
meta-variable mv
e
is introdued for e. When we pass the struture (ZZ
5
;

+) to the
omputer algebra system GAP [93℄, a system speialized on algebra, then GAP
an diretly provide the solution

0
5
. The instantiation of mv
e
by

0
5
redues the
problem at hand to the problem to show that this is the right instantiation instead
of showing that there is a suitable instantiation at all.
The lesson learned from these and similar examples is that we need hetero-
geneous knowledge soures for the omputation of substitutes for meta-variables.
Moreover, these knowledge soures should be exibly employed whenever needed or
beneial during the proof planning proess rather than at the end only.
6.1.2 Flexible Baktraking and Reasoning on Failures
If a task ours for whih PLAN fails to ompute an appliable ation (we all this
situation a failure), then PLAN's only remedy is dependeny direted baktraking
by deleting the ation that introdued this task. Moreover, failures are the only
events that trigger baktraking in PLAN. These restritions ause that PLAN
fails on some problems and that it annot make use of knowledge of how to deal
and produtively make use of failures.
For instane, onsider knowledge of where to baktrak. Suppose an ation A is
introdued during the planning proess, whih leads into a searh branh that ends
with a task T for whih no appliable ation exists. Furthermore, suppose that the
analysis of this failure yields that the whole searh tree following the introdution
of A ontains no solution. Then, the best reation with respet to this analysis is
to baktrak all ations following A as well as A itself in order to leave this searh
branh that ontains no solutions. Sine the dependeny direted baktraking
omponent of PLAN an baktrak only one ation at time there is no possibility
to make use of the available knowledge. PLAN would baktrak A not before
1
Suh simpliations are onduted by ations of the methods Simplify-F and Simplify-B.
Both methods employ Maple to simplify given numerial terms. Simplify-F is a forward method,
whih applies Maple to the formula of a support in order to derive a new simplied support.
Simplify-B is a bakward method, whih applies Maple to a task in order to redue the task to
a simplied task.
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having traversed exhaustively the omplete searh spae following the introdution
of A. Thus, when the knowledge is available to baktrak to a ertain point in the
searh spae, then it is obviously desirable to baktrak diretly sequenes of ations
at one. In the ase studies that are desribed in hapter 8 and hapter 9, we shall
disuss several onrete situations where suh knowledge is available.
Another kind of knowledge desribes how to produtively use failures. For in-
stane, Ireland and Bundy desribe in [122, 123℄ how to path failed proof
attempts of the proof planner CL
a
M by exploiting information on failures. We en-
ountered situations in the limit domain where failures an be produtively used.
The Cont-If-Deriv theorem states that a funtion f is ontinuous at point a if it
has a derivative f
0
at point a. In the proof planning proess the denition of on-
tinuous and derivative in both, the task and the assumption, is replaed rst by
its {Æ{denition. Further deomposition of the task formula results in a task with
formula jf(
x
)   f(a)j < 

where 

and 
x
are onstants. The deomposition of
the assumption results in a new support with formula j
f(mv
x
0
) f(a)
mv
x
0
 a
  f
0
j < mv

0
where mv
x
0
and mv

0
are new meta-variables. Indeed, the task an be proved un-
der this assumption. This results | among others | in a task with the formula
mv
x
0
:
=
x
, whih is losed by an ation of the method TellCS-B that passes the
formula to CoSIE . Unfortunately, another task with formula jmv
x
0
  aj > 0 is also
reated during the deomposition of the assumption. This task an be redued to
a task with the formula mv
x
0
6= a. Suppose, we use the information mv
x
0
:
=
x
by
eager instantiation of meta-variables suh that this tasks results in 
x
6= a. Nev-
ertheless, proof planning reahes a dead end at this task sine there is no support
available to lose it. How an we deal with this failure? The analysis of this and
similar situations indiates that a ase-split is needed on 
x
6= a _ 
x
:
=a, whih has
to be introdued before the task jf(
x
)   f(a)j < 

is takled. Then, this task
has to be proved for two ases: In the rst ase, 
x
6= a is assumed and the task
jf(
x
)   f(a)j < 

an be proved from the assumption as desribed above. Obvi-
ously the problemati subtask 
x
6= a an now be losed diretly by the assumption

x
6= a of the ase-split. In the seond ase, 
x
:
=a is assumed and the task follows
sine jf(
x
)  f(a)j < 

an be simplied to jf(a)  f(a)j = 0 < 

by an ation of
=Subst-B. The resulting task is satised by a support with the same formula that
resulted from the deomposition of the original task. When should the ase-split
be introdued? By mathematial intuition it should be introdued when the task

x
6= a is reated and annot be losed. This demands reasoning about this failure,
to baktrak to a ertain point in the searh spae, and to introdue the ase-split.
An a priori introdution of a ase-split is not possible sine neither the need for a
ase-split nor the elements for the ases are given.
Another situation where we ould make use of failures in a produtive way arises
in examples like exerise 4:1:3 (see last setion). We have to show that
8
1
(0 < 
1
) 9Æ
1
(0 < Æ
1
^ 8x
1
(jx
1
  j > 0 ^ jx
1
  j < Æ
1
) jf(x
1
)  lj < 
1
)))
holds under the assumption that
8 (0 < ) 9Æ (0 < Æ ^ 8x (jx  0j > 0 ^ jx  0j < Æ ) jf(x+ )  lj < ))).
The deomposition of the task formula results | among others | in a task with
formula jf(
x
1
)   lj < 

1
. Unwrapping the assumption yields a new support line
with formula jf(mv
x
+ )   lj < mv

. Atually, Solve*-B should be applied to
this task. However the omputation of a orresponding ation of this method fails
sine 
x
1
and mv
x
+  annot be unied. How an we deal with this failure? We
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analyzed this situation and similar ones and found that the appliation of methods
is sometimes bloked beause uniations of terms do not sueed but have a residue
t
1
= t
2
. For some examples this residue t
1
= t
2
is onsistent with CoSIE 's urrent
onstraint store. The analysis of these examples indiates that, if (1) a method
appliation is bloked beause of a failed uniation with a residue t
1
= t
2
and (2)
CoSIE states that this residue t
1
= t
2
is onsistent with its urrent onstraint store,
then we an speulate the lemma t
1
= t
2
as new open task and rewrite the task
on whih the planner failed with this equation. Afterwards the speulated lemma
an be losed by an ation of TellCS-B and the rewritten task an be solved sine
the uniation beomes unbloked.
2
In our example we would speulate the lemma
mv
x
+ 
:
= 
x
1
and would redue the task with respet to this equation to a new
task with formula jf(
x
1
)  lj < mv

. Then, Solve*-B is appliable with respet to
the rewritten task and the support jf(
x
1
)  lj < 

1
. Similar to the introdution of
a ase-split, the lemma t
1
= t
2
annot be speulated a priori. First, the appliation
of methods suh as Solve*-B has to fail. Then, the analysis of this failure an
provide suitable t
1
and t
2
suh that t
1
= t
2
an be speulated.
The lesson learned from these situations and similar ones is that we need dierent
ways to deal with failures and the possibility to reason about a failure in order to
exibly reat to it. Moreover, our examples illustrate that the exible employment
of baktraking an be helpful. Although, baktraking should not be the only
possibility to reat on failures.
6.1.3 Flexible Ation Computation and Seletion
Similar to the omponents for baktraking and meta-variable instantiation, also
PLAN's ation omputation and seletion annot be adapted to dierent problem
domains. However, there are situations that need dierent behaviors.
PLAN uses only the CHOOSEACTION subproedure desribed in setion 4.2.4 to
ompute and selet the next ation. CHOOSEACTION rst selets a method. Then,
it hooses with respet to this method supports and parameters and omputes all
resulting possible ations. Finally, it deides among these ations. If the subproe-
dure sueeds to nd an ation for a method, then it will not ompute and reason
on ations of any other method. An alternative to this subproedure is a proedure
for ation seletion that omputes rst all possible ations with respet to all given
methods and deides then for an ation based on the information of all possible
ations. This subproedure is alled CHOOSEACTIONALL; its pseudo-ode desription
is given in appendix A. The advantage of CHOOSEACTIONALL is that the deision
for one ation an be done by ontrol rules based on the knowledge of all possi-
ble ations. However, CHOOSEACTIONALL requires that for all possible methods the
mathing of method objets with PDS objets is performed whereas CHOOSEACTION
avoids these expensive operations as muh as possible by heking one method after
the other.
Although CHOOSEACTION is suÆient for most appliations, in some appliations
the advantages of CHOOSEACTIONALL outweigh its disadvantages. In [53℄, we desribe
the realization of semantially guided proof planning in 
mega. The idea of se-
mantially guided proof planning (proposed by Choi and Kerber [52℄) is to use
sets of referene models to guide the hoie of the next ation to be introdued.
The referene models provide a measurement on whih ations produe best new
2
In general, the introdution of uniation residues as new tasks opens a Pandora's box: when-
ever we deal with a residue we introdue some new residues, whih in turn must be dealt with.
How we restrit the introdution of residues in tasks in order to avoid this problem is desribed
in hapter 8 where we shall disuss the ase study on problems from the limit domain.
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assumptions or goals. This approah works the better the more ations it an hoose
from. Thus, CHOOSEACTIONALL is better suited than CHOOSEACTION.
This example is another piee of evidene that we need algorithms that are
adaptable to the speial needs of dierent problem lasses.
6.1.4 Knowledge of Dierent Proof Tehniques
Mathematiians usually have several proof tehniques to takle a ertain lass of
problems. When analyzed and formalized for proof planning, these proof tehniques
result in sets of methods and ontrol rules and the knowledge of whih sets of
methods and ontrol rules belong together beomes part of the domain knowledge
of a mathematial domain.
In setion 5.1 we introdued the limit domain and desribed how PLAN on-
struts -Æ-proofs. PLAN employs a ertain set of methods and ontrol rules that
prove a limit problem suh as lim
x!2
x
3
+2x
2
= 16 with an {Æ{tehnique. The same
problem an be solved also in totally dierent ways. For instane, based on the
basi limit theorems suh as LIM+ and LIM*, this problem an also be solved by
suessively deomposing the funtion x
3
+ 2  x
2
to sums and produts for whih
the theorems an be applied. This proof is shorter and more abstrat than the rst
one and relies on dierent methods (i.e., methods that make use of already proved
fats) and ontrol rules.
As another example, onsider the problem to prove that the residue lass stru-
ture (ZZ
5
;

+) is assoiative, whih requires to show that for all x; y; z 2 ZZ
5
x

+(y

+z)
equals (x

+y)

+z. One proof tehnique to takle this problem is to perform an ex-
haustive ase-split on all possible ases of the universally quantied variables that
range over nite domains and to hek for eah single ase that the resulting equa-
tion holds. Another tehnique is to redue the initial task to general equations
whose validity is tested, for instane, by a omputer algebra system. Again the two
tehniques employ dierent sets of methods and ontrol rules and result in dierent
proof plans.
Why is the knowledge of whih sets of methods and ontrol rules belong together
important for proof planning? To deal with the large sets of methods and ontrol
rules that result from the exploration of dierent mathematial domains is a non-
trivial task: if they are employed all at one, then the resulting searh spae may
beome unmanageable. However, an a priori exlusion of methods and ontrol rules
is diÆult sine doing so may forego the possibility to nd the solution. Domain
knowledge that desribes whih sets of methods and ontrol rules belong together
an help sine it provides a means to struture the large body of methods and
ontrol rules.
3
Conneted with the domain knowledge of whih methods and ontrol rules form
proof tehnique units is also mathematial knowledge of how to ontrol the ombi-
nation and appliation of these units. For instane, there is ontrol knowledge of
whih unit should be preferred to takle a partiular problem, if several proof teh-
niques for this problem are known. Moreover, there is ontrol knowledge of when
3
The only existing struturing mehanism for methods and ontrol rules used in the PLAN
framework are 
mega's theories in whih also methods and ontrol rules are stored. However,
methods and ontrol rules that emulate a ertain proof tehnique do not neessarily belong all to
the same theory. For instane, to perform -Æ-proofs for limit problems PLAN employs methods
that deal with (in)equalities on real numbers (e.g., TellCS-B, ComplexEstimate-B), methods
that perform simple manipulations of logial onnetives and quantiers (e.g., ^I-B, 8I-B), and
methods that deal with equations (e.g., =Subst-B). Sine these methods are stored in dierent
theories an additional struturing mehanism to group them together is needed to reet the
knowledge of whih methods and ontrol rules ooperate to ahieve together an -Æ-proof.
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a unit should be nished and another one should be started. A swith to another
proof tehnique unit ould be aused by the observation that the urrent proof teh-
nique is likely to fail on the given problem and that another proof tehnique, whih
seems to be more promising, should be tried. Another reason to swith to another
proof tehnique unit ould be that a unit redues the initial problem to several
subproblems for whih there are more suitable units. Examples for suh ontrol
knowledge is given in hapter 9 where we shall disuss the residue strutures ase
study.
PLAN provides no means to employ the desribed knowledge. This an be
provided by an extension of the plain planning that strutures methods and ontrol
rules and inludes meta-reasoning on how to apply and ombine the units of methods
and ontrol rules.
6.1.5 Knowledge of Parameterized Algorithms and Instanes

mega provides several omponents to takle a theorem, whih all rene or modify
a PDS. A user of 
mega an hoose among proof planning, proof by analogy,
and several rst-order and higher-order ATPs. Often there is knowledge of whih
algorithm is suitable to takle whih problems. For instane, the appliation of the
analogy omponent is sensible only if there is a suitable soure problem that has
already been proved. First-order ATPs will sueed only if the problem at hand is
a rst-order problem or an be redued to a rst-order problem. Proof planning is
the suitable hoie only for problems that belong to domains for whih the method
and ontrol rule knowledge is available. If the algorithms are parameterized, then
the user has to deide whih instane of the algorithm to apply (e.g., see [114℄).
4
The knowledge of whih instane and algorithm is suitable to takle whih prob-
lem is important sine it allows for adapting an algorithm to a partiular problem.
Conneted with this knowledge is heuristi knowledge of how to ontrol the ombi-
nation and appliation of dierent instanes, e.g., knowledge of how to hoose among
several appliable instanes and algorithms, when to swith to another instane and
algorithm, and so on.
PLAN does not allow for a exible ombination of dierent algorithms for proof
renement and modiation and their instanes guided by heuristi ontrol knowl-
edge. Its omponents for ation introdution, baktraking, and meta-variable in-
stantiation are onneted in a pre-dened way. Algorithms dierent from these
omponents an be employed by PLAN only within methods and ontrol rules
(e.g., ATPs). That is, PLAN does not swith to another algorithm but employs
other algorithms only as support systems for proof planning. This forbids, for in-
stane, a ombination of proof planning with analogy in whih one algorithm passes
subproblems to the other algorithm similar to a user who deides for dierent algo-
rithms and instanes in order to takle dierent subproblems within one problem
solving attempt.
The lesson learned is that we need a mehanism that applies dierent algorithms
and their instanes and ombines them in one problem solving attempt. The meha-
nism should be guided by meta-reasoning on how to apply and ombine the dierent
algorithms and their instanes.
4
A parameterized algorithm provides parameters to determine its behavior. Dierent instanes
of a parameterized algorithm speify dierent behaviors of the algorithm by employing dierent
instantiations of its parameters.
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6.1.6 Mathematial Experiene
The examples desribed in the preeding setions provide evidene that, in order to
takle heterogeneous sets of problems, dierent proof plan operations and modia-
tions are neessary that an be exibly ombined guided by meta-reasoning. That
is, there is not one proof planning strategy that is suitable for all lasses of problems
but rather the proof planning approah should be adaptable by meta-reasoning to
the needs of dierent problems.
This observation is onsistent with mathematial experiene where dierent
problem solving strategies and their exible appliations are ruial human skills in
order to adapt the theorem proving to the needs of dierent lasses of problems, as
Shoenfeld points out in his book on mathematial problem solving [209℄:
As the person begins to work on a problem, it may be the ase that some
of the heuristi tehniques that appear to be appropriate are not. [: : :℄ In
onsequene, having a mastery of individual heuristi strategies is only
one omponent of suessful problem solving. Seleting and pursuing the
right approahes, reovering from inappropriate hoies, [: : :℄ is equally
important.
Shoenfeld, 1985, [209℄ pp. 98{99
Shoenfeld emphasizes the signiane of both, the availability of several proof
tehniques to deal with ertain problem lasses as well as their ontrolled appli-
ation. Several problem solving strategies inrease the likelihood that a problem
is solved beause of several reasons. First, dierent approahes are neessary to
takle dierent lasses of problems. Seond, a pool of approahes for a ertain lass
of problems inreases the likelihood that at least one approah an solve a onrete
problem from the lass. Third, in order to deal with non-trivial mathematial prob-
lems it is neessary to takle dierent subproblems by dierent means. Thus, it
is neessary to exibly ombine dierent problem solving strategies and to swith
among them during one problem solving proess.
Another problem of PLAN, whih we disussed in setion 6.1.4, is that it pro-
vides no means to struture available methods and ontrol rules in meaningful units.
For proof planning this is a problem beause the searh spae beomes unmanage-
able when the number of methods grows and the more ontrol rules the planner has
to evaluate the more the proof proess may slow down. Again our observation on
the need for a struturing mehanism is onsistent with mathematial experiene.
Indeed, ategorizing a problem and seleting then the right knowledge to takle
the problem are ruial human skills as Shoenfeld and Hinsley , Hayes , and
Simon point out:
Individuals with extensive experiene in any partiular domain ategorize
their prior experienes in that domain and then use those ategorizations
both to interpret urrent situations and to aess relevant methods for
dealing with those situations.
Shoenfeld, 1985, [209℄ p. 244
People have a body of information about eah problem type whih is po-
tentially useful in formulating problems of that type for solution, [: : :℄, di-
reting attention to important problem elements, making relevane judg-
ments, retrieving information onerning relevant equations et.
Hinsley, Hayes, and Simon, 1977, [115℄ p. 92
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Mathematial knowledge is strutured with respet to problem lasses to whose
solution it an ontribute. This avoids a ognitive overload sine understanding a
problem and reognizing to whih problem lass it belongs (also alled the problem
pereption in [209℄) allows a mathematiian to hoose the knowledge needed to
takle the problem.
In his book on mathematial problem solving [196℄ Polya distinguishes two
phases of the knowledge struturing, whih he alls mobilization and organization.
1. In order to solve a problem, we must have some knowledge of the
subjet-matter and we must selet and ollet the relevant items of
our existing but initially dormant knowledge. [: : :℄ Extrating suh
relevant elements from our memory may be termed mobilization.
2. In order to solve a problem, however, it is not enough to reollet
isolated fats, we must ombine these fats, and their ombination
must be well adapted to the problem at hand. [: : :℄ This adapting
and ombining ativity may be termed organization.
Polya, 1971, [196℄ p. 157
Knowledge-based proof planning provides methods to enode single steps rele-
vant for a ertain domain and ontrol rules to ombine and adapt the methods. So
far, however, it provides no means to enode the result of a mobilization and or-
ganization proess, i.e., it provides no means to enode whih methods and ontrol
rules belong together to takle a ertain lass of problems.
6.1.7 Summary of Motivation
The examples and senarios disussed in this setion show the main drawbaks of
PLAN:
1. PLAN's algorithm annot be adapted to the partiular needs of dierent
lasses of problems. Its hard-oded integration of very restrited omponents
for ation introdution, baktraking, and meta-variable instantiation repre-
sents just one partiular problem solving strategy suitable for many problems
of the limit domain but insuÆient as a general tehnique.
2. The ombination with other algorithms that an ontribute to the solution of
a proof planning problem is not suÆiently supported.
3. A lot of domain knowledge of dierent proof plan renements and modi-
ations and their ombination is available. However, sine this knowledge is
beyond the apabilities of methods and ontrol rules, there is no means to
inorporate and use it in PLAN.
Our examples illustrate that, in order to takle heterogeneous sets of problems,
various plan renements and modiations are neessary. In partiular, in order to
enable dierent problem solving behaviors and the exible adaption to the needs
of dierent (sub)problems, the deision on when to all a ertain renement and
modiation should not be enoded one and forever into the system but rather be
determined by meta-level reasoning using available heuristi ontrol knowledge.
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6.2 The Conepts of Multi
From the observation of the drawbaks of PLAN (see the previous setion) we
derive the following requirements for the design of the new system Multi:
 InMulti, the planning funtionalities meta-variable instantiation, baktrak-
ing, and ation introdution should be learly separated algorithms.
 Multi should enable the inorporation of other algorithms that an ontribute
to the proof plan onstrution.
 Multi should allow for the speiation and inorporation of dierent in-
stanes of employed parameterized algorithms.
 Multi should provide a struturing mehanism for methods and ontrol rules.
 Multi should enable the ombination of the dierent algorithms and their
instanes within one problem solving approah.
 In Multi, the deision on when to all a ertain algorithm or instane should
not be hard-oded into the system but rather be determined by meta-level
reasoning using available heuristi ontrol knowledge.
In order to meet these requirements, proof planning with multiple strategies
in Multi deomposes the previous monolithi proof planning proess and replaes
it by separated parameterized algorithms as well as dierent instanes of these
algorithms, so-alled strategies. The strategies, whih speify dierent behaviors of
the algorithms, are the basi elements for proof onstrution in multiple-strategy
proof planning. That is, the goal of multiple-strategy proof planning is to ompute
a sequene of strategy appliations that derives a given theorem from a given set
of assumptions. The deision on when to apply a strategy is not enoded one
and forever into the system but rather is determined by meta-level reasoning using
heuristi ontrol knowledge of strategies and their ombination.
In the following, we rst introdue in setion 6.2.1 the basi onepts of proof
planning with multiple strategies and illustrate them with examples. Then, we
desribe in setion 6.2.2 Multi's blakboard arhiteture. Setion 6.2.3 disusses
the reasoning at the strategy-level with strategi ontrol rules. We onlude with
an informal desription of all algorithms urrently employed byMulti that are not
exemplied in setion 6.2.1.
6.2.1 Algorithms, Strategies, and Tasks
Algorithms
Multi enables the inorporation of heterogeneous, parameterized algorithms
for dierent kinds of proof plan renements and modiations. Currently, Multi
employs the following algorithms (tehnial desriptions of these algorithms, i.e., of
the plan renements or modiations they perform, are given in hapter 7):
PPLANNER renes a proof plan by introduing new ations.
INSTMETA renes a proof plan by instantiating meta-variables.
BACKTRACK modies a proof plan by removing renements of other algorithms.
EXP renes a proof plan by expanding omplex steps.
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ATP renes a proof plan by solving subproblems with mahine-oriented automated
theorem provers.
CPLANNER renes a proof plan by transferring steps from a soure proof plan or
fragment.
The deomposition of the previous monolithi proof planner of 
mega allows to
extend and generalize the funtionalities of its subomponents. This results in the
independent and parameterized algorithms PPLANNER, INSTMETA, and BACKTRACK for
ation introdution, meta-variable instantiation, and baktraking. EXP, ATP, and
CPLANNER integrate new renements of the proof plan.
Strategies
Instanes of these algorithms an be speied in dierent strategies. Tehnially,
a strategy is a ondition-ation pair. The ondition part states when the strategy is
appliable. The ation part onsists of a modiation or renement algorithm and
an instantiation of its parameters. Similar to the knowledge of the appliability
of methods we separate the legal and heuristi knowledge of the appliability of
strategies. The ondition part of a strategy states the legal onditions that have
to be satised in order for the strategy to be appliable, whereas strategi ontrol
rules reason about the heuristi utility of the appliation of strategies.
To exeute or to apply a strategy means to apply its algorithm to the urrent
proof planning state with respet to the parameter instantiation speied by the
strategy. For instane, the parameters of PPLANNER are a set of methods, a list of
ontrol rules, a termination ondition, and an ation seletion proedure. When
Multi exeutes a PPLANNER strategy, the PPLANNER algorithm introdues only a-
tions that use the methods speied in the strategy. The ations are omputed and
seleted by the ation seletion proedure (e.g., CHOOSEACTION or CHOOSEACTIONALL)
speied by the strategy. The ation seletion proedures evaluate then the ontrol
rules speied by the strategy during the omputation of ations. The appliation
of the strategy terminates, when its termination ondition is satised. Hene, dif-
ferent strategies of PPLANNER provide a means to struture the method and ontrol
rule knowledge. Both algorithms, INSTMETA and BACKTRACK, have one parameter.
The parameter of INSTMETA is a funtion that determines how the instantiation for
a meta-variable is omputed. If Multi applies a INSTMETA strategy with respet
to a meta-variable mv, and if the omputation funtion of the strategy yields a
term t for mv, then INSTMETA substitutes mv by t in the proof plan. The parameter
of BACKTRACK is a funtion that omputes a set of renement steps of other algo-
rithms that have to be deleted. When Multi applies a BACKTRACK strategy, then
BACKTRACK removes all renement steps that are omputed by the funtion of the
strategy as well as all steps that depend from these steps.
Notation 6.1: Strategies are denoted in the sans serif font (e.g., NormalizeLineTask,
UnwrapHyp).
Tasks
Multi extends the task onept of PLAN. Sine Multi employs further kinds
of tasks, the tasks used in PLAN (i.e., a pair onsisting of an open line and its
supports) are alled line-tasks in Multi. Multi uses also instantiation-tasks and
expansion-tasks . The introdution of a meta-variable into the plan results in an
instantiation-task, that is, the task to instantiate this meta-variable. Similarly, the
introdution of a method or tati step into the PDS , whih is onstruted during
the proof planning proess, results in an expansion-task, that is, the task to expand
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this step. An instantiation-task stores the meta-variable for whih an instantiation
has to be onstruted. The instantiation task for meta-variable mv is written as
mvj
Inst
. An expansion-task onsists of a proof line L in the PDS, whih is justied
with a method or a tati appliation. The expansion-task with line L is written as
Lj
Exp
. Multi stores all used kinds of tasks in an agenda.
Dierent tasks an be takled by dierent algorithms and strategies. For in-
stane, sine strategies of INSTMETA introdue instantiations for meta-variables they
are suitable to takle instantiation-tasks. EXP is the suitable hoie to deal with
expansion-tasks, whereas strategies of PPLANNER or ATP an takle line-tasks. A
strategy heks in its ondition part whether it is appliable to a partiular task.
That is, the ondition of a strategy is a prediate on tasks. To apply a strategy to
a task means to exeute the strategy with respet to the task.
The algorithms and kinds of tasks urrently employed by Multi have been
derived from the ase studies. However, the Multi framework is envisaged to be
extended by further algorithms and further kinds of tasks, if needed.
Example Strategies
In the following, we desribe some strategies needed to aomplish -Æ-proofs
(see setion 5.1). The methods and ontrol rules for -Æ-proofs are strutured into
the three strategies NormalizeLineTask, UnwrapHyp, and SolveInequality. All three
strategies are instantiations of PPLANNER. A more detailed desription of the ap-
pliation of these strategies and their ooperation when aomplishing -Æ-proofs is
given in setion 8.1.
The strategy SolveInequality (see Table 6.1) is appliable to prove line-tasks
whose formulas are inequalities or whose formulas an be redued to inequali-
ties. It omprises methods suh asComplexEstimate-B, TellCS-B, TellCS-F,
AskCS-B, and Solve*-B (see setion 5.1). Its list of ontrol rules ontains the
rules prove-inequality and eager-instantiate. Possible ations are omputed
and seleted with the CHOOSEACTION proedure. The strategy terminates, when
there are no further line-tasks whose formulas are inequalities or whose formulas
an be redued to inequalities. Note that it is the parameterization of PPLANNER
that makes SolveInequality appropriate to takle line-tasks whose formulas are in-
equalities as stated in the ondition part of the strategy.
Strategy: SolveInequality
Condition inequality-task
Ation
Algorithm PPLANNER
Ation Proedure CHOOSEACTION
Methods ComplexEstimate-B, TellCS-B,
TellCS-F, Solve*-B, AskCS-B : : :
C-Rules prove-inequality, eager-instantiate,
: : :
Termination no-inequalities
Table 6.1: The SolveInequality strategy.
NormalizeLineTask (see Table 6.2) is used to deompose line-tasks whose goals
are omplex formulas with logial onnetives and quantiers. Typial methods
in NormalizeLineTask are ^I-B and 8I-B (see setion 5.1). NormalizeLineTask em-
ploys the CHOOSEACTION proedure for the ation omputation and seletion and
terminates, when all omplex line-tasks are deomposed to literal line-tasks.
The aim of UnwrapHyp (see Table 6.3) is to unwrap a foused subformula of
an assumption in order to make it available for proving a line-task. The list of its
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Strategy: NormalizeLineTask
Condition complex-line-task
Ation
Algorithm PPLANNER
Ation Proedure CHOOSEACTION
Methods 8I-B, 9I-B, ^I-B,
: : :
C-Rules
Termination literal-line-tasks-only
Table 6.2: The NormalizeLineTask strategy.
methods inludes, for instane, 8E-F and ^E-F. The ontrol rule takle-fous
determines that, if UnwrapHyp is applied, then the ations of the available methods
an be used only if they use a support in their premises that arries a fous and
when their onlusions do not takle the foused subformula. For instane, if a line-
task has the supports B
1
^ B
2
and A
1
^ (A
2
^ fous(A
3
^ A
4
)), then only ations
of ^E-F that use the seond support with the fous are allowed. The introdution
of two ations of ^E-F derive the new support fous(A
3
^ A
4
) to whih no further
ation of ^E-F an be applied sine it would deompose the foused subformula.
Similar to NormalizeLineTask and SolveInequality, UnwrapHyp uses the CHOOSEACTION
algorithm. It terminates as soon as all foused formulas are unwrapped.
Strategy: UnwrapHyp
Condition focus-in-subformula
Ation
Algorithm PPLANNER
Ation Proedure CHOOSEACTION
Methods 8E-F, 9E-F, ^E-F, : : :
C-Rules takle-fous
Termination focus-at-top
Table 6.3: The UnwrapHyp strategy.
In order to instantiate meta-variables that our in onstraints olleted by
CoSIE , we implemented the two INSTMETA strategies InstIfDetermined and Compute-
InstFromCS (see Table 6.4). InstIfDetermined is appliable only, if CoSIE states that
a meta-variable is already determined by the onstraints olleted so far. Then, the
omputation funtion onnets to CoSIE and reeives this unique instantiation for
the meta-variable. ComputeInstFromCS is appliable to all meta-variables for whih
onstraints are stored in CoSIE . The omputation funtion of this strategy requests
from CoSIE to ompute an instantiation for a meta-variable that is onsistent with
all onstraints olleted so far.
Strategy: InstIfDetermined
Condition determined-in-cs
Ation
Algorithm INSTMETA
Funtion get-determined-instantiation
Strategy: ComputeInstFromCS
Condition mv-in-cs
Ation
Algorithm INSTMETA
Funtion compute-consistent-instantiation
Table 6.4: The INSTMETA strategies InstIfDetermined and ComputeInstFromCS.
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The dependeny-direted baktraking desribed in setion 4.2.3 is realized as
the strategy BakTrakAtionToTask (see Table 6.5) of the BACKTRACK algorithm.
BakTrakAtionToTask instantiates the BACKTRACK algorithm with the funtion
step-to-line-task , whih omputes the ation that introdued a line-task. BakTrak-
AtionToTask is appliable to eah line-task.
Strategy: BakTrakAtionToTask
Condition line-task
Ation
Algorithm BACKTRACK
Funtion step-to-line-task
Table 6.5: The BakTrakAtionToTask strategy.
6.2.2 Multi's Blakboard Arhiteture
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Figure 6.1: Multi's blakboard arhiteture.
When we designed proof planning with multiple strategies, we aimed at a sys-
tem that allows for the exible ooperation of independent omponents for proof
plan renement and modiation, guided by meta-reasoning. For the implemen-
tation we deided to use a blakboard arhiteture beause this is an established
means to organize the ooperation of several independent omponents, so-alled
knowledge soures, for solving a omplex problem. Blakboard systems do not rely
on a pre-dened ontrol of the appliation of the involved omponents but provide
the exibility to employ their knowledge soures opportunistially as the following
quotations point out:
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As we hope to illustrate in this book, the blakboard model is a very simple
yet powerful idea for oping with problems haraterized by the need to
deal with [: : :℄ a non-deterministi solution strategy.
Engelmore and Morgan, 1988, [76℄ Prefae pix
As a result, the sequene of knowledge soure invoation is dynami and
opportunisti rather than xed and pre-programmed.
Engelmore and Morgan, 1988, [76℄ p
_
14
In the following, we give an informal overview onMulti and the ideas behind it.
A detailed tehnial desription of the algorithms and onepts as well as a formal
denition of strategi proof planning with Multi are given in the next hapter.
Multi's arhiteture is displayed in Figure 6.1. In this gure dashed arrows
indiate information ow whereas solid arrows indiate that a knowledge soure
hanges the ontent of the respetive blakboard. Multi's arhiteture is similar
to the Hearsay-III and the BB1 blakboard systems, whih we disussed in se-
tion 2.2, in that it employs two blakboards, the so-alled proof blakboard and the
ontrol blakboard .
We deided for a two-blakboard arhiteture to emphasize the importane of
both the solution of the proof planning problem whose status is stored on the proof
blakboard and the solution of the ontrol problem, that is, whih possible strategy
should the system perform next. Moreover, the two blakboard arhiteture is more
suitable for potential extensions of our approah that we shall disuss in setion 6.3
and setion 6.4. The proof blakboard ontains the urrent strategi proof plan,
whih onsists of a sequene of ations, an agenda, a PDS , and a sequene of
binding stores, whih store the olleted instantiations of meta-variables, as well as
the strategi history. The ontrol blakboard ontains three repositories to store
information relevant for the ontrol problem: job oers, demands, and a memory.
Corresponding to the two blakboards, there are also two sets of knowledge
soures shown in Figure 6.1 that work on these blakboards. The strategies are
the knowledge soures that work on the proof blakboard. A strategy an hange
the proof blakboard by rening or modifying the agenda, the PDS, the history
of strategies, and bindings of the meta-variables. The strategy omponent ontains
all the strategies that an be used. If a strategy's ondition part is satised with
respet to a ertain task in the agenda, then the strategy posts its appliability
with respet to this task as a job oer onto the ontrol blakboard. Tehnially,
a job oer is a pair (S; T ) with a strategy S and a task T , whih signs that T
satises the ondition of S. That is, in the terminology of blakboard systems, a
task that satises the ondition of a strategy is the event that triggers the strategy.
The MetaReasoner is the knowledge soure working on the ontrol blakboard. It
evaluates strategi ontrol knowledge represented by strategi ontrol rules in order
to rank the job oers. The arhiteture ontains a sheduler that heks the ontrol
blakboard, for its highest ranked job oer. Then, it exeutes the strategy of the
job oer with respet to the task speied in the job oer. In a nutshell, Multi
operates aording to the yle in Figure 6.2, whih passes the following steps:
Job Oer Strategies whose ondition is true put a job oer onto the ontrol blak-
board.
Guidane The MetaReasoner evaluates the strategi ontrol rules to order the job
oers on the ontrol blakboard.
Invoation A sheduler invokes the strategy who posed the highest ranked job
oer.
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Exeution The algorithm of the invoked strategy is exeuted with respet to the
parameter instantiation speied by the strategy.
Execution Guidance
Invocation
Job Offer
Figure 6.2: Cyle of Multi.
The hoie of a job oer an depend on partiular demand information issued by
strategies onto the ontrol blakboard and the ontent of the memory. An exeuted
strategy an reason on whether it should interrupt. This an be sensible if the
strategy is stuk or if it turns out that it should not proeed before another strategy
is exeuted. Then, the exeution of a strategy interrupts itself, plaes demands for
other strategies onto the ontrol blakboard, and stores a pair onsisting of its
exeution status and the demands it posed in the memory. Interrupted exeutions
of a strategy stored in the memory plae job oers for their re-invoation onto
the ontrol blakboard. A job oer from the memory onsists just of a pointer to
the memory entry that posed this job oer. If suh a job oer is sheduled, the
interrupted strategy exeution is re-invoked from the memory.
By posing demands and interrupting strategies partiularly desired ooperations
between strategies an be realized. For instane, we disussed in setion 6.1.1 that
ertain problems on whih PLAN fails ould be solved if meta-variables would be
instantiated as soon as CoSIE states that they are uniquely determined. In order
to realize this the INSTMETA strategy InstIfDetermined and the PPLANNER strategy
SolveInequality have to ooperate. This ooperation works as follows: The strategy
SolveInequality ontains the ontrol rule eager-instantiate. If evaluated during
an exeution of SolveInequality, this ontrol rule heks whether InstIfDetermined
is appliable for an ourring meta-variable. If this is the ase, it auses the in-
terruption
5
of the exeution of the SolveInequality strategy and poses the demand
that InstIfDetermined should be applied with respet to the instantiation-task of the
meta-variable. The status of the interrupted SolveInequality strategy is stored in the
memory from where it an be reinvoked as soon as the posed demand is satised
by the orresponding appliation of InstIfDetermined.
6.2.3 Reasoning at the Strategy-Level
In the Multi system, no order or ombination of renements or modiations on
the proof blakboard is pre-dened. The hoie of strategy appliations results from
meta-reasoning at the strategy-level that is onduted by the MetaReasoner, whih
evaluates the strategi ontrol rules on the job oers on the ontrol blakboard.
Strategi ontrol rules are formulated in the same ontrol rule language as ontrol
rules on tasks, methods, supports and parameters, and ations (see setion 4.1.3).
They an reason about all information stored on the ontrol blakboard and the
5
Interruption is an expliit hoie point in the PPLANNER algorithm, see setion 7.5.2.
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proof blakboard (i.e., about the proof plan onstruted so far and the plan proess
history) as well as about the mathematial domain of the proof planning problem.
The advantage of this knowledge-based ontrol approah is that the ontrol
of Multi an be easily extended and hanged by modifying the strategi ontrol
rules. In ontrast, when the ombination of integrated omponents of a system
is hard-oded into a ontrol proedure, then eah extension or hange requires
reimplementation of parts of the main ontrol proedure. Moreover, the strategi
ontrol rules delaratively represent the heuristial ontrol knowledge of how to
ombine the strategies of Multi, so that this knowledge an be ommuniated to
the user.
In the following, we shall disuss ve strategi ontrol rules, whih are the bak-
bone of the strategi ontrol in Multi.
(ontrol-rule prefer-demand-satisfying-offers
(kind strategi)
(IF (job-offer-satisfies-demand JO))
(THEN (prefer JO)))
(ontrol-rule prefer-memory-offers
(kind strategi)
(IF (and (job-offer-from-memory JO)
(no-further-demands JO)))
(THEN (prefer JO)))
(ontrol-rule defer-memory-offers
(kind strategi)
(IF (and (job-offer-from-memory JO)
(further-demands JO)))
(THEN (defer JO)))
Figure 6.3: The three strategi ontrol rules prefer-demand-satisfying-offers,
prefer-memory-offers, and defer-memory-offers.
The use of demands and the memory for the goal-direted ooperation of strate-
gies is realized by the strategi ontrol rules prefer-demand-satisfying-offers,
prefer-memory-offers, and defer-memory-offers given in Figure 6.3. The rule
prefer-demand-satisfying-offers states that, if a job oer on the ontrol blak-
board satises a demand on the ontrol blakboard, then this job oer is preferred.
Similarly, prefer-memory-offers states that, if there is a job oer from an inter-
rupted strategy exeution in the memory and all demands of this strategy exeution
are already satised, then this job oer should be preferred. defer-memory-offers
defers job oers from interrupted strategy exeutions, if they have still unsatised
demands.
The rules prefer-baktrak-if-failure and rejet-applied-offers (see
Figure 6.4) realize a basi failure reasoning and the rejetion of already applied
strategies. The purpose of the prefer-baktrak-if-failure rule is to inte-
grate baktraking with strategies of PPLANNER. When a PPLANNER strategy runs
into a failure, that is, it enounters a line-task for whih it nds no applia-
ble ation, then it interrupts and stores the status of its exeution in the mem-
ory. prefer-baktrak-if-failure auses baktraking by preferring a job of-
fer of the BakTrakAtionToTask strategy with the line-task on whih the exe-
ution of the PPLANNER strategy failed. Afterwards, the interrupted strategy ex-
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(ontrol-rule rejet-applied-offers
(kind strategi)
(IF (job-offer-already-applied JO))
(THEN (rejet JO)))
(ontrol-rule prefer-baktrak-if-failure
(kind strategi)
(IF (and (algorithm-of-last-strategy-is PPLANNER)
(last-strategy-failure-on-line-task T)
(baktrak-job-offer-on JO T)))
(THEN (prefer JO)))
Figure 6.4: The strategi ontrol rules rejet-applied-offers and prefer-bak
-trak-if-failure.
eution an be re-invoked on the hanged proof blakboard. The idea behind
rejet-applied-offers is that a strategy that failed on a task should not be
tried again on this task (although it is still appliable to the task, and, thus, it
plaes a job oer onto the ontrol blakboard). rejet-applied-offers heks
whether a job oer orresponds to a strategy exeution that has already been tried
but was baktraked later on. In this ase, rejet-applied-offers rejets the job
oer.
The priority
6
of these ontrol rules inreases in the following order: prefer-
demand-satisfying-offers, prefer-memory-offers, defer-memory-offers,
rejet-applied-offers, prefer-baktrak-if-failure. Although these on-
trol rules are the bakbone of Multi's ontrol, they realize only a default behavior
and an be exluded by the user of Multi or an be overridden by other strategi
ontrol rules with higher priority. For instane, in the ase studies in hapter 8 and
hapter 9 we shall see how more spei ontrol rules enable an elaborate failure
reasoning or ause the repeated appliation of the same strategy although it failed
several times on a task.
6.2.4 Further Algorithms
The strategies PPLANNER, INSTMETA, and BACKTRACK are introdued and exemplied
in setion 6.2.1. Here we shall informally introdue the other three algorithms used
in Multi, namely EXP, ATP, and CPLANNER. Formal desriptions of all algorithms
an be found in setion 7.5 in the next hapter.
EXP
The algorithm EXP takles expansion-tasks. An expansion-task does not refer
diretly to an introdued ation but ontains a proof line in the onstruted PDS
whose justiation is a omplex step, that is, a method or a tati appliation. For
a proof line L with an abstrat justiation (J P
1
: : : P
n
) where J is a method
or a tati and P
1
; : : : ; P
n
are the premises, EXP omputes a proof segment, whih
derives L from P
1
; : : : ; P
n
at a lower level of abstration. If J is a method, then
EXP omputes the proof segment by instantiating the proof shema of J . If J is a
tati, then EXP evaluates the expansion funtion of J . Afterwards, EXP adds the
6
The MetaReasoner evaluates rst the strategi ontrol rules with lower priority. Sine they are
evaluated later on, the strategi ontrol rules with higher priority ause the nal hanges of the
alternative list of job oers.
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new proof lines into the onstruted PDS and adds a new justiation to L at a
lower level of abstration.
Currently, the algorithm EXP is not parameterized. Sine we distinguish tehni-
ally between a strategy and its algorithm we have implemented the strategy ExpS
as the only strategy for the EXP algorithm. The appliation ondition of ExpS states
that this strategy is appliable to all expansion-tasks.
ATP
The algorithm ATP enables the appliation of automated theorem provers within
Multi in order to prove line-tasks. Its parameters are two funtions for the appli-
ation of an automated theorem prover (or several ones) and the hek whether the
obtained output is aepted as a proof. The rst funtion obtains as input the line-
task to whih the ATP strategy is applied and returns the output of the employed
ATP(s). The seond funtion obtains the output of the ATPs and returns either
true or false where true means that the funtion aepts the output as proof.
When a strategy of ATP sueeds for a line-task L
open
J SUPPS
L
open
, then
ATP loses the line L
open
by the appliation of the tati atp to the premises
SUPPS
L
open
. Moreover, the output obtained from the appliation funtion of the
strategy beomes the parameter of the justiation. Whether this tati applia-
tion an be expanded depends on the aepted output. Currently, the expansion
funtion of atp an deal with the following outputs:
 Resolution proofs from the provers Otter [150℄, Bliksem [68℄, Spass [239℄,
ProTeIn [13℄, and equational proofs produed by the provers eqp [152℄ and
WaldMeister [114℄. On these outputs the expansion funtion of atp alls
Tramp [159℄, a proof transformation system that transforms resolution-style
proofs into assertion level ND-proofs to be integrated into the PDS .
 ND-proofs produed by Tramp, if Tramp is used as prover and not as trans-
formation system (see below), and | with little transformational eort |
ND-proofs provided by the higher-order prover tps [8℄ (see [16℄ on what kind
of transformations are neessary to inorporate tps proofs into a PDS).
Other output of automated theorem provers an be aepted by the respe-
tive strategies of ATP but annot be further proessed urrently by the expansion
funtion of the atp tati.
Strategy: CallTramp
Condition first-order-problem
Ation
ATP Apply employ-tramp-on-task
ATP Output Chek check-assertion-proof
Table 6.6: The CallTramp strategy.
As example of a strategy of ATP onsider CallTramp, whih is depited in Ta-
ble 6.6. The appliation ondition of CallTramp, first-order-problem , is satised by
line-tasks, whose formulas are rst-order. The appliation funtion, employ-tramp-
on-task , employs Tramp not as transformation module but as prover. This is possi-
ble sine Tramp annot only transform the output of the onneted provers but an
also all these provers on a problem. When employed in this mode, Tramp obtains a
problem formalization, alls the onneted automated theorem provers on the prob-
lem, and returns | if one of the onneted provers sueeds | an assertion-level
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ND-proof. The output hek funtion of CallTramp, check-assertion-proof , heks
whether the output provided by Tramp is an ND-proof of the task.
7
CPLANNER
Case-based reasoning is the approah to takle new problems or subproblems
by adapting given solutions or parts of given solutions of other problems or sub-
problems [47℄. Case-based reasoning omponents for 
mega were rst developed as
stand-alone systems not diretly intertwined with the proof planner or other ompo-
nents. The last system developed in this paradigm was the Topal system [231, 173℄.
Topal obtains as input a soure proof plan and a target problem. It suessively
transfers method appliations from the soure proof plan into a proof plan of the
target problem. To do so, it omputes and maintains possible mappings from objets
of the soure proof plan (e.g., tasks and proof lines) to orresponding objets of the
target proof plan. With these mappings it omputes new ations for the target
proof plan from ations in the soure proof plan. Topal proesses the given soure
proof plan hronologially whih means that Topal selets the ations to transfer
in the order of the soure proof plan.
The CPLANNER algorithm in Multi extends Topal in several ways. First,
CPLANNER is parameterized and enables the realization of dierent kinds of ase-
based reasoning. For instane, we realized a task-direted approah as an alterna-
tive to the hronologial Topal approah. This task-direted approah, whih is
enoded in the CPLANNER strategy TaskDiretedAnalogy (see Table 6.7), rst selets
a task in the target proof plan and then selets an ation to transfer in the soure
proof plan depending on the seleted task. Seond, CPLANNER allows not only for
the transfer of method appliations but also for the transfer of strategy appliations
from a strategi soure proof plan into a strategi target proof plan. Moreover, the
integration of CPLANNER into Multi enables the exible ombination of ase-based
reasoning with the other algorithms in Multi.
The parameters of CPLANNER are a list of so-alled ation transfer proedures ,
a list of ontrol rules, and a termination ondition. Ation transfer proedures
desribe how soure ations are transfered into target ations. The ontrol rules
guide the seletion of ation transfer proedures and interrupts. The termination
ondition speies when the exeution of the strategy terminates.
Tehnially, an ation transfer proedure is a triple of a list of hoie points, a list
of instantiation funtions, and a omputation funtion. The hoie points speify
whih objets have to be seleted during the transfer proess, the instantiation
funtions provide the alternative lists for the hoie points, respetively, and the
omputation funtion omputes either a new target ation or a new demand for a
tuple of seleted objets. When the omputation funtion provides a new target
ation, then CPLANNER introdues this ation into the proof plan under onstrution.
A demand auses CPLANNER to interrupt with this demand (see setion 7.5.3 for
details).
For instane, TaskMeth is an ation transfer proedure that realizes a task-
direted transfer of soure ations. TaskMeth speies the hoie points target
task, soure ation, target premises, and target parameters in this order. That is,
it rst selets the task in the target problem to takle and then selets the ation
to transfer in the soure problem depending on this task. Finally, it hooses the
target premises and target parameters depending on the seleted target task and
7check-assertion-proof heks only whether the returned objet is a proof tree whose root is
the goal of the task and whose leaves are the supports of the task. It does not hek whether eah
justiation is orret sine this would demand to expand the assertion-level proof.
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the seleted soure ation. The omputation funtion of TaskMeth obtains the
hosen objets as input and omputes a new ation of the method of the soure
ation.
TaskInst is an ation transfer proedure for appliations of INSTMETA strategies.
It rst hooses an instantiation-task in the target plan. Next, it hooses an appli-
ation of an INSTMETA strategy in the soure plan. Then, its omputation funtion
reates the demand to takle the instantiation-task with the INSTMETA strategy of
the soure ation.
TaskPP lanner is an ation transfer proedure for appliations of PPLANNER
strategies. TaskPP lanner rst hooses a line-task in the target proof plan and
next an appliation of a PPLANNER strategy in the soure plan. The appliation of
a PPLANNER strategy essentially onsists of a sequene of method ations (see se-
tion 7.2 for details). TaskPP lanner redues the transfer of the seleted PPLANNER
strategy appliation to the transfer of the orresponding method ation sequene.
That is, it reates a demand for the reursive appliation of the CPLANNER strat-
egy TaskDiretedAnalogy with respet to the seleted task and with the sequene of
method ations as soure ations.
The ation transfer proedures TaskMeth, TaskInst, and TaskPP lanner are
ombined in the CPLANNER strategy TaskDiretedAnalogy, whih is given in Table 6.7,
in order to realize the task-direted transfer approah. The appliation ondition of
TaskDiretedAnalogy, always-true-line+inst , is satised by all line- and instantiation-
tasks. The list of ontrol rules is empty. The termination ondition, no-local-tasks ,
is satised, when the initial task to whih the strategy is applied and all tasks
derived from this task are losed.
Strategy: TaskDiretedAnalogy
Condition always-true-line+inst
Ation
Ation Trans. Pros. TaskMeth, TaskPP lanner, TaskInst
C-Rules ;
Termination no-local-tasks
Soure Ations (free)
Table 6.7: The TaskDiretedAnalogy strategy
The appliability of TaskDiretedAnalogy is not only restrited by its ondition
always-true-line+inst , but also by its additional parameter, soure ations, whih is
not a parameter of the algorithm CPLANNER. Suh additional parameters of strate-
gies are alled free parameters . They are not instantiated one and forever in the
strategy. Rather, strategi ontrol rules an suggest instantiations for a free param-
eter during the proof planning attempt.
8
A strategy with free parameters is applied
only if a strategi ontrol rule instantiates the free parameters.
The free parameter of TaskDiretedAnalogy, soure ations, has to be instantiated
by a strategi ontrol rule with the sequene of soure ations that the strategy
should transfer.
9
A strategi ontrol rule an hoose, for instane, a omplete soure
proof plan from a database of solved problems or it an hoose a subsequene of
ations of a given soure proof plan. Instead of using ations of another problem
(so-alled external analogy) a strategi ontrol rule an also suggest a subsequene
8
Tehnially, strategies with free parameters post job oers, when their ondition is satised
and strategi ontrol rules an then instantiate the free parameters by attahing instantiations to
the job oer.
9
The instantiation funtions of the ation transfer proedures look up the given soure ations
during the exeution of the strategy and suggest then alternatives depending on these ations.
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of ations of the proof plan under onstrution to be transfered to another part of
the same proof plan (so-alled internal analogy).
Examples for the appliation of the TaskDiretedAnalogy strategy in the ase
studies are given in setion 8.2.1. Further examples and a detailed disussion of
ase-based reasoning in Multi an be found in [210℄.
6.3 Disussion of the Arhiteture
In the previous setion, we gave reasons for our deision to realizeMulti as a blak-
board. In this setion, we shall disuss how Multi's blakboard arhiteture om-
pares to other existing blakboard arhitetures. In partiular, we shall ompare
Multi's arhiteture with the two blakboard frameworks BB1 and Hearsay-
III and point out possible extensions for Multi similar to features of BB1 and
Hearsay-III. Afterwards, we shall disuss how the strategies inMulti ompare to
standard onepts of agents and why we did not implement a multi-agent arhite-
ture for Multi. We onlude with a brief disussion of the fundamental dierenes
between Multi and 
ants, the other blakboard-based omponent in 
mega.
6.3.1 Blakboard Arhitetures
We start with a disussion of some general features of Multi that relate it to
several of the lassial blakboard arhitetures as, for instane, disussed in [76℄
(see also setion 2.2). Afterwards, we ompare it with the BB1 and the Hearsay-
III blakboard arhitetures (see setion 2.2.2 and setion 2.2.3).
6.3.1.1 General Disussion of Multi's Arhiteture
Knowledge Soures
Multi has two dierent kinds of knowledge soures: the strategies and the
MetaReasoner. The strategies are ondition-ation pairs, whih is a well-established
approah in blakboard systems used already in the Hearsay-II [77℄ system. In
ontrast, theMetaReasoner evaluates sets of strategi ontrol rules and is omparable
with the knowledge soures of the Hasp [181℄ system, whih are sets of rules.
Hierarhies
It is a well-established approah for blakboard systems to organize the blak-
boards as well as the knowledge soures hierarhially. Some knowledge soures
work only at one partiular hierarhy level, whereas other knowledge soures trans-
fer information from one level to other levels. For instane, the Hearsay-II system,
whih is used for speeh reognition, distinguishes the phrase-level and the word-
level. There are knowledge soures that work on the entries of one level only, re-
spetively, and there are knowledge soures that produe phrase-level entries based
on existing word-level entries. Multi employs two blakboards, whih are both
divided into regions. However, there is no hierarhy relation between these regions.
Rather, they just separate dierent kinds of information. Moreover, a knowledge
soure in Multi is not assoiated with a ertain region on the blakboard but an
hange several parts simultaneously.
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Parallel vs. Sequential
The use of multiple, independent soures of knowledge enables the exploitation
of parallel programming tehniques. Examples for blakboard-based approahes
that enable parallelism are the Cage [180℄ and the Poligon [180, 201℄ system.
In [180℄ Nii et al. desribe dierent ways to exploit parallelism in blakboard
systems. In partiular, they mention the onurrent appliation of dierent knowl-
edge soures and the onurreny of proesses within knowledge soures. They also
desribe problems originating from onurreny. If knowledge soures work on-
urrently, then eah knowledge soure has to be able to write on the blakboard
without hindering other running knowledge soures or knowledge soures shed-
uled for exeution. Hene, systems whose blakboards and knowledge soures are
hierarhially arranged are partiularly suited to exploit onurreny sine knowl-
edge soures that work at dierent levels of the blakboard an always be applied
onurrently without hindering eah other.
In the urrent implementation, Multi does not exploit onurreny for two
reasons. First, in Multi there are no dierent levels or parts of the blakboards
on whih knowledge soures ould easily work onurrently. Seond, strategies are
often onneted in omplex ways whih ompliates their onurrent exeution.
For instane, onsider a proof situation, where a line-task is takled by a strategy
S
P
of PPLANNER and an instantiation-task is takled by a strategy S
I
of INSTMETA.
Potential ations of S
P
may depend on the exeution of S
I
. That is, whether or not
S
I
does instantiate the meta-variable of the instantiation-task enables or disables
ations in PPLANNER. If S
P
and S
I
are exeuted onurrently, then the suess of
S
P
may depend on the arbitrary moment of the instantiation. As another example
onsider two line-tasks, whih are takled by two strategies S
1
and S
2
of PPLANNER
that pass onstraints to CoSIE (e.g., two exeutions of the strategy SolveInequality).
It is possible that S
1
fails when exeuted after S
2
. This happens if onstraints
passed by S
1
are inonsistent with onstraints, whih were passed by S
2
and were
already aepted by CoSIE . If S
1
is exeuted rst and S
2
is exeuted seond, then
S
2
may sueed by introduing other ations although CoSIE might rejet some
passed onstraints. If S
1
and S
2
are exeuted onurrently, then the suess of
strategy S
1
may depend on the random order in whih both strategies pass their
onstraints. In both situations the suess of onurrently exeuted strategies may
depend on the atual order of partiular operations. Sine we want to avoid suh
random eets inuening the solution proess we prefer the sequential exeution
of strategies expliitly guided by the ontrol knowledge in ontrol rules in Multi
(e.g., ontrol rules that perform a ertain meta-variable instantiation at a ertain
moment).
A potential way to exploit parallelism in Multi ould be to onurrently apply
several strategies to the same task, if several job oers for one task are ranked equally
good by the strategi ontrol rules. This would allow to hek the performane of
several strategies in a ompetitive manner rather than to apply them sequentially
and reover from failing ones. We have not realized this approah so far, sine it
requires to store several subproofs for the same subproblem, whih is not supported
by the urrent implementation of the PDS .
6.3.1.2 Comparing Multi with Hearsay-III and BB1
Tehnially, Multi is a simplied instantiation of the Hearsay-III arhiteture.
Coneptually, it omprises additional elements for goal-direted reasoning that are
similar to apabilities of BB1. To ompare Multi with Hearsay-III we shall
point out similarities and dierenes of the arhitetures and the main yles. We
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shall ondut the omparison of Multi and BB1 at the oneptual level by dis-
ussing whether and howMulti satises the behavioral goals for intelligent ontrol-
problem-solving stated in setion 2.2.3 as a motivation for the design of BB1. We
shall suggest possible extensions of Multi based on this omparison.
Multi vs. Hearsay-III
As Hearsay-III, Multi employs two dierent blakboards for the solution
of the domain problem and the ontrol problem. In Multi these blakboards are
alled the proof blakboard and the ontrol blakboard. Moreover, asHearsay-III,
Multi distinguishes two kinds of knowledge soures working on these blakboards,
namely strategies, whih work on the proof blakboard, and the MetaReasoner,
whih is the only knowledge soure working on the ontrol blakboard. As the
knowledge soures in Hearsay-III Multi's strategies are ondition-ation pairs.
The ativation reords of Hearsay-III are alled job oers inMulti and are main-
tained in a list on the ontrol blakboard. Multi realizes a base sheduler as a loop
that hooses the rst job oer from this list and exeutes the orresponding strat-
egy. Sine there is only one knowledge soure working on the ontrol blakboard in
Multi there is no need for several sheduling levels on the ontrol blakboard as in
Hearsay-III.
The main yles of ativation reord/job oer reation, seletion and exeution
are essentially the same in Multi and Hearsay-III. The only dierene is that
Multi's MetaReasoner is not triggered by partiular events. Rather than plaing
job oers itself onto the ontrol blakboard and ompeting with other knowledge
soures, its exeution is enoded into the ontrol yle of Multi (see Figure 6.2
on page 92). Another important dierene between Multi and Hearsay-III is
the duration of knowledge soure exeutions. In Hearsay-III, knowledge soure
exeutions are indivisible: they run until ompletion and annot be interrupted. In
Multi, a strategy exeution an be interrupted as desribed in setion 6.2.2.
Multi vs. BB1
Multi satises the behavioral requirements that motivated the development of
BB1 (see [111℄) as follows:
 Make expliit ontrol deisions that solve the ontrol problem.
This is realized in Multi by strategi ontrol rules that expliitly reason on
the job oers posed by the strategies.
 Deide what ations to perform by reoniling independent deisions about
what ations are desirable and what ations are feasible.
Multi satises this goal by expliitly distinguishing between the knowledge of
when a strategy exeution is feasible (stated in the ondition of the strategy)
and the knowledge of when a strategy exeution is desirable (formalized in
strategi ontrol rules). Moreover, the reasoning proesses on legal feasibility
and heuristi desirability are stritly separated (see Multi's ontrol yle in
Figure 6.2 on page 92).
 Adopt, retain, and disard individual ontrol heuristis in response to dynami
problem-solving situations.
Control heuristis are implemented in Multi's strategi ontrol rules. In
the urrent implementation it is not possible to hange the set of strategi
ontrol rules during a run (see the following disussion of possible extensions
of Multi).
 Deide how to integrate multiple ontrol heuristis of varying importane.
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InMulti it is possible to express a priority among the heuristis implemented
in strategi ontrol rules. However, in the urrent implementation of Multi
there is no hierarhy notion for the employed heuristis as in the dierent
levels of the BB1 ontrol blakboard.
 Dynamially plan strategi sequenes of ations.
In the urrent implementation of Multi, it is not possible to plan whole
sequenes of strategy exeutions. However, posing demands and interrupting
strategies allows for a goal-direted behavior in Multi that is a simple form
of the goal-direted reasoning in BB1 (see the following disussion of possible
extensions of Multi).
Several extensions of Multi ould be onsidered in the future:
1. The goal-direted reasoning approah ould be extended. For instane, there
ould be ontrol knowledge soures that notie highly desirable strategies
whose onditions are not satised. After analyzing the onditions of these
strategies, suh a ontrol knowledge soure would pose demands for other
strategies whose exeutions likely enable the exeution of a highly desirable
strategy. A rst example realizing suh goal-direted reasoning in Multi is
desribed in setion 8.2.3 in the ase studies. Here, a strategi ontrol rule
reognizes that a (desirable) strategy, whih is supposed to be appliable, does
not pose a job oer. As a onsequene, the strategi ontrol rule prefers a job
oer whose exeution will likely enable the desired strategy appliation.
2. Another approah to extend the goal-direted reasoning in Multi ould be
meta-planning at the strategy-level. Supposed the preonditions and the
eets of the strategies are desribed in some formal language, then plan-
ning ould be onduted at the strategy-level by speial ontrol knowledge
soures. A plan of strategy exeutions and their relationships (e.g., whih
strategy exeution is supposed to provide eets that another strategy exeu-
tion requires as preonditions) ould then inuene the solution of the domain
problem similar as demands. That is, strategi ontrol rules analogous to
prefer-demand-satisfying-offers ould prefer job oers that orrespond
to steps in the strategy plan or | if there is no suh job oer | they ould
prefer job oers that are likely to enable steps in the strategy plan.
3. BB1 allows to hange the employed heuristis by plaing ontrol deisions
onto the ontrol blakboard. Similarly, it would be possible to plae inMulti
all ontrol related issues on the ontrol blakboard and to allow for their ma-
nipulation by partiular knowledge soures. For instane, Multi ould store
all given strategies and strategi ontrol rules on the ontrol blakboard. The
status of a strategy or a strategi ontrol rule ould be hanged by knowledge
soures from ative to passive and vie versa. Multi would then onsider
only ative strategies for invoation and the MetaReasoner would evaluate
only ative ontrol rules.
The development of Multi and the introdution of the strategy-level for proof
planning is due to the observation that there is a need for suh a level. The evidene
ourred in the experiments we onduted in the limit and the residue lass domain.
Although very interesting in general, it is not lear whether the possible extensions
ofMulti will be neessary and sensible for proof planning in the future. However, it
is lear that all mentioned extensions would not only provide additional apabilities,
but would also reate further omputational overhead. Hene, we did not inlude
these features into the urrent implementation of Multi, but only suggest them as
possible extensions, in ase they are needed.
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6.3.2 Knowledge Soures vs. Agents
Multi employs a blakboard arhiteture in order to allow for the exible o-
operation of independent knowledge soures. However, there are also other AI-
arhitetures for this purpose, in partiular, multi-agent arhitetures. In this se-
tion, we shall disuss the question to what extend our knowledge soures qualify as
agents and why we did not deide for a multi-agent system.
Currently, there is no universally aepted denition for the notion agent.
10
However, there is a onsensus on at least some of the attributes a omputational
entity has to exhibit to be alled an agent. In [248℄, Wooldridge identies as
essential property of an agent the apability of exible, autonomous ations, whih
he haraterizes with three abilities: reativity, pro-ativeness, and soial ability.
11
Reativity means that agents are robust in the sense that they an adapt to the
hanges in their environment. Pro-ative means that agents exhibit not only goal-
direted behavior but also take the initiative to pursue their goals. Finally, soial
abilities enable agents to negotiate with other agents to share goals and to ooperate.
In our arhiteture the strategies, that is, the knowledge soures of the proof
blakboard, show some pro-ative and some reative harateristis. They are
pro-ative sine they are not expliitly sheduled by a pre-dened ontrol routine.
Rather they beome ative themselves as soon as their ondition part is satised.
Then, they post job oers onto the ontrol blakboard in order to indiate that they
an ontribute to the problem solving proess. The strategies are partially reative
sine they an adapt with respet to the information on the proof blakboard. For
instane, sine the ontrol rules of strategies of PPLANNER rely on the proof ontext
stored on the proof blakboard these strategies may introdue dierent ations in
dierent proof ontexts (for the same task).
The strategies lak soial abilities. They an ooperate either in a data-driven
manner in whih a strategy beomes triggered by hanges aused by another strat-
egy or else on demand when one strategy expliitly interrupts and posts a demand
for another strategy. There are no negotiations among the strategies in Multi.
Rather, the question whih strategy to apply next is deided by the MetaReasoner,
whih evaluates the strategi ontrol rules. If we distributed the heuristi knowledge
enoded in the strategi ontrol rules to all aeted strategies, then the strategies
ould afterwards negotiate diretly with eah other whih (appliable) one is the
most desirable one. This would result in more autonomous entities, that omprise
not only the knowledge of when they are appliable (knowledge of legal feasibil-
ity) but also of when it is useful that they are applied or when they should give
preedene to other strategies (knowledge of heuristi utility).
Why did we deide for a separated enoding of the heuristi utility knowledge in
ontrol rules as opposed to the legal feasibility onditions of a strategy that are part
of the strategy speiation? The arguments for the separation at the strategy-level
are essentially the same as at the method-level where the knowledge of the legal fea-
sibility of the methods (in the appliation onditions of the methods) is separated
from the knowledge of their heuristi utility (in ontrol rules). First, knowledge
beomes better manageable when developed and implemented in small, indepen-
dent units. This also failitates the knowledge aquisition proess sine it allows
for a divide and onquer approah. Seond, several experiments (e.g., see [176℄)
indiate the superiority of a separate representation of ontrol knowledge in AI-
10
Nwana and Ndumu haraterize in [185℄ the urrent situation as follows: \We have as
muh hane on agreeing on a onsensus denition for the word `agent' as Artiial Intelligene
researhers have of arriving at one for `Artiial Intelligene'.
11
Wooldridge emphasizes that his denition of an intelligent agent is not aepted as a uni-
versally one.
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planning. The separation failitates modiations and learning sine dierent kinds
of knowledge an be modied independently, for instane, in order to experiment
with dierent searh ontrols or to learn new ontrol at run-time.
12
Last but not
least, mathematial problem solving favors the separation of ontrol knowledge from
other knowledge as Shoenfeld points out:
The perspetive taken in this book is that it is useful to think of resoures
a
and ontrol as two qualitatively dierent, though deeply intertwined, as-
pets of mathematial behavior. This distintion raises deliate issues,
for disussions of resoures must inlude questions of aess and atten-
tion that are, in a broad sense, issues of ontrol.
Shoenfeld, 1985, [209℄ pp. 134{135
a
Shoenfeldmentions as resoures of a partiular domain: (1) informal and intu-
itive knowledge about the domain, (2) fats, denitions, and the like, (3) algorithmi
proedures, (4) routine proedures, (5) relevant ompetenies, (6) knowledge about
the rules of disourse in the domain (see [209℄ pp. 54{55).
6.3.3 Multi vs. 
ants
With Multi and 
ants (see setion 3.2.4), 
mega employs two blakboard-based
omponents. A diret omparison of the two arhitetures (i.e., whih elements
of the one arhiteture relate to whih elements in the other arhiteture) is not
suitable sine they serve dierent purposes. Rather, we shall point out the dierent
purposes of 
ants and Multi and disuss how these objetives inuened their
designs. In partiular, we shall disuss how and why 
ants employs onurreny
and why we do not perform similar proesses in Multi onurrently.
The original motivation for 
ants was to support interative proof onstrution
with rules and tatis. Without 
ants, the user of 
mega has to test the available
tatis and rules, olletively alled inferene rules, in order to nd an appliable one.
In partiular, nding suitable instantiations of the arguments and the parameters
of an inferene rule is a painstaking proess. The 
ants mehanism frees the
user from this work by providing the information about whih inferene rules are
appliable in the atual proof situation. For eah inferene rule, 
ants employs
a separate blakboard on whih independent, onurrent knowledge soures, so-
alled agents, assemble information on possible appliations of the inferene rule.
Appliable instantiations of the inferene rule are reported by a monitoring agent
to the suggestion blakboard. The entries of this blakboard are then provided as
suggestions to the user who selets one.
For some inferene rules, appliable instantiations an be found very quikly (if
they exist); for other inferene rules nding appliable instantiations an omprise
time-onsuming alls to external systems (e.g., ATPs) whose performane and re-
sult annot be predited. In order to avoid that the user has to wait for the next
suggestions until all agents nish their omputations 
ants employs the indepen-
dent agents onurrently. This allows for an any-time behavior of the system, whih
immediately reports found instantiations to the user, who an then deide to apply
one of the suggestions or to wait for further ones. Time onsuming proesses that
are not nished, when the user selets a suggestion are not terminated but ontinue
to run in the bakground.
Reent researh aims to employ the 
ants mehanism also for automated proof
onstrution. Instead of providing suggestions to the user a seletor hooses and
12
Although there are only preliminary approahes to learn searh ontrol in 
mega so far (e.g.,
see setion 9.2.2) we are planning to ondut further experiments on learning ontrol knowledge.
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applies a suggestion from the suggestion blakboard. The automated 
ants is en-
visaged for appliation in domains for whih no or only little knowledge is available.
In suh domains, 
ants should perform proof searh with rather general rules and
tatis and with external systems. The idea is that the onurrent agents allow
for the interleaving of repeated alls of external systems, in partiular ATPs, with
ongoing problem manipulation and (hopefully) simpliation.
The ontrol layer in 
ants is rather poorly developed so far. 
ants employs
some general heuristis on whih suggestions to pass from the rule blakboards to
the suggestion blakboard as well as on how to rank the suggestions on the sugges-
tion blakboard. The urrent seletor simply takes the highest ranked suggestion.
Although not developed to employ sophistiated ontrol information like used in
proof planning, the adaption of the ontrol to dierent appliation domains will
be neessary. However, it is not yet lear how further ontrol information for do-
mains an be used in 
ants. Another open researh question is when to terminate
resoure-onsuming proesses.
In ontrast to 
ants,Multi's primary motivation was to develop a knowledge-
based, automated omponent. Multi an employ elaborate domain knowledge and
sophistiated ontrol knowledge. Multi depends on this knowledge, suh that it
an be applied only to domains for whih suitable knowledge has been aquired.
In setion 6.3.1 we disussed already why the urrent implementation of Multi
does not enable the onurrent exeution of several strategies. Another possibil-
ity to employ onurreny would be to evaluate strategi ontrol rules while some
strategies still hek their ondition parts. This would result in an any-time behav-
ior like in 
ants. Although this would be tehnially possible, we deided for a
sequential hek of the ondition parts and the subsequent evaluation of the strate-
gi ontrol rules sine Multi is a knowledge-based system in whih an any-time
behavior like in 
ants is not helpful.
If the MetaReasoner evaluated the ontrol rules before all strategies posed their
job oers onto the ontrol blakboard, then its deisions would depend on whih
strategies did atually pose their job oers so far. Thereby, we would risk to miss
the best strategy in the urrent situation sine it did not pose a job oer so far.
Multi's philosophy is to aquire and formalize spei domain knowledge (whih
is a diÆult work). If suitable domain knowledge is available it is not sensible to
base the evaluation and inorporation of this knowledge on random eets suh as
whih strategies did atually pose their job oers so far.
13
When the MetaReasoner
waits until all strategies posed their job oers, then the onurrent hek of the on-
dition parts of the single strategies is only sensible when the heks are distributed
to dierent proessors. Sine the ondition parts of the strategies are rather sim-
ple funtions so far, we did not onsider a distribution, whih would reate muh
omputational overhead.
6.4 Related Work
In the previous setion we disussed aspets of Multi's blakboard arhiteture
and ompared it with other blakboard arhitetures as well as with multi-agent
arhitetures. In this setion, we shall disuss peuliarities of proof planning with
multiple strategies and ompare it with related approahes from AI-planning and
interative and automated dedution.
13
Note that for the onurrent omputation and seletion of ations in PPLANNER holds the same
argument as for strategies: the deisions ould depend on random eets, whih is against the
knowledge-based philosophy of 
mega's proof planning.
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We start with a omparison of the notion of a strategy in Multi with the
notion usually used in AI-planning and automated dedution. Then, we ompare the
ombination of strategies and algorithms possible inMulti with some approahes of
AI-planning and automated dedution that ombine dierent algorithms or dierent
instanes of an algorithm. Afterwards, we disuss how other proof planning systems
use the notion strategy. We onlude with a disussion of the little theories approah
realized in the Imps system and how it ompares with the knowledge struturing
realized in Multi.
6.4.1 Strategies in AI-Planning and Automated Dedution
In AI-planning as well as in mahine-oriented automated dedution the notion of a
strategy is typially used in the sense of a searh strategy . A searh strategy deter-
mines how the searh spae is traversed by inuening deisions at the hoie points.
For instane, an AI-planner following the preondition ahievement paradigm has
to deide whih unsatised preondition to takle next. If there are several ations
that an satisfy the hosen preondition, it has also to deide whih ation to hoose.
A typial searh strategy (or at least a part of a searh strategy) in preondition
ahievement planning is to prefer that ation that introdues the smallest number of
new unsatised preonditions. A resolution-based ATP has to deide whih lauses
to use in the next resolution step. Common strategies for resolution-based ATPs
assign weights to the lauses and then prefer lauses with the highest weights.
There is a wealth of work on searh strategies that guide AI-planning systems
and mahine-oriented ATPs. Surveys on the subjet are given in [33, 34℄ for auto-
mated dedution and in [194, 99℄ for AI-planners, where the interested reader will
nd extensive bibliographies.
Tehnially, searh strategies in AI-planning and automated theorem proving as
well as Multi's strategies all speify instanes of parameterized algorithms. Proof
planning with multiple strategies goes beyond the strategy onepts usually used
in AI-planning and automated theorem proving by establishing failities suh as
baktraking as separated algorithms in their own rights. Although PPLANNER is
Multi's main faility for the proof plan onstrutionMulti is open for all kinds of
renement or modiation algorithms that an ontribute to the theorem proving
proess. The main dierene between searh strategies and PPLANNER strategies is
the kind of knowledge they omprise. Typially, a searh strategy relies on domain-
independent heuristis that hardly over human proof or plan disovery heuristis.
Sine the heuristis are domain-independent their utility for a partiular problem
annot be predited. Thus, suh a searh strategy an perform totally dierent on
similar problems of the same domain. PPLANNER strategies, in ontrast, omprise the
knowledge of how to takle a partiular lass of problems and try to integrate domain
spei mathematial knowledge and pratie. Moreover, Multi's strategies are
ondition-ation pairs, that is, they expliitly omprise the knowledge to whih
lass of problems they are appliable in their ondition parts.
6.4.2 Combination of Systems and Strategies
Supposed there are several strategies for one system or several systems appliable
to a problem, then the question is whih strategy or whih system should be ap-
plied to the problem. Contests among AI-planning systems
14
and mahine-oriented
14
See
ftp://ftp.s.yale.edu/pub/mdermott/aipsomp-results.html
http://www.s.toronto.edu/aips2000/
http://www.dur.a.uk/d.p.long/ompetition.html
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ATPs
15
, respetively, show that there is no system or strategy that outperforms
all other systems or strategies in all domains. Hene, it is an obvious approah to
ombine dierent strategies or systems in order to extend the solvability horizon of
the ombined system. In the following, we shall disuss several approahes from AI-
planning and mahine-oriented automated theorem proving, whih ombine several
strategies of one system (homogeneous ombination) or several systems (heteroge-
neous ombination). Another riterion to lassify the approahes is whether they
employ several strategies or systems in a ompetitive manner or in a ooperative
manner . Several strategies or systems are applied in a ompetitive manner if eah
proess obtains the omplete problem as input and tries to nd a solution for the
problem where the proesses are either time-slied or parallelized. The ombined
system stops as soon as one proess sueeds to prove the entire problem (\the win-
ner takes it all"). Several strategies or systems work ooperatively if they an work
on dierent subproblems of the overall problem and are able to exhange results.
The ombined system stops as soon as the integrated systems or strategies produe
together a solution of the entire problem.
6.4.2.1 Combinations in AI-Planning
Fink desribes in [87℄ the ompetitive seletion of several strategies of the planner
Prodigy. Prodigy provides several searh strategies, whih Fink alls \Searh
Engines". He uses the three searh strategies APPLY, DELAY, and ALPINE.
When hoosing the strategy that should be applied to a problem, then there are
two questions:
1. Whih one is the most promising strategy for the problem at hand, that is,
whih should be tried rst?
2. After whih amount of time should the strategy be interrupted if it was not
suessful in order to try another strategy?
Fink's approah relies on a utility measurement for eah strategy and a set of
time bounds based on the experiene about the performane of the three strategies
on other problems. The strategy and the time bound with the highest estimated
utility are hosen. It is not surprising that the three strategies solve in addition
more problems than a single one. The remarkable result of the approah is that it
was possible to ompute suitable time bounds for the appliation of the strategies.
Whereas Fink uses several strategies of one planner, the ompetitive approah
of Howe et al. relies on the hoie among several planners [117℄. Motivated from
the results of the planner ompetition at AIPS 1998, whih had no overall winner,
Howe and olleagues used a meta-planner, alled BUS, whih an employ six plan-
ners: STAN, IPP, SGP, BlakBox, Upop, and Prodigy. For a given problem,
BUS omputes rst for eah system the estimated run time and the suess proba-
bility. To estimate the run time and the suess probability BUS examines ertain
features of the problem and its planning domain (e.g., the number of operators in
the planning domain, or the number of goals of the problem). Then, it ompares the
features of the new problem and its planning domain with problems already takled
with the six planners. BUS orders the planners with respet to a ertain average
for the results of the planner ompetitions held at the AIPS onferenes 1998, 2000, 2002,
respetively.
15
See
http://www.s.miami.edu/~tptp/CASC/17/
http://www.s.miami.edu/~tptp/CASC/JC/
for the results of the ATP ompetitions held at the CADE 2000 and the IJCAR 2001 onferenes.
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of predited run time and predited suess probability and applies the systems
sequentially in this order. First, eah system is applied with its estimated run time
as time bound. If one system sueeds, BUS terminates; otherwise it omputes
new time bounds and applies the planners again with these new time bounds until
an overall time bound for the whole system is reahed. Again, it is not surprising
that six planners an solve more problems than a single one. But the experiments
with BUS provide lear evidene that the average run time of the BUS system is
onsiderably smaller than the average run times of the single planners | although
the BUS system has an additional organization eort and the examined features
for the performane analysis are rather general.
Wilkins and Myers propose in [245℄ the Multiagent Planning Arhiteture
(MPA) as a framework for the ooperative integration of diverse tehnologies into
a system apable of solving omplex planning problems. Central in MPA is the
notion of a planning ell. Planning ells are hierarhially organized olletions of
planning agents (PA) that are ommitted to one partiular planning proess. One
ell employs dierent kinds of planning agents: Eah ell has a meta-PA that serves
as the manager of the ell, that is, it deomposes a planning task and distributes it
to the PAs of the ell. Moreover, eah ell employs a plan server, whih provides the
entral repository for plans and plan-related information and makes this information
aessible to all other ell agents. The plan server is a passive agent that responds
to messages sent by other agents, but does not issue messages to other agents
on its own initiative. Further PAs an employ existing software systems. In the
appliation senario in [245℄, PAs employ the Sipe-2 planner [246℄ and the Opis
sheduler [220℄. MPA allows for implementing several ongurations of ells: a
single ell onguration for generating individual solutions to a planning task, and
a multiple-ell onguration for generating alternative solutions in parallel, where in
multiple-ell ongurations a meta-planning-ell manager distributes the problem
to the single ells and ollets their solutions.
6.4.2.2 Combinations in Automated Theorem Proving
There are several ompetitive approahes based on the SETHEO prover [145℄.
SETHEO is a theorem prover for rst order prediate logi based on the model
elimination alulus [146℄. In [80℄ Ertel desribes the RCTHEO system. RC-
THEO employs a set of parallel proessors, whih all are running the same version
of SETHEO in whih the deisions at several hoie points are randomized. Eah
opy of the randomized SETHEO is started with a dierent random seed. Sine
dierent random seeds produe dierent searh paths they dene dierent \strate-
gies" of the randomized SETHEO. In [211℄ Shumann desribes experiments
with SiCoTHEO. As opposed to RCTHEO, in SiCoTHEO parallel proessors
run dierent instanes of SETHEO that are reated by varying ertain pre-dened
parameters that inuene the traversal of the searh spae of SETHEO. In on-
trast to SETHEO, both systems, RCTHEO and SiCoTHEO, show super-linear
speed-ups on ertain problems. However, their suess varies onsiderably among
dierent problems. The idea of Wolf is that ompeting strategies should be
omplementary with respet to a given problem set, that is, the sets of problems
solved in a ertain time limit by two dierent strategies should dier \signiantly".
In [247℄Wolf desribes a methodology for omputing shedules of omplementary
strategies with suitable time bounds based on experiments with training sets of
problems. The approah is implemented in a system alled p-SETHEO. Experi-
ments with p-SETHEO evidene that the strategy shedules learned on a training
set do outperform other strategy shedules on new problem sets.
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Denzinger and Fuhs desribe in [70℄ a methodology, the so-alled TECHS
approah (TEams for ooperative Heterogeneous Searh), for ahieving ooperation
between several ATPs and several instanes of them (i.e., several instanes of one
system have to use dierent searh strategies). The experiments desribed in [70℄
use the systems Spass, SETHEO, and Disount. In the TECHS approah, (dif-
ferent) instanes of the integrated systems form searh teams. All inluded instanes
are wrapped with ommuniation failities that enable the interhange of seleted
intermediate results. This results in so-alled searh agents. The searh of the single
agents and the exhange of intermediate information is organized in yles: during
the working phase the single agents work independently and parallel on the given
problem, whereas during the ooperation phase they exhange information. The
interhanged information onsists of lauses. Eah agent employs so-alled referees,
whih deide whih lauses of the own searh state should be ommuniated to the
other agents and whih lauses reeived from the other agents should be integrated
into the searh state. In the onduted experiments the TECHS approah learly
outperformed the single systems and their instanes as well as a purely ompetitive
parallel ombination of them.
6.4.2.3 Comparison with Multi
Multi allows for both, the homogeneous ombination of several strategies of one
algorithm and the heterogeneous ombination of dierent algorithms (via strategies
of these algorithms). Moreover,Multi employs its strategies in a ooperative man-
ner. With respet to these dimensions the TECHS and MPA approahes are the
losest related ones to Multi. In the following, we shall ompare some aspets of
the three approahes.
Whereas TECHS prefers loal, diret ommuniation of partial results among
the agents (i.e., the agents in TECHS ommuniate lauses), Multi and MPA use
a entral omponent in whih the urrent solution state is stored: Multi stores the
solution state in the elements of the blakboards, MPA uses a plan server. TECHS
and MPA run their agents in parallel and on dierent mahines whereas in Multi
the strategies are sheduled sequentially and run on the same mahine.
The three systems dier on what and how knowledge of the integrated ompo-
nents and their employment is represented and used. Multi emphasizes the for-
malization and inorporation of expliit knowledge of the appliability of strategies
and the ontrol of the searh proess. In its ondition part eah strategy omprises
the knowledge on whih tasks the strategy is feasible, and strategi ontrol rules
enode heuristi knowledge of the utility of strategy appliations. In MPA, the
knowledge of the employment of the agents is enoded into the manager of a plan-
ning ell. The manager distributes tasks to the single agents and assigns dierent
responsibilities to them suh as plan generation or sheduling. It is possible that
the manager re-arranges the planning ell and hanges the responsibilities of the
agents. Hene, the responsibility of an agent is not part of the agent itself but is
part of the manager of the planning ell, whih stores it in a table. In TECHS,
send-referees and reeive-referees provide a possibility to enode knowledge of the
ombination of the agents by determining whih lauses an agent ommuniates
to other agents and whih lauses it aepts from other agents. For instane, in
the senario desribed in [70℄ the provers Spass, SETHEO, and Disount were
oupled. Sine Disount is a pure equational prover only equational unit lauses
are relevant for it. This knowledge an be enoded into the send-referees passing
lauses to Disount or into the reeive-referee aepting the lauses for Disount.
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6.4.3 Notions of Strategies in Proof Planning
In the proof planners Tiger [184, 193℄ and CL
a
M [204℄ there exist dierent notions
of strategies, whih we shall disuss in the following.
6.4.3.1 Struturing Inremental Proof Planning by Meta-Rule Sets
In the inremental proof planning approah [97℄ implemented in the Tiger system
the entral struture is a meta-rule. Meta-rules provide a delarative representation
of the knowledge about the domain of appliation and about tatis. Tehnially, a
meta-rule is a triple onsisting of a preondition, an ation, and a persistene on-
dition (persistene onditions are optional). The preonditions and the persistene
onditions are onjuntions of prediates on the urrent proof under onstrution.
In the simplest ase, an ation is a tati. In general, an ation is a sequene of
tatis and reursive alls to meta-rule sets interleaved with optional ontinuation
onditions. Thus, meta-rules an be strutured in meta-rule sets providing a further
level of abstration and struturing [98℄.
Proof planning with meta-rule sets works as follows: The planner is alled with
respet to a ertain meta-rule set. First, the planner heks the preonditions of the
given meta-rules and hooses one meta-rule whose preondition is satised. Then,
the planner exeutes the ation of the hosen meta-rule. If the ation onsists of one
tati, it applies this tati. If the ation onsists of a sequene of tatis, it sues-
sively applies these tatis. If the appliation of one tati in the sequene fails, the
whole ation fails and all tatis of the ation already applied are retrated. If the
ation inludes a all to another meta-rule set, the planner is invoked reursively
with respet to this meta-rule set. If a meta-rule inludes a persistene ondition,
the planner repeats the exeution of the ation of the meta-rule until the persistene
ondition is satised.
Meta-rule sets orrespond to PPLANNER strategies in Multi as a struturing
mehanism for meta-rules or methods and ontrol rules. Both approahes allow to
interrupt a strategy/meta-rule set and to swith to another strategy/meta-rule set.
Multi goes beyond the apabilities of inremental proof planning with meta-rule
sets by enabling the opportunisti, event-driven ombination of strategies. This is
possible sine in its ondition part a strategy inludes an expliit representation
of the knowledge to whih tasks it is appliable. Moreover, ontrol rules expliitly
represent the heuristi knowledge about when the swith to another strategy is de-
sirable. In ontrast, in inremental proof planning eah reursive invoation of a
meta-rule set is enoded in some ations ontained in other meta-rule sets. Neither
the knowledge of the feasibility of a meta-rule set nor the knowledge of the desir-
ability of a swith is expliitly represented. Thus, an opportunisti, event-driven
ombination of the meta-rule sets is not possible.
The exible inorporation of algorithms for dierent proof plan renements and
modiations (e.g., baktraking, instantiation of variables, ATPs) is not overed
by the strategies of inremental proof planning.
6.4.3.2 Compound Methods in CL
a
M
Like in 
mega also CL
a
M's and CL
a
M's planning operators are alled methods.
A proof method in CL
a
M and CL
a
M an be atomi or ompound. A ompound
method is also alled a strategy (e.g., see [69℄).
Tehnially, strategies, i.e., omplex methods, are onstruted from simpler
methods with onstrutors that are alled methodials [203℄ (in analogy to a tatial
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in LCF see setion 3.2.2). For instane, (repeat meth sym eval) is a ompound
method that applies repeatedly the method sym eval, whih is itself again a om-
pound method, while repeat meth is a methodial. Other methodials exist, for
instane, for sequening methods and reating OR hoies, and, thus, omplex proof
strategies for ontrolling the searh for a proof an be reated suessively. A proof
strategy an also involve so-alled ritis , that is, proedures for reasoning on and
pathing of failures (see setion 8.4 for a loser disussion of ritis).
An example for a omplex proof strategy realized in CL
a
M is indution, whih is
implemented as a seletion of atomi and ompound methods. The top-level strat-
egy indution top meth repeatedly attempts a disjuntion of methods (i.e., meth-
ods onneted with the OR methodial). These inlude basi tautology heking,
generalization of ommon subterms and also symboli evaluation and the indution
strategy, ind strat. Within ind strat, the method indution meth performs a
ripple analysis to hoose an indution sheme (from a seletion speied in CL
a
M's
theories) and produes subgoals for base and step ases. The top-level strategy is
applied one more to the base ases. The step ases are annotated and then the
wave method is repeatedly applied to them followed by the method fertilize.
Afterwards, the annotations are removed and the results are passed on to the top-
level strategy again. The proess terminates when all subgoals have been redued
to true.
Proof planning in CL
a
M is similar to proof planning with meta-rule sets as dis-
ussed in the previous setion. The user employs CL
a
M with a ompound method.
Then, CL
a
M proesses the problem at hand with respet to the methodial expres-
sion of the ompound method inluding reursive alls of other ompound methods.
Proof planning in CL
a
M does not separate heuristi ontrol knowledge; rather,
preonditions of methods may inlude legal and heuristi onditions. Thus, methods
in CL
a
M ombine the funtionalities of methods and ontrol rules in 
mega's
proof planning. In partiular, CL
a
M uses rippling , a domain-independent dierene
redution heuristi, whih is enoded in the preonditions of the methods [43℄.
Similar to PPLANNER strategies in Multi, ompound methods provide a means
to struture and restrit the available methods. Sine ompound methods have
preonditions, the representation of knowledge of when the ompound method is
appliable and when a swith to the ompound method is desirable would be pos-
sible. However, at present the preonditions of the ompound methods are just
true.
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Swithes among the ompound methods are hard-oded into the om-
pound methods and the methodials they use and are not a hoie point in its own
right. Thus, an opportunisti, event-driven ombination of ompound methods like
in Multi is (urrently) not possible.
As in inremental proof planning also in CL
a
M the strategies do not over
the exible inorporation of algorithms for dierent proof plan renements and
modiations suh as baktraking, instantiation of variables, or ATPs).
6.4.4 Struturing Knowledge in Little Theories
In [82℄ Farmer and olleges present the little theories approah implemented in
the Imps system [81, 83℄ (Interative Mathematial Proof System). The idea behind
this approah is to employ a network of small axiomati theories (i.e., theories that
onsist of small sets of axioms, respetively), alled little theories, in order to develop
a portion of mathematis with an interative theorem proving system. Dierent
theorems are proved in dierent theories, depending on the required knowledge.
16
Personal ommuni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Apart from the fat that the use of ne-grained knowledge, the logial power of
partiular sets of axioms, and the relations among them are interesting researh
questions in their own rights, the little theories approah provides two pratial
benets to the Imps system:
1. It allows for minimal axiomatizations for spei groups of theorems.
2. It allows to make use of knowledge of the group of problems that should be
takled. In partiular, so-alled proessors an be assoiated with a little the-
ory. Proessors are hand-oded algorithms that exploit fats about partiular
operators, either to simplify expressions or to deide formulas in some sym-
boli lass. Proessors may be far more eÆient than the appliation of basi
inferenes to derive the same onlusion.
The rst benet failitates the reuse of theorems in Imps: The smaller the set of
axioms on whih a theorem depends the easier the theorem an be reused in other
theories.
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If the sets of axioms are very large, then the export of theorems into
other theories beomes unmanageable. Similarly, strategies of PPLANNER allow to
struture the methods and ontrol rule knowledge. This is neessary in order to
deal with the overwhelming knowledge that beomes unmanageable if not suitably
strutured (see setion 6.1.4).
The seond benet reets an insight that motivated and inuened the devel-
opment of knowledge-based proof planning in general as well as Multi's strategy
approah in partiular: mathematis of any omplexity requires a mixture of dif-
ferent kinds of reasoning that have to be organized in order to be appropriately
appliable. Similar to the proessors in little theories, methods in 
mega an per-
form steps partiular to a ertain domain or partiular to a ertain lass of problems
and a partiular proof tehnique. Both little theories and strategies provide a means
to organize the variety of available partiular steps, simpliations, deision proe-
dures and so on, suh that the resulting units provide a means to takle a ertain
lass of problems.
6.5 Summary of the Chapter
In this hapter, we introdued the basi notions of proof planning with multiple
strategies and its implementation in the Multi system.
The development of of proof planning with multiple strategies was due to prob-
lems we enountered with 
mega's previous planner PLAN. The onduted ex-
periments for -Æ-proofs and for residue lass problems showed that PLAN's hard-
oded integration of restrited omponents for ation introdution, baktraking,
and meta-variable instantiation represents one partiular problem solving strategy
suitable for many problems but insuÆient as a general tehnique. Beause of its
rigid algorithm PLAN annot be adapted to the needs of dierent problem lasses
and laks any means to employ domain knowledge beyond methods and ontrol
rules, i.e., knowledge of dierent proof plan renements and modiations and their
17
Note that theories in 
mega and Imps are onneted dierently. The theories in Imps form
a network. Theories are onneted by theory interpretations, whih is a syntati translation
between two theories preserving theorems. That is, if a formula is a theorem of the soure theory,
then its image is a theorem of the target theory. When a theorem depends only of a minimal
set of axioms, then this failitates the export of the theorem to other theories and its reuse in
these theories. The theories in 
mega, in ontrast, are arranged in a tree. An edge onnets two
theories T and T
0
when T
0
depends on T , that is, T
0
inherits all axioms and denitions of T .
Thus, all theorems of T are automatially also theorems of T
0
.
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exible ombination. Our experiments illustrate that, in order to takle a large
body of problems, various proof plan renements and modiations are neessary,
and that the deision on when to all a ertain renement or modiation should
not be hard-oded into the system but rather be determined by meta-level reasoning
using available heuristi ontrol knowledge.
In order to meet these requirements, multiple-strategy proof planning deom-
poses the previous monolithi proof planning proess and replaes it by separated
parameterized algorithms for dierent kinds of plan renements or modiations as
well as dierent instanes of these algorithms, whih are alled strategies. Heuris-
ti ontrol knowledge of the appliation and ombination of the strategies an be
enoded in strategi ontrol rules.
To enable the exible ombination of strategies guided by the meta-level reason-
ing in the strategi ontrol rules, we deided to implement Multi in a blakboard
arhiteture. Blakboard systems do not rely on a pre-dened ontrol of the appli-
ation of the involved omponents but provide the exibility to employ their om-
ponents, whih are alled knowledge soures, opportunistially. Multi employs two
separated blakboards: the proof blakboard ontains the status and the history of
the proof planning problem, the ontrol blakboard ontains the information rele-
vant for the ontrol problem, that is, whih possible step should the system perform
next. The strategies are the knowledge soures that work on the proof blakboard.
An invoked strategy an rene or modify the proof plan under onstrution and
reords its hanges in a history. The knowledge soure that works on the ontrol
blakboard is alled the MetaReasoner. It evaluates the strategi ontrol rules in
order to prefer or rejet the appliation of strategies.
As ompared with the previous proof planning, strategies and strategi ontrol
rules introdue another hierarhial level and its heuristi ontrol. Moreover, they
provide a means to enode and inorporate (mathematial) domain knowledge into
the proof planning proess beyond methods and method-level ontrol rules. In
the ase studies in hapter 8, hapter 9, and hapter 10 we shall illustrate the
available knowledge at the strategy-level and its importane for knowledge-based
proof planning. However, before we disuss the ase studies we rst give a more
tehnial desription of the onepts in Multi and the employed algorithms in the
next hapter.
Chapter 7
Formal Desription of Multi
In the previous hapter, we motivated and explained the design of Multi and its
basi onepts. In this hapter, we shall give a formal desription of Multi.
Proof planning with multiple strategies omputes strategi ations and intro-
dues them into a strategi proof plan. A strategi ation is the instantiation of
a strategy pattern orresponding to method ations, whih are instantiations of
methods. Similar to proof plans in PLAN a strategi proof plan onsists of a
sequene of ations, an agenda, and a PDS. Strategi proof plans ontain addition-
ally a sequene of so-alled binding stores to keep trak of introdued meta-variable
instantiations.
The struture of the hapter is as follows. First, we introdue some new data
strutures used by Multi among others binding stores. In setion 7.2, we desribe
the dierent kinds of strategi ations in Multi. Afterwards, we formally desribe
strategi proof plans and give the operational semantis of strategi ations in se-
tion 7.3. Setion 7.4 desribes the strategi manipulation reords, whihMulti uses
to onstrut a history. After the introdution of all neessary elements, we desribe
Multi's main yle and the modiation and renement algorithms integrated so
far in setion 7.5. We onlude this hapter with the disussion of some partiular
tehnial features of Multi in setion 7.6.
7.1 New Data Strutures
In this setion, we disuss some new data strutures used in Multi and their role
during the strategi proof planning proess.
Binding Stores
Multi allows to reason on existing meta-variables and possible instantiations
for them. An equation of the form mv

:=
b
t

where mv

is a meta-variable and
t

is a term of the same type  is alled a binding . t is alled the instantiation of
the binding for mv. During the strategi proof planning proess the urrent set of
bindings is stored in a so-alled binding store.
New bindings are not applied to existing proof lines in the onstruted PDS or to
proof lines in existing ations. Sine the appliation of the bindings would replae
ourrenes of the meta-variables by ourrenes of their urrent instantiations,
it would not be possible to baktrak binding deisions in order to bind meta-
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variables dierently (sine the information on whih subterms of the proof lines have
been whih meta-variables would have been lost). Rather, the urrent bindings are
applied to opies of proof lines as soon as these are used. For instane, if a line-task
has the task formula jmv
x
  j < 
Æ
and the urrent binding store ontains the
binding mv
x
:=
b
, then PPLANNER applies the urrent binding to a opy of the task
formula (see setion 7.5.2 for details). The resulting formula, namely j   j < 
Æ
,
is then used in the ation omputation proess instead of jmv
x
  j < 
Æ
. Methods
an beome appliable wrt. the instantiated formula whereas they are not appliable
wrt. the original formula with the meta-variables. For our example, a method for
arithmeti simpliations beomes appliable and an redue the formula j j < 
Æ
to 0 < 
Æ
whih is not possible for jmv
x
 j < 
Æ
. However, this step depends on the
binding of mv
x
; if this binding is removed (by baktraking the step that introdued
the binding), then this step is not valid anymore.
Multi onstruts a sequene of binding stores in order to keep trak of the de-
pendenies between the hanging bindings and the introdued ations. The intro-
dution of a new binding reates a new binding store in the sequene. All following
steps are performed with respet to this urrent binding store. When bindings are
removed, then the binding store before the introdution of this binding is restored
and all following binding stores are removed from the sequene. Moreover, all a-
tions that potentially depend on the removed binding stores are deleted as well (for
details see setion 7.5.7 where baktraking in Multi is desribed). We extended
the notion of an ation in proof planning for Multi. Ations have an additional
slot binding-store in order to store a pointer to the binding store that was the urrent
one when the ation was omputed.
Notation 7.1: In the remainder of the thesis, the following symbols (maybe la-
beled with some subsripts or supersripts) are assoiated with the following objets:
BS denotes a binding store,
~
BS denotes a sequene of binding stores.
Task Tags
In Multi, a strategy is exeuted with respet to a partiular task (from the
blakboard point of view we an say that the existene of the task triggers the
invoation of the strategy). A partiular exeution of a strategy takles then the
task by whih it was triggered rather than arbitrary tasks. This is easy to realize
for the algorithms EXP, ATP, and INSTMETA sine these algorithms perform just one
renement step before they terminate. The situation is more ompliated for the
algorithms PPLANNER and CPLANNER sine they may perform a sequene of proof plan
modiations (e.g., introdue several ations) before they terminate or interrupt.
When applied with respet to an initial task, these algorithm should takle this
task and tasks that are derived from it but they should ignore other tasks in the
agenda. Moreover, if a strategy exeution of CPLANNER or PPLANNER interrupts and
other strategies are exeuted, then some of these strategies work on tasks reated
by the interrupted strategy some of them work on other tasks. When the initial
strategy is re-invoked again, then it should takle tasks derived from its own tasks
but it should ignore other tasks reated meanwhile. To organize this behavior a
maintenane mehanism is needed, whih keeps trak of whih tasks are relevant
for whih strategies.
In Multi, the desired behavior is supported by so-alled task tags . When a
strategy of CPLANNER and PPLANNER is invoked, then it reates a new task tag 
T
,
whih uniquely refers to this exeution of the strategy. The task tag is pinned to the
task that triggered the strategy. When a proof plan modiation in Multi redues
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a task to some new tasks, then the new tasks inherit all tags from the initial one.
An exeution of a strategy of CPLANNER or PPLANNER onsiders only tasks that arry
its tag. When the strategy exeution terminates, then its tag is removed from all
tasks. When a strategy exeution interrupts and is re-invoked later on, then the
re-invoation ontinues to work with the task tag reated by the initial invoation.
If used in several not-terminated strategies, then one task an arry several tags.
For instane, when an exeution of a PPLANNER strategy reates a task T , then T
arries the tag of this exeution. Afterwards, the exeution interrupts and a dierent
strategy is applied to T . Then, this seond strategy exeution reates a new tag,
whih is also pinned to T . All ations introdued by this seond strategy exeution
inherit both tags of T . When the seond strategy exeution terminates and its tag
is removed, then the resulting tasks arry still the tag of the rst strategy exeution.
Thus, when the rst strategy exeution is re-invoked, it an ontinue to takle these
tasks.
Note that the task tags desribe only whih tasks an be takled by a strategy
exeution. This does not mean that the other tasks are \invisible" or temporarily
removed. Control rules evaluated by CPLANNER and PPLANNER an reason on all
tasks of the urrent agenda.
Exeution Messages
When a strategy exeution stops, then its result and the reason why it stops are
relevant information for Multi sine Multi treats dierent kinds of termination
dierently (see setion 7.5). Moreover, this information is important for the meta-
reasoning with strategi ontrol rules. Therefore, eah strategy exeution in Multi
stops with a so-alled exeution message, whih ontains the available termination
information. So far, Multi uses the following exeution messages:
 A suess message ours when the strategy exeution is suessful on the
given task.
 A failure message ours when the strategy exeution fails on the given task
beause of some problems (e.g., a strategy of PPLANNER fails beause there are
no further appliable ations).
 An interruption message ours when a strategy of CPLANNER or PPLANNER is
interrupted.
The algorithms an attah further information to the exeution messages, whih
an also be used by the strategi ontrol rules. For instane, an algorithm an attah
information on what kind of failure ourred to a failure message (see setion 7.6.5).
Exeution messages are stored in the history entries reated by the strategy
exeutions (see setion 7.4). When whih algorithm terminates with whih exeution
message is desribed in detail in setion 7.5. When a strategy exeution terminates
with a suess message we also say that the appliation of the strategy was suessful .
Demands and Memory Entries
For the algorithms CPLANNER and PPLANNER a strategy exeution an interrupt.
If this is the ase, the strategy exeution reates so-alled demands and adds them
to the demand repository on the ontrol blakboard. Multi knows for the following
demands :
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 A demand S  ON   T , whih speies a strategy S and a task T , is alled
a strategy-task-demand . This demand is satised by a suessful appliation
of the strategy S to the task T .
 A demand S  ON ?, whih speies a strategy S but no task, is alled a
strategy-demand . This demand is satised by a suessful appliation of the
strategy S to any task.
 A demand ? ON   T , whih speies a task T but no strategy, is alled
a task-demand . This demand is satised by a suessful appliation of any
strategy to the task T .
An interrupted strategy exeution writes also an entry into the memory reposi-
tory on the ontrol blakboard. A memory entry is a pair (
T
; fP
D
1
; : : : ; P
D
n
g) of a
task tag 
T
and a set of pointers fP
D
1
; : : : ; P
D
n
g to the demands of the interrupted
strategy exeution in the demands repository. Multi uses the 
T
to re-invoke the
strategy exeution later on (see setion 7.5.2 for details). Moreover, it makes use
of the pointers to hek whether the demands of the interrupted strategy are satis-
ed suh that the strategy exeution an be re-invoked again (see setion 7.5.1 for
details).
7.2 Strategi Ations
PLAN omputes and introdues ations into a proof plan. An ation is an in-
stantiation of a method, whih is a pattern of a proof step (see setion 4.1.2). To
extend this approah of ation omputation and introdution to strategi proof
planning there is a strategi pattern assoiated with eah algorithm in Multi (ex-
ept BACKTRACK). The appliation of a strategy omputes an instantiation of the
pattern of its algorithm, a so-alled strategi ation, and introdues it into the
strategi proof plan.
In this setion we shall desribe the strategi ations reated by the algorithms
PPLANNER, INSTMETA, EXP, ATP, and CPLANNER. The algorithm BACKTRACK does not
reate ations but deletes ations of other algorithms. Note that, heneforth, we
all instantiations of methods method ations in order to distinguish them from the
dierent strategi ations, whih we all PPLANNER ations , INSTMETA ations , EXP
ations , ATP ations , and CPLANNER ations .
Tehnially, strategi ations are implemented as frame data strutures. Eah
strategi ation has the slots strategy, task, and binding-store. The strategy of an
ation and the task of an ation are pointers to the strategy and the task with
respet to whih the ation was omputed. The binding store of an ation is a
pointer to the binding store, whih was the urrent binding store, when the ation
was omputed. Depending on the algorithm the dierent strategi ations have also
further slots.
PPLANNER and CPLANNER
The algorithms PPLANNER and CPLANNER suessively introdue ations into a
strategi proof plan, PPLANNER with respet to a given set of methods and ontrol
rules, CPLANNER with respet to a given plan or a given plan fragment. Thus,
ations of PPLANNER and CPLANNER are essentially abstrations of the sequene of
ations introdued by the respetive algorithm. The sequene of introdued ations
is stored in the slot ation-sequene of a PPLANNER or CPLANNER ation.
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Exeutions of PPLANNER and CPLANNER strategies an interrupt and an be re-
invoked later on. Thus, one exeution an onsist of several periods. PPLANNER and
CPLANNER reate a strategi ation for eah period of the same strategy exeution.
Eah of these ations ontains the initial task to whih the strategy was applied
in the task slot. In its ation-sequene slot eah ation ontains only those ations
that were introdued during the orresponding exeution period. Note that the
information stored in the strategi ations is not suÆient to identify ations that
belong to the same strategy exeution. For that purpose also information stored in
the orresponding history entries is needed (see setion 7.4 for details on the history
entries).
PPLANNER Ation
strategy
NormalizeLineTask
task L
Thm
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` 9x (0 < x ^ F [x℄) (open) J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g
binding store
BS
ation-sequene
[A
9I-B
; A
^I-B
; : : :℄
Figure 7.1: A strategi ation of PPLANNER.
An example for an ation of PPLANNER is given in Figure 7.1. The strategi
ation results from the appliation of the strategy NormalizeLineTask to the line-task
L
Thm
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` 9x (0 < x ^ F [x℄) (open) J fL
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
g. First, PPLANNER
applies the method 9I-B to the initial task. Then, it applies the method ^I-B to the
resulting task with task-formula 0 < mv
x
^ F [mv
x
℄. If F [mv
x
℄ is again a omplex
formula, then PPLANNER an perform further ations in order to deompose F [mv
x
℄.
The sequene of ations performed by PPLANNER, [A
9I-B
; A
^I-B
; : : :℄, is stored in
the slot ation-sequene of the strategi ation.
ATP
The algorithm ATP employs external automated theorem provers to prove line-
tasks. If the automated theorem prover sueeds, then the ATP algorithm loses
the goal of the line-task and reates a strategi ation and stores the output of the
external system in the slot output.
An example for an ation of ATP is given in Figure 7.2. The strategy CallTramp
is applied to the (trivial) problem to show that P ) P holds. The problem is
passed to Tramp, whih provides as output the ND-proof given in the output slot
of the ation.
ATP Ation
strategy
CallTramp
task
L:; ` P ) P (open) J ;
binding store
BS
output
L
1
. L
1
`P (Hyp)
L
2
. L
1
`P (Weaken)
L. ; `P ) P ()
I
L
2
)
Figure 7.2: A strategi ation of ATP.
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EXP
The algorithm EXP expands omplex steps, i.e., method or tati steps in the
onstruted PDS. For a proof line L with justiation (J P
1
: : : P
n
), where J is a
method or a tati and P
1
; : : : ; P
n
are the premises, EXP omputes a proof segment
that derives the onlusion L of the step from its premises P
1
; : : : ; P
n
at a lower
level of abstration. This proof segment is stored in the slot expansion-segment of an
ation of EXP. Moreover, an EXP ation ontains the slot open-lines, whih ontains
the set of new open lines that are introdued in the expansion-segment.
1
An example is given in Figure 7.3. This EXP ation results from the expansion
of the justiation (=Subst-B L
Thm
0
L
Ass
1
) of proof line L
Thm
(ompare with
example 4.5 in setion 4.1.2). When this step is expanded, then the proof shema
of the method =Subst-B (see setion 4.1.1) is instantiated in order to derive L
Thm
from the premises L
Thm
0
and L
Ass
1
as given in the expansion-segment in Figure 7.3.
EXP Ation
strategy EXP
task L
Thm
: L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(a+ b) (=Subst-B L
Thm
0
L
Ass
1
)j
Exp
binding store
BS
expansion-
segment
L
Ass
1
. L
Ass
1
` a
:
= (Hyp)
L
Thm
0
. L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(+ b) (Open)
L
1
. L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
`8P P ()) P (a) (
E
L
Ass
1
(
:
=))
L
2
. L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
`
(x even(x+ b))())
(x even(x+ b))(a)
(8
E
L
1
(x even(x+b)))
L
3
. L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(+ b)) even(a+ b) ($ L
2
)
L
Thm
. L
Ass
1
; L
Ass
2
` even(a+ b) ()
E
L
3
L
Thm
0
)
open-lines
fg
Figure 7.3: A strategi ation of EXP.
INSTMETA
The algorithm INSTMETA omputes instantiations of meta-variables. An ation of
INSTMETA stores the omputed instantiation in the slot instantiation. An example for
an ation of INSTMETA is given in Figure 7.4. This ation results from the appliation
of the strategy ComputeInstFromCS to the task mv
Æ
j
Inst
. INSTMETA omputes the
instantiation min(
Æ
1
; 
Æ
2
) for mv
Æ
and stores it in the instantiation slot.
INSTMETA Ation
strategy
ComputeInstFromCS
task
mv
Æ
j
Inst
binding store
BS
instantiation
min(
Æ
1
; 
Æ
2
)
Figure 7.4: A strategi ation of INSTMETA.
1
If one of the premises P
1
; : : : ; P
n
is open, then it is not in this slot, sine it was not hanged
by the expansion (i.e., its open justiation was not reated by the expansion).
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7.3 Strategi Proof Plans
In this setion, we shall extend the notions introdued in setion 4.2.1 to strategi
proof plans. We start with the denitions of a strategi proof planning problem,
an initial PDS of a strategi proof planning problem (whih is the same as the
initial PDS of a proof planning problem), and an initial agenda of a strategi proof
planning problem (whih is dierent from the initial agenda of a proof planning
problem sine it may ontains instantiation-tasks).
Definition 7.2 (Strategi Proof Planning Problem):
A strategi proof planning problem is a quadruple (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;S; C
S
),
where Thm and Ass
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
are formulas in 
mega's higher-order language, S
is a set of strategies, and C
S
is a set of strategi ontrol rules. Thm is also alled the
theorem of the strategi proof planning problem whereas Ass
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
are alled
the assumptions of the strategi proof planning problem.
Definition 7.3 (Initial PDS, Initial Agenda):
Let (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;S; C
S
) be a strategi proof planning problem. The ini-
tial PDS of this problem is the PDS that onsists of an open line L
Thm
with formula
Thm and the lines L
Ass
i
with formula Ass
i
and the hypothesis justiationHyp, re-
spetively. The initial agenda of the strategi proof planning problem is the agenda
that onsists of the line-task L
Thm
J fL
Ass
1
; : : : ; L
Ass
n
g and an instantiation-task
mvj
Inst
for eah meta-variable in L
Thm
; L
Ass
1
; : : : ; L
Ass
n
.
Next, we extend the ation appliability notion of PLAN. InMulti, ations are
appliable with respet to a PDS and a binding store. In partiular, an ation is
appliable only if the urrent binding store equals
2
the binding store with respet
to whih the ation was omputed (i.e., the binding store that is stored in the
slot binding store of the ation). This restrition is neessary sine the omputation
of ations an rely on given bindings in the urrent binding store. Moreover, we
extend the ation introdution funtions  and
~
 of PLAN (see denition 4.11 and
denition 4.12) to the strategi ation introdution funtions 
Multi
and
~

Multi
.

Multi
desribes the operational semantis of an ation inMulti when it is applied
to an agenda, a PDS, a sequene of ations, and a sequene of bindings stores, i.e.,

Multi
denes a transition relation between quadruples of agendas, PDSs, sequenes
of ations, and sequenes of binding stores. First, we give general denitions of

Multi
and
~

Multi
. Then, we dene for eah kind of ation used in Multi when it
is appliable and the results of its introdution by 
Multi
.
Definition 7.4 (Ation Introdution Funtions 
Multi
and
~

Multi
): The
ation introdution funtion 
Multi
is a partial funtion that maps a sequene of
ations, an agenda, a PDS , a sequene of binding stores, and an appliable ation
into a sequene of ations, an agenda, a PDS , and a sequene of binding stores,
i.e.,

Multi
:
~
A
^
AP 
~
BSA
add
7!
~
A'
^
A'P '
~
BS'.
The reursive ation introdution funtion
~

Multi
is a partial funtion that maps a
sequene of ations, an agenda, a PDS, a sequene of binding stores, and a sequene
of ations into a sequene of ations, an agenda, a PDS , and a sequene of binding
stores, i.e.,
~

Multi
:
~
A
^
AP 
~
BS
~
A
add
7!
~
A'
^
A'P '
~
BS'.
2
Two binding stores are equal when they ontain the same bindings.
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~

Multi
is reursively dened as follows:
Let
~
A be a sequene of ations,
^
A an agenda, P a PDS ,
~
BS a sequene of binding
stores, and
~
A
add
a sequene of ations.
1. If
~
A
add
is empty, then
~

Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS;
~
A
add
) := (
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS).
2. Otherwise let A
add
:= first ( ~A
add
) and
~
A'
add
:= rest ( ~A
add
). If A
add
is applia-
ble with respet to P and the last binding store of
~
BS, and if
^
A ontains the
task of A
add
, then
~

Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS;
~
A
add
) :=
~

Multi
(
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P;
~
BS; A
add
);
~
A'
add
).
Method Ations
A method ation is appliable with respet to a PDS, if the given lines of
the ation are in the PDS. 
Multi
diers from  in two points. First, 
Multi
reates not only new line-tasks but also new instantiation-tasks (for eah new meta-
variable in the new outlines reated by the method ation) and new expansion-tasks
(for eah onlusion of the method ation). Seond, Multi allows method ations
that ontain binding onstraints in their onstraints slot. These binding onstraints
are labeled with Binding, whih indiates that they are not passed to an external
onstraint solver but to the binding store.
3
When the ation is introdued, a new
binding store is reated and added to the sequene of binding stores. The new
binding store results from the union of the bindings of the last binding store and
the new bindings. The instantiation-tasks whose meta-variables are bound by the
new bindings are then removed from the agenda.
Definition 7.5 (Appliable Method Ations): Let P be a PDS , BS a binding
store, and A
add
a method ation with the binding store BS
A
add
. Moreover, let L
be the set of proof lines of P and let 	Cons be the 	 onlusions, 	Prems the 	
premises, and BPrems the blank premises of A
add
. A
add
is appliable with respet
to P and BS, if
1. (	Cons [ 	Prems [ BPrems) is a subset of L,
2. BS
A
add
= BS.
Definition 7.6 (
Multi
on Method Ations): Let
~
BS be a sequene of bindings
stores and let BS be the last binding store of
~
BS. Let
~
A be a sequene of ations
and let A
add
be a method ation, whih is appliable with respet to a PDS P and
BS.
Moreover, let Cons be the  onlusions, 	Cons the 	 onlusions, Prems
the  premises, 	Prems the 	 premises, and BPrems the blank premises of
A
add
. Let T = L
open
J SUPPS
L
open
be the task of A
add
and let  be the binding
onstraints of A
add
.
Prems:=Prems [ 	Prems [BPrems,
Cons:=Cons [ 	Cons
3
Internal binding onstraints in method ations were rst introdued by Lassaad
Cheikhrouhou in an extension of PLAN for proof planning diagonalization proofs [49℄.
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New-Lines:=Cons[ Prems
New-Supps:=(SUPPS
L
open
[Cons)   	Prems.
New-Line-Tasks:=[LJ New-Supps j L 2 Prems℄.
New-Inst-Tasks:=[mvj
Inst
j mv 2 New-Lines and not mvj
Inst
in
^
A℄.
New-Exp-Tasks:=[Cj
Exp
j C in Cons℄.
New-Tasks:=New-Line-Tasks [ New-Inst-Tasks [ New-Exp-Tasks.
Old-Inst-Tasks:=[mvj
Inst
j mv:=
b
t 2 ℄.
^
A
rest
:=
^
A  ([T℄ [ Old-Inst-Tasks)).
If
^
A is an agenda that ontains the task T of A
add
, then the result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS')
of 
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS; A
add
) is dened by:

~
A':=
~
A [ [A
add
℄.

^
A':=

New-Tasks [
^
A
rest
if L
open
2 	Cons;
[L
open
J New-Supps℄ [New-Tasks [
^
A
rest
else:
 P' results from P by
1. adding the proof lines New-Lines, respetively, and
2. justifying the proof lines 	Cons and Cons by the appliation of the
method of A
add
to Prems, respetively.
 If  is empty, then
~
BS':=
~
BS. Otherwise,
~
BS':=
~
BS [ [BS
new
℄ where
BS
new
:= fmv
i
:=
b
t
i
j(mv
i
:=
b
t
i
) 2 BSg [ .
4
INSTMETA Ations
An INSTMETA ation is appliable with respet to a binding store and a PDS,
if the proof lines of the PDS ontain ourrenes of its meta-variable but there is
no binding for the meta-variable in the binding store. When applied to an ation
of INSTMETA, 
Multi
reates a new binding store, whih is added to the sequene
of binding stores. The new binding store results from adding a binding for the
meta-variable of the instantiation-task of the ation to the last binding store of the
sequene.
Definition 7.7 (Appliable INSTMETA Ations): Let P be a PDS with proof
lines L, BS a binding store, and A
add
an INSTMETA ation. Let T
A
add
= mvj
Inst
be
the task of A
add
and BS
A
add
its binding store. A
add
is appliable with respet to P
and BS, if
1. there are ourrenes of mv in the formulas of the proof lines L,
2. there is no binding for mv in BS,
3. BS
A
add
= BS.
Definition 7.8 (
Multi
on INSTMETA Ations): Let ~BS be a sequene of bindings
stores and let BS be the last binding store of
~
BS. Let
~
A be a sequene of ations
4
t
i
 is the term that results from the appliation of the binding onstraints in  to the subterms
of t
i
. That is, eah ourene of a meta-variable mv
0
in t
i
that is bound by a onstraint mv:=
b
t
0
in  is replaed by an ourene of t
0
.
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and let A
add
be an INSTMETA ation, whih is appliable with respet to a PDS P
and BS.
Moreover, let T = mvj
Inst
be the task of A
add
and let t be the instantiation for mv
in A
add
.
:=fmv:=
b
tg.
If
^
A is an agenda that ontains the task T of A
add
, then the result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS')
of (
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS; A
add
) is dened by:

~
A':=
~
A [ [A
add
℄.

^
A':=
^
A - [T ℄.
 P':= P .

~
BS':=
~
BS [ [BS
new
℄ where BS
new
:= fmv
i
:=
b
t
i
j(mv
i
:=
b
t
i
) 2 BSg [ .
ATP Ations
An ATP ation is appliable with respet to a PDS , if the proof lines of the
line-task of the ation are in the PDS. When applied to an ation of ATP with task
L
open
J fS
1
; : : : ; S
n
g, 
Multi
loses L
open
in the PDS with an appliation of the
tati atp. The only resulting new task is an expansion-task for L
open
.
Definition 7.9 (Appliable ATP Ations): Let P be a PDS with the proof lines
L, BS a binding store, and A
add
an ATP ation. Let T
A
add
= L
open
J fS
1
; : : : ; S
n
g
be the task of A
add
and BS
A
add
its binding store. A
add
is appliable with respet to
P and BS, if
1. L
open
2 L and SUPPS
L
open
 L,
2. BS
A
add
= BS.
Definition 7.10 (
Multi
on ATP Ations): Let ~BS be a sequene of bindings
stores and let BS be the last binding store of
~
BS. Let
~
A be a sequene of ations
and let A
add
be an ATP ation, whih is appliable with respet to a PDS P and
BS.
Moreover, let T = L
open
J SUPPS
L
open
be the task of A
add
and let Out be the
ontent of the slot output of A
add
.
If
^
A is an agenda that ontains the task T of A
add
, then the result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS')
of (
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS; A
add
) is dened by:

~
A':=
~
A [ [A
add
℄.

^
A':= (
^
A  [T ℄) [ [L
open
j
Exp
℄.
 P' results from P by justifying the proof line L
open
with an appliation of the
tati atp to the supports SUPPS
L
open
and the parameter Out.

~
BS':=
~
BS.
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EXP Ations
An EXP ation is appliable with respet to a PDS, if the losed line in the
expansion-task of the ation is in the PDS and if the premises of the justiation of
the losed line are in the PDS . When applied to an ation of EXP, 
Multi
introdues
the new proof lines of the expansion-segment slot into the PDS and adds all resulting
new tasks to the agenda, namely new instantiation-tasks for new meta-variables in
the new proof lines, new line-tasks for open lines in the new proof lines, and new
expansion-tasks for all new proof lines, whih have a tati or a method justiation.
Definition 7.11 (Appliable EXP Ations): Let P be a PDS with the proof
lines L, BS a binding store, and A
add
an EXP ation with the binding store BS
A
add
.
Moreover, let T
A
add
= Lj
Exp
be the task of A
add
where L has the justiation
(J P
1
: : : P
n
). A
add
is appliable with respet to P and BS, if
1. L 2 L and fP
1
: : : P
n
g  L,
2. BS
A
add
= BS.
Definition 7.12 (
Multi
on EXP Ations): Let ~BS be a sequene of bindings
stores and let BS be the last binding store of
~
BS. Let
~
A be a sequene of ations
and let A
add
be an EXP ation, whih is appliable with respet to a PDS P and
BS.
Moreover, let T = Lj
Exp
be the task of A
add
and (J P
1
: : : P
n
) the justiation of
L (before the expansion).
SUPPS:=fP
1
; : : : ; P
n
g.
New-Lines:=expansion-segment of A
add
without L; P
1
; : : : ; P
n
.
New-Open-Lines:=open-lines of A
add
.
New-Line-Tasks:=[L
0
J SUPPS j L
0
in New-Open-Lines℄.
New-Inst-Tasks:=[mvj
Inst
j mv 2 New-Lines and not mvj
Inst
in
^
A℄.
New-Exp-Tasks:=[L
0
j
Exp
j(L
0
2 New-Lines or L
0
= L) and
L
0
losed by tati or method℄
New-Tasks:=New-Line-Tasks [ New-Inst-Tasks [ New-Exp-Tasks.
If
^
A is an agenda that ontains the task T of A
add
, then the result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS')
of (
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS; A
add
) is:

~
A':=
~
A [ [A
add
℄.

^
A':= (
^
A  [T℄) [ New-Tasks.
 P' results from P by
1. adding the new justiation speied in the expansion segment to L as
the justiation of the lowest level of abstration, and
2. adding the proof lines New-Lines.

~
BS':=
~
BS.
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PPLANNER and CPLANNER Ations
A PPLANNER or CPLANNER ation A
S
is appliable, if all ations [A
1
; : : : ; A
n
℄ in
its ation-sequene slot are appliable when introdued suessively. When applied
to A
S
, 
Multi
stepwise introdues the ations from the sequene [A
1
; : : : ; A
n
℄ using
the funtion
~

Multi
. Afterwards, it replaes [A
1
; : : : A
n
℄ in the onstruted ation
sequene by A
S
. That is, the ations A
1
; : : : ; A
n
are not expliitly mentioned in the
onstruted ation sequene but only impliitly as part of the ation of PPLANNER
or CPLANNER. This guarantees that 
Multi
and
~

Multi
reate a sequene of strategi
ations.
Definition 7.13 (Appliable CPLANNER and PPLANNER Ations): Let P be
a PDS, BS a binding store, and A
add
a PPLANNER or CPLANNER with the ation
sequene [A
1
; : : : ; A
n
℄. Moreover, let T
A
add
be the task of A
add
and BS
A
add
its
binding store. A
add
is appliable with respet to P and BS, if for eah A
i
; i = 1 : : : n
in [A
1
; : : : ; A
n
℄ holds:
 Let (
~
A
i
;
^
A
i
;P
i
;
~
BS
i
) :=
~

Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P;
~
BS; [A
1
; : : : ; A
i 1
℄) for an arbitrary
sequene of ations
~
A and an agenda
^
A that ontains the task T
A
add
. Then,
A
i
is appliable with respet to P
i
, and
~
BS
i
and
^
A
i
ontains the task of A
i
.
Definition 7.14 (
Multi
on PPLANNER or CPLANNER Ations): Let ~BS be a
sequene of bindings stores and let BS be the last binding store of
~
BS. Let
~
A be
a sequene of ations and let A
add
be a PPLANNER or CPLANNER ation, whih is
appliable with respet to a PDS P and BS.
Moreover, let [A
1
; : : : ; A
n
℄ be the ation-sequene of A
add
.
(
~
A
re
;
^
A
re
;P
re
;
~
BS
re
) :=
~

Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P;
~
BS; [A
1
; : : : ; A
n
℄).
If
^
A is an agenda that ontains the task of A
add
, then the result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS') of
(
~
A;
^
A;P;
~
BS; A
add
) is dened by:

~
A':= (
~
A
re
  [A
1
; : : : ; A
n
℄) [ [A
add
℄.

^
A':=
^
A
re
.
 P':= P
re
.

~
BS':=
~
BS
re
.
With the funtion
~

Multi
we an dene strategi proof plans and strategi so-
lution proof plans. Atually, we shall give three dierent notions of solution proof
plans, whih speify more and more strit onditions for strategi proof plans.
Definition 7.15 (Strategi Proof Plans, Strategi Solution Proof Plans):
Let (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;S; C
S
) be a strategi proof planning problem, P
init
the initial PDS of this problem, and
^
A
init
its initial agenda.
A strategi proof plan to the strategi proof planning problem is a quadruple SPP =
(
~
A;
^
A;P;
~
BS) with a sequene of strategi ations
~
A, an agenda
^
A, a PDS P , and
a sequene of binding stores
~
BS suh that:
1. eah strategy of an ation of
~
A is in S,
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2. (
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS) =
~

Multi
([℄;
^
A
init
;P
init
; [℄;
~
A),
With respet to this denition of a strategi proof plan we an also say that

Multi
maps a strategi proof plan and an ation into a strategi proof plan and
that
~

Multi
maps a strategi proof plan and a sequene of strategi ations into a
strategi proof plan.
Definition 7.16 (Strategi Solution Proof Plans):
Let (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;S; C
S
) be a strategi proof planning problem, P
init
the initial PDS of this problem, and
^
A
init
its initial agenda.
We distinguish the following three notions of a strategi solution proof plan:
 A method-level solution proof plan for the problem is a sequene of strategi
ations
~
A suh that
~

Multi
([℄;
^
A
init
;P
init
; [℄;
~
A) results in an agenda without
line-tasks and a losed PDS.
 An instantiated method-level solution proof plan for the problem is a se-
quene of strategi ations
~
A suh that
~

Multi
([℄;
^
A
init
;P
init
; [℄;
~
A) results in
an agenda without line-tasks and instantiation-tasks, a losed PDS , and a
binding store sequene suh that the last binding store ontains bindings for
all meta-variables ourring in proof lines of the nal PDS .
 A full solution proof plan for the problem is a sequene of strategi ations
~
A suh that
~

Multi
([℄;
^
A
init
;P
init
; [℄;
~
A) results in an empty agenda, a losed
PDS in whih all nodes are justied by ND-rules, and a binding store sequene
suh that the last binding store ontains bindings for all meta-variables o-
urring in proof lines of the nal PDS .
The rst notion of solution proof plan is alled method-level solution proof plan
sine a strategi proof plan satisfying these onditions is reahed by omputing
method ations whose introdution satises all line-tasks and reates a losed PDS.
Instantiation-tasks and expansion-tasks an be ignored. The seond notion of so-
lution proof plan, instantiated method-level solution proof plan, demands to takle
also instantiation-tasks. However, expansion-tasks an still be ignored. Finally, in
order to obtain a full solution proof plan the expansion-tasks have to be solved. We
shall desribe in setion 7.6.2 how a user an make Multi searh for a partiular
kind of solution proof plan.
7.4 Strategi Manipulation Reords
Similar to PLAN, Multi onstruts a history onsisting of manipulation reords .
These manipulation reords ontain information, whih an be used by the ontrol
rules in order to perform meta-reasoning.
A strategy exeution of the algorithms EXP, ATP, and INSTMETA reates one so-
alled strategy-appliation reord (see Figure 7.5). The slots agenda and alternative-
job-oers apture the ontext in whih the manipulation was done whereas the the
slots introdued-ation, new-tasks, and exeution-message store the result of the ma-
nipulation. The slot agenda aptures the agenda before the strategy is applied. The
slot alternative-job-oers ontains the list of alternative job oers, when the strategy
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Strategy-Appliation:
agenda
alternative-job-oers
introdued-ation
new-tasks
exeution-message
Figure 7.5: A strategy-appliation reord.
was applied. The rst job oer in this list is the applied strategy and the task to
whih the strategy was applied. The performed manipulation, namely the ation
introdued by the exeution of the strategy, is stored in the introdued-ation slot.
This slot is empty, if the exeution of a strategy failed. The new tasks reated by the
introdution of the ation are stored in the slot new-tasks. The slot exeution-message
ontains the exeution-message returned by the strategy exeution.
Strategy exeutions of the algorithms PPLANNER and CPLANNER reate two manip-
ulation reords. When they are invoked or re-invoked, they reate a strategy-start
reord ; when they terminate or are interrupted, then they reate a strategy-stop
reord . Figure 7.6 shows the skeletons of these two manipulation reords.
Strategy-Start:
agenda
alternative-job-oers
task-tag
Strategy-Stop:
task-tag
introdued-ation
new-tasks
exeution-message
Figure 7.6: Manipulation reords reated by PPLANNER and CPLANNER.
The strategy-start and strategy-stop reords divide the information of a strategy-
appliation reord into two parts: the information available when the strategy is
invoked or re-invoked, whih is stored in a strategy-start reord, and the informa-
tion available when the strategy stops, whih is stored in a strategy-stop reord.
Hene, a strategy-start reord has the slots agenda and alternative-job-oers whereas a
strategy-stop reord has the slots introdued-ation, new-tasks, and exeution-message.
Additionally, both reords have the slot task-tag, whih ontains the task-tag that
uniquely identies the strategy exeution.
Note that the manipulation reords of the steps performed within a strategy
exeution of PPLANNER or CPLANNER are themselves part of the history. They are
not stored in a PPLANNER or CPLANNER history element but only delimited by the
strategy-start and strategy-stop reords of the strategy exeution. This approah
makes information available as early as possible. In partiular, the information on
the situation when the strategy was invoked or re-invoked and the information on
all steps performed by a strategy exeution so far are available for the ontrol rules
evaluated within the strategy exeution.
Strategies of the BACKTRACK algorithm reate two manipulation reords whose
skeletons are given in Figure 7.7. The baktrak-start reord ontains the informa-
tion available when the baktraking is started (stored in the agenda and alternative-
job-oers slots) as well as the information whih ations the strategy deided to
delete. The baktrak-stop reord ontains the information available when the
BACKTRACK strategy stops. Sine strategies of BACKTRACK do not reate ations,
this reord ontains only a slot for the exeution message.
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BakTrak-Start:
agenda
alternative-job-oers
ations-to-delete
BakTrak-Stop:
exeution-message
Figure 7.7: Manipulation reords reated by BACKTRACK.
Similar to CPLANNER and PPLANNER, strategy exeutions of BACKTRACK su-
essively perform also a set of individual steps. When exeuted, a strategy of
BACKTRACK omputes rst whih ations it has to delete. These ations are stored
in the start reord. However, in order to delete these ations maybe other ations
have to be deleted as well (see setion 7.5.7 for details). All single deletion steps
are stored in ation-deletion reords as in PLAN (see setion 4.2). Hene, a start
and stop reord pair of a BACKTRACK strategy exeution delimits the manipulation
reords of all single deletion steps performed within this strategy exeution.
7.5 The Algorithms
In this setion, we shall desribe the algorithms used in Multi. First, we explain
Multi's top-level algorithm. Then, we desribe the renement and modiation
algorithms integrated so far, namely PPLANNER, CPLANNER, EXP, ATP, INSTMETA, and
BACKTRACK.
In the remainder of this setion we assume that eah funtion and algorithm
used in Multi has aess to the blakboards and the entries on them. Hene, when
an algorithm or a funtion aesses information from a blakboard we shall not
mention the respetive blakboard expliitly as an argument of the funtion. The
only exeptions are the funtions write-onto-blackboard, whih sets the value of an
entry on a blakboard, and take-from-blackboard, whih returns the value of an entry
on a blakboard. Both funtions obtain the blakboard on whih they should work
as argument. In the following desriptions of the algorithms we use PB and CB as
abbreviations for the proof blakboard and the ontrol-blakboard, respetively.
7.5.1 The Multi Algorithm
Figure 7.8 gives a pseudo-ode desription of theMulti algorithm. Multi is applied
to a strategi proof planning problem with a theorem Thm, a set of assumptions
Ass
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
, a set of strategies S, and a set of strategi ontrol rules C
S
. Its out-
put is a strategi proof plan for the given problem (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;S; C
S
).
Multi's rst step is to initialize the proof and the ontrol blakboard. It writes
onto the proof blakboard an empty sequene of ations, the initial agenda and the
initial PDS of the given problem, and a sequene of binding stores whose only entry
onsists of an empty binding store. Moreover, it writes onto the ontrol blakboard
an empty set of memory entries, an empty set of demands, and an empty sequene
of job oers.
The next four steps, steps 2|5 in Figure 7.8, of Multi perform the strategy
seletion and invokation yle that is skethed in Figure 6.2 in the previous hapter.
Step 2 employs the funtions trigger-jobs-from-strategies and trigger-jobs-from-memory .
trigger-jobs-from-strategies heks whether the ondition of an element of S is satised
by some tasks of the urrent agenda on the proof blakboard. A strategy S 2 S
plaes a job oer onto the ontrol blakboard for eah task T for whih its ondition
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Input: A strategi proof planning problem (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;S; C
S
) with a theorem for-
mula Thm, a set of assumption formulas Ass
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
, a list of strategies S, and a list
of strategi ontrol rules C
S
.
Output: A strategi proof plan SPP = (
~
A;
^
A;P;
~
BS) with a sequene of strategi ations
~
A, an
agenda
^
A, a PDS P, and a sequene of binding stores
~
BS.
Algorithm: Multi(Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g;S; C
S
)
1. Initialization
Let
^
A:=initial-agenda(Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g).
Let P :=initial-PDS (Thm; fAss
1
; : : : ; Ass
n
g).
write-onto-blackboard([℄; sequene-of-ations; PB).
write-onto-blackboard(^A; agenda; PB).
write-onto-blackboard(P ; pds; PB).
write-onto-blackboard([fg℄; sequene-of-binding-stores; PB).
write-onto-blackboard([℄; history; PB).
write-onto-blackboard(;;memory; CB).
write-onto-blackboard(;; demands; CB).
write-onto-blackboard([℄; job-oers; CB).
2. Job Oers
trigger-jobs-from-strategies(S).
trigger-jobs-from-memory().
3. Guidane
invoke (MetaReasoner; C
S
).
4. Invoation
Let J :=remove-free-jobs(take-from-blackboard(job-oers; CB)).
If J = ;
then
terminate and return
(take-from-blackboard(sequene-of-ations; PB),
take-from-blackboard(agenda; PB),
take-from-blackboard(pds; PB),
take-from-blackboard(sequene-of-binding-stores; PB)).
else
Let J :=first (J ).
If job-offer-from-strategy(J)
then (i.e., J = (S; T ))
invoke (algorithm-of-strategy(S); (S; T );J ).
else (i.e., J = (
T
; Demands))
invoke (algorithm-of-task-tag(
T
);
T
;J ).
5. Exeution
Wait until strategy-ks-terminated().
6. Administration
If strategy-ks-terminated-successful(), then delete-satisfied-demands().
Goto step 2.
Figure 7.8: The Multi algorithm.
is true. The funtion trigger-jobs-from-memory writes for eah memory entry a job
oer onto the ontrol blakboard. Afterwards, step 3 invokes the MetaReasoner,
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whih evaluates the strategi ontrol rules C
S
on the job oers.
In step 4, Multi rst reads the resulting list of job oers and deletes the job
oers whose strategies have still uninstantiated free parameters. If the resulting
list is empty, then Multi terminates and returns the strategi proof plan (i.e., the
sequene of ations, the agenda, the PDS, and the sequene of binding stores) on
the proof blakboard. Otherwise Multi piks the rst job oer and invokes the
orresponding strategy. If the job oer was plaed by a strategy S with respet to
a task T , whih satises the ondition of S, then Multi invokes the algorithm of S
with the pair (S; T ) as argument. If the job oer was plaed from a memory entry
with task tag 
T
, then algorithm-of-task-tag omputes the algorithm that reated
the tag 
T
using information stored in the history and invokes this algorithm with

T
as argument. In both ases the invoked algorithm obtains the list of all job
oers on the ontrol blakboard as seond argument.
The invoked algorithm renes or modies the proof blakboard objets and
maybe plaes demands and a memory entry onto the ontrol blakboard. Multi
waits until the exeution of the strategy terminates (see step 5). Then, step 6
heks whether the strategy terminated suessfully. This hek is performed by
the funtion strategy-ks-terminated-successful , whih looks up the exeution message
of the last history on the proof blakboard. If this exeution message is a suess
message, then Multi employs the funtion delete-satisfied-demands to delete all
demands on the ontrol blakboard that are satised by the terminated strategy
exeution as well as all pointers in memory entries to those demands. Afterwards,
Multi restarts its yle by proeeding with step 2.
We onlude this setion with two remarks on the desribed algorithm:
1. When employing the funtions trigger-jobs-from-memory (in step 2) and delete-
satisfied-demands (in step 6) Multi hanges the ontent of the ontrol blak-
board. This is a violation of the blakboard priniple, whih states that the
ontent of the blakboards should only be hanged by respetive knowledge
soures. For the sake of simpliity of Multi's blakboard approah we imple-
mented these minor blakboard hanges as diret funtionalities of theMulti
algorithm. However, in order to avoid a violation of the blakboard prini-
ple, we ould understand these two funtions as partiular knowledge soures
working on the ontrol blakboard, whih are sheduled by Multi in a pre-
dened way.
2. PLAN terminates either with a solution proof plan or, after traversing the
searh spae, with a failure. Multi terminates as soon as there is no further
job oer to invoke (see step 4). However, the lak of job oers states nothing
about the status of the strategi proof planning proess. When there are no
further tasks in the agenda, then there are no further job oers sine there
is a strategi solution proof plan on the proof blakboard. But it is possible
that there are still tasks in the agenda although there are no further job oers.
It is possible that there are no strategies to takle these tasks (i.e., there is
no strategy whose ondition is satised by the task) or strategi ontrol rules
an remove all existing job oers. If Multi terminates and there are still
tasks in the agenda, then it is up to the user to analyze the situation. Is
the strategi proof plan reated so far a suÆient solution proof plan (when
the user is interested in a method-level solution proof plan then expansion-
tasks and instantiation-tasks an be ignored)? Are further strategies needed
that an deal with partiular tasks? Are less restritive strategi ontrol rules
needed that do not remove so muh job oers?
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7.5.2 The PPLANNER Algorithm
Strategies of the algorithm PPLANNER rene a strategi proof plan by suessively
adding method ations, whih PPLANNER abstrats in one strategi ation, when
it terminates. A strategy of PPLANNER speies four parameters: a proedure for
the omputation of the next method ation to introdue, parameters for the set of
usable methods and ontrol rules, and a termination ondition. We disussed some
strategies of PPLANNER already in setion 6.2.1. More examples are given in the
following hapters, when we desribe the ase studies.
Figure 7.9 gives a pseudo-ode desription of the PPLANNER algorithm. PPLANNER
obtains two arguments. When a PPLANNER strategy S is intially invoked, then
PPLANNER's rst input is a pair (S; T ) onsisting of the strategy S and a line-task
T . When a strategy exeution is re-invoked, then the rst argument is the task tag
of the strategy exeution. The seond argument for PPLANNER is the list of all alter-
native job oers on the ontrol blakboard, when PPLANNER is invoked. PPLANNER
returns no spei output but updates the ontent of the proof blakboard by intro-
duing suessively method ations. Essentially, PPLANNER performs a yle of task
seletion, ation seletion, and ation introdution, whih is similar to the yle of
PLAN. This ore yle is ompleted by an initialization step and dierent events
that stop the PPLANNER algorithm, namely suessful termination, interruption, and
failure.
In the initialization step (step 1 in Figure 7.9) PPLANNER extrats the information
of the strategy and the initial task with respet to whih it runs. First, it employs
the funtion extract-from-input , whih omputes the urrent task tag 
T
, the urrent
strategy S, and the initial task T . If the rst input of PPLANNER is a pair (S; T )
(i.e., initial all of S on T ), then the information on S and T is diretlty aessible
and extract-from-input reates a new task tag 
T
, whih it attahes to T . If the
rst input of PPLANNER is a task tag 
T
(i.e., re-invokation of interrupted strategy
exeution), then extract-from-input employs information from the history to ompute
the strategy S and the initial task T that orrespond to the given task tag. Next,
PPLANNER uses the funtion parameters-of-strategy to obtain the parameters of the
strategy S, whih are a list of methodsM, a list of ontrol rules C, the termination
ondition, and the ation omputation and seletion proedure. So far, we have im-
plemented two ation omputation and seletion proedures, namely CHOOSEACTION
(see setion 4.2.4) and CHOOSEACTIONALL (see appendix A).5 Afterwards, PPLANNER
adds a strategy-start reord to the history and sets the algorithm variable
~
A
add
to the empty list. In this variable PPLANNER stores the method ations, whih it
introdues suessively.
Step 2 and step 3 in Figure 7.9 hek whether PPLANNER terminates suessfully
or interrupts. We postpone the detailed disussion of these two steps until the dis-
ussion of step 7 in order to disuss together all three steps that stop PPLANNER and
the dierenes among them. The next three steps | step 4, step 5, and step 6 | are
the ore yle of seleting the next task, omputing and seleting the next method
ation, and introduing the seleted ation. Essentially, these steps orrespond to
step 2, step 3, and step 4 of PLAN in Figure 4.9 in setion 4.2.2, they are only
sligthly adapted toMulti. When PPLANNER selets the next task to takle in step 4,
then it evaluates the ontrol rules of kind `Task' not on the whole agenda of the
5
Note that parts of these algorithms work slightly dierently when used in Multi as opposed
to the funtionality desribed in setion 4.2.4 and appendix A. All funtions used within these
algorithms that math proof lines of a method with proof lines of a task (e.g., match-task-line ,
match-s+p see setion 4.2.4) apply rst the bindings of the urrent binding store to the proof
lines of the task. Then, they perform the respetive mathings with respet to this \up-to-date"
proof lines instead of the original ones.
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Input: (1) either a pair (S; T ) where S is a PPLANNER strategy and T is a line-task or a task tag

T
, (2) the list of all alternative job oers J .
Output: No output, only hanges of the blakboards.
Algorithm: PPLANNER(arg
1
;J
rest
))
1. Initialization
Let (
T
; S; T ):=extract-from-input(arg
1
).
Let (M; C; term-ond; ation-pro):=parameters-of-strategy(S).
add-strategy-start-record-to-history(J
rest
;
T
).
Let
~
A
add
:=[℄.
2. Suessful Termination Chek
(see Figure 7.10)
3. Interruption Chek
(see Figure 7.10)
4. Task Seletion:
Let urrent task T
urr
:= first (evalcrules-tasks (tasks-with-tag (
T
); C)).
5. Ation Seletion
Let (A
add
,A):=apply (ation-pro; T
urr
;M; C) where A
add
is an ation
and A is the set of omputed alternative ations.
6. Ation Introdution
If A
add
is given
then
PB:=
Multi
(A
add
; PB).
add-action-intro-record(A
add
,A).
~
A
add
:=
~
A
add
[ [A
add
℄.
If extract-constraints (A
add
) 6= ;
then
pass-constraints (extract-constraints (A
add
)).
Goto step 2.
7. Failure
(see Figure 7.10)
Figure 7.9: The PPLANNER algorithm.
proof blakboard, but only on the tasks that arry the urrent task tag 
T
(the re-
strited initial alternative list is omputed by the funtion tasks-with-tag ). Whereas
in PLAN the appliation of the algorithm CHOOSEACTION is x, PPLANNER applies
the ation omputation proedure speied as parameter of the urrent strategy in
step 5. When an ation is found, then PPLANNER applies this ation in step 6 with the
funtion 
Multi
to the ation sequene, the agenda, the PDS , and the sequene of
binding stores on the proof blakboard. We write this as \PB:=
Multi
(A
add
; PB)"
and do not refer to the hanged elements of the proof blakboard expliitly. Similar
to PLAN, PPLANNER adds a history entry for the introdued ation and passes new
onstraints to external onstraint solvers. Additionally, the introdued ation is
added to
~
A
add
. Afterwards, PPLANNER ontinues with step 2.
PPLANNER an stop at three dierent plaes, namely step 2, step 3 and step 7,
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2. Termination Chek
If no-tasks-with-tag (
T
) or apply (term-ond) = true
then
Let message:=create-success-message(S; T ).
Let A
S
add
:=create-strategic-action( ~A
add
).
replace-actions( ~A
add
; A
S
add
).
remove-tag (
T
).
add-strategy-stop-record-to-history(
T
; A
S
add
;message).
Terminate.
3. Interruption Chek
Let I :=first (evalcrules-interrupt([Nil;True℄; C)).
If I = True
then
Let message:=create-interrupt-message(S; T ).
Let A
S
add
:=create-strategic-action( ~A
add
).
replace-actions( ~A
add
; A
S
add
).
write-to-demands(demands (I)).
write-to-memory (
T
; demands (I)).
add-strategy-stop-record-to-history(
T
; A
S
add
;message).
Terminate.
7. Failure
IF A
add
is not given
then
Let message:=create-failure-message(S; T ).
Let A
S
add
:=create-strategic-action( ~A
add
).
replace-actions( ~A
add
; A
S
add
).
write-to-demands(f? ON   Tg).
write-to-memory (
T
; f? ON   Tg).
add-strategy-stop-record-to-history(
T
; A
S
add
;message).
Terminate.
Figure 7.10: Leaving the PPLANNER algorithm.
whih are given in detail in Figure 7.10. Step 2 heks whether the appliation
of the strategy of PPLANNER was suessful suh that PPLANNER should stop. This
is the ase either when the termination ondition of the strategy is satised or
when there are no further tasks whih arry the task tag of the strategy exeution.
Step 3 employs the funtion evalcrules-interrupt to evaluate the ontrol rules of kind
`Interrupt' on the alternative list [False,True℄, where False auses no interrupt
whereas True auses an interrupt. The ontrol rules of kind `Interrupt' an also
ompute demands and attah the demands to the True element of the alternative
list. Finally, step 7 is performed, when step 5 does not provide a method ation to
introdue, that is, step 7 deals with a failure situation in PPLANNER.
Some omputations are the same in all three steps. They all ompute an exeu-
tion message message and employ the funtion create-strategic-action to ompute a
strategi ation A
S
add
from the olleted sequene of method ations
~
A
add
. Moreover,
they all replae the sequene of method ations by a new strategi ation in the a-
tion sequene on the proof blakboard (this is done by the funtion replace-actions).
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Finally, they all add a strategy-stop entry to the history before they terminate.
The three steps dier in the reated exeution message and in whether and whih
memory entries and demands they reate. When the strategy knowledge soure ter-
minates suessfully, then PPLANNER reates a suess message and does not write
memory entries or demands onto the ontrol blakboard. Rather, it applies the
funtion remove-tag , whih removes its task tag from all tasks in the agenda on
the proof blakboard. If the exeution of the strategy interrupts, then it reates
an interruption message and plaes a memory entry and demands onto the ontrol
blakboard. The demands stem from the evaluated ontrol rules of kind `Interrupt'
and the memory entry onsists of the task tag and pointers to the added demands.
If PPLANNER has to deal with a failure ouring with respet to the task T
urr
, then
it reates a failure message. Moreover, it writes a task-demand ? ON   T
urr
and
a memory entry onsisting of the task tag and a pointer to this task-demand onto
the ontrol blakboard. Sine a failure reates a memory entry and a demand, we
an understand it as a speial kind of interrupt | the dierene with respet to
the origin of the interruption is reorded in the exeution messages.
The further interpretation of and reation to the termination is left to Multi
and meta-reasoning at the strategy-level (this holds also for all other renement
and modiation algorithms employed by Multi, whih an terminate in dierent
ways). If the last strategy exeution terminated with a suess message, thenMulti
deletes all demands on the ontrol blakboard that are satised by this strategy ex-
eution (see previous setion). Moreover, strategi ontrol rules an make use of
the information ontained in the exeution messages. For instane, the strategi
ontrol rule prefer-baktrak-if-failure (see setion 6.2.3) analyses the exeu-
tion messages and prefers to perform some baktraking if the last strategy was a
PPLANNER strategy and terminated with a failure message. This ontrol rule (whih
an be overwritten by more spei ontrol rules) fores a systemati traversal of
the searh spae given by a PPLANNER strategy.
7.5.3 The CPLANNER Algorithm
Strategies of the algorithm CPLANNER rene a strategi proof plan by suessively
transfering ations from a soure proof plan into the proof plan under onstrution.
A strategy of CPLANNER speies three parameters: a list of ation transfer proe-
dures, a list of ontrol rules, and a termination ondition. We disussed an example
strategy of CPLANNER already in setion 6.2.4. More examples are disussed in [210℄.
Figure 7.11 gives a pseudo-ode desription of CPLANNER. CPLANNER obtains
two arguments. When a CPLANNER strategy S is intially invoked, then CPLANNER's
rst input is a pair (S; T ) onsisting of the strategy S and a line-task T . When
a strategy exeution is re-invoked, then the rst argument is the task tag of the
strategy exeution. The seond argument for CPLANNER is the list of all alternative
job oers on the ontrol blakboard, when CPLANNER is invoked. CPLANNER returns
no spei output but updates the ontent of the proof blakboard by introduing
suessively method ations.
Several parts of the CPLANNER algorithm are equal or similar to the PPLANNER
algorithm. As PPLANNER CPLANNER starts with the extration of the strategy in-
formation and the initial task in step 1. In partiular, step 1 extrats the ation
transfer proedures T P and sets the algorithm variable
~
A
add
to the empty list.
In this variable CPLANNER stores the ations, whih it introdues suessively. Af-
terwards, step 2 and step 3 hek whether CPLANNER terminates suessfully or
interrupts. These two steps equal step 2 and step 3 of PPLANNER, respetively, given
in Figure 7.10.
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Input: (1) either a pair (S;T ) where S is a CPLANNER strategy and T is a task or a task tag 
T
,
(2) the list of all alternative job oers J .
Output: No output, only hanges of the blakboards.
Algorithm: CPLANNER(arg
1
;J
rest
))
1. Initialization
Let (
T
; S; T ):=extract-from-input(arg
1
).
Let (T P; C; term-ond):=parameters-of-strategy(S).
add-strategy-start-record-to-history(J
rest
;
T
).
Let
~
A
add
:=[℄.
2. Suessful Termination Chek
(see PPLANNER Figure 7.10)
3. Interruption Chek
(see PPLANNER Figure 7.10)
4. Selet and Evaluate Transfer Proedures
Let T P
rest
:=evalcrules-transferprocs(T P).
Until (Obj is ation or demand) or (T P
rest
= [℄)
Let TP
urr
:=first (T P
rest
).
Let Obj:=evaluate (TP
urr
).
T P
rest
:=rest (T P
rest
).
5. Ation Introdution
If Obj is ation A
add
then
PB:=
Multi
(A
add
; PB).
add-action-intro-record(A
add
,A).
~
A
add
:=
~
A
add
[ [A
add
℄.
If extract-constraints (A
add
) 6= ;
then
pass-constraints (extract-constraints (A
add
)).
Goto step 2.
6. Demand Interruption
If Obj is demand D
add
then
Let message:=create-interrupt-message(S; T ).
Let A
S
add
:=create-strategic-action( ~A
add
).
replace-actions( ~A
add
; A
S
add
).
write-to-demands(D
add
).
write-to-memory (
T
; D
add
).
add-strategy-stop-record-to-history(
T
; A
S
add
;message).
Terminate.
7. Failure
(see PPLANNER Figure 7.10)
Figure 7.11: The CPLANNER algorithm.
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Step 4 rst evaluates the ontrol rules of kind `TransferProedure' on the al-
ternative ation transfer proedures T P. This results in a hanged and re-ordered
alternative list T P
rest
. Then, step 4 evaluates the ation transfer proedures in the
order of this list until either one proedure provides an ation or a demand, whih is
stored in the algorithm variable Obj, or all proedures have been tried. That is, at
the end of step 4 Obj is either bound to an ation A
add
or to a demand D
add
or it is
unbound. These three ases are overed by the following steps, respetively. Step 5
desribes the proessing of an ation A
add
. In this ase, CPLANNER introdues A
add
into the proof plan under onstrution employing the funtion 
Multi
. Moreover, it
adds a history entry for the introdued ation and passes new onstraints to exter-
nal onstraint solvers. Additionally, the introdued ation is added to
~
A
add
. Then,
CPLANNER ontinues with step 2. Step 6 proesses a demand D
add
. It writes the
demand onto the ontrol blakboard and terminates then with an interrupt mes-
sage. If the evaluation of the ation transfer proedure provides neither an ation
nor a demand, then CPLANNER terminates in step 7 with a failure message. This
step equals step 7 of PPLANNER in Figure 7.10.
7.5.4 The INSTMETA Algorithm
Strategies of the algorithm INSTMETA takle an instantiation-task and ompute a
binding for the meta-variable of the instantiation-task. With this new binding a
new binding store is reated, whih is added to the sequene of binding stores on
the proof blakboard. A strategy of INSTMETA speies one parameter, namely a
funtion that determines how the instantiation for a meta-variable is omputed.
We disussed some strategies of INSTMETA in setion 6.2.1. More examples are given
in the following hapters, when we desribe the ase studies.
Figure 7.12 ontains a pseudo-ode desription of INSTMETA. INSTMETA has two
arguments. First, a pair (S; T ), whih onsists of an INSTMETA strategy S and an
instantiation-task T . Seond, the list of all alternative job oers on the ontrol
blakboard, when the INSTMETA strategy was invoked. INSTMETA returns no spei
output but updates the ontent of the proof blakboard.
Step 1 in Figure 7.12 applies the instantiation omputation funtion of the strat-
egy S to the task T . This funtion appliation an either sueed or fail. If the
funtion appliation sueeds, then the algorithm variable inst is bound to the re-
turned value. Otherwise inst stays unbound. Step 2 omputes an instantiation
ation when inst is bound and applies this ation with 
Multi
to the strategi
proof plan elements on the proof blakboard. Finally, step 3 adds a new strategy-
appliation reord to the history on the proof blakboard. The exeution message
of this reord entry depends on whether inst is bound or not. When inst is bound
INSTMETA reates a suess message, otherwise INSTMETA reates a failure message.
Currently, the omputation funtion of an INSTMETA strategy is provides either
one (suess) or no (failure) solution. This was suÆient for the ase studies on-
duted so far. When it turns out that a set of alternative instantiations and rea-
soning on the seletion of one alternative is needed, then INSTMETA an easily be
extended to over this funtionality: The variable inst has to store a list of alter-
natives. Moreover, between step 1 and step 2 an additional step is needed, whih
evaluates ontrol rules on the alternative instantiations and selets one. The ontrol
rules would beome an additional parameter of INSTMETA.
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Input: (1) a pair (S; T ) where S is a INSTMETA strategy and T is an instantiation-task, (2) the list
of all alternative job oers J .
Output: No output, only hanges of the blakboards.
Algorithm: INSTMETA((S; T );J )
1. Compute Instantiation
Let inst:=apply (compute-inst-function(S); T ).
2. Compute and Apply Ation
If bound (inst)
then
Let A
add
:=new-instmeta-action(S; T; inst).
PB:=
Multi
(A
add
; PB).
3. Update History
If bound (inst)
than
Let message:=create-success-message(S; T ).
add-strategy-application-record-to-history(J ; A
add
; ;;message).
else
Let message:=create-failure-message(S; T ).
add-strategy-application-record-to-history(J ; ;; ;;message).
Terminate.
Figure 7.12: The INSTMETA algorithm.
7.5.5 The ATP Algorithm
Strategies of the algorithm ATP rene a strategi proof plan by solving a line-task
with an ATP ation. They apply external automated theorem provers and hek
whether their output is a proof. A strategy of ATP speies two parameters for these
two funtionalities, namely an appliation funtion and an output hek funtion.
We disussed a strategy of ATP in setion 6.2.4. More examples are given in the
following hapters, when we desribe the ase studies.
Figure 7.13 ontains a pseudo-ode desription of the ATP algorithm. ATP has
two arguments. First, a pair (S; T ), whih onsists of an ATP strategy S and an
instantiation-task T . Seond, the list of all alternative job oers on the ontrol
blakboard, when the ATP strategy was invoked. ATP returns no spei output
but updates the ontent of the proof blakboard.
Step 1 applies the appliation funtion of the strategy S to the task T . This
funtion appliation provides an output, whih is stored in the algorithm variable
out. Step 2 applies the output hek funtion to out, whih returns either true or
nil. If the result, whih is stored in the algorithm variable hek, is true, then
out is aepted as proof. In this ase, ATP omputes an ation and applies this
ation with 
Multi
to the strategi proof plan elements on the proof blakboard
(see step 3 in Figure 7.13). Finally, step 4 adds a new strategy-appliation reord
to the history on the proof blakboard. The exeution message of this reord entry
depends on whether hek is true. If hek is true, then ATP reates a suess
message, otherwise it reates a failure message.
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Input: (1) a pair (S; T ) where S is an ATP and T is a line-task, (2) the list of all alternative job
oers J .
Output: No output, only hanges of the blakboards.
Algorithm: ATP((S; T );J )
1. Apply Provers
Let out:=apply (atp-apply-function(S); T ).
2. Chek Output
Let hek:=apply (atp-output-check-function(S); out; T ).
3. Compute and Apply Ation
If hek = true
then
Let A
add
:=new-atp-action(S; T; out).
PB:=
Multi
(A
add
; PB).
4. Update History
If hek = true
then
Let message:=create-success-message(S; T ).
add-strategy-application-record-to-history(J ; A
add
; ;;message).
else
Let message:=create-failure-message(S; T ).
add-strategy-application-record-to-history(J ; ;; ;;message).
Terminate.
Figure 7.13: The ATP algorithm.
7.5.6 The EXP Algorithm
The algorithm EXP renes a strategi proof plan by expanding omplex steps. When
applied to a losed proof line L whose justiation is (J P
1
: : : Pn), then EXP om-
putes a proof segment that derives L from P
1
; : : : ; P
n
at a lower level of abstration.
EXP has no parameters. The only strategy of EXP is ExpS.
Figure 7.14 ontains a pseudo-ode desription of the EXP algorithm. EXP obtains
two arguments. First, a pair (S; T ), whih onsists of a EXP strategy S (i.e., ExpS)
and an expansion-task T . Seond, the list of all alternative job oers on the ontrol
blakboard, when the EXP strategy was invoked. EXP returns no spei output but
updates the ontent of the proof blakboard.
Step 1 tests whether the justiation EXP should expand is a tati appliation
or a method appliation. Depending on what kind of step it nds EXP employs
either the funtion expand-tactic or the funtion expand-method to ompute the
expansion proof segment. expand-tactic evaluates the expansion proedure of the
found tati whereas expand-method instantiates the proof shema of the found
method. When these funtion appliations sueed, then the algorithm variable
exp-segment is bound to the omputed proof segment. Otherwise exp-segment
stays unbound. When exp-segment is bound, Step 2 reates an expansion ation
and applies the ation with 
Multi
to the elements of the strategi proof plan on
the proof blakboard. Afterwards, step 3 adds a new strategy-appliation reord to
the history on the proof blakboard. The exeution message of this reord entry
depends on whether exp-segment is bound or not. When exp-segment is bound
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Input: (1) a pair (S;T ) where S is an EXP strategy and T = Lj
Exp
is an expansion-task, (2) the
list of all alternative job oers J .
Output: No output, only hanges of the blakboards.
Algorithm: EXP((S; T );J )
1. Compute Expansion-Segment
Let (J P
1
: : : P
n
) be the justiation of L.
If is-tactic (J)
then
Let exp-segment:=expand-tactic(L).
else
Let exp-segment:=expand-method(L).
2. Compute and Apply Ation
If bound (exp-segment)
then
Let A
add
:=new-expansion-action(S; T; exp-segment).
PB:=
Multi
(A
add
; PB).
3. Update History
If boundexp-segment
then
Let message:=create-success-message(S; T ).
add-strategy-application-record-to-history(J ; A
add
; ;;message).
else
Let message:=create-failure-message(S; T ).
add-strategy-application-record-to-history(J ; ;; ;;message).
Terminate.
Figure 7.14: The EXP algorithm.
EXP reates a suess message, otherwise EXP reates a failure message.
7.5.7 The BACKTRACK Algorithm
BACKTRACK is an algorithm that removes the ations introdued by other algorithms
of Multi from a strategi proof plan. BACKTRACK adds no own ations but only
history entries. When to baktrak and whih ations to baktrak is not hard-wired
in the Multi algorithm but is subjet of the dierent strategies of BACKTRACK and
the guidane by reasoning at the strategy-level. A strategy of BACKTRACK speies
a funtion that selets the set of ations in the urrent strategi proof plan that
should be deleted. When Multi invokes a BACKTRACK strategy, then BACKTRACK
removes all ations expliitly seleted by this funtion as well as all ations that
depend from these ations. Thus, the baktraking inMulti is dependeny-direted
in the sense disussed in setion 4.2. We desribed a strategy of BACKTRACK in
setion 6.2.1. More examples are given in the following hapters, when we desribe
the ase studies.
Before we give a pseudo-ode desription of the BACKTRACK algorithm we shall
introdue the notion of dependeny among ations and when an ation is deletable.
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Both notions are extensions of the onepts introdued for PLAN in setion 4.2.3.
When an ation is introdued into a strategi proof plan, then it modies the
elements of the strategi proof plan. Other ations introdued later on may depend
on these modiations. For instane, when a method ation introdues a new proof
line, whih is used lateron by another ation, then the seond ation is not possible
without the rst ation. In the following denition, we shall dene for the dierent
kinds of strategi ations and for method ations whih other ations in an ation
sequene depend on them.
Definition 7.17 (Dependent Ations): Let
~
A be a sequene of ations with
~
A=[A
1
; : : : ; A
i 1
; A
i
; A
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
℄. The set of ations in
~
A, whih depend on A
i
is
dened for the dierent kinds of ations in Multi as follows.
Method Ation: Let A
i
be a method ation with the 	 onlusions 	Cons,
the  onlusions Cons, and the  premises Prems. If A
i
ontains
some binding onstraints, then fA
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
g depend on A
i
. Otherwise,
A
j
2 fA
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
g depends on A
i
if:
1. A
j
is a method ation whose sets of onlusions or premises ontains a
proof line of Cons or Prems (whih are the new proof lines intro-
dued by A
i
),
2. A
j
is an INSTMETA ation, whih takles an instantiation-task whose meta-
variable is introdued by A
i
,
3. A
j
is an EXP ation, whih takles an expansion-task whose proof line is
in 	Cons or Cons (the proof lines losed by A
i
),
4. A
j
is an ATP ation, whih takles a line-task that ontains either as
support or as onlusion a proof line of Cons or Prems,
5. A
j
is a PPLANNER or CPLANNER ation, whih ontains an ation that
depends on A
i
.
INSTMETA Ation: Let A
i
be an INSTMETA ation. Then fA
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
g depend on
A
i
.
ATP Ation: Let A
i
be an ATP ation. A
j
2 fA
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
g depends on A
i
if A
j
is an EXP ation, whih takles the expansion-task with the proof line losed
by A
i
.
EXP Ation: Let A
i
be an EXP ation with the set L
new
of new proof lines in the
proof-segment. Let T = Lj
Exp
be the task of A
i
. Then A
j
2 fA
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
g
depends on A
i
if
1. A
j
is a method ation, whih ontains either as onlusion or as premise
a proof line of L
new
, or whih ontains L as 	 onlusion,
6
2. A
j
is an INSTMETA ation, whih takles an instantiation-task whose meta-
variable is introdued by A
i
,
3. A
j
is an EXP ation, whih takles an expansion-task whose proof line is
in L
new
,
4. A
j
is an ATP ation, whih takles a line-task that ontains a proof line
of L
new
either as support or as goal, or whih takles a line-task whose
goal is L,
6
5. A
j
is a PPLANNER or CPLANNER ation, whih ontains an ations that
depends on A
i
.
6
If A
i
opens L again, then L an be losed again later on by another method ation.
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CPLANNER or PPLANNER Ation: LetA
i
be a CPLANNER or a PPLANNER ation whose
sequene of ations is [A
0
1
; : : : ; A
0
m
℄. Then A
j
2 fA
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
g depends on
A
i
if there is an ation A
0
k
2 [A
0
1
; : : : ; A
0
m
℄ suh that A
j
depends on A
0
k
.
Finally, we have to dene whih ations of an ation sequene depend on an ation
that is ontained within a CPLANNER or PPLANNER ation:
Let A
i
be a CPLANNER or PPLANNER ation whose ation sequene is [A0
1
; : : : ; A
0
i 1
;
A
0
i
; A
0
i+1
; : : : ; A
0
n
℄. Then the set of ations that depend on A
0
i
with respet to
~
A is the
set of ations that depend on A
0
i
with respet to the ation sequene [A
1
; : : : ; A
i 1
℄
[ [A
0
1
; : : : ; A
0
i 1
; A
0
i
; A
0
i+1
; : : : ; A
0
n
℄ [ [A
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
℄.
Note that with this denition all ations sueeding an ation that introdues
new bindings (i.e., method ations with bindings and INSTMETA ations) depend on
this ation. We use now the notion of dependeny of ations to dene when an
ation is deletable with respet to an ation sequene.
Definition 7.18 (Deletable Ations): Let
~
A be a sequene of ations with
~
A=[A
1
; : : : ; A
i 1
; A
del
; A
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
℄. A
del
is deletable with respet to
~
A if the set
of ations in
~
A that depend on A
del
is empty.
Next, we dene the funtions 
 1
Multi
and
~

 1
Multi
, whih delete ations.
7
We give
rst the general outline of 
 1
Multi
and dene the reursive
~

 1
Multi
. Afterwards, we
dene 
 1
Multi
for the dierent kinds of ations.
Definition 7.19 (Ation Deletion Funtions 
 1
Multi
and
~

Multi
 1
): The a-
tion deletion funtion 
 1
Multi
is a partial funtion that maps a sequene of ations,
an agenda, a PDS , a sequene of binding stores and an ation into a sequene of
ations, an agenda, a PDS, and a sequene of binding stores, i.e.,

 1
Multi
:
~
A
^
AP 
~
BSA
del
7!
~
A'
^
A'P '
~
BS'.
The reursive ation deletion funtion
~

 1
Multi
is a partial funtion that maps a
sequene of ations, an agenda, a PDS , a sequene of binding stores, and a sequene
of ations into a sequene of ations, an agenda, a PDS , and a sequene of binding
stores, i.e.,
~

 1
Multi
:
~
A
^
AP 
~
BS
~
A
del
7!
~
A'
^
A'P '
~
BS'.
~

 1
Multi
is reursively dened as follows.
Let
~
A be a sequene of ations,
^
A an agenda, P a PDS ,
~
BS a sequene of binding
stores, and
~
A
del
a sequene of ations.
1. If
~
A
del
is empty, then
~

 1
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS;
~
A
del
) := (
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS).
2. Otherwise let A
del
:= first ( ~A
del
) and
~
A'
del
:= rest ( ~A
del
). If A
del
is in
~
A or
part of a CPLANNER or PPLANNER ation in ~A and A
del
is deletable with respet
to
~
A, then
~

 1
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS;
~
A
del
) :=
~

 1
Multi
(
 1
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P;
~
BS; A
del
);
~
A'
del
).
7
Sine ation deletion is oneptually the inverse operation of ation introdution we all these
funtions 
 1
Multi
and
~

 1
Multi
although tehnially they are not the inverse funtions of 
Multi
and
~

Multi
.
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In the single denitions of the funtion 
 1
Multi
for the dierent kinds of ations we
desribe the modiations of the sequene of ations, the agenda, the PDS, and the
sequene of binding stores aused by the deletion of a respetive ation. Although
the notion of deletability of an ation is only dened with respet to a sequene of
ations, we assume that the agenda, the PDS , and the sequene of binding stores
are not arbitrary, but reated by this sequene of ations (in partiular, by the
ation that should be deleted).
We start with the denition of 
 1
Multi
for method ations. Sine in Multi the
ation sequenes onsist only of strategi ations, a method ation an our only
within a PPLANNER or CPLANNER ation. Hene, the following denition desribes
the deletion of a method ation within a PPLANNER or CPLANNER ation.
Definition 7.20 (
 1
Multi
on Method Ations): Let
~
A be a sequene of ations
and let A
del
be a method ation, whih is in an PPLANNER or CPLANNER ation
A
planner
in
~
A, i.e.,
~
A=[A
1
; : : : ; A
i 1
; A
planner
; A
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
℄. Let
~
BS be a sequene
of bindings stores, P a PDS , and
^
A an agenda. Moreover, let Cons be the 
onlusions, 	Cons the 	 onlusions, Prems the  premises, 	Prems the 	
premises, and BPrems the blank premises of A
del
. Let T = L J SUPPS
L
be the
task of A
del
and let  be the binding onstraints of A
del
.
Prems:=Prems [ 	Prems [BPrems,
Cons:=Cons [ 	Cons
Lines-To-Remove:=Cons[ Prems
Old-Line-Tasks:=[L
0
J SUPPS
L
0
j L
0
2 Prems℄.
Old-Inst-Tasks:=[mvj
Inst
j mv 2 New-Lines and nowhere else in P℄.
Old-Exp-Tasks:=[Cj
Exp
j C in Cons℄.
Tasks-To-Remove:= Old-Line-Tasks [ Old-Inst-Tasks [ Old-Exp-Tasks.
New-Inst-Tasks:=[mvj
Inst
j mv bound in℄.
New-Tasks:=[T ℄ [ New-Inst-Tasks.
If A
del
is deletable with respet to
~
A and if
^
A, P , and
~
BS resulted from the in-
trodution of
~
A (to some agenda, PDS , and sequene of binding stores), then the
result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS') of 
 1
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS; A
del
) is dened by:

~
A':= [A
1
; : : : ; A
i 1
; A
0
planner
; A
i+1
; : : : ; A
n
℄
where A
0
planner
results from A
planner
by removing A
del
from the sequene of
ations of A
planner
.

^
A':= New-Tasks [ (
^
A   Tasks-To-Remove).
 P' results from P by
1. removing the lines Lines-To-Remove and
2. justifying the proof lines 	Cons with Open, respetively.
 If  is empty, then
~
BS':=
~
BS, otherwise
~
BS':=
~
BS  last ( ~BS).8
Definition 7.21 (
 1
Multi
on INSTMETA Ations): Let ~A be a sequene of ations
and let A
del
be an INSTMETA ation in ~A. Let ~BS be a sequene of bindings stores,
P a PDS , and
^
A an agenda.
8
If  is not empty, then the last binding store in
~
BS has to be the binding store resulting from
the introdution of A
del
sine otherwise A
del
would not be deletable. Thus, when A
del
is deleted,
then the last binding store has to be removed.
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If A
del
is deletable with respet to
~
A and if
^
A, P , and
~
BS resulted from the in-
trodution of
~
A (to some agenda, PDS , and sequene of binding stores), then the
result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS') of 
 1
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS; A
del
) is dened by:

~
A':=
~
A   A
del
.

^
A':=
^
A [ [T ℄ where T is the task of A
del
.
 P':=P.

~
BS':=
~
BS  last ( ~BS).
Definition 7.22 (
 1
Multi
on ATP Ations): Let ~A be a sequene of ations and
let A
del
be an ATP ation in ~A. Let ~BS be a sequene of bindings stores, P a PDS,
and
^
A an agenda. Let T = L J SUPPS
L
be the task of A
del
.
If A
del
is deletable with respet to
~
A and if
^
A, P , and
~
BS resulted from the in-
trodution of
~
A (to some agenda, PDS , and sequene of binding stores), then the
result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS') of 
 1
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS; A
del
) is dened by:

~
A':=
~
A   A
del
.

^
A':=(
^
A [ [T ℄)   Lj
Exp
.
 P' results from P by opening the line L.

~
BS':=
~
BS.
Definition 7.23 (
 1
Multi
on EXP Ations): Let ~A be a sequene of ations and
let A
del
be an EXP ation in ~A. Let ~BS be a sequene of bindings stores, P a PDS,
and
^
A an agenda. Moreover, let T = Lj
Exp
be the task of A
del
and (J P
1
: : : Pn)
the justiation of L at the next higher level of abstration (i.e., the justiation of
L before A
del
was performed).
Lines-To-Remove:=fL
0
jL
0
2 expansion-segment of A
del
g   fL; P
1
; : : : ; P
n
g.
New-Tasks:=[T ℄.
Old-Open-Lines:=fL
0
jL
0
2 open-lines ofA
add
g.
Old-Line-Tasks:=[L
0
J SUPPS
L
0
j L
0
in Old-Open-Lines℄.
Old-Inst-Tasks:=[mvj
Inst
j mv 2 Lines-To-Remove and nowhere else in PDS ℄.
Old-Exp-Tasks:=
[L
0
j
Exp
j(L
0
2 Lines-To-Remove or L
0
= L) and L
0
losed by tati℄.
Tasks-To-Remove:= Old-Line-Tasks [ Old-Inst-Tasks [ Old-Exp-Tasks.
If A
del
is deletable with respet to
~
A and if
^
A, P , and
~
BS resulted from the in-
trodution of
~
A (to some agenda, PDS , and sequene of binding stores), then the
result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS') of 
 1
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS; A
del
) is dened by:

~
A':=
~
A   A
del
.

^
A':= New-Tasks [ (
^
A   Tasks-To-Remove).
 P' results from P by
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1. removing the urrent justiation from L and setting (J P
1
: : : Pn) as
the urrent one, and
2. removing the proof lines in New-Lines.

~
BS':=
~
BS.
Definition 7.24 (
 1
Multi
on CPLANNER or PPLANNER Ations): Let ~A be a se-
quene of ations and let A
del
be a CPLANNER or a PPLANNER ation in ~A. Let
~
BS be a sequene of bindings stores, P a PDS , and
^
A an agenda. Moreover, let
[A
1
; : : : ; A
n
℄ be the ation-sequene of A
del
.
(
~
A
re
;
^
A
re
;P
re
;
~
BS
re
) :=
~

 1
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P;
~
BS; [A
n
; : : : ; A
1
℄)
If A
del
is deletable with respet to
~
A and if
^
A, P , and
~
BS resulted from the in-
trodution of
~
A (to some agenda, PDS , and sequene of binding stores), then the
result (
~
A';
^
A';P ';
~
BS') of 
 1
Multi
(
~
A;
^
A;P ;
~
BS; A
del
) is dened by:

~
A':=
~
A
re
  [A
del
℄.
9

^
A':=
^
A
re
.
 P':= P
re
.

~
BS':=
~
BS
re
.
With these denitions at our disposal, we an now desribe the BACKTRACK al-
gorithm. Figure 7.15 ontains a pseudo-ode desription of BACKTRACK. BACKTRACK
obtains two arguments. First, a pair (S; T ), whih onsists of a BACKTRACK strategy
S and a task T . Seond, the list of all alternative job oers on the ontrol blak-
board, when the BACKTRACK strategy was invoked. BACKTRACK returns no spei
output but updates the ontent of the proof blakboard.
Step 1 applies the omputation funtion of the strategy S to the task T . This
returns a sequene of ations that BACKTRACK should delete, and BACKTRACK binds
the algorithm variable
~
A
del
to this ation sequene. Moreover, BACKTRACK writes a
baktrak-start entry with this information to the history.
The steps 2-5 are essentially a while-loop, whih is passed through until
~
A
del
is
empty. First, Step 2 heks whether
~
A
del
is empty. If this is the ase, it reates a
suess message,
10
writes a baktrak-stop entry with this message to the history,
and terminates. Otherwise, step 3 piks the rst ation from
~
A
del
and stores it in
the algorithm variable A
del
. A
del
is then either deleted in step 5 or step 4 extends
~
A
del
depending on A
del
. Step 4 rst heks whether A
del
is deletable with respet
to the sequene of ations on the proof blakboard. If this is not the ase, then
there are ations whih depend on A
del
and step 4 adds these ations, whih are
omputed by the funtion dependend-actions, in front of ~A
del
. If A
del
is deletable,
then step 4 heks next whether it is an ation of PPLANNER or CPLANNER whose
ation-sequene is not empty. If this holds, then it adds the ation sequene of A
del
in front of
~
A
del
. Otherwise, step 5 is reahed, whih uses 
 1
Multi
to delete A
del
and
9
When all ations in A
del
are deleted, then A
del
remains with an empty ation sequene. Here
A
del
itself is deleted from the ation sequene.
10
Note that BACKTRACK is not supposed to fail (exept of hopefully not ourring programming
errors).
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Input: (1) a pair (S;T ) where S is a BACKTRACK strategy and T is a task, (2) the list of all
alternative job oers J .
Output: No output, only hanges of the blakboards.
Algorithm: BACKTRACK((S; T );J )
1. Compute Ations To Be Deleted
Let
~
A
del
:=apply (compute-del-actions-function(S); T ).
add-backtrack-start-record-to-history(J ; ~A
del
).
2. Terminate
If
~
A
del
=;
then
Let message:=create-success-message(S; T ).
add-backtrack-stop-record-to-history(message).
Terminate.
3. Selet Ation
Let A
del
:=first ( ~A
del
).
4. Extend Ations
If A
del
is not deletable wrt. the sequene of ations on PB
then
~
A
del
:=dependend-actions(A
del
) [
~
A
del
.
Goto step 3.
If A
del
is CPLANNER or PPLANNER ation, whose ation-sequene is not
empty
then
~
A
del
:=action-sequence(A
del
) [
~
A
del
.
Goto step 3.
5. Delete Ation
PB:=
 1
Multi
(A
del
; PB).
add-action-del-record(A
del
).
Let
~
A
del
:=
~
A
del
  [A
del
℄.
If action-of-terminated-strategy(A
del
)
then
write-to-memory (get-tasktag (A
del
); ;).
Goto step 2.
Figure 7.15: The BACKTRACK algorithm.
to update the ation sequene, the agenda, the PDS , and the sequene of binding
stores on the proof blakboard. Moreover, it adds an ation-deletion entry to the
history and removes A
del
from
~
A
del
.
If the deleted ation A
del
belongs to a terminated PPLANNER or CPLANNER strat-
egy exeution (this is heked by the funtion action-of-terminated-strategy), then
a re-invokation of this strategy exeution should be enabled again. BACKTRACK re-
ativates the strategy exeution by writing an entry to the memory onsisting of the
task tag of the strategy exeution (whih is omputed by the funtion get-tasktag
from the history) and an empty set of demand pointers. From this memory entry
the terminated strategy exeution an be re-invoked.
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Note that BACKTRACK ould apply 
 1
Multi
diretly to ations of PPLANNER and
CPLANNER that are not empty (sine we did dene 
 1
Multi
for suh ations in de-
nition 7.24). However, BACKTRACK rst suessively deletes the ation sequene of
an ation of PPLANNER and CPLANNER before it deletes the \empty" PPLANNER or
CPLANNER ation. This guarantees that detailed history information for eah deleted
ation is reated (i.e, for eah ation, whih is in the ation-sequene of an ation
of PPLANNER or CPLANNER as well as for the PPLANNER or CPLANNER ation itself).
7.6 Remarks
7.6.1 Representing the Searh with Trees
The hek for dependeny among ations as well as the hanges aused by bak-
traking of an ation are omplex operations as desribed in the previous setion.
The problem is that the PDS , whih is the entral data struture in the urrent
implementation of 
mega andMulti, is a omplex data struture diÆult to main-
tain. In the ongoing re-implementation of the 
mega system on top of the CORE
system [9℄ we suggest an agenda as the (only) entral data struture. Moreover,
we suggest additional data strutures to onsiderably simplify the baktraking of
ations.
The introdution of an ation into a strategi proof plan redues a task to a set
of tasks, whih an be empty. The introdued ations and the resulting tasks ould
be stored in a tree, a so-alled task-ation-tree, whose nodes are labeled with the
tasks and whose edges are labeled with the ations.
11
Figure 7.16 depits suh a
task-ation-tree. The root node of the tree is labeled with the initial task. If this
tree is onstruted during the strategi proof planning proess, then the urrent
agenda onsists always of the tasks of the leave nodes of the tree.
With a task-ation-tree the dependeny among ations ould be formulated as
follows: An ation A
i
depends on another ation A
j
if the path from the root node
to A
i
ontains A
j
. The hanges aused by the baktraking of an ation ould also
be stated simpler than urrently: If a deletable ation A is baktraked, then the
hildren tasks of the ation A are removed and the parent task is introdued again
into the agenda.
7.6.2 Creating Dierent Kinds of Solution Proof Plans
In setion 7.3, we dened three dierent notions of strategi solution proof plans,
namely method-level solution proof plans, instantiated method-level solution proof
plans, and full solution proof plans. In order to produe a method-level solution
proof plan Multi an ignore the instantiation tasks and the expansion-tasks; to
produe an instantiated method-level solution proof plans Multi an ignore only
the expansion-tasks; to reate a full solution proof plan Multi has to takle all
kinds of tasks.
In three of the ase studies (see the subsequent hapters) we are interested in
instantiated method-level solution proof plans. The reason for this is that, in gen-
eral, we separate in 
mega the searh for a solution proof plan from the expansion
proess.
12
In the ase study on proof planning permutation group problems (see
11
Atually, we use multi-edges that onnet one parent node with several hildren nodes.
12
An exeption is when the expansion of a omplex step will provide information needed to takle
existing tasks. For instane, when the expansion of a omplex step provides further onstraints
on meta-variables, whih helps to solve existing line-tasks.
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Figure 7.16: A task-ation-tree.
setion 10.1) we use hierarhial proof planning and expansion to hide proofs of sim-
ple subproblems. This allows to ome up fast with abstrat proof plans for omplex
problems. Afterwards, the subproblems are opened again and takled themselves
with proof planning.
The simplest possibility to make Multi searh for a partiular kind of solution
proof plan is to prohibit some strategies. For instane, if there are no strategies of
EXP, then expansion-tasks will be ignored andMulti will searh for an instantiated
method-level solution proof plan. In the ase studies it turned out that this approah
has the drawbak that expansion-tasks are reated although they are ignored later
on. Therefore, we avoid the reation of not desired expansion-tasks. The user an
delare methods or tatis whose appliations he wants to be expanded by Multi
as not-reliable. Multi reates expansion-tasks only for suh proof lines L whose
justiation (J P
1
: : : P
N
) uses a not-reliable method or tati J .
7.6.3 Cooperation with Constraint Solvers
So far, the only onstraint solver onneted withMulti is CoSIE . Multi ommuni-
ates diretly with CoSIE by interfaes in methods and strategies. When a method
ation is introdued that ontains onstraints for CoSIE , then these onstraints are
passed to CoSIE . Moreover, the two strategies InstIfDetermined and ComputeInst-
FromCS employ CoSIE to obtain new bindings. If several onstraint solvers should
be onneted with Multi, then a diret ommuniation is not suÆient anymore.
First, onstraints should be passed to all onneted onstraint solvers for whih they
are relevant. Seond, several onstraint solvers should be able to diretly exhange
results without involving Multi.
As possible solution we suggest a onstraint solver oordination module, whih
handles all ommuniation and whih stores all onstraints and results. Eah on-
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straint solver that should be onneted has to register by the oordination module.
Multi passes new onstraints to this module. Then, the module asks the onneted
onstraints solvers whether this onstraint is relevant for them and passes it to the
relevant onstraint solvers. The module performs the same distribution, if a on-
straint solver produes an intermediate result (i.e., when CoSIE detets that the
instantiation of meta-variable mv is already determined by its urrent onstraints).
When Multi baktraks and deletes some method ations with onstraints, then
the oordination module has also to organize the deletion of the onstraints in the
aeted onstraint solvers and the deletion of intermediate that depend on these
onstraints.
The module handles and distrubutes also queries of Multi. Multi passes
queries (e.g., is the instantiation of meta-variable mv already determined?) only
to the oordination module. Either the oordination module an answer the query
diretly (e.g., if an result passed by a onneted onstraint solver was already a
unique instantiation for mv) or it distributes the query to the onneted onstraint
solvers and passes the answer bak to Multi.
7.6.4 Dependenies in Baktraking
When the BACKTRACK algorithm removes an ation, then it also removes all ations
that depend on this ation (see setion 7.5.7). The notion of dependeny for ations
used by BACKTRACK (see denition 7.17) is strit and therefore BACKTRACK may
removes more ations than neessary. In partiular, the deletion of an INSTMETA
ation auses the deletion of all ations following this ation in the urrent ation
sequene. We deided for this approah sine a more detailed analysis of whih
following ations atually depend on a new binding is diÆult and is still open.
Nevertheless, there are also dependenies between ations that are not overed
by the dependeny notion in denition 7.17. In partiular, there an be various
dependenies between ations that involve ooperation with onstraint solvers (e.g.,
CoSIE). For instane, if the urrent onstraints (e.g., mv  t and mv  t) in
CoSIE determine the instantiation t for a meta-variable mv, then the strategy
InstIfDetermined is appliable with respet tomv and introdues the bindingmv:=
b
t
into the strategi proof plan. Other ations an rely on this binding. When a method
ation that ontains onstraints for CoSIE is baktraked, thenmv may is not longer
determined with respet to the resulting onstraint store (e.g., if the onstraint
mv  t is removed). In this ase, the ation of InstIfDetermined, whih binds mv to
t, has to be removed. Sine this is not a problem of strategies of INSTMETA in general
but of ComputeInstFromCS in partiular, we did not implement suh a dependeny
analysis into the BACKTRACK algorithm (i.e., it is not ontained in the dependeny
notion introdued in denition 7.17). Rather we suggest to hek suh partiular
dependenies in strategi ontrol rules that ause further baktraking.
The desribed problemati situation is handled by the strategi ontrol rule
hek-det-insts. hek-det-insts heks whether the last strategy exeution
was a BACKTRACK step and whether it removed some method ations with onstraints
for CoSIE . If this is the ase, it heks whether all ations of InstIfDetermined in
the urrent sequene of ations are still valid in the sense that the meta-variables
that they bind are still determined in CoSIE . Then, hek-det-insts prefers
baktraking for eah ation of InstIfDetermined that is no longer valid.
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7.6.5 Failure Information in Exeution Messages
When a strategy exeution fails, then its algorithm reates a failure message. If
possible the algorithm an attah information to a failure message, whih an also be
used by the ontrol rules. For instane, PPLANNER an reate and attah information
why no appliable ation ould be found. This funtionality aets many single steps
in PPLANNER and in the proedures CHOOSEACTION and CHOOSEACTIONALL, whih
ompute and selet the next ation to be applied. Hene, for the sake of simpliity
and larity, we did not desribe this funtionality in the algorithms themselves but
give an informal desription here.
That the proedures CHOOSEACTION and CHOOSEACTIONALL fail to to provide an
ation for a line-task T and a method M an be aused by three reasons:
Failed mathing of proof lines The 	 onlusions of M do not math with the
task line of T or the blank and 	 premises of M do not math with the
supports of T .
Failed appliation onditions The evaluation of the appliation onditions ofM
an fail with respet to the substitution resulting from a suessful mathing
of the proof lines of M with the task line and the supports of T .
Rejeted ations Ations an be rejeted by ontrol rules or beause they were
already applied and then baktraked later on.
These tests are performed suessively in CHOOSEACTION and CHOOSEACTIONALL
in this order. Eah time suh a test fails, the funtion that performs the test reates
an information reord. For instane, when the funtion eval-appl-conds nds that
the appliation ondition App

of method M fails with respet to the inomplete
ation A (whih resulted from the suessful mathing of the proof lines of M
with the proof lines of the given task), then eval-appl-conds reates the information
reord applondfailure(App

;M;A). CHOOSEACTION and CHOOSEACTIONALL ollet
these information reords and return them to PPLANNER. If there is no appliable
ation, then PPLANNER attahes the set of information reords to the reated failure
message. An example where we make use of suh failure information is given in
setion 8.2.2.
Part III
Case Studies
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Introdution to the Case Studies
In the previous hapters we desribed the arhiteture and the algorithms of
Multi. In part III of the thesis we shall disuss the ase studies we onduted to
test the approah. Before we start with the atual desription of the ase studies,
we briey introdue eah ase study (without tehnial details).
The Limit Domain
In hapter 8, we present the appliation of Multi to the limit domain. Origi-
nally, this domain was takled with the previous proof planner PLAN (see [172℄).
The problems we enountered, when takling the domain with PLAN, gave rise to
the development of Multi as disussed in setion 6.1. In this hapter we fous on
examples in the limit domain that illustrate the benets of Multi and why Multi
an solve problems on whih PLAN fails.
The main means to takle limit problems is the PPLANNER strategy SolveInequal-
ity. This strategy ontains the domain-spei knowledge (i.e., methods and on-
trol rules) on how to perform -Æ-proofs. We omplement this strategy with two
strategies that ontain domain-independent methods for the deomposition of om-
plex logial formulas in goals and supports, respetively. The inorporation of the
onstraint solver CoSIE via two INSTMETA strategies is also ruial to aomplish
-Æ-proofs with Multi. We integrated a CPLANNER strategy to reuse baktraked
proof parts. As an alternative to -Æ-proofs we present another PPLANNER strategy
that solves limit problems by the appliation of known theorems from 
mega's
database.
When disussing this ase study, we shall desribe how Multi supports
1. the exible introdution of instantiations for meta-variables provided by the
onstraint solver CoSIE ,
2. the exible ooperation of several strategies driven by interrupts and demands,
3. meta-reasoning on failed proof attempts to guide baktraking or plan modi-
ations (in partiular, we shall desribe how failures an be exploited to guide
the eureka steps ase-split introdution and lemma speulation).
The Residue Class Domain
Chapter 9 presents the ase study on proof planning for the residue lass do-
main. As opposed to the limit domain, the residue lass domain was never takled
with PLAN. We developed several PPLANNER strategies as the main strategies to
solve residue lass problems. They orrespond to mathematial proof tehniques
for takling the residue lass problems. We omplement these strategies with two
INSTMETA strategies, and two ATP strategies. The two INSTMETA strategies interfae
two omputer algebra systems (namely Maple [200℄ and GAP [93℄), a model gen-
erator (namely SEM [253℄), and a system for theory formation (namely HR [58℄)
to obtain instantiations for meta-variables. Moreover, we integrated the PPLANNER
strategies with dierent baktrak tehniques.
We use this ase study to illustrate how Multi supports
1. the modeling of dierent proof tehniques in dierent strategies, whih an
produe dierent proof plans for the same problem,
2. the exible inorporation of instantiations provided by omputer algebra sys-
tems, model generators, and systems for theory formation,
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3. the integration of dierent baktrak tehniques guided by meta-reasoning,
4. the failure-driven ooperation of strategies,
5. the appliation of randomization and restart tehniques,
6. the exible ooperation of several strategies.
Permutation Group Domain and Homomorphism Problems
In hapter 10, we shall briey disuss two further ase studies onduted with
Multi. In the rst ase study we apply Multi to solve problems of permutation
groups. In the seond ase study we takle homomorphism theorems with Multi.
We disuss these two ase studies sine they address hierarhial proof planning
with expansion and interative theorem proving, two issues that are not addressed
in the ase studies on limit problems and residue lass problems.
Chapter 8
The Limit Domain
In this hapter, we present the appliation ofMulti to the limit domain. Theorems
of the limit domain make statements about the limit lim
x!a
f(x) of a funtion f at
a point a, about the limit limseqX of a sequene X , about the ontinuity of a
funtion f at a point a, and about the derivative of a funtion f at a point a (see
setion 5.1 for a formal introdution of the limit domain).
The hapter is strutured as follows. First, we desribe how Multi reates
-Æ-proof plans with the PPLANNER strategy SolveInequality and some omplemen-
tary strategies. Afterwards, we illustrate in setion 8.2 how meta-reasoning an
exploit failures to guide baktraking and the subsequent proof planning proess.
In the disussed situations meta-reasoning on the failures is neessary to solve the
problems sine the failures hold the key to the disovery of a solution proof plan.
In setion 8.3, we desribe how Multi solves limit problems by the appliation of
known theorems. We onlude this hapter with a disussion of the results of the
ase study, a disussion of related work, and an evaluation of the realized proof
planning approah. An aount of all limit problems that Multi an urrently
solve is given in Appendix C.
When illustrating the appliation of Multi with examples, we try to avoid
the tedious details. In partiular, we skip the tehnial details of the onstruted
strategi proof plans. Rather, we use the PDS as a means to display and disuss the
onstruted proof plans. In general, a PDS is a three-dimensional data struture
that an represent (partial) proof attempts at dierent levels of abstration (see
setion 3.2.3). Sine the disussed examples exploit no expansion the onstruted
PDSs onsist only of one level of abstration and are presented in the linearized
form desribed in setion 3.1.3.
8.1 -Æ-Proof Plans with Multi
To aomplish -Æ-proof plans Multi ombines the PPLANNER strategies Normalize-
LineTask, UnwrapHyp, and SolveInequality and the INSTMETA strategies InstIfDeter-
mined and ComputeInstFromCS (see setion 6.2.1), whih interfae CoSIE . In the
following, we illustrate how Multi employs these strategies with the LIM+ exam-
ple (introdued in setion 5.1) and the rst part of exerise 4:1:3 (introdued in
setion 6.1.1). However, before we elaborate the examples we disuss the employed
strategies and their ooperation.
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8.1.1 The Strategies and Their Cooperation
The strategy SolveInequality (see Table 6.1 in setion 6.2.1) is entral for aom-
plishing -Æ-proofs with Multi. It is appliable to prove line-tasks whose goals are
inequalities or whose goals an be redued to inequalities. A goal is reduible to
inequalities if it ontains dened terms whose unfolding will result in inequalities,
for instane, lim, limseq, ont, and deriv. SolveInequality unfolds ourrenes of
these onepts both in the goal and in the supports of the task. The method for
unfolding dened onepts in goals is DefnUnfold-B, whereas DefnUnfold-F
unfolds dened onepts in supports.
When faed with an inequality goal, SolveInequality rst tries to apply the meth-
ods TellCS-B and AskCS-B, whih both employ CoSIE . TellCS-B passes the
goal to CoSIE , whereas AskCS-B asks CoSIE whether the goal is entailed by its
urrent onstraints. If an inequality is too omplex to be handled by CoSIE , then
SolveInequality tries to apply methods that redue an inequality to simpler inequal-
ities. So, SolveInequality suessively produes simpler inequalities, until it reahes
inequalities that are aepted by CoSIE . This approah | handle with CoSIE or
simplify | is guided by the ontrol rule prove-inequality given in Figure 8.1,
whih is the entral ontrol rule in SolveInequality.
(ontrol-rule prove-inequality
(kind methods)
(IF (and (goal-mathes (REL A B))
(in REL f<;>;;g)))
(THEN (prefer (TellCS-B TellCS-F AskCS-B Simplify-B
Simplify-F Solve*-B ComplexEstimate-B
FatorialEstimate-B SetFous-B))))
Figure 8.1: The ontrol rule prove-inequality.
In its IF-part prove-inequality heks whether the urrent goal is an inequal-
ity. If this is the ase, it prefers the methods TellCS-B, TellCS-F, AskCS-B,
Simplify-B, Simplify-F, Solve*-B, ComplexEstimate-B, FatorialEsti-
mate-B, and SetFous-B in this order. We disussed the methods TellCS-B,
TellCS-F, AskCS-B, and ComplexEstimate-B already in setion 4.1.4. The
method Solve*-B is desribed in setion 5.1. Simplify-B passes the formula of a
given goal to the omputer algebra system Maple and asks Maple to simplify it.
If Maple sueeds, then the given goal is redued to a new goal with the simplied
formula. The analogous method Simplify-F derives a support with a simpler for-
mula from a given support by allingMaple. The method FatorialEstimate-B
deals with frations in inequalities. It redues a goal of the form j
t
t
0
j < t
00
to the
three subgoals 0 < mv
F
, mv
F
< jt
0
j, and jtj < t
00
 mv
F
, where mv
F
is a new
meta-variable. SetFous-B highlights a subformula in a support. SolveInequality
ontains also some further methods whose appliation is not guided by the ontrol
rule prove-inequality. We shall introdue and explain these methods as we go
along.
SolveInequality omprises the knowledge of how to deal with inequalities and
with problems that an be redued to inequalities. As opposed thereto, the strate-
gies NormalizeLineTask and UnwrapHyp omprise the domain-independent, general
knowledge of how to deompose omplex formulas with logial onnetives and
quantiers. SolveInequality deides one for the deomposition of a omplex goal or
the unwrapping of a subformula from a omplex support. Then, it swithes to Nor-
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malizeLineTask or UnwrapHyp, whih perform all single deomposition steps. This
saves SolveInequality from reasoning permanently on the appliation of methods that
deompose single logial onnetives and quantiers suh as ^I-B or ^E-F.
Tehnially, the ooperation between SolveInequality and NormalizeLineTask and
UnwrapHyp works as follows. For line-tasks whose goals are omplex formulas that
ontain inequality subformulas (e.g., goals that arise from unfolding lim, limseq,
ont, or deriv) SolveInequality interrupts and plaes a demand for the strategy
NormalizeLineTask on the ontrol blakboard. Guided by this demand, Multi in-
vokes NormalizeLineTask, whih deomposes the omplex goal. When re-invoked
by Multi, SolveInequality an takle the inequalities in the resulting goals. The
swith from SolveInequality to UnwrapHyp is driven by missing support inequali-
ties, whih are needed for the appliation of the methods ComplexEstimate-B
and Solve*-B. If the other methods preferred by prove-inequality fail, then
the appliation of SetFous-B highlights a subformula in an existing support.
Afterwards, SolveInequality interrupts and plaes a demand for the invoation of
UnwrapHyp to unwrap the highlighted subformula. When the subformula is un-
wrapped, SolveInequality an ontinue with a new support that may enable further
steps. The appliation of SetFous-B (i.e., the seletion of the support and the
subformula to highlight) is guided by the ontrol rule hoose-unwrap-support for
the supports and parameters hoie point. hoose-unwrap-support analyzes the
supports of the task on whih the other methods are not appliable. It searhes
for inequality subformulas in the supports that are similar to the goal of the
task. The idea is that similar formulas are likely to unify with the goal suh that
ComplexEstimate-B and Solve*-B beome appliable.
To aomplish -Æ-proofs plans also two INSTMETA strategies, namely ComputeIn-
stFromCS and InstIfDetermined, are used that interfae the onstraint solver CoSIE .
Whereas InstIfDetermined asks CoSIE for instantiations of meta-variables that are
already determined by the olleted onstraints, ComputeInstFromCS asks CoSIE
to ompute instantiations for the ourring meta-variables that are onsistent with
the olleted onstraints.
The invoation of ComputeInstFromCS is delayed by the strategi ontrol rule
delay-ComputeInstCosie until all line-tasks are losed. This delay of the ompu-
tation of instantiations for meta-variables is sensible, sine the instantiations should
not be omputed before all onstraints are olleted, that is, not before all line-tasks
are losed (see disussion in setion 6.1.1). However, when the urrent onstraints
already determine a meta-variable, then a further delay of the orresponding in-
stantiation is not neessary. Rather, immediate instantiations of determined meta-
variables an simplify a problem as we shall see in setion 8.1.3.
To enable the exible instantiation of determined meta-variables SolveInequality
ooperates with the strategy InstIfDetermined. Tehnially, this works as follows.
When CoSIE signals that a meta-variable is determined, then the ontrol rule
eager-instantiate in SolveInequality res. It interrupts SolveInequality and plaes
a demand for InstIfDetermined with respet to the determined meta-variable. After
the introdution of a binding for the meta-variable by InstIfDetermined Multi re-
invokes SolveInequality.
8.1.2 The LIM+ Example
In this setion, we shall disuss the appliation ofMulti to the LIM+ problem with
the strategies desribed in the previous setion. The LIM+ problem states that the
limit of the sum of two funtions f and g equals the sum of their limits. That is,
the problem states that
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LIM+: lim
x!a
(f(x) + g(x)) = l
f
+ l
g
follows from Lim
f
: lim
x!a
f(x) = l
f
and Lim
g
: lim
x!a
g(x) = l
g
.
Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3 show the interesting parts, i.e., the parts reated by
SolveInequality, of the resulting PDS. We indiate the ontributions of Normalize-
LineTask and UnwrapHyp by justiations in the PDS suh as (UnwrapHyp L
3
) (in
line L
49
) and (NormalizeLineTask L
8
L
12
) (in line L
1
), whih abbreviate the proof
segments reated by these strategies. The omplete PDS is given in appendix B.
Note that we desribe the proof planning proess in progress. Hene, we introdue
meta-variables, when they arise. When there is a binding for a meta-variable during
the proof planning proess, then the proof lines reated after the introdution of the
binding use the instantiation of the meta-variable in order to larify the following
omputations.
Lim
f
. Lim
f
` lim
x!a
f(x) = l
f
(Hyp)
Lim
g
. Lim
g
` lim
x!a
g(x) = l
g
(Hyp)
L
2
. Lim
f
`8
1
(0 < 
1
) 9Æ
1
(0 < Æ
1
^
8x
1
(jx
1
  aj < Æ
1
^ jx
1
  aj > 0
) jf(x
1
)  l
f
j < 
1
)))
(DefnUnfold-F Lim
f
)
L
3
. Lim
g
`8
2
(0 < 
2
) 9Æ
2
(0 < Æ
2
^
8x
2
(jx
2
  aj < Æ
2
^ jx
2
  aj > 0
) jg(x
2
)  l
g
j < 
2
)))
(DefnUnfold-F Lim
g
)
L
21
. L
21
` 0 < 
Æ
1
^8x
1
(jx
1
 aj < 
Æ
1
^jx
1
 aj > 0
) jf(x
1
)  l
f
j < mv

1
)
(Hyp)
L
42
. L
42
` 0 < 
Æ
2
^8x
2
(jx
2
 aj < 
Æ
2
^jx
2
 aj > 0
) jg(x
2
)  l
g
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
2
)
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L
11
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` j
x
  aj > 0 ^ j
x
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Æ
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L
5
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` 0 < 

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2
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x
2
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x
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L
53
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2
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2

1
2
 
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(TellCS-B)
L
49
. H
2
` jg(mv
x
2
)  l
g
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
2
(UnwrapHyp L
3
)
L
48
. H
2
` jg(
x
)  l
g
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1
2
 

(Solve*-B L
49
L
52
L
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L
37
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x
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g
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1
2
 

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L
3
L
48
L
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L
50
L
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)
L
31
. H
1
` j1j  mv (TellCS-B)
L
32
. H
1
`mv

1



2mv
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L
33
. H
1
` jg(
x
)  l
g
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
2
(Simplify-B L
37
)
L
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. H
1
` 0 < mv (TellCS-B)
L
35
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1
`mv
x
1
:
=
x
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L
28
. H
1
` jf(mv
x
1
)   l
f
j < mv

1
(UnwrapHyp L
2
)
L
27
. H
1
` j((f(
x
) + g(
x
))   l
f
)  l
g
j < 

(ComplexEstimate-B
L
28
L
31
L
32
L
33
L
34
L
35
)
L
16
. H
3
` j((f(
x
) + g(
x
))   l
f
)  l
g
j < 

(UnwrapHyp
L
2
L
27
L
18
L
29
L
30
)
L
12
. H
3
` j(f(
x
) + g(
x
))  (l
f
+ l
g
)j < 

(Simplify-B L
16
)
L
8
. H
4
` 0 < mv
Æ
(TellCS-B)
L
1
. Lim
f
;Lim
g
`8 (0 < ) 9Æ (0 < Æ ^
8x (jx  aj < Æ ^ jx  aj > 0
) j(f(x) + g(x))   (l
f
+ l
g
)j < )))
(NormalizeLineTask L
8
L
12
)
LIM+. Lim
f
;Lim
g
` lim
x!a
(f(x) + g(x)) = l
f
+ l
g
(DefnUnfold-B L
1
)
H
1
= fLim
f
; Lim
g
; L
5
; L
11
; L
21
g; H
2
= fLim
f
; Lim
g
; L
5
; L
11
; L
21
; L
42
g
H
3
= fLim
f
; Lim
g
; L
5
; L
11
g; H
4
= fLim
f
; Lim
g
; L
5
g
Figure 8.2: -Æ-proof for LIM+ (part I).
The proof planning proess starts with the invoation of SolveInequality on the
initial task LIM+ J fLim
f
; Lim
g
g. SolveInequality rst unfolds the ourrenes of
lim. Afterwards, it swithes to NormalizeLineTask, whih deomposes the resulting
omplex goal in line L
1
into the goals j(f(
x
) + g(
x
))   (l
f
+ l
g
)j < 

in L
12
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and 0 < mv
Æ
in L
8
where 

and 
x
are onstants introdued for the universally
quantied variables  and x in L
1
and mv
Æ
is a meta-variable introdued for the
existentially quantied variable Æ.
Both new goals are inequalities and SolveInequality takles them guided by the
ontrol rule prove-inequality. It loses 0 < mv
Æ
diretly by an appliation of
TellCS-B, whih passes the formula to CoSIE . j(f(
x
)+ g(
x
))  (l
f
+ l
g
)j < 

is
not aepted by CoSIE and therefore TellCS-B is not appliable. SolveInequality
simplies this goal to j((f(
x
) + g(
x
))   l
f
)   l
g
j < 

in line L
16
but then fails
to solve this goal with the given supports. hoose-unwrap-support detets the
subformula jf(x
1
)   l
f
j < 
1
of L
2
as a promising support and guides the appli-
ation of the method SetFous-B to highlight the subformula. This triggers the
interruption of SolveInequality and the invoation of UnwrapHyp for this subformula.
The appliation of UnwrapHyp yields the new support jf(mv
x
1
)  l
f
j < mv

1
in line
L
28
, but also the three new goals 0 < mv

1
in line L
18
, jmv
x
1
  aj < 
Æ
1
in L
29
,
and jmv
x
1
  aj > 0 in L
30
. Here UnwrapHyp introdues the onstant 
Æ
1
for the
existentially quantied variable Æ
1
and the meta-variables mv

1
and mv
x
1
for the
universally quantied variables 
1
and x
1
in L
2
.
When SolveInequality is re-invoked, it an apply ComplexEstimate-B to the
goal j((f(
x
)+g(
x
)) l
f
) l
g
j < 

and the new support jf(mv
x
1
) l
f
j < mv

1
. This
results in the ve new goals j1j  mv in L
31
, mv

1



2mv
in L
32
, jg(
x
) l
g
j <


2
in
L
33
, 0 < mv in L
34
, and mv
x
1
:
=
x
in L
35
. Exept L
33
all goals are losed by appli-
ations of TellCS-B, whih pass the respetive formulas as onstraints to CoSIE .
Sine mv
x
1
:
=
x
determines mv
x
1
in CoSIE the ontrol rule eager-instantiate
res and interrupts SolveInequality. Its demand auses Multi to invoke InstIfDe-
termined on the instantiation-task of mv
x
1
. InstIfDetermined introdues the binding
mv
x
1
:=
b

x
into the strategi proof plan.
The re-invoked SolveInequality simplies jg(
x
) l
g
j <


2
to jg(
x
) l
g
j <
1
2


in
L
37
but then fails on this goal with the existing supports. hoose-unwrap-support
detets the subformula jg(x
2
)  l
g
j < 
2
of L
3
as a promising support and guides the
orresponding appliation of the method SetFous-B to highlight this subformula.
Afterwards, SolveInequality interrupts and Multi swithes to UnwrapHyp, whih
unwraps the subformula and yields the new support jg(mv
x
2
)   l
g
j < mv

2
in line
L
49
. The unwrapping yields also the three new goals 0 < mv

2
in line L
39
, jmv
x
2
 
aj < 
Æ
2
in L
50
, and jmv
x
2
  aj > 0 in L
51
. UnwrapHyp introdues the onstant 
Æ
2
for the existentially quantied variable Æ
2
and the meta-variables mv

2
and mv
x
2
for the universally quantied variables 
2
and x
2
in L
3
.
When re-invoked, SolveInequality applies Solve*-B to the goal jg(
x
)   l
g
j <
1
2
 

and the new support jg(mv
x
2
)   l
g
j < mv

2
. This results in the new
goals mv
x
2
:
=
x
in L
52
and mv

2

1
2
 

in L
53
, whih SolveInequality loses by
TellCS-B. mv
x
2
:
=
x
determines the meta-variable mv
x
2
in CoSIE . Thus, the
ontrol rule eager-instantiate suggests a swith from SolveInequality to InstIfDe-
termined, whih introdues the binding mv
x
2
:=
b

x
into the strategi proof plan.
Afterwards, SolveInequality has to deal with the remaining goals L
18
, L
29
, L
30
,
and L
39
, L
50
, L
51
, whih resulted from the appliations of the UnwrapHyp strategy.
Figure 8.3 gives the PDS segment reated by SolveInequality for these goals. It loses
L
18
and L
39
diretly by TellCS-B. The inequalities in the other goals annot be
passed to CoSIE diretly beause TellCS-B is not appliable to them. Instead,
SolveInequality applies Solve*-B to these goals with supports that stem from the de-
omposition of the initial goal by NormalizeLineTask. The appliations of Solve*-B
result in inequality goals, whih SolveInequality loses either with TellCS-B or
AskCS-B.
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Figure 8.3: -Æ-proof for LIM+ (part II).
After losing all line-tasks, SolveInequality terminates. Next, Multi invokes
ComputeInstFromCS on the instantiation-tasks and CoSIE provides instantiations
for the meta-variables that are onsistent with the olleted onstraints (see Fig-
ure 5.1 in setion 5.1). ComputeInstFromCS inserts these instantiations as the bind-
ings
mv:=
b
1, mv

1
:=
b


2
, mv

2
:=
b


2
, and mv
Æ
:=
b
min(
Æ
1
; 
Æ
2
)
into the strategi proof plan.
8.1.3 Eager Instantiation
We disussed already in setion 6.1.1 that PLAN fails to solve some limit problems
that require the eager instantiation of meta-variables. In the following, we shall see
how Multi solves those problems sine it performs eager instantiation guided by
the ontrol rule eager-instantiate.
We illustrate Multi's eager meta-variable instantiation with the rst part of
exerise 4:1:3 in the analysis textbook [12℄, whih states that
Thm: lim
x!0
f(x+ ) = l follows from Ass: lim
x
1
!
f(x
1
) = l,
Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5 show the PDS segments reated by SolveInequality for
this problem. As in the previous setion, we indiate and abbreviate the proof parts
generated by NormalizeLineTask and UnwrapHyp by justiations in the PDS .
When invoked on the initial task Thm J fAssg, SolveInequality unfolds the o-
urrenes of lim in the goal and the supports and then swithes to NormalizeLine-
Task, whih deomposes the resulting omplex goal. This results in the two goals
0 < mv
Æ
in L
7
and jf(
x
+) lj < 

in L
11
where 

and 
x
are onstants introdued
for the universally quantied variables  and x in L
1
and mv
Æ
is a meta-variable
introdued for the existentially quantied variable Æ.
SolveInequality loses 0 < mv
Æ
by TellCS-B but fails to takle jf(
x
+) lj < 

with the urrent supports. A promising support is the subformula jf(x
1
)  lj < 
1
of L
2
. Thus, after highlighting the subformula with SetFous-B, SolveInequality
swithes to UnwrapHyp. The appliation of UnwrapHyp yields the new support
jf(mv
x
1
)   lj < mv

1
in L
26
and the new goals 0 < mv

1
in L
16
, jmv
x
1
  j < 
Æ
1
in L
27
, and jmv
x
1
  j > 0 in L
28
. UnwrapHyp introdues the onstant 
Æ
1
for the
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Figure 8.4: -Æ-proof for rst part of exerise 4:1:3 (part I).
existentially quantied variable Æ
1
and the meta-variables mv

1
and mv
x
1
for the
universally quantied variables 
1
and x
1
in L
2
.
When re-invoked, SolveInequality applies Solve*-B to jf(
x
+ )   lj < 

and
the new support jf(mv
x
1
)  lj < mv

1
. This results in the new goals mv
x
1
:
=
x
+ in
L
29
and mv

1
 

in L
30
, whih SolveInequality both loses by TellCS-B. Sine
mv
x
1
:
=
x
+  determines the meta-variable mv
x
1
in CoSIE , SolveInequality swithes
to InstIfDetermined, whih introdues the binding mv
x
1
:=
b

x
+  into the strategi
proof plan.
L
10
. L
10
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x
  0j > 0 ^ j
x
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(Simplify-B L
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j > 0 (Simplify-B L
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Figure 8.5: -Æ-proof for rst part of exerise 4:1:3 (part II).
Afterwards, SolveInequality has to deal with the remaining goals L
16
, L
27
, and
L
28
, whih resulted from the appliation of UnwrapHyp. Figure 8.5 gives the PDS
segment reated by SolveInequality for these goals. It loses L
16
by TellCS-B. The
goals in L
27
and L
28
beome j(
x
+) j < 
Æ
1
and j(
x
+) j > 0 with respet to
the binding mv
x
1
:=
b

x
+  in the strategi proof plan. Appliations of Simplify-B
redue these two goals to the j
x
j < 
Æ
1
in L
31
and j
x
j > 0 in L
35
. SolveInequality
loses these new goals with the supports j
x
j > 0 and j
x
j < mv
Æ
that are derived
from L
10
, whih was introdued during the appliation of NormalizeLineTask.
CoSIE has the nal onstraint store depited in Figure 8.6. It omputes instan-
tiations for the meta-variables that are onsistent with these onstraints. Compute-
InstFromCS inserts these instantiations as the bindings mv
Æ
:=
b

Æ
1
and mv

1
:=
b


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into the strategi proof plan.
mv
x
1
= 
x
+ 
0 < 
Æ
1
< +1
0 < 

< +1
0 < mv

1
 

0 < mv
Æ
 
Æ
1
Figure 8.6: The nal onstraint store of CoSIE for the rst part of exerise 4:1:3.
Responsible for the suess of SolveInequality on L
27
and L
28
is the eager intro-
dution of the binding mv
x
1
:=
b

x
+ . This binding hanges the formulas of L
27
and L
28
and so Simplify-B beomes appliable.
1
Another problem from the limit domain that requires eager meta-variable in-
stantiation is exerise 4:1:12 in [12℄, whih states that
Thm: lim
x!0
f(a  x) = l follows from Ass: lim
x
1
!0
f(x
1
) = l for a > 0.
First, Multi redues the initial goal lim
x!0
f(ax) = l to jf(a 
x
)  lj < 

. Then, it
unwraps the support jf(mv
x
1
) lj < mv

1
. The appliation of Solve*-B to this goal
and this support results in the goalmv
x
1
:
=a
x
, whih is passed to CoSIE . Sine this
formula determines mv
x
1
the binding mv
x
1
:=
b
a 
x
is introdued into the strategi
proof plan. The remaining goals jmv
x
1
 0j < 
Æ
1
and jmv
x
1
 0j > 0 that result from
the unwrapping of the support beome ja 
x
j < 
Æ
1
and ja 
x
j > 0 with respet to
this binding. They are then solved by appliations of ComplexEstimate-B with
the supports j
x
j > 0 and j
x
j < mv
Æ
.
2
See also setion 8.2.2 for further examples
that require eager meta-variable instantiation.
8.2 Failure Reasoning in the Limit Domain
In this setion, we shall disuss three types of situations whose solution requires
meta-reasoning on failures. In two situations the failures an be exploited to guide
the introdution of ase-splits and the speulation of lemmas, two eureka steps
whose neessity is diÆult to spot and whose introdution is diÆult to guide in
general. In the third situation we guide baktraking by meta-reasoning on desirable
but bloked strategies. All three types of situations have in ommon that failures
in the proof planning proess an be produtively used and hold the key to disover
a solution proof plan.
1
PLAN, whih does not allows for eager meta-variable instantiation, would fail on the goals
L
27
and L
28
sine it annot lose jmv
x
1
  j < 
Æ
1
and jmv
x
1
  j > 0 from j
x
j < mv
Æ
and
j
x
j > 0 derivable from L
10
.
2
PLAN would fail on these goals sine without eager meta-variable instantiation it annot
apply ComplexEstimate-B to solve jmv
x
1
j < 
Æ
1
and jmv
x
1
j > 0 with j
x
j > 0 and j
x
j < mv
Æ
,
respetively. Rather, it would apply Solve*-B to these goals and supports. This results in
the subgoal mv
x
1
:
=
x
, whih CoSIE rejets sine it is not onsistent with the already olleted
onstraint mv
x
1
:
=a  
x
. Thus, TellCS-B is not appliable and PLAN fails.
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8.2.1 Guiding Case-Splits
A well-known tehnique from mathematis to deal with omplex problems is to split
the problem into ases and to solve the ases separately.
3
But how should the eureka
step ase-split be ontrolled? That is, when should Multi deide for a ase-split
and whih ases should it onsider? We found a type of situations in whih the
need for a ase-split and its onstrution an be spoted by failure reasoning.
As example onsider the Cont-If-Deriv problem. This problem states that a
funtion f is ontinuous at point a if it has a derivative f
0
at point a. That is,
Thm: ont(f; a) follows from Ass: deriv(f; a) = f
0
.
We give the PDS segment reated by SolveInequality before the failure ours in
Figure 8.7. As in the previous setions we abbreviate the proof parts generated by
NormalizeLineTask and UnwrapHyp by strategi justiations in the PDS.
As usual, SolveInequality unfolds the dened onepts and then swithes to Nor-
malizeLineTask for the deomposition of the omplex goal. The resulting main goal
is jf(
x
)   f(a)j < 

. SolveInequality fails to takle this goal with the urrent
supports. Sine the ontrol rule hoose-unwrap-support detets the subformula
j
f(x
1
) f(a)
x
1
 a
  f
0
j < 
1
in L
3
as a promising support SolveInequality swithes to
UnwrapHyp whose appliation yields the new support j
f(mv
x
1
) f(a)
mv
x
1
 x
  f
0
j < mv

1
in line L
25
and the three new goals 0 < mv

1
in L
18
, jmv
x
1
  aj < 
Æ
1
in L
26
,
and jmv
x
1
  aj > 0 in L
27
. With the new support SolveInequality loses the main
goal jf(
x
)   f(a)j < 

in several steps as desribed in Figure 8.7 (in between
SolveInequality interrupts one and swithes to InstIfDetermined to introdue the
binding mv
x
1
:=
b

x
). Then, it takles the new goals from the appliation of Un-
wrapHyp (see the region between the dashed lines in Figure 8.7). It sueeds to
solve L
18
and L
26
but fails to solve L
27
whose formula beomes j
x
  aj > 0 with
respet to the binding mv
x
1
:=
b

x
meanwhile introdued.
Multi sueeded to solve the goal jf(
x
)  f(a)j < 

with the derived support
j
f(mv
x
1
) f(a)
mv
x
1
 x
  f
0
j < mv

1
. However, it failed to prove j
x
  aj > 0, one of the
onditions of the support j
f(mv
x
1
) f(a)
mv
x
1
 x
  f
0
j < mv

1
. The partial suess, i.e., the
solution of the initial goal, gives rise to onsider to path the proof attempt by
introduing a ase-split j
x
  aj > 0 _ :(j
x
  aj > 0) on the failing ondition.
In general, the failure and its solution follow this pattern: there is a goal G,
whih Multi an solve with a support G
0
that has some onditions Conds. When
Multi uses G
0
, then it introdues the onditions Conds as new goals. Afterwards,
it fails to prove some of these new goals. We all suh a goal a failing ondition,
whereas we all the initial goal G the main goal . The failure \failing ondition
while main goal is solved" an be produtively used by introduing a ase-split on
the failing ondition. Then, the main goal G has to be proved several times under
dierent ase-split hypotheses.
We shall elaborate this idea with our example. If SolveInequality fails to prove a
ondition of a support that was used to prove the main goal, then a strategi ontrol
rule triggers the baktraking of the unwrapping and the use of the support. In our
example, this ontrol rule guides the baktraking of the appliation of UnwrapHyp
and all ations that depend on it suh that the resulting proof plan onsists only of
the unfolding of the dened onepts and the appliation of NormalizeLineTask. In
partiular, L
12
beomes open again. WhenMulti re-invokes SolveInequality, then a
3
Shoenfeld mentions this tehnique as a frequently used heuristi: \Deompose the domain
of the problem and work on it ase by ase." ([209℄ p. 109)
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Figure 8.7: -Æ-proof for CONT-IF-DERIV (part I).
ontrol rule in SolveInequality res that heks whether the last step was baktrak-
ing triggered by a failing ondition. This ontrol rule then suggests the appliation
of the method CaseSplit-B on the re-opened main goal L
12
with respet to the
failing ondition j
x
  aj > 0 and its negation :(j
x
  aj > 0). This results in the
PDS in Figure 8.8.
Afterwards, SolveInequality has to prove jf(
x
)   f(a)j < 

twie: one in L
47
with hypothesis j
x
  aj > 0 and one in L
49
with hypothesis :(j
x
  aj > 0). To
takle L
47
SolveInequality does not again perform proof searh from the srath.
Rather, triggered by a ontrol rule, it swithes to the CPLANNER strategy TaskDi-
retedAnalogy, whih transfers the baktraked proof segment to a proof plan for
L
47
. The failing ondition j
x
  aj > 0 now follows from the hypothesis of the ase.
The seond ase in L
49
is solved dierently by SolveInequality. First, it simplies
the hypothesis :(j
x
  aj > 0) to 
x
:
=a. Afterwards, it applies this equation with
=Subst-B to jf(
x
)   f(a)j < 

in L
49
. The resulting goal jf(a)   f(a)j < 

an
be simplied with Simplify-B to 0 < 

, whih follows from L
7
.
Cont-If-Lim=f and Lim-If-Both-Sides-Lim are other problems that require this
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Figure 8.8: -Æ-proof for CONT-IF-DERIV (part II).
kind of failure reasoning. Cont-If-Lim=f states that a funtion f is ontinuous at
point a if the limit at point a is f(a). The unfolding of the denitions and the
appliation of NormalizeLineTask result in the main goal jf(
x
) f(a)j < 

that an
be solved by unwrapping jf(mv
x
1
)  f(a)j < mv

1
from the assumption. However,
the subgoal j
x
  aj > 0 that is reated by UnwrapHyp annot be solved. This
failing ondition triggers the same ase-split and the same solution of the resulting
two ases as in the Cont-If-Deriv problem. The Lim-If-Both-Sides-Lim problem
states that a funtion f has a limit l at point a, if both the right-hand and the
left-hand limit of f at a are l.
4
Unfolding of the denitions and the appliation of
NormalizeLineTask result in the main goal jf(
x
)   lj < 

. A support to solve the
main goal an be unwrapped either from the right-hand limit assumption or from the
left-hand limit assumption. However, in both ases the appliation of UnwrapHyp
yields an ondition that annot be losed. For instane, when UnwrapHyp unwraps
the right-hand limit assumption, then there is the failing ondition 
x
 a > 0. This
failing ondition triggers the ase-split into the ases 
x
 a > 0 and :(
x
 a > 0) for
the main goal jf(
x
)  lj < 

. Whereas the rst ase an be solved by unwrapping
the right-hand limit assumption, the seond ase requires to unwrap the left-hand
limit.
8.2.2 Lemma Speulation
It is ommon mathematial pratie to speulate lemmas during a proof attempt
and to prove the lemmas separately. Sine tehnially arbitrary formulas an be
introdued, lemma speulation introdues an innite branhing point into the searh
spae that is diÆult to ontrol in automated theorem proving. We found a type
of situations in whih suitable (and neessary) lemmas an be speulated by failure
reasoning.
4
Right-hand and left-hand limit are dened as follows:
limR
()o

f

a

l

8

(0 < )
9Æ

(0 < Æ ^ 8x

(x  a > 0 ^ x  a < Æ ) jf(x)  lj < )))
limL
()o

f

a

l

8

(0 < )
9Æ

(0 < Æ ^ 8x

(a   x > 0 ^ a  x < Æ ) jf(x)  lj < )))
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As example onsider the seond part of exerise 4:1:3 from the analysis textbook
[12℄. This problem states that
Thm: lim
x
1
!
f(x
1
) = l follows from Ass: lim
x!0
f(x+ ) = l.
Figure 8.9 depits the PDS segment reated by SolveInequality until the failure
ours. As in the previous setion, we indiate and abbreviate the proof parts
generated by NormalizeLineTask and UnwrapHyp by strategi justiations.
Ass. Ass ` lim
x!0
f(x+ ) = l (Hyp)
L
2
. Ass `8 (0 < ) 9Æ (0 < Æ ^
8x (jx  0j < Æ ^ jx  0j > 0
) jf(x+ )  lj < )))
(DefnUnfold-F Ass)
L
19
. L
19
` 0 < 
Æ
^ 8x (jx  0j < 
Æ
^ jx  0j > 0
) jf(x+ )  lj < mv

)
(Hyp)
L
4
. L
4
` 0 < 

1
(Hyp)
L
10
. L
10
` j
x
1
  j > 0 ^ j
x
1
  j < mv
Æ
(Hyp)
L
27
. H
1
` jmv
x
  j < 
Æ
1
(Open)
L
28
. H
1
` jmv
x
  j > 0 (Open)
L
16
. H
2
` 0 < mv

(Open)
L
26
. H
1
` jf(mv
x
+ )  lj < mv

(UnwrapHyp L
2
)
L
25
. H
1
` jf(
x
1
)  lj < 

1
(Open)
L
11
. H
2
` jf(
x
1
)  lj < 

1
(UnwrapHyp
L
2
L
25
L
16
L
27
L
28
)
L
7
. Ass;L
4
` 0 < mv
Æ
1
(TellCS-B)
L
1
. Ass `8
1
(0 < 
1
) 9Æ
1
(0 < Æ
1
^
8x
1
(jx
1
  j < Æ
1
^ jx
1
  j > 0
) jf(x
1
)  lj < 
1
)))
(NormalizeLineTask L
7
L
11
)
Thm. Ass ` lim
x
1
!
f(x
1
) = l (DefnUnfold-B L
1
)
H
1
= fAss;L
4
; L
10
; L
19
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2
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g
Figure 8.9: -Æ-proof for seond part of exerise 4:1:3 (part I).
SolveInequality unfolds the dened onepts and then swithes to NormalizeLine-
Task, whih deomposes the omplex goal. This results in the goal jf(
x
1
)  lj < 

1
in L
11
, whih SolveInequality annot takle with the given supports. Hene, it
swithes to UnwrapHyp in order to deompose the subformula jf(x + )  lj <  in
L
2
. The appliation of UnwrapHyp yields the new support jf(mv
x
+ )   lj < mv

in line L
26
and the three additional goals 0 < mv

in L
16
, jmv
x
  0j < 
Æ
in L
27
,
and jmv
x
  0j > 0 in L
28
.
Next, SolveInequality should apply Solve*-B to takle jf(
x
1
)   lj < 

1
with
the new support jf(mv
x
+ )   lj < mv

. However, this fails sine the appliation
ondition unify of Solve*-B is not satised, that is, the uniation algorithm fails
to unify jf(mv
x
+ )  lj and jf(
x
1
)  lj. Sine no other method is appliable and
there is also no further promising subformula to unwrap, Multi would baktrak
next. The analysis that jf(mv
x
+ )  lj and jf(
x
1
)  lj are quite similar and that
the uniation is bloked only beause of the residue mv
x
+  = 
x
1
give rise to
onsider to path the proof attempt by speulating the residue mv
x
+  = 
x
1
as
lemma.
In general, the failure and its solution follow this pattern: A method tests in
its appliation onditions for a unier or a mathing of two terms t and t
0
. The
uniation or mathing of t and t
0
fails beause of some residues. If these residues
look promising to be provable in the urrent ontext, then they are speulated as
lemmas. The lemmas are used to rewrite the initial terms suh that afterwards the
uniation or mathing sueeds and the method beomes appliable.
The question is, when is a residue promising to be provable in the urrent on-
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text? In the limit domain, we exploit the onstraint solver CoSIE to deide whether
residues are promising lemmas. Whereas the employed uniation and mathing are
deidable proedures that depend on no domain-spei knowledge, CoSIE employs
domain knowledge of inequalities and equations over the eld of real numbers. To
exploit this domain knowledge as well as the ontext information passed to CoSIE
so far we query CoSIE whether it aepts the residues before we speulate them as
lemmas. In this way, we ombine the domain-independent uniation and mathing
with the domain knowledge ontained in CoSIE .
5
Tehnially, the desribed produtive use of failing uniations and mathings
for lemma speulation is enoded in the ontrol rule hoose-equation-residues
in SolveInequality. hoose-equation-residues analyzes the residues of bloked
uniations and mathings and queries CoSIE whether it aepts the residues. If
this is the ase, hoose-equation-residues res and suggests the appliation of
the method =Subst*-B. This method rewrites a goal by simultaneously applying a
set of equations. The equations are given as parameters to =Subst*-B and beome
new goals, i.e., are speulated as lemmas.
We shall elaborate this approah with our example. When SolveInequality fails
to takle jf(
x
1
)  lj < 

1
with the new support jf(mv
x
+)  lj < mv

, thenMulti
reates the failure reord
applondfailure(unify (jf(mv
x
+ )  lj; jf(
x
1
)  lj);Solve*-B; A
0
)
for the method Solve*-B. This failure reord states that the evaluation of the
appliation ondition unify of the method Solve*-B failed for jf(mv
x
+ )  lj and
jf(
x
1
) lj. The analysis of the failure reord by hoose-equation-residues yields
the residue mv
x
+  = 
x
1
, whih is aepted by CoSIE . Hene, the ontrol rule
hoose-equation-residues res and guides the appliation of =Subst*-B with
mv
x
+ 
:
=
x
1
as new lemma.
L
30
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1
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:
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x
1
(TellCS-B)
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31
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1
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1
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1
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
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L
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1
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
1
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
1
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29
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)
Figure 8.10: -Æ-proof for seond part of exerise 4:1:3 (part II).
Figure 8.10 displays the appliation of =Subst*-B and the following PDS seg-
ment omputed by SolveInequality for our example. The appliation of =Subst*-B
to the goal jf(
x
1
)  lj < 

1
in L
25
results in the new goals jf(mv
x
+ )  lj < 

1
in
L
29
and mv
x
+ 
:
=
x
1
in L
30
. SolveInequality loses mv
x
+ 
:
=
x
1
with TellCS-B,
whih passes the onstraint to CoSIE . jf(mv
x
+)  lj < 

1
is losed by Solve*-B
with respet to the support jf(mv
x
+ )   lj < mv

in L
26
. This is now possi-
ble sine the uniation beame unbloked. The resulting goal in L
31
is losed by
TellCS-B.
CoSIE derivesmv
x
:
=
x
1
  from the given formulamv
x
+
:
=
x
1
. This determines
mv
x
, so that SolveInequality swithes to InstIfDetermined, whih introdues the bind-
ing mv
x
:=
b

x
1
   into the strategi proof plan. With respet to this binding the
remaining goals in L
27
and L
28
beome j(
x
1
  )  0j < 
Æ
and j(
x 1
  )  0j > 0.
5
An alternative to this ombination is theory uniation, whih inorporates domain-spei
equations into the uniation proedures. However, the deidability of theory uniation is diÆult
to determine and depends on the onrete set of domain equations (e.g., see [25℄). We prefer
deidable uniation and mathing proedure in order to avoid undeidable appliation onditions
whose evaluation an blok the omplete proof planning proess.
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Appliations of Simplify-B redue these goals to j
x
1
  j < 
Æ
and j
x 1
  j > 0,
whih SolveInequality loses with supports derived from line L
10
.
Another problem from the limit domain, whih requires a similar speulation of
lemmas is the reverse of exerise 4:1:12 from [12℄, whih states that
Thm : lim
x
1
!0
f(x
1
) = l follows from Ass : lim
x!0
f(a  x) = l and a > 0.
Unfolding of lim and normalization result in the goal jf(
x
1
) lj < 

1
. The Unwrap-
ping of the assumption yields jf(a mv
x
)  lj < mv

. The appliation of Solve*-B
with respet to these two terms is bloked sine the uniation has the residue
a mv
x
= 
x
1
. Sine CoSIE aepts the onstraint a mv
x
:
=
x
1
SolveInequality an
unblok the uniation and an apply Solve*-B. CoSIE yields

x
1
a
as instantiation
for mv
x
.
6
8.2.3 Goal-Direted Baktraking
Goal-direted reasoning selets and applies steps in order to ahieve some given
goals. That is, a step is either hosen sine it diretly ahieves some of the urrent
goals or sine its eets enable some other desirable steps that are likely to help
to ahieve given goals. Typially, in searh proedures baktraking is not a goal-
direted operation in its own right but only a neessary operation to traverse the
searh spae. Multi provides the freedom to baktrak any ations in the proof plan
under onstrution. This allows for goal-direted baktraking , that is, baktraking
that is not just part of the traversal of the searh spae but that aims to work
towards the urrent goals by enabling desirable steps. In this setion, we shall
disuss a type of situation in whih goal-direted baktraking is suggested by meta-
reasoning on a highly desirable but bloked strategy.
As example problem onsider the problem LIM-DIV-1-X, whih states that
Thm: lim
x!
1
x
=
1

for  > 0.
Figure 8.11 depits the PDS that is reated for this problem before the highly
desirable but bloked strategy ours.
The unfolding of the dened symbol lim and the normalization of the result-
ing omplex goal results in the two goals 0 < mv
Æ
in L
6
and j
1

x
 
1

j < 

in L
9
.
SolveInequality loses the rst goal by an appliation ofTellCS-B whereas it simpli-
es the seond goal to j
 
x

x

j < 

in L
12
. An appliation of FatorialEstimate-B
to this goal results in the three goals 0 < mv
f
in L
13
, j
x
 j > mv
f
in L
14
, and
j  
x
j < mv
f
 

in L
15
. SolveInequality loses these three goals with TellCS-B.
Sine then all line-tasks are losed CoSIE is supposed to provide instantiations
for the meta-variables mv
Æ
and mv
f
that are onsistent with the olleted on-
straints. That is, the strategy ComputeInstFromCS, whih asks CoSIE to ompute
the instantiations, beomes a highly desirable strategy. However, CoSIE fails to
ompute instantiations in this situation and ComputeInstFromCS does not sueed.
What is the problem? So far, CoSIE did ollet the onstraints
6
This is another example that needs eager meta-variable instantiation. Sine a  mv
x
:
=
x
1
determines mv
x
, the binding mv
x
:=
b

x
1
a
is introdued into the proof plan. The unwrapping of
the support also yields the two goals jmv
x
  0j < 
Æ
and jmv
x
  0j > 0, whih are simplied with
respet to the binding to j

x
1
a
j < 
Æ
and j

x
1
a
j > 0. Whereas Multi an solve these two goals
from the supports j
x
1
j > 0 ^ j
x
1
j < mv
Æ
by appliations of ComplexEstimate-B, PLAN fails
to prove the goals without the eager instantiation.
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Figure 8.11: -Æ-proof for LIM-DIV-1-X before failure.
j
x
 j


< mv
f
, 0 < mv
f
, mv
f
< j
x
 j, 0 < mv
Æ
, 0 < , and 0 < 

.
The ritial onstraints are the onstraints on mv
f
that state that
j
x
 j


has to be
less than mv
f
, whih has to be less than j
x
 j. These onstraints are onsistent,
but a solution for mv
f
exists only, if
j
x
 j


< j
x
 j holds. This, however, does not
follow from the onstraints olleted so far. In partiular, the onstraints olleted
so far are not suÆient for an -Æ-proof sine they do not establish a onnetion
between the  and the Æ.
A possibility to overome this problem is to rene the existing onstraints in
order to obtain an extended set of rened onstraints for whih a solution exists.
That is, appliations ofTellCS-B have to be baktraked in a goal-direted manner
in order to enable further renement of some onstraints.
We enoded the desribed idea in the strategi ontrol rule baktrak-to-
unblok-osie. When all line-tasks are losed, but ComputeInstFromCS is not ap-
pliable sine CoSIE fails to ompute instantiations, then this ontrol rule analyzes
the onstraints passed to CoSIE by TellCS-B. It triggers the baktraking of
ations of TellCS-B that pass omplex inequalities to CoSIE that an be further
rened.
7
When SolveInequality takles the re-opened proof lines, it annot lose
them again with TellCS-B but has to rene them. Afterwards, it an pass the
rened goals to CoSIE .
We shall elaborate this idea with our example. Triggered by the strategi
ontrol rule baktrak-to-unblok-osie Multi baktraks the appliation of
TellCS-B that loses L
15
. SolveInequality redues the re-opened goal L
15
with
ComplexEstimate-B. Afterwards, it passes the resulting inequality goals by ap-
pliations of TellCS-B to CoSIE . Sine CoSIE also fails on this extended on-
straint set Multi baktraks the appliation of TellCS-B that loses L
14
. Again,
SolveInequality redues the re-opened goal with ComplexEstimate-B and passes
the resulting inequalities to CoSIE . The new PDS segments for L
14
and L
15
are
shown in Figure 8.12.
This results in the following onstraint store:
7
Currently, the ritial onstraints are hosen by some heuristis enoded in
baktrak-to-unblok-osie. It would be more onvenient, if CoSIE would diretly point
out what the ritial onstraints are. However, this kind of information is not provided by the
urrent CoSIE system.
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Figure 8.12: Extended -Æ-proof for LIM-DIV-1-X.
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Bindings that are onsistent with these onstraints are: mv:=
b
2, mv
0
:=
b
 +
1, mv
f
:=
b

2
2
, and mv
Æ
:=
b
min(



2
8
;

2
2(+1)
). Unfortunately, the solution of the
above onstraint system is not in the sope of the urrent CoSIE system. That is,
CoSIE fails to provide instantiations although a solution that is onsistent with all
onstraints exists and establishes a onnetion between the  and the Æ of our -
Æ-proof.
8
Sine baktrak-to-unblok-osie detets no further inequality goals
that probably an be further rened Multi terminates without bindings for the
meta-variables. Despite the suessful failure analysis that triggered goal-direted
baktraking, the problem annot be solved ompletely beause of drawbaks of the
urrent CoSIE system.
All problems of the limit domain that result in absolute values of frations that
are takled with FatorialEstimate-B need the desribed failure reasoning. For
instane, exerises 4:1:10(a)  (d) in [12℄:
lim
x!2
1
1 x
=  1, lim
x!1
x
x+1
=
1
2
, lim
x!0
x
2
jxj
= 0, lim
x!1
x
2
 x+1
x+1
=
1
2
,
and problems on the derivative of funtions suh as theorem 6:1:3(a) and (b) in [12℄:
deriv(f; a) = f
0
) deriv(  f; a) =   f
0
,
deriv(f; a) = f
0
^ deriv(g; a) = g
0
) deriv(f + g; a) = f
0
+ g
0
.
Note that the urrent CoSIE system fails for all these problems to ompute suitable
instantiations.
8.3 Applying Theorems
Sometimes, dierent setions of mathematial textbooks introdue dierent ways
to takle the same problem based on dierent theory ontexts. A typial struture
8
The reason for CoSIE failing to nd this solution is the mutual dependeny of the variables
mv
f
and mv
Æ
. mv
f
ours in an upper bound of mv
Æ
, and in turn mv
Æ
ours in a lower bound
of mv
f
. The searh proedure of the urrent CoSIE system is not omplete in a sense that it an
not resolve all dependenies of this kind.
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is, for instane, to prove rst some basi theorems with a basi tehnique and to
use these theorems afterwards to prove further problems. In the textbook [12℄
both the hapter on the limit of sequenes (hapter three) and the hapter on the
limit of funtions (hapter four) are strutured in this way. First -Æ-proofs are
used as a basi tehnique to takle limit problems (setion 1 of hapter three and
hapter four, respetively), then these theorems are used to prove more problems
(setion 2 of hapter three and hapter four, respetively). In the previous setions
of this hapter, we disussed how Multi solves limit problems with the basi {Æ
tehnique. In the following, we shall disuss how Multi an solve limit problems
by using known theorems and how it ombines the appliation of theorems with the
{Æ tehnique.
For the appliation of known theorems we enoded an extra strategy, Redue-
ToSpeial. The entral method in RedueToSpeial is ApplyAss-B, whih applies
theorems from 
mega's theory database. ApplyAss-B an apply a theorem to
a goal, if the onlusion of the theorem mathes the goal. The appliation of the
method results in the premises of the theorem to be the new open goals. Moreover,
RedueToSpeial ontains several methods that lose partiular goals that are often
reated by the appliation of theorems (e.g., the methods IntI-B and RealI-B
that lose goals of the form n 2 ZZ or r 2 IR where n and r are onrete num-
bers). RedueToSpeial also ontains the TellCS-B method, whih is used to pass
equations with meta-variables to CoSIE .
RedueToSpeial reates shorter and more abstrat proofs for some problems
that Multi ould also solve with -Æ-proofs. Moreover, the strategy extends the
solvability horizon of Multi for the limit domain sine the ombination of Redue-
ToSpeial and SolveInequality an solve problems on whih SolveInequality alone fails.
We exemplify RedueToSpeial with the two problems lim
x!1
(x+ 1)  (2  x+3) = 10
(exerise 4:2:1(a) in [12℄) and lim
x!0
sin(x) = 0 (example 4:2:8(b) in [12℄) that demon-
strate both aspets of RedueToSpeial.
The proof of lim
x!1
(x + 1)  (2  x + 3) = 10 with RedueToSpeial relies on the
following theorems in 
mega's database:
LIM+ : 8f 8g 8 8l 8l
f
8l
g
( lim
x!
f(x) = l
f
^ lim
x!
g(x) = l
g
^ l
f
+ l
g
:
=l)) lim
x!
f(x) + g(x) = l
LIM : 8f 8g 8 8l 8l
f
8l
g
( lim
x!
f(x) = l
f
^ lim
x!
g(x) = l
g
^ l
f
 l
g
:
=l)) lim
x!
f(x)  g(x) = l
LIMV : 8 8l l
:
=) lim
x!
x = l
LIMC : 8a 8 8l l
:
=a) lim
x!
a = l
Figure 8.13 displays a part of the PDS that results from the appliation of
RedueToSpeial to the problem lim
x!1
(x+1) (2x+3) = 10. First, RedueToSpeial
deomposes the funtions with +;  by appliations of the theorems LIM+ and
LIM. Then, appliations of LIMC and LIMV solve the remaining limit goals.
All goals with equations on meta-variables are losed by TellCS-B and passed to
CoSIE . When all line-tasks are losed, then CoSIE provides the suitable bindings
for the meta-variables (i.e., mv
4
:=
b
1, mv
3
:=
b
1, mv
1
:=
b
2, mv
2
:=
b
5).
Another interesting limit theorem in 
mega's database is the Squeeze-Theorem
(see [12℄). The theorem states that if a funtion g is squeezed at point  between
the two funtions f and h and if f and h have the limit l at , then g has the limit
l at .
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L
8
. `mv
3
:
=1 (TellCS-B)
L
7
. `mv
4
:
=1 (TellCS-B)
L
6
. `mv
4
+mv
3
:
=mv
1
(TellCS-B)
L
5
. ` lim
x!1
1 = mv
4
(ApplyAss-B L
7
(LIMC))
L
4
. ` lim
x!1
x = mv
3
(ApplyAss-B L
8
(LIMV ))
L
3
. `mv
1
mv
2
:
=10 (TellCS-B)
L
2
. ` lim
x!1
2  x+ 1 = mv
2
(Open)
L
1
. ` lim
x!1
x+ 1 = mv
1
(ApplyAss-B L
4
L
5
L
6
(LIM+))
Thm. ` lim
x!1
(x+ 1)  (2  x+ 3) = 10 (ApplyAss-B L
1
L
2
L
3
(LIM))
Figure 8.13: RedueToSpeial proof for lim
x!1
(x+ 1)  (2  x+ 3) = 10
Squeeze-Theorem: 8 8l 8g
(9f 9h (8x
1
(x
1
< )) (f(x
1
) < g(x
1
)))
^ (8x
2
(x
2
> )) (g(x
2
) < h(x
2
)))
^ lim
x!
f(x) = l ^ lim
x!
h(x) = l)
) lim
x!
g(x) = l
We exemplify the appliation of this theorem with the problem lim
x!0
sin(x) = 0.
Figure 8.13 depits a part of the reated PDS. When invoked on the problem, then
RedueToSpeial applies the Squeeze-Theorem. This results in the omplex goal in
L
1
, whih is the premise of the Squeeze-Theorem instantiated with the elements of
the problem at hand. The deomposition of this goal by NormalizeLineTask results
in the goals lim
x!0
mv
h
(x) = 0 in L
2
, lim
x!0
mv
f
(x) = 0 in L
3
, sin(
x
2
) < mv
h
(
x
2
) in
L
4
, and mv
f
(
x
1
) < sin(
x
1
) in L
5
, where mv
f
is a meta-variable for the funtion f
and mv
h
is a meta-variable for the funtion h, as well as in the hypotheses 
x
1
< 0
in L
7
and 
x
2
> 0 in L
6
.
L
7
. L
7
` 
x
1
< 0 (Hyp)
L
6
. L
6
` 
x
2
> 0 (Hyp)
L
5
. L
7
`mv
f
(
x
1
) < sin(
x
1
) (ApplyAss-B
fmv
f
:=
b
 jxjg
)
L
4
. L
6
` sin(
x
2
) < mv
h
(
x
2
) (ApplyAss-B
fmv
h
:=
b
jxjg
)
L
3
. ` lim
x!0
mv
f
(x) = 0 (Open)
L
2
. ` lim
x!0
mv
h
(x) = 0 (Open)
L
1
. `9f 9h
(8x
1
(x
1
< 0)) (f(x
1
) < sin(x
1
)))
^ (8x
2
(x
2
> 0)) (sin(x
2
) < h(x
2
)))
^ lim
x!0
f(x) = 0 ^ lim
x!0
h(x) = 0
(NormalizeLineTask L
2
L
3
L
4
L
5
)
Thm. ` lim
x!0
sin(x) = 0 (ApplyAss-B L
1
(Squeeze))
Figure 8.14: RedueToSpeial proof for lim
x!0
sin(x) = 0
Cruial for the following proof planning proess is the detetion of suitable in-
stantiations for mv
f
and mv
h
that satisfy the \onstraints" in L
2
; L
3
; L
4
; L
5
. Re-
dueToSpeial introdues instantiations for mv
f
and mv
h
by applying further the-
orems. It loses L
5
and L
4
by appliations of the theorems 8x sin(x)  jxj and
8x   jxj  sin(x) from 
mega's database. These steps introdue the bindings
mv
f
:=
b
  jxj and mv
h
:=
b
jxj into the strategi proof plan.
9
We indiate the intro-
dution of these bindings in the justiations of the lines L
4
and L
5
in Figure 8.14.
9
These bindings are reated during the appliation of ApplyAss-B when the theorems
8x sin(x)  jxj and 8x   jxj  sin(x) are mathed with the goals in L
5
and L
4
. They are
part of the resulting method-ations of ApplyAss-B.
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With respet to these bindings the formulas of L
2
and L
3
beome lim
x!0
jxj = 0
and lim
x!0
 jxj = 0, respetively. RedueToSpeial fails to solve these problems, but
SolveInequality an solve them by onstruting -Æ-subproofs.
The Squeeze-Theorem opens a Pandora's box sine it is appliable again to its
own premises (i.e., in the example in Figure 8.14 RedueToSpeial ould apply the
Squeeze-Theorem again to the subgoals in L
2
and L
3
et.). Thus, the appliation of
the Squeeze-Theorem has to be ontrolled. A ontrol rule in RedueToSpeial prefers
the two inequality goals resulting from the appliation of the Squeeze-Theorem
before the two limit subgoals. This ontrol rule guarantees that the limit subgoals
are takled only if the two inequality subgoals are losed by theorem appliations
that instantiate the funtion meta-variables for f and h.
The extration of relevant knowledge from the database is a general problem in
automated theorem proving. When RedueToSpeial would hek all theorems in

mega's database, then the hek for appliable theorems would overload the sys-
tem. Hene, a ontrol rule restrits the set of andidate theorems in RedueToSpe-
ial. Currently, this ontrol rule suggests only the theorems stated in the theory of
the urrent problem. Beause of this very inexible restrition, whih enodes no
mathematial knowledge or praxis, we had to add the theorems 8x sin(x)  jxj and
8x   jxj  sin(x) temporarily to the limit theory in order to test RedueToSpeial
on problems suh as lim
x!0
sin(x) = 0. That is, the suessful appliation of Redue-
ToSpeial urrently depends on the loation of suitable theorems in the limit theory.
We are examining the 
ants mehanism as a mediator between 
mega's knowl-
edge base and proof planning (rst results are reported in [20℄) to overome the
theorem retrieval problem. The mediator supports the idea of semantially guided
retrieval of mathematial knowledge (theorems, denitions) from the database.
The ombination of RedueToSpeial and SolveInequality an solve several prob-
lems from [12℄ that annot be solved by SolveInequality alone, for instane, example
4:2:8() lim
x!0
os(x) = 1 and example 4:2:8(f) lim
x!0
x  sin(
1
x
) = 0 (when theorems of
sin and os are added into the limit theory).
8.4 Results and Disussion
This hapter presented the appliation of Multi to the limit domain. Multi an
solve all problems that PLAN an solve
10
and it suessfully plans various problems
that are beyond the apabilities of PLAN. In partiular,Multi an solve problems
that require eager meta-variable instantiations as well as problems that require
meta-reasoning on failures to introdue ase-splits, to speulate lemmas, and to
guide goal-direted baktraking.
The disussed speulation of lemmas is not possible in PLAN sine it does not
reate and maintain suitable information on failures suh as the failure reords of
Multi. All other problems are beyond the apabilities of PLAN sine it annot
exibly ombine planning, baktraking, and meta-variable instantiation based on
meta-reasoning.
We onlude the hapter with a disussion of related work and an evaluation of
the realized proof planning approah.
10
In partiular, all hallenge problems that Bledsoe proposed in 1990 [28℄, among them the limit
theorems LIM+, LIM-, LIM*, the theorems Continuous+, Continuous-, Continuous*, lim
x!a
x = a,
and lim
x!a
 =  (see [172℄).
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8.4.1 Related Work
Related Work on Proving Limit Theorems
Some of the knowledge enoded in the methods of the SolveInequality strategy
is similar to ideas implemented in the theorem prover Imply [29℄ (see also se-
tion 2.1.3) developed by Bledsoe. For instane, ComplexEstimate-B is inspired
by Bledsoe's limit heuristi. Bledsoe and Hines developed a resolution-based
prover for inequalities [31℄, whih an prove, for instane, the Continuous+ problem.
Beeson worked on -Æ-proofs automatially reated by the systemsMathpert and
Weierstrass [14℄. All these systems rely on speial-purpose routines that are im-
plemented into the systems. As opposed thereto, only the strategies, methods, and
ontrol rules are domain-spei in 
mega's knowledge-based proof planning, the
representational tehniques and reasoning proedures are general-purpose.
In [172℄, Melis and Siekmann desribe how to takle limit theorems with
PLAN and ompare it with the appliation of the automated theorem prover Ot-
ter to some limit problems. With a partiular ontrol setting Otter an solve a
simple version of LIM+. However, this setting is tailored to LIM+ and does not
work for LIM* or other limit theorems. In auto-mode Otter is not able to prove
the simple version of LIM+. In ontrast, our strategies, methods, and ontrol rules
over the mathematial knowledge in a form that is general enough to solve all limit
problems in Appendix C and many similar theorems that ould be formulated.
The LIM+ problem was also proved in CL
a
M [230℄ with a speial heuristi alled
olored rippling . But LIM* and other theorems of the limit domain turned out to
be too diÆult for CL
a
M.
Related Work on Failure Reasoning
Failure reasoning in the proof planner CL
a
M is losely related to the lemma spe-
ulation and the introdution of ase-splits in Multi. Sine a detailed omparison
of the failure reasonings requires some tehnial details of CL
a
M we shall disuss it
in the subsequent setion 8.4.2.
The speulation of residue lemmas has something in ommon with Huets on-
strained resolution [120℄. Sine uniation is undeidable in higher-order logis on-
strained resolution intertwines resolution steps with uniation. Instead of solving
the uniation problem t = t
0
as a preondition of a resolution step, the resolution
step is performed and t = t
0
beomes part of the resolution problem. This proess
is diÆult to ontrol sine the introdued uniation residue t = t
0
an be as diÆ-
ult to solve as the rest of the proof. We also intertwine uniation with the main
proof proess by speulating uniation residues as lemmas. But, as opposed to
onstrained uniation, we stritly ontrol the speulation of the lemmas sine we
allow only for suh lemmas that are diretly aepted by CoSIE .
Related to goal-direted baktraking in Multi is the goal-direted reasoning
in elaborate blakboard systems suh as Hearsay-III and BB1 (e.g., see [64, 126℄
and disussion in setion 6.3.1). One approah to integrate goal-direted reason-
ing in blakboard systems is the onstrution (and modiation) of meta-plans of
highly desirable knowledge soure appliations that guide the following solution
proess [75℄. When a highly desirable knowledge soure is not appliable, then rea-
soning on the failure an suggest the invoation of knowledge soures that unblok
the desired knowledge soure. When performing goal-direted baktraking, we do
not onstrut meta-plans of strategy appliations but we also exploit knowledge of
when the appliation of partiular strategies is highly desirable and how to unblok
a highly desirable but bloked strategy.
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8.4.2 Failure Reasoning in CL
a
M
In the following, we shall rst desribe the use of ritis in CL
a
M and then ompare
failure reasoning with ritis with our failure reasoning enoded in ontrol rules.
Critis in CL
a
M
Bundy and Ireland propose ritis as a means to path failed proof attempts
by exploiting information on failures in [122℄ and [123℄. The motivation for the
introdution of ritis is similar to our motivation for failure reasoning: failures in
the proof planning proess, in partiular, failures ourring after partially suessful
operations, often hold the key to disover a solution proof plan.
Critis in CL
a
M extend the hierarhy of inferene rules, tatis, and methods.
They are introdued in order to omplement proof methods. A riti is assoi-
ated with one method and aptures pathable exeptions to the appliation of the
method. Sine the appliation of a method an fail in various ways, eah method
may be assoiated with a number of ritis. Critis are expressed in terms of pre-
onditions and pathes. The preonditions analyse the reasons why the method
has failed to apply. The proposed path suggests a hange to the proof plan. This
hange an be a manipulation of the whole proof plan or the hange an be a loal
manipulation of goals.
To desribe the failure reasoning in CL
a
M we have to onsider the onstrution
of indutive proofs in CL
a
M in some detail. Proof onstrution in CL
a
M relies on
the domain-independent rippling heuristi [43, 121℄. The rippling heuristi is based
upon the observation that the indution hypothesis is syntatially similar to the
indution onlusion. In order to derive the indution onlusion from the indution
hypothesis the ripple method tries to rewrite the indution onlusion, suh that
the indution hypothesis an be used. The ripple method iterates over the wave
method, whih applies onditional rewrite rules of the form Conds ! (LHS )
RHS), where LHS is the left hand side, RHS is the right hand side, and Conds
are the onditions of the rewrite rule. When Hyps and Con denote the urrent
hypotheses and the onlusion, respetively, then the preonditions of the wave
method are:
11
1. There is a subterm Sub of the onlusion Con, whih should be rewritten.
2. There is a onditional rewrite rule Conds! (LHS ) RHS) suh that LHS
mathes with Sub.
3. The onditions Conds are satised by the hypotheses Hyps (i.e., Hyps `
Conds is a tautology).
The appliation of the wave method fails, when one of its preonditions is not
satised. Bundy and Ireland realized two pathes for the method, whih are
implemented as ritis assoiated with the method:
1. A failure of preondition 2, i.e., there is no rewrite rule that an be applied,
triggers the lemma-disovery riti. The preonditions for the appliation
of this riti are: (1) preondition 1 of the wave method holds and (2) pre-
onditions 2 and 3 fail. The path of the riti involves the speulation and
proof of a rewrite rule to unblok this situation. This proess may involve
baktraking, when a speulated rewrite rule annot be proved.
11
Atually, there are dierent wave methods for dierent kinds of rippling (e.g., longitudinal-
rippling and transverse-rippling), whih have some more preonditions that dier slightly among
the dierent wave methods, see [43, 123℄ for details. For the sake of simpliity we disuss here only
the relevant preonditions.
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2. A failure of preondition 3, i.e., the ondition of a mathing rewrite rule is not
satised in the urrent ontext, triggers the missing-ondition riti. The
preonditions for the appliation of this riti are: (1) preondition 1 of the
wave method holds, (2) preondition 2 of the wave method holds with respet
to a rewrite rule Conds ! (LHS ) RHS), and (3) preondition 3 fails for
Conds. The path of the riti is to perform a ase analysis based upon the
unprovable onditions Conds.
These two ritis are tailored to the possible failures of the appliation of the
wave method. The general ideas behind the ritis are:
Lemma Speulation: When no methods are appliable with respet to the ur-
rent ontext, the ontrolled speulation (and the proof) of new lemmas an
unblok the proof planning proess.
Case Analysis: Splitting a problem into dierent ases an unblok the proof
planning proess, when no methods are appliable.
Bundy and Ireland desribe also ritis of other methods that path the seletion
of the indution shemata and generalize onjetures in order for an indutive proof
to sueed (see [123℄).
Comparison with Failure Reasoning in Multi
The situations that trigger lemma speulation and ase-splits in CL
a
M and
Multi are very similar: missing premises in the urrent ontext (i.e., missing rewrite
rules in CL
a
M or missing supports in Multi) trigger lemma speulation; unprov-
able premises of onditional fats from the ontext (i.e., onditional rewrite rules
in CL
a
M or onditional supports in Multi) ause ase-splits. However, the ritis
mehanism in CL
a
M and failure reasoning in Multi onsiderably dier not only in
minor tehnial issues but also in their oneptual design.
Critis in CL
a
M are an extra onept introdued for failure reasoning. A riti
reasons on failures of the one method it is diretly assoiated with, i.e., it reasons
on failing preonditions of the method. Part of a riti is a path of the failure.
Tehnially, this path is a speial proedure that an hange the omplete proof
plan.
In ontrast, failure reasoning inMulti is onduted by ontrol rules. The ontrol
rules are not assoiated with a partiular method but rather test for partiular
situations that an our during the proof planning proess (independent from whih
strategy or method aused the situation). The ontrol rules reason on the urrent
proof plan and on all other available information suh as the history. The path of
a failure is not implemented into speial proedures but is arried out by methods
and strategies whose appliation is suggested by the ontrol rules.
The advantage of the Multi approah is that ontrol rules allow for method-
and strategy-independent reasoning on failures. For instane, the ontrol rule
hoose-equation-residues, whih guides the lemma speulation an deal with
failing unify and matching appliation onditions of any employed method. It is
domain-independent sine it ould be employed in ooperation with other onstraint
solvers similar to the ooperation with CoSIE desribed in setion 8.2.2.
We deided to realize pathes in Multi by ontrol rules that guide the appli-
ation of existing strategies and methods sine proedural pathes are diÆult to
maintain. Both the introdution and the deletion of a path for a desired manip-
ulation requires the implementation of speial proedures. For omplex proof plan
manipulations the ooperation of several methods and strategies an be neessary
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and has to be guided by several ontrol rules. For instane, when performing ase
analysis,Multi has to baktrak the appliation of the onditional support. After-
wards, it has to introdue the ase-split and nally it has to replay the baktraked
parts again (in order to avoid to prove again from the srath). The neessary failure
reasoning and the knowledge of how to path this failure is distributed among three
ontrol rules: one strategi ontrol rule that guides the baktraking, one ontrol
rule that guides the ase split, and one ontrol rule that guides the replay of the
baktraked parts. Although the failure reasoning is distributed we see the three
involved ontrol rules as one meta-reasoning entity that is distributed for tehnial
reasons.
8.4.3 Evaluation of the Proof Planning Approah
Knowledge-based proof planning relies on the aquisition, formalization, and use
of domain-spei knowledge in methods, ontrol rules, and strategies. However,
there is the onstant danger to aquire over-spei knowledge as Bundy points
out:
A new method or riti may originally be inspired by only a handful of examples.
There is a onstant danger of produing methods and ritis that are too nd
tuned to these initial examples. This an arise both from a lak of imagination
in generalizing from the spei situation and from the temptation to get quik
results in automation. Suh over-speiity leads to a proliferation of methods
and ritis with limited appliability.
Bundy, [42℄
Bundy suggests in [42℄ and [39℄ the riteria generality and parsimony to evaluate
the appropriateness of proof planning methods and ritis. Generality means that
eah method or riti should apply suessfully in a wide range of situations, whereas
parsimony means that a few methods should generate a large number of proofs.
These riteria of Bundy do not onsider mathematial ontent, whih is an
important issue in knowledge-based proof planning. The methods, ontrol rules,
and strategies in knowledge-based proof planning should be rih in mathematial
ontent. Thus, the art of knowledge-based proof planning is to aquire domain
knowledge that, on the one hand, omprises meaningful mathematial tehniques
and powerful heuristi guidane, and, on the other hand, is general enough to takle
a broad lass of problems.
In the following, we shall evaluate proof planning limit theorems with Multi.
We disuss the amount of mathematial and domain-spei knowledge in strategies,
methods, and ontrol rules and disuss how general they are. We disuss generality
not only in the sense of Bundy, that is, to how many problem lasses a onrete
strategy, method, or ontrol rule applies. Rather, we disuss also how general the
enoded priniple is and how it an be transfered to other domains.
SolveInequality
The approah to takle inequality problems with the SolveInequality strategy ts
into a muh more general heuristi strategy desribed by Shoenfeld :
In a problem `to nd' or `to onstrut', it may be useful to assume that you have
the solution to the given problem. With the solution (hypothetially) in hand,
determine the properties it must have. One you know what those properties
are, you an nd the objet you seek.
Shoenfeld, [209℄ p. 23
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When takling inequality problems, SolveInequality assumes that solutions for
existentially quantied variables exist (e.g., for the Æ in -Æ-proofs) and substitutes
the existentially quantied variables by meta-variables. Afterwards, it ollets on-
straints on the introdued meta-variables in CoSIE , whih at the end omputes
instantiations for the meta-variables.
Now that we know that SolveInequality ts into the general strategy \assume,
ollet properties, then ompute", ould we enode a general version of this strategy
that an takle various domains and subsumes SolveInequality? Probably not, sine,
as Shoenfeld points out, suh a general heuristi strategy alone provides no
adequate information on how to use this strategy in a onrete ase.
[: : :℄ that a typial heuristi strategy is very broadly dened | too broadly,
in fat, for the desription of the strategy to serve as a useful guide to its
implementation.
Shoenfeld,[209℄ pp. 70 and 72
Rather, suh general strategies have to be lled with domain-spei knowledge
suh that the general strategy is only a summary label for a lass of substrategies
for dierent domains:
[: : :℄ the suessful implementation of heuristi strategies in any partiular do-
main often depends heavily on the possession of spei subjet matter knowl-
edge.
[: : :℄ More often than not, a apsule desription of a strategy is a summary la-
bel that inludes under it a lass of more preise substrategies that may be only
superially related.
Shoenfeld,[209℄ pp. 92 and 95
Thus, in the sense of Shoenfeld, SolveInequality is a substrategy of the general
strategy \assume, ollet properties, then ompute". It instantiates this general
priniple with the spei knowledge on how to apply it to inequalities over the
reals.
The main ontrol rule of SolveInequality, prove-inequality, enodes the es-
sential idea of how SolveInequality implements the general priniple for inequalities
over the reals: redue omplex inequalities to simple inequalities and pass sim-
ple inequalities to the onneted onstraint solver. To takle omplex inequal-
ities prove-inequality suggests domain-spei methods suh as Simplify-B,
Solve*-B, ComplexEstimate-B, and FatorialEstimate-B. These meth-
ods enode mathematial knowledge of inequalities, real numbers, and the oper-
ations +; ; ; = on real numbers. This knowledge is partially ontained in the
omputer algebra system Maple that is employed within ComplexEstimate-B
and Simplify-B. Moreover, prove-inequality suggests the methods TellCS-B,
TellCS-F, and AskCS-B that interfae the onstraint solver CoSIE . These meth-
ods do not ontain domain-spei mathematial knowledge but provide a domain-
independent interfae to onstraint solvers.
The domain-spei methods of SolveInequality are hardly reusable in another
substrategy of \assume, ollet properties, then ompute" for other domains. How-
ever, they ould be useful for other problem lasses dealing with inequalities over
the reals. Currently, the methods TellCS-B, TellCS-F, and AskCS-B inter-
fae only CoSIE . However, they provide general funtionalities, namely adding
onstraints and asking whether a onstraint is entailed, that are independent of a
onrete onstraint solver. Thus, they an be used also in other domains with other
onstraint solvers (e.g., problems on sets with a onstraint solver on sets).
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The essene of the ontrol rule prove-inequality ould be reused in other sub-
strategies of the \assume, ollet properties, then ompute" strategy for other do-
mains with onstraint solvers. In suh a domain, the adaption of prove-inequality
would suggest domain-spei methods to takle omplex expressions of this domain
until TellCS-B, TellCS-F, and AskCS-B involve a onstraint solver of the do-
main to handle the simple expressions.
SolveInequality also ontains some logi-level methods, for instane, Contra-B
to perform indiret proofs and DefnUnfold-B and DefnUnfold-F for unfolding
of dened onepts. These methods are domain-independent and ontain no par-
tiular mathematial knowledge. The deision when to perform an indiret proof
and whih denitions to unfold and whih not are diÆult problems in theorem
proving in general (e.g., see [30, 249, 102℄ for disussions on unfolding of dened
onepts). Their appliation within SolveInequality is guided by ontrol rules that
enode mathematial heuristis. For instane, sine the purpose of SolveInequality
is to takle inequalities it only unfolds dened onepts that result in inequalities.
This knowledge is enoded in the ontrol rule selet-unfold-defined-onept,
whih guides the appliation of DefnUnfold-B and DefnUnfold-F. The meta-
reasoning to guide indiret proofs in the limit domain is disussed in [171℄.
SolveInequality employs some further ontrol rules that do not enode mathemat-
ially meaningful heuristis but deal with tehnial peuliarities that our during
the searh proess. As example for suh a ontrol rule onsider blok-simplify,
whih restrits appliations of the methods Simplify-F and Simplify-B. Both
methods employ Maple to simplify arithmeti terms. Unfortunately, it turned out
that sometimes the appliation of Maple results in more omplex terms. To avoid
unneessary omplexity and non-terminating yles of simpliation and omplia-
tion blok-simplify rejets all appliations of Simplify-F and Simplify-B that
do not simplify the terms.
Altogether, SolveInequality is not restrited to limit problems. Rather, its ap-
proah is general enough to takle also other inequality problems over the reals.
However, sine we did fous on limit problems so far, the methods of SolveInequality
are foused on inequalities with absolute values. To extend the solvability horizon
of the strategy some methods are needed that takle omplex inequalities without
absolute values, for instane, methods similar to ComplexEstimate-B or methods
that isolate subterms in omplex inequalities (isolating x in (  x) + a <  results
in x > (+ a)  ).
12
NormalizeLineTask, UnwrapHyp, and RedueToSpeial
The PPLANNER strategies NormalizeLineTask and UnwrapHyp ontain only logi-
level methods to deompose omplex formulas in goals and supports. Thus, they
are very general in the sense of Bundy, but they do not enode any spei math-
ematial knowledge. However, they implement operations that are important in
mathematial problem solving in general sine the deomposition of omplex goals
and the unwrapping of subformulas of omplex assumptions is neessary in all math-
ematial domains where omplex statements are omposed from primitive ones by
logial onnetives and quantiers.
RedueToSpeial uses only general methods, in partiular, a domain-independent
method for the appliation of theorems. However, we had to add some domain-
spei ontrol to guide the appliation of the Squeeze-Theorem. The ontent of this
ontrol is not of mathematial nature, rather it omprises tehnial knowledge on
12
An example theorem that requires the handling of omplex inequalities without absolute values
is the Squeeze-Theorem. Although we employ this theorem when proving problems with the
RedueToSpeial strategy it urrently annot be proved by Multi.
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how to prevent Multi from the repeated, never-ending appliation of the Squeeze-
Theorem.
INSTMETA Strategies
Similar to the methods TellCS-B, TellCS-F, and AskCS-B the INSTMETA
strategies InstIfDetermined and ComputeInstFromCS enode no partiular mathe-
matial knowledge but provide interfae funtions to onstraint solvers. Although,
urrently they interfae only CoSIE , they provide funtionalities, namely retrieving
partiular entailed onstraints and omputation of instantiations, that are indepen-
dent of a onrete onstraint solver. Thus, they ould be employed also in other
domains.
Failure Reasoning
The desribed mathematial knowledge to speulate lemmas and to introdue
ase-splits are general meta-reasoning patterns, promising also for other domains.
As evidene for this statement onsider that the orresponding ritis in CL
a
M
exploit very similar failures in a ompletely dierent domain to guide similar proof
modiations.
The domain-spei part of the lemma speulation desribed in setion 8.2.2 is
the deision of whih lemmas are promising and whih not. To avoid the speulation
of arbitrary lemmas that annot be proved in the urrent ontext, SolveInequality
asks CoSIE whether it aepts a potential lemma. This exploits the domain-spei
information enoded in CoSIE as well as the ontext information passed to CoSIE
so far. The same approah ould be performed in other domains with onstraint
solvers that ontain partiular domain knowledge. Other domains maybe provide
dierent kinds of guidane to deide whether lemmas are promising.
The domain-spei part of the ase-split introdution disussed in setion 8.2.1
is the deision of whih ases to onsider. In the limit domain, the general ase-
split C _ :C was suÆient so far to deal with a failing ondition C. The ase-
split C _ :C is domain-independent sine it relies only on the tertium-non-datur
axiom of 
mega's underlying logi. However, it an be neessary to onstrut
domain-spei ase-splits. For instane, when C equals a < b, then the ase-split
a < b_a = b_a > b ould be onsidered. Dierent domains maybe provide dierent
kinds of domain-spei ase-splits.
The goal-direted baktraking disussed in setion 8.2.3 is just one partiular
example of goal-direted reasoning on failures. More generally stated the priniple
works as follows: Suppose there is a meta-plan (either expliitly onstruted some-
where or impliitly enoded in ontrol rules) of the desired solution proess, and
suppose that a step S of this meta-plan fails. Then, the failure an be analyzed
and further steps an be onsidered in order to unblok S. The onrete pattern
(unblok ComputeInstFromCS if there are no further goals) is restrited to the limit
domain (and maybe some other domains with onstraint solvers). The general prin-
iple, however, is a domain-independent, promising meta-reasoning pattern for any
domain for whih a kind of meta-plan of the desired solution proess exists.
Summary
Typial questions of referees of our papers on proof planning are, for instane:
 How many new methods are typially needed when a new hapter in a book
is onsidered?
 How many of the methods an typially be reused, when a new hapter in a
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book is onsidered?
A general answer to those questions is not possible. When extending the domain
of proof planning, the ruial question is whether the knowledge aquired so far is
suÆient to takle the new problems.
To illustrate this subtle point onsider the following experienes in the limit
domain. We started to develop proof planning in the limit domain with examples
from hapter 4 and hapter 5 in [12℄ on the limit of funtions and the ontinuity
of funtions. On the one hand, we found that the aquired knowledge was not
suÆient to deal with several problems in hapter 4 and hapter 5. These problems
need additional knowledge about partiular funtions involved. For instane,Multi
an solve some problems on trigonometri funtions only with spei knowledge on
the funtions sin and os in some theorems (see setion 8.3). Currently, it annot
solve, for instane, problems involving the square-root funtion sine the methods
and theorems do not ontain appropriate knowledge of this funtion. On the other
hand, we found that with the knowledge aquired for hapter 4 and hapter 5Multi
an solve problems on the derivative of funtions without any extensions in form of
further methods, ontrol rules, or theorems although this is a new hapter (hapter
6) in [12℄.
These experienes demonstrate the suess and the limitation of the urrent
proof planning for limit problems realized in Multi:
1. The implemented methods, ontrol rules, and strategies are not too ne tuned
to our initial examples. In partiular, the ontrol rules ontain the neessary
ontrol knowledge in a form that is general enough to deal also with new
problems for whih the domain knowledge in the methods and strategies is
suÆient.
2. The implemented methods, ontrol rules, and strategies are not suÆient to
deal with any limit problems. They are mainly restrited to terms omposed
of +; ; ; =; jj. To deal with further expressions suh as square-root requires
further spei knowledge.
Chapter 9
The Residue Class Domain
This hapter presents a ase study on proof planning for the residue lass domain
(see setion 5.2 for a formal introdution of the residue lass domain). The residue
lass domain onsists of the problems given in Table 9.1 for arbitrary residue lass
strutures. We all the problems 1|7 problems on simple properties of residue lass
strutures, whereas the problems 8 are alled isomorphism and non-isomorphism
problems .
1. (a) Closed(RS
n
; Æ) (b) :Closed(RS
n
; Æ)
2. (a) Asso(RS
n
; Æ) (b) :Asso(RS
n
; Æ)
3. (a) 9e:RS
n
Unit(RS
n
; Æ; e) (b) :9e:RS
n
Unit(RS
n
; Æ; e)
4. (a) Inverse(RS
n
; Æ; e) (b) :Inverse(RS
n
; Æ; e)
5. (a) Divisors(RS
n
; Æ) (b) :Divisors(RS
n
; Æ)
6. (a) Commu(RS
n
; Æ) (b) :Commu(RS
n
; Æ)
7. (a) Distrib(RS
n
; Æ; ?) (b) :Distrib(RS
n
; Æ; ?)
8. (a) Iso(RS
1
n
; Æ
1
; RS
2
m
; Æ
2
) (b) :Iso(RS
1
n
; Æ
1
; RS
2
m
; Æ
2
)
Table 9.1: Problems from the residue lass domain.
The hapter is strutured as follows. We start in setion 9.1 with a desription
of how Multi reates proof plans for simple property problems. Afterwards, we
explain in setion 9.2 how the strategies for simple property problems are extended
to deal with isomorphism and non-isomorphism problems and introdue further
tehniques speialized on non-isomorphism problems. Both setions, 9.1 and 9.2,
omprise the desription of automated exploration modules implemented in 
mega.
The exploration module for simple property problems lassies a given residue lass
struture in terms of the algebrai entity it forms (i.e., is it a magma, a semi-
group, a monoid : : :); the exploration module for isomorphism and non-isomorphism
problems lassies a set of strutures into lasses of isomorphi strutures. We
onlude the hapter with a report on onduted experiments and a disussion of
related work. Moreover, we shall evaluate the realized proof planning approah
in the residue lass domain and ompare it with the appliation of an automated
theorem prover to this domain. An overview of the proved theorems in the residue
lass domain is given in the tehnial report [164℄.
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9.1 Proof Plans of Simple Property Problems
In order to proof plan simple property problems of a residue lass struture we im-
plemented three dierent PPLANNER strategies. Eah strategy implements a dierent
mathematial proof tehnique, namely:
1. exhaustive ase analysis, realized in the strategy TryAndError,
2. equational reasoning, realized in the strategy EquSolve, and
3. appliation of theorems, realized in the strategy RedueToSpeial.
Not all strategies are appliable to all possibly ourring problems. The idea to
ontrol the appliation of these strategies is to employ fast but not always suessful
strategies rst, and if they fail to use slower but more reliable strategies. Sine the
strategy RedueToSpeial is generally the fastest to solve a problem and strategy
TryAndError is the most reliable of the three strategies, the strategi ontrol rule
fast-before-reliable orders job oers of these strategies in the order 3 to 1.
Note that the three strategies either sueed to prove a simple property for a
residue lass struture or fail. Multi does not intertwine these three PPLANNER
strategies in the sense that ertain subgoals arising during the appliation of one
strategy an be proved with another tehnique. Intertwining of PPLANNER strategies
is used when heking whether two strutures are isomorphi or not, see setion 9.2.
However, Multi has to intertwine these PPLANNER strategies with strategies of
BACKTRACK and INSTMETA, whih we shall introdue as we go along.
In the sequel, we rst elaborate eah strategy using examples for the type of
proofs they produe. We shall point out the major dierenes while trying to avoid
the tedious details and mention advantages and weaknesses of eah strategy as we
go along. Afterwards, we point out how strutures with diret produts of residue
lass sets are formalized and how they are handled by the strategies. We onlude
with a disussion of the exploration module, whih lassies a given residue lass
struture in terms of its algebrai ategory.
9.1.1 Exhaustive Case Analysis
The motivation for the rst strategy, alled TryAndError, is to implement an exhaus-
tive ase analysis, whih ideally should be able to solve all types of problems.
1
This
tehnique is possible in our domain sine in residue lass problems the quantied
variables range always over nite domains.
When applied to a simple property problem, TryAndError rst expands our-
renes of the dened onepts losed, asso, unit, inverse, divisors, ommu, and
distrib with the method DefnUnfold-B. It proeeds by rewriting statements on
residue lasses into orresponding statements on integers, espeially by transform-
ing the residue lass set into a set of orresponding integers. It then exhaustively
heks all possible ombinations of these integers with respet to the property it has
to prove or to refute. The organization of the exhaustive ase analysis is guided by
the ontrol rule tryanderror-standard-selet (see Figure 4.4 in setion 4.1.3).
TryAndError an proeed in two dierent ways, depending on whether (1) a
universally or (2) an existentially quantied formula has to be proved. Both ases
are illustrated in the example proof of the theorem that ZZ
2
has inverses with respet
to the operation xy x

+y and the unit element

0
2
, displayed in Figure 9.1.
1
In our experiments it turned out that the strategy an indeed solve all smaller problems, but
that an exhaustive ase analysis is no longer feasible for large problems (see setion 9.3).
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Figure 9.1: Proof onstruted by the TryAndError strategy.
In ase (1), TryAndError performs a split over all the elements in the set ZZ
2
and proves the property for every single element separately. We exemplify this in
the proof of the universally quantied formula in line L
24
. An appliation of the
method 8IResalss-B to L
24
yields the lines L
23
, L
1
, and L
2
. 8IResalss-B is a
method to deompose universally quantied goals whose variables range over residue
lass sets. It is dual to 9IReslass-B that has been explained in setion 4.1.1. The
disjuntion ontained in L
2
( 2 f0; 1g an be viewed as 
:
=0_
:
=1) triggers the rst
ase-split with the appliation of the method _E**-B (explained in setion 4.1.3).
Subsequently, Multi tries to prove the goal in line L
23
twie: one in line L
12
assuming 
:
=0 (in line L
3
) and one in L
22
assuming 
:
=1 (in line L
13
).
In ase (2), the single elements of the set involved are examined until one is
found for whih the property in question holds. In our example proof this is, for
instane, done after the appliation of the method 9IReslass-B to L
22
, whih
yields the lines L
15
and L
21
and introdues the meta-variable mv. The ase analy-
sis is performed by suessively hoosing dierent possible values for mv with the
_IR-B and _IL-B methods that split disjuntive goals into the left or right dis-
junt, respetively, and the
:
=Reflex-B method, whih loses goals of the form
t
1
:
=t
2
. Appliations of
:
=Reflex-B introdue then the unier of t
1
and t
2
as new
bindings. In our example the appliation of _IR-B redues mv 2 f0; 1g in L
15
to
mv
:
=1 in L
14
(mv 2 f0; 1g an be viewed as mv
:
=0_mv
:
=1) and the appliation of
:
=Reflex-B to L
14
introdues the binding mv:=
b
1 into the strategi proof plan.
We indiate the introdution of the binding by attahing it to the justiation of
line L
14
. For a seleted binding TryAndError an then either nish the proof (i.e.,
an lose the remaining open goals with respet to this binding) or | if the proving
attempt fails | it has to test the next possible binding.
After eliminating the quantiers and introduing the ase-splits the TryAndEr-
ror strategy redues all remaining statements on residue and ongruene lasses
to statements on integers using the ConCongCl-B method. These are solved
by numerial simpliation and basi equational reasoning through the methods
SimplifyNum-B and
:
=Reflex-B.
Note that in our example we desribe the proof planning proess in progress.
Hene, we introdue meta-variables, when they arise. When there is a binding for a
meta-variable, we use in the proof lines reated after the introdution of the binding
the instantiation of the meta-variable in order to larify the following omputations.
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Thus, in the proof plan in Figure 9.1 the lines L
15
, L
14
, and L
21
ontain ourrenes
of mv. From L
20
on we use ourrenes of the instantiation 1 for mv instead.
9.1.1.1 Meta-Reasoning on Baktraking
Meta-variables and their instantiations ause dependenies among goals that share
some meta-variables. As a general example onsider two goalsG and G
0
that ontain
both a meta-variablemv. Now assume thatMulti rst reates a proof plan for G in
whih it binds mv in suh a way that it afterwards fails to solve G
0
. Without meta-
reasoning on the failure Multi would employ the standard BACKTRACK strategy
BakTrakAtionToTask and would remove G
0
. However, when there are dierent
possibilities to instantiate mv in a subplan for G, then the atual problem may is
not G
0
but the seletion of the right instantiation for mv. That is, Multi should
delete part of the subplan for G to introdue another subplan that instantiates mv
dierently, rather than to delete G
0
.
We formalized the meta-reasoning to deal with those situations in the strategi
ontrol rule prefer-binding-deletion. This ontrol rule analyzes a failure and,
if it nds that the failure was aused by a wrong binding, it prefers job oers of the
BACKTRACK strategy BakTrakLastBinding before job oers of BakTrakAtionTo-
Task. Let T be the task for whih a failure ours and A the ation that introdued
T . Then, BakTrakAtionToTask deletes A, whereas BakTrakLastBinding deletes
ations introdued after A that introdued new bindings.
We illustrate the appliation of BakTrakLastBinding with the example in Fig-
ure 9.1. TryAndError has to organize the suessive hek of eah possible binding for
the meta-variable mv introdued by the appliation of the method 9IReslass-B
to L
22
. This yields the open lines L
15
and L
21
, whih both ontain mv. mv is either
0 or 1 as given in line L
15
. Assume that TryAndError rst redues L
15
to mv
:
=0 by
an appliation of _IL-B and then loses mv
:
=0 by
:
=Reflex-B. This introdues
the new binding mv:=
b
0. TryAndError would fail to lose afterwards the goal L
21
with respet to this binding, sine mv is supposed to be the inverse of

1
2
in ZZ
2
,
whih is again

1
2
.
When TryAndError fails on L
21
in our example, then prefer-binding-deletion
guides the appliation of BakTrakLastBinding whih deletes the subplan for L
15
inluding the binding for mv. Afterwards, TryAndError applies _IR-B instead of
_IL-B, whih redues L
15
to mv
:
=1 (L
14
in Figure 9.1). The following appliation
of
:
=Reflex-B yields the binding mv:=
b
1 with respet to whih L
21
an be losed
as given in Figure 9.1.
9.1.1.2 Meta-Variable Instantiation
To minimize the searh for a suitable instantiation of a meta-variable, whih an
beome very tedious for large residue lass sets or for nested meta-variables, TryAn-
dError ooperates with the INSTMETA strategy ComputeInstbyCasAndMG. Compute-
InstbyCasAndMG employs the omputer algebra systems Maple and GAP as well
as the model generator SEM to ompute instantiations.
When applied to an instantiation-task, ComputeInstbyCasAndMG rst analyzes
what kind of instantiation is needed. To do so, it heks the proof lines that ontain
ourrenes of the meta-variable of the given instantiation-task for \onstraints"
that determine the needed kind of instantiation. For instane, for the meta-variable
mv in Figure 9.1 ComputeInstbyCasAndMG nds the proof line L
21
and analyzes that
mv has to be instantiated by the inverse of

1
2
in ZZ
2
. After analyzing the needed kind
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of instantiation, ComputeInstbyCasAndMG employs the omputer algebra systems
and the model generator to ompute the onrete instantiation.
2
To employ the omputer algebra systems ComputeInstbyCasAndMG onstruts a
multipliation table with respet to the found residue lass set and operation. It
heks the losure property diretly with this multipliation table. If the omputed
multipliation table is losed under the respetive operation, then ComputeInstby-
CasAndMG passes it to GAP to onstrut the appropriate magma in GAP. After-
wards, ComputeInstbyCasAndMG an employ GAP to test for assoiativity and to
ompute the unit element and inverses for the single elements. Most test funtions
return useful results in both the positive and the negative ase: That is, for instane,
if GAP an ompute a unit element for a given magma, this element is returned. In
ase GAP fails to nd a unit element, the multipliation table is used to determine
a set of elements that suÆe to refute the existene of a unit element for the given
magma. A speial ase is the failure of the test for assoiativity, sine thereMaple
is employed to ompute a partiular solution for the assoiativity equation. If suh
a non-general solution exists, it is exploited to determine a triple of elements for
whih assoiativity does not hold.
When employing SEM, ComputeInstbyCasAndMG also onstruts a multiplia-
tion table with respet to the found residue lass set and operation. The atual all
to SEM onsists of this multipliation table together with the problem at hand.
The multipliation table for n elements is enoded as a set of n
2
equations of the
form a Æ b = . To obtain, for example, a unit element SEM is asked to ompute a
model for the equations x  e = x and e  x = x, where x is a free variable and e is
an unspeied onstant funtion for whih a model is omputed.
The ooperation between TryAndError and ComputeInstbyCasAndMG is guided
by the ontrol rule interrupt-if-inst-from-as-or-mg, whih is part of TryAn-
dError. This ontrol rule interrupts TryAndError for ourring meta-variables and
poses a demand to rst invoke ComputeInstbyCasAndMG on the instantiation-task
of the meta-variable.
The ooperation with ComputeInstbyCasAndMG is not neessary for the suess
of TryAndError. However, if ComputeInstbyCasAndMG an provide suitable instan-
tiations for meta-variables, then the problems are simplied onsiderably. Even if
ComputeInstbyCasAndMG sueeds, the strategy TryAndError has the major disad-
vantage that it has to exhaustively onstrut subproofs for all ases resulting from
universal quantiations, whih an result in lengthy proofs for large residue lass
sets.
9.1.2 Equational Reasoning
The aim of the seond strategy, alled EquSolve, is to use equational reasoning as
muh as possible to prove properties of residue lasses. Its appliation ondition
states that EquSolve an takle only problems that an be redued to equations
(i.e., it annot takle problems involving the losure property or refutations of a
property).
Similarly to the TryAndError strategy, EquSolve onverts statements on residue
lasses into orresponding statements on integers. But instead of heking the
validity of the statements for all possible ases, it tries to solve ourring equations
2
Beause of historial reasons (we did rst implement the onnetion to the omputer algebra
systems), ComputeInstbyCasAndMG rst employs the omputer algebra systems and afterwards
SEM only if the omputer algebra systems fail to provide a suitable solution. Currently, we are
working on a onurrent implementation that runs SEM and the omputer algebra systems in a
ompetitive manner.
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Figure 9.2: Proof onstruted by the EquSolve strategy.
in a general way. We illustrate EquSolve's approah with a proof of the example
theorem from setion 9.1.1 inverse(ZZ
2
; xy x

+y;

0
2
), displayed in Figure 9.2.
In the beginning (lines L
25
through L
20
), the onstrution of the proof is nearly
analogous to the one in the preeding setion. The only exeption is that no ase-
splits are arried out after the appliations of 8IResalss-B and 9IReslass-B.
Instead EquSolve obtains two equations in the lines L
18
and L
19
whih it an gen-
erally solve using the SolveEquation-b method. This method is appliable, if
Maple an ompute a solution of the given equation. In ase the equation in
question ontains meta-variables, the solution Maple omputes an bind these
meta-variables. In our example, the appliation of SolveEquation-b to L
18
|
the rst appliation of SolveEquation-b | introdues a binding for mv, namely
mv:=
b
, whih is indiated in the justiation of L
18
. The binding for mv hanges
the formulas in the remaining open goals L
19
and L
15
to (+) mod 2
:
=0 mod 2 and
 2 f0; 1g. EquSolve loses L
19
by another appliation of SolveEquation-b. Sine
L
15
equals meanwhile L
2
it is losed from this line by an appliation ofWeaken-B.
As opposed to the TryAndError strategy, the proofs EquSolve onstruts are in-
dependent of the size of the residue lass set. But the strategy an be applied only
to some of the ourring problems. Whether EquSolve sueeds to solve a given
problem depends on whether the equations have solutions and whetherMaple an
solve them.
9.1.3 Applying Theorems
In order to inorporate the appliation of already proved theorems we use the strat-
egy RedueToSpeial known from the limit domain also to takle residue lass prob-
lems.
To do so, we had to slightly extend RedueToSpeial with further methods to
apply theorems besides the primary method ApplyAss-B. To ensure termination
ApplyAss-B uses rst-order mathing with -equality on -abstrations. For the
appliation of some of the theorems of the residue lass domain we atually need
higher-order mathing. In order to stay deidable, we deided against using a gen-
eral method that applies theorems with higher-order mathing. Instead, we added
some methods that deide the appliability of ertain theorems with speialized
algorithms, for instane, the method RedueClosed-B.
We illustrate the appliation of RedueToSpeial with the proof for the theorem
losed(ZZ
5
; x; y (x

y)

+

3
5
) given in Figure 9.3. The following are the theorems
involved:
3
3
Similarly, our database ontains theorems suitable for assoiativity, unit element, inverses, and
divisor problems.
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3
5
2 ZZ
5
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L
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. ` losed(ZZ
5
; xy x) (ApplyAss ClosedFV )
L
6
. ` losed(ZZ
5
; xy y) (ApplyAss ClosedSV )
L
7
. ` 5 2 ZZ (InInt)
L
8
. ` losed(ZZ
5
; xy

3
5
) (ApplyAss ClosedConst L
3
)
L
9
. ` losed(ZZ
5
; xy x

y) (RedueClosed ClComp

 L
4
L
5
L
6
)
L
10
. ` losed(ZZ
5
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
y)

+

3
5
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
+ L
7
L
8
L
9
)
Figure 9.3: Proof onstruted by the RedueToSpeial strategy.
1. Eah residue lass set RS
n
is losed with respet to the operations: xy  if
 2 RS
n
(orresponding to the theorem ClosedConst), xy x (ClosedFV ),
and xy y (ClosedSV ).
2. Eah omplete residue lass set ZZ
n
, whih is losed under the binary op-
erations op
1
and op
2
, is also losed under the omposed binary operation
xy (x op
1
y) Æ (x op
2
y) where Æ 2 f

+;

 ;

g (orresponding to the theorems
ClComp

+, ClComp

 , ClComp

).
While the theorems under 1. an be applied by ApplyAss-B, it fails for the the-
orems under 2. This is due to the fat that the neessary instantiations for the
operations op
1
and op
2
annot be found by rst-order mathing. However, the
algorithm of the RedueClosed-B method an deide whether the theorem is
appliable. For instane, when applying the theorem ClComp

+
8n : ZZ 8op
1
8op
2
(losed(ZZ
n
; op
1
) ^ losed(ZZ
n
; op
2
)))
losed(ZZ
n
; x; y (x op
1
y)

+(x op
2
y))
to line L
10
in Figure 9.3, RedueClosed-B omputes the neessary instantiations
for the operations op
1
and op
2
, namely xy x

y and xy

3
5
. Like appliations
of ApplyAss-B, also appliations of RedueClosed-B introdue the premises
of the applied theorem as new goals (here L
7
; L
8
; L
9
), whih have to be takled
subsequently.
Like the EquSolve strategy, RedueToSpeial is independent of the size of the
residue lass set. Theoretially, it is appliable to all types of problems in our
domain. Whether it sueeds on a given problem depends on whether suitable
theorems are available in the knowledge base.
We have experimented with bookkeeping already solved problems and trying
to redue new problems to these. However, this is not feasible sine for large sets
of problems the omparison of a new problem with those already solved is rather
expensive.
9.1.4 Treating Diret Produts
So far, we have explained the strategies with residue lass strutures with simple
sets. The strategies are also able to handle diret produts of residue lass stru-
tures. In the following, we rst introdue the neessary notions used in 
mega to
formalize diret produts of strutures. Afterwards, we explain with an example
how the introdued strategies deal with diret produts of strutures.
Formally, we dene diret produts of residue lass sets via iterated pairing of
arbitrary residue lass sets. Operations on diret produts are pairs of the operations
on the omponents of the diret produts. First, we dene the notion of pairs of
elements with the following pairing funtion:
Pair  x

y

g
o
g(x; y)
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In order to aess the elements of a pair we need to dene two projetions for the
left and the right element of the pair, respetively. The denitions of the projetions
and the pairing funtions are idential with those given in Andrews 's book [7℄ on
page 185 .
LProj  p
(o)o
{
ox

9y

p
:
=Pair(x; y)
RProj  p
(o)o
{
oy

9x

p
:
=Pair(x; y)
Next, we dene the diret produt of two sets as the set of all pairs of elements
of the respetive sets; that is:

  U
o
V
o
p
()((o)o)
[LProj(p) 2 U ℄ ^ [RProj(p) 2 V ℄.
Finally, we dene operations on diret produts as pairs of the operations of the
omponents of the diret produt:
  U
o
V
o
 Æ
1

 Æ
2

p
()((o)o)
q
()((o)o)
Pair(LProj(p) Æ
1
LProj(q); RProj(p) Æ
2
RProj(q)).
Notation 9.1: In the remainder, we denote pairs of operations as (Æ
1
Æ
2
). More-
over, we write diret produts of sets as U
1

U
2
.
In ase the given set is a diret produt of residue lass sets and the given oper-
ation is an operation on suh a diret produt of sets, then the proofs onstruted
by the EquSolve and the TryAndError strategy are only slightly dierent. In fat,
the only dierenes are the treatment of quantied variables that range over diret
produts and equations between tuples in proofs. They are transformed into a form
that is suitable for the methods for simple residue lass sets.
As an example we onsider the set ZZ
2

ZZ
2
with the addition

+ and multiplia-
tion

 as operations on the omponents. The proof works similar to the proofs given
for the simple ase of ZZ
2
in Setions 9.1.1 and 9.1.2. We do not repeat all the details
of these proofs and just desribe the dierenes. The existential quantiation
9z:ZZ
2

ZZ
2
(l
2
(
1
); l
2
(
2
)) [

+

℄ z
:
=(

0
2
;

0
2
)
is rewritten to
9x:ZZ
2
9y:ZZ
2
(l
2
(
1
); l
2
(
2
)) [

+

℄ (x; y)
:
=(

0
2
;

0
2
);
to whih 9IReslass is applied twie. The resulting equation on tuples
(l
2
(
1
); l
2
(
2
)) [

+

℄ (l
2
(mv
1
); l
2
(mv
2
))
:
=(

0
2
;

0
2
)
is split into equations on the omponents
l
2
(
1
)

+l
2
(mv
1
)
:
=

0
2
^ l
2
(
2
)

l
2
(mv
2
)
:
=

0
2
:
Universal quantiation is treated analogously to existential quantiation. In-
equalities on tuples result in the disjuntion of inequalities on the elements of the
tuples. These transformations are performed by methods that are inluded in the
strategies EquSolve and TryAndError
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9.1.5 Automatially Classifying Residue Class Strutures
For a given residue lass struture we an stepwise prove properties in order to
lassify the given struture in terms of the algebrai struture it forms. We lassify
strutures with one operation in terms of
1. magma, semi-group, quasi-group, monoid, loop, or group, and
2. whether a given struture is Abelian or not.
Strutures with two operations are lassied in terms of ring, ring-with-identity,
division ring, or eld.
We implemented the automati exploration of properties in a module in 
mega,
whih we all the exploration module. In the sequel, we explain how this module
works.
9.1.5.1 Classifying Strutures with One Operation
Quasi-Group
Loop
Group
Monoid
Semi-Group
Magma
Closure
Divisors
Unit
Associativity
Unit
Inverses
Figure 9.4: Classiation shema for sets with one operation.
The main idea of the lassiation of residue lass strutures is to stepwise
hek properties of the struture in a shemati order. The results of these heks
eventually gives an answer to the question what kind of algebrai entity the input
struture forms. The lassiation shema for a residue lass set together with a
single operation is displayed in gure 9.4.
First, the module heks whether the given struture is losed under the oper-
ation. In ase it an be proved that the struture is not losed the lassiation
stops at this point. Otherwise, the struture in question forms a magma. The
lassiation proeeds along the right branh of the shema in Figure 9.4. This
way we show whether the given struture is a semi-group, a monoid or a group.
In ase it turns out that the given struture is not assoiative, the lassiation
follows the left branh of the shema. Here the rst test is to hek whether the
property of divisors holds. If the divisors property an be suessfully proved, the
struture forms at least a quasi-group. If the quasi-group ontains additionally a
unit element, it is a loop. If the struture forms a loop, the module does not have
to hek any further sine the struture is not a group beause the module heked
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already that it is non-assoiative. One the lassiation with respet to the shema
in Figure 9.4 is nished and the struture is at least a magma, it is always heked
whether it is Abelian.
The hek and the proof of a single property are done in three steps: First the
likely answer to whether a ertain property holds or not is omputed using the om-
puter algebra systems Maple and GAP or the model generator SEM. To perform
the tests withMaple andGAP or SEM the exploration module uses funtionalities
similar to the funtionalities employed by the ComputeInstbyCasAndMG instantia-
tion strategy. Depending on the result of this omputation a proof obligation is
onstruted stating either that the property in question holds or that it does not
hold. This proof obligation is passed to Multi, whih tries to disharge it immedi-
ately by onstruting a proof plan as desribed in the previous setions. If the proof
planning proess fails, then the negated proof obligation is onstruted and passed
to Multi to prove the obligation. If both proving attempts fail the lassiation
proess stops and signals an error, otherwise the lassiation proeeds by heking
the next property.
9.1.5.2 Classifying Strutures with two Operations
So far, we were only onerned with the lassiation of residue lass sets together
with one binary operation. We an also automatially lassify residue lass sets
together with two operations without muh additional mahinery.
A given struture of the form (RS
n
; Æ; ?) is rst lassied with respet to the
rst operation as desribed in setion 9.1.5. If (RS
n
; Æ) is an Abelian group, we try
to establish distributivity of ? over Æ.
If distributivity an be proved, the residue lass set is rst redued by the unit
element of the rst operation and the resulting set is then lassied with respet to
the seond operation. More preisely, if e is the unit element in RS
n
with respet
to Æ, (RS
n
nfeg; ?) is lassied as desribed in the preeding setion. The result of
this latter lassiation determines the exat nature of (RS
n
; Æ; ?), whether it is a
ring, ring-with-identity, division ring, or eld.
9.2 Proof Plans of Isomorphism Problems
In the last setion, we explained howMulti reates proof plans for simple properties
of residue lasses and disussed the lassiation of residue lass strutures in terms
of the algebrai entity they form. In this setion, we shall examine how Multi
reates proof plans for the problems that two given residue lass strutures are
either isomorphi or not isomorphi to eah other. We shall reuse the same, albeit
slightly extended, strategies developed for simple properties and a new PPLANNER
strategy as well as new INSTMETA, ATP, and BACKTRACK strategies.
For the simple properties, Multi did interleave PPLANNER strategies only with
BACKTRACK or INSTMETA strategies but not with eah other. For the onstrution
of isomorphism or non-isomorphism proof plans Multi relies on the ombination
and interleaving of dierent PPLANNER strategies. This ooperation is not realized
via interrupts of one PPLANNER strategy. Rather, when one PPLANNER strategy
fails, strategi ontrol rules prefer the appliation of other PPLANNER strategies to
the failure subgoals instead of baktraking. We shall explain this failure-driven
ooperation in more detail as we go along and illustrate it with examples.
As for simple properties the strategi ontrol speies also for isomorphism or
non-isomorphism problems (as well as for subproblems suh as to show injetivity,
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surjetivity, or homomorphy) that the strategies RedueToSpeial, EquSolve, and
TryAndError are always tested in this order.
The exploration presented in setion 9.1.5 returns sets of magmas, Abelian mag-
mas, semi-groups, et. This, however, does not indiate whether these strutures
are atually dierent (i.e., not isomorphi to eah other) or just dierent repre-
sentations of the same struture. The proof tehniques we present in this hapter
enable the further lassiation of residue lass strutures by dividing them into
isomorphism lasses.
This setion is strutured as follows: We rst desribe how both isomorphism
and non-isomorphism proofs are planned. Afterwards, we point out the peuliarities
when residue lass strutures with diret produts are involved. Finally, we present
the extensions of the exploration module to automatially lassify residue lass
strutures into isomorphism lasses.
9.2.1 Isomorphism Proofs
Multi employs the same strategies already desribed in setion 9.1 with the same
methods that were already needed to prove simple properties of residue lass sets.
We added only two methods for the introdution of isomorphism mappings to the
TryAndError and EquSolve strategies. Contrary to the proofs in setion 9.1 that
ould be solved in most ases within one strategy, for isomorphism proofs dierent
strategies have to ooperate to onstrut a proof plan. This means that Multi
swithes from the strategy EquSolve to either TryAndError or RedueToSpeial.
9.2.1.1 Using the TryAndError Strategy
For the proof that two given strutures are isomorphi, a mapping has to be on-
struted that is a bijetive homomorphism from the one struture to the other
struture. In the ontext of nite sets eah possible mapping an be represented
as a pointwise dened funtion, where the image of eah element of the domain is
expliitly speied as an element of the odomain. Following the ideas desribed
already in setion 9.1.1, the strategy TryAndError performs a ase analysis for the
dierent possibilities for dening the mapping. If TryAndError fails to prove bije-
tivity or the homomorphism property for a mapping, then it onstruts | after
baktraking | the next mapping and tries to prove bijetivity and the homomor-
phism properties.
We illustrate this with the problem that (ZZ
2
;

+) is isomorphi to (ZZ
3
nf

0g;

).
Figure 9.5 displays a part of the PDS for this problem.
The topmost ase-split (i.e., the ase-split over the possible instantiations of the
isomorphism mapping) is introdued with the appliation of the 9IReslFun-B
method in line L
98
. 9IReslFun-B introdues a onstant h
0
for the existentially
quantied variable h, whih denotes a funtion from ZZ
2
to ZZ
3
n f0g. This funtion
is also expliitly introdued in line L
1
as the formalization of a pointwise funtion
h
0
: ZZ
2
 ! ZZ
3
n f

0
3
g with h
0
(x)
:
=

l
3
(mv
1
); if x
:
=

0
2
l
3
(mv
2
); if x
:
=

1
2
;
where the mv
i
are meta-variables that an be instantiated by elements of the range,
i.e., by 1 or 2 in our example (see L
96
). Then, TryAndError searhes in the usual
way (see setion 9.1.1) for an appropriate ombination of mv
1
and mv
2
that yields
a funtion h
0
, for whih TryAndError an show the homomorphism property and
bijetivity of h
0
in line L
97
.
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Figure 9.5: Introdution of the pointwise dened funtion.
In order to shortut the searh for the right funtion h
0
we extended the INSTMETA
strategy ComputeInstbyCasAndMG suh that it an provide instantiations for meta-
variables, whih are part of the pointwise funtion speiation. ComputeInstby-
CasAndMG an either employ the omputer algebra system Maple or the model
generator SEM to obtain an isomorphism between the strutures (RS
1
n
; Æ
1
) and
(RS
2
m
; Æ
2
). When employingMaple, ComputeInstbyCasAndMG asksMaple to give
a solution for the system of equations x
k
= x
i
Æ
2
x
j
with respet to the modulo fator
m usingMaple's funtion msolve. The system of equations is generated by the in-
stantiations of the homomorphism equation h(l
n
(k)) = h(l
n
(i))Æ
2
h(l
n
(j)), where
l
n
(k) = l
n
(i) Æ
1
l
n
(j) for all l
n
(i); l
n
(j) 2 RS
1
n
. Thus, h(l
n
(l)) is substituted
by x
l
in our equation system. When Maple returns a solution for the equation
system in whih the variables equal to elements of the integer set orresponding to
RS
2
m
, then the solution is a homomorphism between the strutures. When there
is a disjoint solution with x
i
6= x
j
, for all i 6= j, then the solution is an isomor-
phism. When employing SEM, ComputeInstbyCasAndMG passes the multipliation
tables of (RS
1
n
; Æ
1
) and (RS
2
m
; Æ
2
) to SEM and asks SEM to ompute a model for
a bijetive funtion h, whih satises the homomorphism equation.
4
In the example in Figure 9.5 ComputeInstbyCasAndMG asks Maple to give a
solution for the equations x
0
= x
0
 x
0
, x
1
= x
0
 x
1
, x
1
= x
1
 x
0
, x
0
= x
1
 x
1
with modulo fator 3. Maple returns fx
1
= 0; x
0
= 0g, fx
1
= 2; x
0
= 1g, fx
0
=
1; x
1
= 1g. ComputeInstbyCasAndMG analyzes the solutions and aepts the seond
one beause it is a disjoint solution and all elements are in the odomain. Therefore,
4
The fat that h should be bijetive does not have to be formalized by logi formulas but an
be speied as side ondition on h in the input language of SEM.
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ComputeInstbyCasAndMG adds the bindings mv
1
:=
b
1;mv
2
:=
b
2. The introdution
of these bindings hanges the funtion h
0
in line L
1
to the funtion h
0
(

0
2
)
:
=

1
3
,
h
0
(

1
2
)
:
=

2
3
.
Beginning in line L
80
, Figure 9.5 shows how the funtion h
0
is used during the
proof planning proess in the subproof for injetivity. The proof up to L
73
results
from the standard proedure of the TryAndError strategy: dened onepts are ex-
panded, quantiers are eliminated by introduing ase-splits and statements about
residue lasses are rewritten into statements about integers. The interesting part
is the appliation of the ApplyFuntion-B method in line L
73
. This orresponds
to the substitution of the funtional expressions given on the righthand side of the
disjuntion in line L
73
with the funtional values given in the denition of h
0
in line
L
1
. The result is given in line L
72
.
For a given funtion h
0
Multi has to onstrut subproofs of n
2
ases for the
properties injetivity, surjetivity, and homomorphy, respetively. Here, n is the
ardinality of the strutures. However, if no suitable instantiation an be omputed,
there are n
n
pointwise dened funtions to hek, whih beomes infeasible already
for relatively small n.
9.2.1.2 Using the EquSolve Strategy
During the isomorphism proof we have to show injetivity, surjetivity, and the
homomorphism property for the introdued mapping. To onstrut proofs for these
properties by a omplete ase analysis as performed by TryAndError an beome
quite lengthy. In order to takle isomorphism problems with the EquSolve strategy
we need a more ompat form to represent the isomorphism funtion, namely a
polynomial that interpolates the pointwise dened funtion. If we an ompute
suh an interpolation polynomial, the EquSolve strategy has a hane of nding
the subproofs for surjetivity and the homomorphism property. The subproof for
injetivity has to show that for any two distint elements the images dier; this
annot be done with the EquSolve strategy.
We added the funtionality for the onstrution of the interpolation polynomial
to the INSTMETA strategy ComputeInstbyCasAndMG. ComputeInstbyCasAndMG em-
ploys either Maple or SEM to ompute a pointwise dened funtion as desribed
in the previous setion. Then, it employs Maple to ompute a polynomial that
interpolates the pointwise funtion. ComputeInstbyCasAndMG does not use a stan-
dard algorithm for interpolating sparse polynomials (see for example [257, 258, 254℄)
as these do not neessarily return the best possible interpolation polynomial for our
purpose. Moreover, some of the algorithms, for instane inMaple, are not suÆient
for our purposes.
5
This is espeially true for the ase of multi-variate polynomial
interpolation that is neessary for dealing with residue lass sets that are omposed
of diret produts, whih we will desribe in more detail in setion 9.2.3. Thus, we
have deided to implement a simple searh algorithm in ComputeInstbyCasAndMG
to nd a suitable interpolation polynomial of minimal degree. This is feasible as
ComputeInstbyCasAndMG has to handle only relatively small mappings.
In detail, the interpolation proeeds as follows: Given a pointwise dened iso-
morphism funtion h:l
n
(x
i
)2RS
1
n
! l
m
(y
i
)2RS
2
m
ComputeInstbyCasAndMG asks
Maple to solve the system of equations (a
d
x
d
i
+   +a
1
x
i
+a
0
) mod m = y
i
mod m
for all x
i
; y
i
. When Maple returns a solution for a
d
; : : : ; a
0
, we have found an
interpolating polynomial. If there is no solution, a polynomial with degree d + 1
will be sent to Maple. This proedure terminates latest when d = m  1.
5
Maple's algorithms interp and Interp annot always handle the interpolation of funtions
where a non-prime modulo fator is involved.
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Figure 9.6: Introdution of the interpolated funtion.
We illustrate this for the proof that (ZZ
2
; xy x

+y

+

1
2
) is isomorphi to (ZZ
2
;

+)
shown in Figure 9.6. First, EquSolve expands the dened onept Iso in L
99
and
then introdues a meta-variable mv
h
in line L
97
for the existentially quantied
variable h in L
98
. For this meta-variable ComputeInstbyCasAndMG is appliable
and Multi swithes from EquSolve to ComputeInstbyCasAndMG. As in TryAndEr-
ror (see setion 9.1.1) the swith from EquSolve to ComputeInstbyCasAndMG and
bak is organized by the ontrol rule interrupt-if-inst-from-as-or-mg, whih
interrupts EquSolve and poses a demand for ComputeInstbyCasAndMG. ComputeIn-
stbyCasAndMG nds the interpolation polynomial x ! x + 1 mod 2 and adds the
binding mv
h
:=
b
x x

+

1
2
. This hanges the line L
97
to
(Inj(x x

+

1
2
;ZZ
2
) ^ Surj(x x

+

1
2
;ZZ
2
;ZZ
3
nf

0
3
g)^
Hom(x x

+

1
2
;ZZ
2
; xy x

+y;ZZ
3
nf

0
3
g; xy x

y))
Then, EquSolve has to show the properties of injetivity, homomorphy, and sur-
jetivity for this interpolation polynomial. In Figure 9.6 we have arried out only the
details for the subproof of surjetivity, in whih the problem is redued to an equa-
tion over integers that an be solved by Maple employing the SolveEquation-b
method similar to the proof in setion 9.1.2. The proof of the homomorphism
property works analogously. The proof for injetivity in L
50
, however, annot be
onstruted with the EquSolve strategy for the reasons explained above. Thus, when
EquSolve fails to onstrut a proof for L
50
, then Multi should not perform bak-
traking with respet to the task with goal L
50
but should prefer other strategies,
whih an deal with this line-task, in partiular, TryAndError or RedueToSpeial.
This is realized by the strategi ontrol rule preferotherjob-if-EquSolvefailure,
whih states that if EquSolve fails on partiular line-tasks and there are job oers
of TryAndError or RedueToSpeial for these line-tasks, then these job oers are
preferred before job oers of BACKTRACK strategies.6 When EquSolve fails to prove
the surjetivity or homomorphy subgoals, then Multi has to deal with those sub-
problems again at the strategi level. Guided by the desribed strategi ontrol
6
preferotherjob-if-EquSolvefailure has a higher priority as the strategi ontrol
rule prefer-baktrak-if-failure introdued in setion 6.2.3. Hene, it \overwrites"
prefer-baktrak-if-failure.
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rule Multi would then prefer to try rst TryAndError or RedueToSpeial on the
subgoals before baktraking. How the strategy RedueToSpeial is applied in this
ontext is desribed in the next setion. In ase the TryAndError strategy is applied,
the ase analysis is onduted with the interpolation polynomial instead with the
pointwise funtion as in setion 9.2.1.
As opposed to TryAndError, whih an nd an isomorphism by searh, EquSolve
an sueed only, if ComputeInstbyCasAndMG an provide an interpolation polynom.
Thus, the suess of EquSolve depends on the apabilities of Maple.
9.2.1.3 Using the RedueToSpeial Strategy
Sine 
mega's database does not ontain theorems on isomorphism problems, Re-
dueToSpeial is not appliable to the original theorem, but it omes into play,
when a subgoal, in partiular an injetivity subgoal, has to be proved. Here, we an
exploit the following simple mathematial fat:
A surjetive mapping between two nite sets with the same ardinality
is injetive.
The proof of injetivity beomes simply a theorem appliation, if Multi an
prove by other means (i.e., EquSolve) that a given mapping is surjetive. Hene,
the idea for the most eÆient isomorphism proofs is to start with EquSolve on the
whole isomorphism problem, prove the surjetivity and homomorphy subproblem if
possible with equational reasoning, and let RedueToSpeial nish the proof.
9.2.2 Non-Isomorphism Problems
In this setion, we shall disuss how Multi an onstrut proof plans for non-
isomorphism problems. If the two strutures involved are of dierent ardinalities,
they are trivially not isomorphi. This ase is easily planned with the RedueToSpe-
ial strategy and an appropriate theorem. We shall not give the implementation of
this ase in detail but onentrate instead on the more interesting ases. For takling
non-isomorphism problems we implemented the following three proof tehniques:
1. Show that eah possible mapping between the two strutures is not isomor-
phi. This is an exhaustive ase analysis for whih we employ the slightly
extended TryAndError strategy.
2. Isomorphi strutures have all algebrai properties in ommon. Thus, in or-
der to show that two strutures are not isomorphi it suÆes to show that
one partiular property holds for one struture but not for the other. This
tehnique is realized by interleaving the (slightly extended) EquSolve strategy
with the ATP strategy CallTramp and the INSTMETA strategy ComputeInstbyHR,
whih employs HR [58℄ a system for theory formation to obtain a property
that holds for one struture but not for the other.
3. We onstrut a ontradition by assuming there exists an isomorphism be-
tween the two residue lass strutures and deriving that it is not injetive.
For this tehnique we have implemented a new strategy, alled NotInjNotIso.
Also on non-isomorphism problems the strategi ontrol among the strategies
RedueToSpeial, EquSolve, and TryAndError stays the same: they are tried in this
order. The new strategy NotInjNotIso is tried after EquSolve and before TryAndError.
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9.2.2.1 Using the TryAndError Strategy
As already stated in setion 9.1.1, the two basi priniples of the TryAndError strat-
egy are to takle quantied statements by heking all possible ases or alternatives
and to rewrite statements on residue lasses into orresponding statements on inte-
gers. When solving non-isomorphism problems, the top-most ase-split is to hek
for eah possible funtion from one residue lass set into the other that it is either
not injetive, not surjetive, or not a homomorphism.
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Figure 9.7: Proof onstruted by the TryAndError strategy.
Figure 9.7 displays a segment of the PDS for the non-isomorphism problem
that the two Abelian semi-groups (ZZ
4
; xy x

y



2
4
) and (ZZ
4
; xy

2
4
) are not iso-
morphi onstruted by TryAndError.
7
The proof works in the following way: after
unfolding the denition of isomorphism in line L
99
, the appliation of the method
PullNeg-B pushes the negation to the inner-most formulas. Next, TryAndError
applies 8IReslFun-B, a method for the elimination of universally quantied
goals that is the dual of the 9IReslFun-B method introdued in setion 9.2.1.
8IReslFun-B instantiates the variable h for a mapping between the two given
residue lass sets with a onstant h
0
and introdues the hypotheses L
1
through L
5
.
L
1
expliitly states the funtion h
0
as a unary funtion mapping the elements of
the domain to onstants l
4
(
1
) to l
4
(
4
) of the odomain. The lines L
2
through
L
5
ontain the possible instantiations for the onstants 
1
, 
2
, 
3
, and 
4
. The next
step is the ase-split over all possible mappings between the residue lass sets, i.e.,
all possible ombinations of onstants 
1
to 
4
. It is introdued by the appliation
of _E**-B to line L
96
with respet to the lines L
2
through L
5
. The ase-split leads
to 256 new open subgoals of whih we depit only two, i.e., lines L
95
and L
75
, in
7
We have renumbered the lines in order to preserve spae.
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Figure 9.7. Likewise, we depit only a subset of the newly introdued hypotheses
ontaining the dierent ombinations of the onstants 
1
to 
4
. Eah of the new
subgoals has a dierent ombination of these onstants in its hypotheses. It remains
to show for eah ase that the funtion represented by L
1
and the atual hypothe-
ses is either not surjetive, not injetive, or not a homomorphism. For line L
95
,
for example, TryAndError an show that the mapping is not injetive sine all the
images are

0
4
.
The appliation of this naive tehnique suers from ombinatorial explosion on
the possibilities for the funtion h. For two strutures whose sets have ardinality
n it has to onsider n
n
dierent possible funtions. Thus, in pratie this strategy
is not feasible for strutures of ardinality larger than four.
9.2.2.2 Using Disriminants
If two strutures are isomorphi, they have all algebrai properties in ommon.
Thus, in order to show that two strutures are not isomorphi, it suÆes to show
that one property holds for one struture but not for the other. Suh a property is
alled a disriminant for the two strutures.
For example, onsider the pairwise non-isomorphi quasi-groups S
1
; S
2
; S
3
de-
pited with their respetive multipliation tables in Figure 9.8. When omparing
the tables of S
1
and S
2
, one disriminant is fairly obvious: while S
1
has only

0
5
on
the main diagonal, all elements on the main diagonal of S
2
are distint. Thus, the
property we an use is 9x 8y x
:
=y Æ y. Things beome less obvious for the multipli-
ation tables of S
2
and S
3
. Here, one property of S
3
, whih does not hold for S
2
,
is 8x 8y (x Æ x
:
=y)) (y Æ y
:
=x).
S
1
:
=(ZZ
5
;

 ) S
2
:
=(ZZ
5
; xy (

2
5

x)

+y) S
3
:
=(ZZ
5
; xy (

3
5

x)

+y)
S
1

0
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

0
5

4
5

3
5

2
5

1
5

1
5

1
5

0
5

4
5

3
5

2
5

2
5

2
5

1
5

0
5

4
5

3
5

3
5

3
5

2
5

1
5

0
5

4
5

4
5

4
5

3
5

2
5

1
5

0
5
S
2

0
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

0
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

1
5

2
5

4
5

0
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

3
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

4
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

1
5

2
5
S
3

0
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

0
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

1
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

1
5

2
5

2
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

1
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

2
5

3
5

4
5

0
5

1
5
Figure 9.8: Some quasi-group multipliation tables.
The generalized proof proedure is as follows: given two strutures S
1
and S
2
we have to:
1. nd a disriminant P ,
2. show that P (S
1
) holds,
3. show that :P (S
2
) holds, and
4. show that 8X 8Y P (X) ^ :P (Y ) ) X 6 Y holds (where X and Y are
variables for strutures).
8
The single proof parts ombine to the following proof sketh:
8
While step 4 is fairly obvious for a human mathematiian, it is ruial for a formal proof.
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?
.
.
.
.
(2)
P (S
1
)
?
.
.
.
.
(3)
:P (S
2
)
P (RS
1
) ^ :P (S
2
)
^
I
?
.
.
.
.
(4)
8X 8Y P (X) ^ :P (Y )) X 6 Y
P (S
1
) ^ :P (S
2
)) S
1
6 S
2
8
E
(S
1
; S
2
)
S
1
6 S
2
)
E
The four problems 1 to 4 are solved by dierent strategies and dierent inte-
grated systems. To ompute a suitable disriminant P , we employ HR, a system for
theory formation. The proofs that P is a disriminant for two given residue lass
strutures (i.e., that P (RS
1
n
; Æ
1
) and :P (RS
2
m
; Æ
2
) holds) are done by PPLANNER
strategies. To obtain a formal proof that P is a disriminant for two arbitrary
strutures X and Y (i.e., step 4) we use rst-order automated theorem provers.
We realized this tehnique as follows: we formalized the proof shema de-
sribed above in the method IsoToDisriminant-B, whih we added to Equ-
Solve.
9
The appliation of IsoToDisriminant-B by EquSolve redues the initial
goal :Iso(RS
1
n
; Æ
1
; RS
2
m
; Æ
2
) to three line-tasks with the goals
(1) mv
P
(RS
1
n
; Æ
1
),
(2) :mv
P
(RS
2
m
; Æ
2
), and
(3) 8Set
1
; Op
1
; Set
2
; Op
2
mv
P
(Set
1
; Op
1
) ^ :mv
P
(Set
2
; Op
2
))
[:Iso(Set
1
; Op
1
; Set
2
; Op
2
)℄
and an instantiation-task for the meta-variable mv
P
, whih substitutes the disrim-
inant P .
Afterwards, EquSolve interrupts and poses demands to rst apply the instanti-
ation strategy ComputeInstbyHR to mv
P
and then to apply the ATP strategy Call-
Tramp (see setion 6.2.4) to the goal (3). When both strategies sueed and EquSolve
is re-invoked, then it takles the remaining goals P (RS
1
n
; Æ
1
) and :P (RS
2
m
; Æ
2
),
where the meta-variable mv
P
is meanwhile bound to property P . P (RS
1
n
; Æ
1
)
and :P (RS
2
m
; Æ
2
) are rst takled by EquSolve. If EquSolve fails to prove these
subgoals
10
, TryAndError is applied to them guided by the strategi ontrol rule
preferotherjob-if-EquSolvefailure that prefers job oers of other strategies for
goals on whih EquSolve fails (see setion 9.2.1).
In the following, we illustrate the appliation of HR and the automated the-
orem provers with the problem that :Iso(ZZ
5
;

 ;ZZ
5
; xy (

2
5

x)

+y). HR oers
as disriminant Set Op 9x:Set 8y:Set x
:
=Op(y; y), whih redues the two goals
for the PPLANNER strategies to 9x:ZZ
5
8y:ZZ
5
x
:
=y

 y and :9x:ZZ
5
8y:ZZ
5
x
:
=

2
5

y)

+y.
Sine these two goals are solved by the strategies EquSolve and TryAndError as usual
we omit to further disuss them.
ComputeInstbyHR works similar to ComputeInstbyCasAndMG. When applied to
an instantiation-task, it analyzes whih kind of instantiation is needed and then
applies HR to ompute the atual instantiation. To obtain a disriminant Com-
puteInstbyHR uses HR's onept formation, whih is ahieved by using prodution
rules that take one (or two) old onepts as input and output a new onept. The
input for HR are the two strutures for whih a disriminant is needed and a set of
prodution rules. In partiular, we use the following four prodution rules of HR:
 Compose: omposes funtions using onjugation.
9
We added IsoToDisriminant-B to EquSolve sine EquSolve is supposed to solve the goal
P (RS
1
n
; Æ
1
).
10
Typially, EquSolve sueeds for P (RS
1
n
; Æ
1
) and fails for :P (RS
2
m
; Æ
2
).
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 Math: equates variables in prediate denitions.
 Forall: introdues existential quantiation.
 Exists: introdues universal quantiation.
[a, b, c, d] : b*c=d
[a, b, c] : b*b=c
match
[a, b] : (all c ((c*c=b)))
forall
[a, b] : b in a
forall
[a] : (exists b ((all c ((c*c=b)))))
exists
Figure 9.9: Example onstrution of HR.
As an example onsider the onept of there being a single element on the
diagonal of the multipliation table of an algebra, as is the ase for (ZZ
5
;

 ) but
not for (ZZ
5
; xy (

2
5

x)

+y). This onept is onstruted by HR using the math,
forall and exists prodution rules, as depited in Figure 9.9 from the basi onepts
`element of the algebra' and `multipliation of two elements to give a third'. Using
the math prodution rule with the multipliation onept, HR invents the notion
of multiplying an element by itself. By using this in the forall prodution rule, it
invents the onept of elements, whih all other elements multiply by themselves
to give. Then, using the exists prodution rule, HR invents the notion of algebras
where there is suh an element. The resulting property is expressed as an -term,
whih yields: Set Op 9x:Set 8y:Set x
:
=Op(y; y). A more detailed disussion of
the usage of HR by ComputeInstbyHR an be found in [167℄.
With respet to the binding mv
P
:=
b
Set Op 9x:Set 8y:Set x
:
=Op(y; y) in-
trodued by ComputeInstbyHR the goal (3) beomes:
8Set
1
; Op
1
; Set
2
; Op
2
[9x:Set
1
8y:Set
1
x
:
=Op
1
(y; y)℄ ^ :[9x:Set
2
8y:Set
2
x
:
=Op
2
(y; y)℄
) [(Set
1
; Op
1
) 6 (Set
2
; Op
2
)℄.
CallTramp sueeds to solve the goal, if one of the automated theorem provers
interfaed by Tramp sueeds.
11
Tramp returns the orresponding ND-proof,
whih is stored for a potential expansion (see setion 6.2.4). For our example,
Tramp produes ND-proofs ontaining between 71 (ND-proof transformed from
Spass proof) and 104 steps (from Bliksem proof).
We point out that the interfae between Multi and HR is urrently not auto-
mated. Thus, urrently the desribed tehnique does not work fully automatially.
Rather, the instantiation strategy ComputeInstbyHR asks the user to supply HR's
results interatively.
11
The formula passed to Tramp is a higher-order theorem sine it ontains quantiations on
sets, operations, and the funtions h and j. However, when Tramp alls the onneted automated
theorem provers it reates a lause normal form of the problem and all the higher-order variables
beome onstants (the theorem is negated for lause normalization).
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9.2.2.3 Proof by Contradition
In this setion, we introdue the new strategy NotInjNotIso to takle non-isomor-
phism problems. For the development of NotInjNotIso experiments with random-
ization and restarts tehniques known from Artiial Intelligene were neessary,
from whih we aquired the ontrol knowledge to guide the appliation of NotIn-
jNotIso. Sine these experiments were related only to the NotInjNotIso strategy and
sine their results are neessary to disuss the NotInjNotIso strategy, we shall de-
sribe them here and do not delay them to the general disussion of the onduted
experiments in setion 9.3.2.
The idea of NotInjNotIso is to onstrut an indiret proof that shows that two
strutures (RS
1
n
1
; Æ
1
) and (RS
2
n
2
; Æ
2
) are not isomorphi. The strategy rst assumes
that the two strutures are isomorphi and that h is a bijetive homomorphism from
(RS
1
n
1
; Æ
1
) to (RS
2
n
2
; Æ
2
). If h is bijetive, then it is also injetive. The strategy then
tries to nd two elements 
1
; 
2
2 RS
1
n
1
with 
1
6= 
2
suh that it an derive the
equation h(
1
)
:
=h(
2
). This ontradits the assumption of injetivity of h whih
implies that h(
1
) 6= h(
2
) has to hold, if 
1
6= 
2
. Note that the proof works with
respet to all possible homomorphisms h.
L
1
. L
1
` Iso(ZZ
5
; xy x

y;ZZ
5
; xy x

+y) (Hyp)
.
.
.
L
6
. L
1
` Inj(h;ZZ
5
) (^E-F : : :)
L
7
. L
1
`Hom(h;ZZ
5
; xy x

y;ZZ
5
; xy x

+y) (^E-F : : :)
L
8
. L
1
`h(

0
5
)
:
=h(

0
5
)

+h(

0
5
) (InstHomEqus-F L
7
)
L
9
. L
1
`h(

0
5
)
:
=h(

0
5
)

+h(

1
5
) (InstHomEqus-F L
7
)
.
.
.
L
88
. L
1
` ((((h(

0
5
)

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

1
5
)
:
=h(

1
5
) (SolveEquation-b)
L
89
. L
1
` (((h(

0
5
)

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

1
5
)
:
=h(

1
5
) (=Subst-B L
88
L
8
)
L
90
. L
1
` ((h(

0
5
)

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

1
5
)
:
=h(

1
5
) (=Subst-B L
89
L
8
)
L
91
. L
1
` (h(

0
5
)

+h(

0
5
))

+h(

1
5
)
:
=h(

1
5
) (=Subst-B L
90
L
8
)
L
92
. L
1
`h(

0
5
)

+h(

1
5
)
:
=h(

1
5
) (=Subst-B L
91
L
8
)
L
93
. L
1
`h(

0
5
)
:
=h(

1
5
) (=Subst-B L
92
L
9
)
.
.
.
L
97
. L
1
`:Inj(h;ZZ
5
) (: : :)
L
98
. L
1
`? (:E L
97
L
6
)
L
99
. `:Iso(ZZ
5
; xy x

y;ZZ
5
; xy x

+y) (Contra-B L
98
)
Figure 9.10: Proof with the NotInjNotIso strategy.
Figure 9.10 shows a part of the proof with the NotInjNotIso strategy for the
example problem :Iso(ZZ
5
; xy x

y;ZZ
5
; xy x

+y). The idea is to derive the on-
tradition in line L
98
by assuming that there exists an isomorphism in line L
1
. Not-
InjNotIso derives in the lines L
6
and L
7
the properties that all possible isomorphisms
h have to be injetive homomorphisms. Then, it derives from the homomorpshim
property in L
7
the ompletely instantiated homomorphism equation system. In our
example, this system onsists of 25 single equations. In Figure 9.10 we show only
two of these equations in the lines L
8
and L
9
. The appliation of InstHomEqus-F
introdues the simplied versions of the equations, whih are of the general form
h(x Æ
1
y)
:
=h(x) Æ
2
h(y). The instantiation of the proper operations and the applia-
tion to the arguments x =

0
5
and y =

0
5
results in the equation of line L
8
(similarly,
the equation of line L
9
results from x =

0
5
and y =

1
5
).
From the system of equations the NotInjNotIso strategy tries to derive that h is
not injetive. To prove this, it has to nd two witnesses 
1
and 
2
for whih 
1
6= 
2
and h(
1
)
:
=h(
2
) hold. In the proof in Figure 9.10 NotInjNotIso hooses

0
5
and

1
5
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for 
1
and 
2
, respetively. We omit the part of the proof that derives

0
5
6=

1
5
and
onentrate on the more diÆult part to show h(

0
5
)
:
=h(

1
5
) in line L
93
. This goal
is redued to line L
88
by suessively applying equations from the equation system
with the method=Subst-B. The formula of L
88
is aepted byMaple as a generally
valid equation (with respet to the modulo fator 5), and NotInjNotIso loses L
88
by the method SolveEquation-b. Sine line L
97
ontradits the assumption of
injetivity of h, Multi an onlude the proof.
The essential part of an appliation of the NotInjNotIso strategy is the searh
for a sequene of appliations of the =Subst-B method, whih redues h(
1
)
:
=h(
2
)
to an equation that an be shown by Maple. During this proess NotInjNotIso
has to make deisions about whih instantiated homomorphism equation to apply
next with the =Subst-B method. Sine all instantiated homomorphism equations
have the form h()
:
=h(
1
) Æ h(
2
) the deision is, whih subterm h(: : :) of the ur-
rent goal to replae by a orresponding instantiated homomorphism equation. The
idea to guide the seletion is to prefer instantiated homomorphism equations whose
appliation results in equations that ontain as few as possible dierent h(: : :) ex-
pressions. Then, several ourrenes of the same h(: : :) expression an be aneled
(whih is done by Maple) with respet to the modulo fator. For instane, in the
nal equation in line L
88
in Figure 9.10 5 ourrenes of h(

0) onneted by

+ are
aneled sine 5  h(

0
5
) modulo 5 equals

0
5
.
This idea is realized in the ontrol rule hoose-next-equation, whih guides
the deision for the next instantiated homomorphism equation by adopting the
following heuristis:
(1) Prefer the appliation of an instantiated homomorphism equation that replaes
in the urrent goal an ourrene of h() suh that h() is the h(: : :) expression
with the least ourrenes in the goal.
(2) Among the remaining instantiated homomorphism equations prefer an equation
that introdues the least number of h(: : :) expressions that are new in the goal.
We applied NotInjNotIso with this heuristi guidane to a testbed of 160 non-
isomorphism problems over the residue lass set ZZ
5
. Some example instanes are:
1. :Iso(ZZ
5
; xy x

y;ZZ
5
; xy x

+y),
2. :Iso(ZZ
5
; xy x

y;ZZ
5
; xy x

 y),
3. :Iso(ZZ
5
; xy x

+y;ZZ
5
; xy x

 y),
4. :Iso(ZZ
5
; xy x

 y;ZZ
5
; xy

2
5

(x

 y)).
The problem instanes are onstruted by ombining strutures of dierent algebrai
ategories (102 problems) and problems ombining two quasi-group strutures from
dierent isomorphism lasses (58 problems). For instane, problem 1 onsists of
a monoid struture and a group struture, problem 2 of a monoid struture and
a quasi-group struture, problem 3 of a group and a quasi-group struture, and
problem 4 of two quasi-group strutures.
The appliation of NotInjNotIso to all problems of the testbed (we used a 2 hour
time limit per proof attempt) revealed a surprisingly high variane in the perfor-
mane of the strategy. On some of the problems it sueeded very fast (in the order
of seonds) and produed short proof plans onsisting only of a few appliations of
=Subst-B, whereas on other problems the planning proess took muh longer (in
the order of several hundreds of seonds) and resulted in proof plans with many
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appliations of =Subst-B. Furthermore, for over 30% of the instanes no proof was
found in 2 hours. Table 9.2 displays the performane extrema for these runs as
well as the mean values over all suessful runs. The values in brakets give the
deviation from the mean.
12
Figure 9.11 shows the underlying distribution of the run time for these experi-
ments. We observe a large variane in run times for the various instanes. In fat,
the distribution exhibits heavy-tailed behavior [103, 105, 104℄, whih is manifested
in the long tail of the distribution strething for several orders of magnitude.
Costs Mean Min. Max.
Proof length 55 45 (18.2%) 83 (50.9%)
Run Time 483 8(98%) 7145(1380%)
Table 9.2: Statistis for suessful runs (108 out of 160) on testbed using determin-
isti strategy.
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Figure 9.11: Run time distribution over testbed without randomization.
Gomes et al. have shown that one an take advantage of the large variations in
run time of suh heavy-tailed distributions by introduing an element of randomness
into the searh proess, ombined with a restart strategy. A key riterion for the
suess of suh a randomization and restart approah is a large variane in dierent
randomized runs with the same instane. To explore this issue, we onsidered
multiple runs on a single instane by introduing a stohasti element into the
planning proess.
We extended hoose-next-equation suh that it randomly orders all instanti-
ated homomorphism equations, whih are ranked equally good. We ran this ran-
domized version of NotInjNotIso 225 times on the following problem instane:
:Iso(ZZ
5
; (x

+y)

+

2
5
;ZZ
5
; (

2
5

(x

+y))

+

2
5
)
Interestingly, the run time distribution of the randomized NotInjNotIso strategy on
the single instane also exhibits heavy-tailed behavior, see Figure 9.12. A detailed
analysis is given in [160, 158℄. This is an indiation that the soure of variane is
inherent to the searh proess performed by NotInjNotIso.
Given that the heavy-tailedness is inherent in the searh proess, we an use a
restart approah to improve the proof searh performane. Figure 9.12 shows that
the asend of the umulative ost distribution funtion is very steep at the beginning
but beomes very at beyond approximately 300 seonds. This steep asend at the
beginning indiates that there is a large fration of short and suessful runs whereas
12
We measured searh ost in terms of CPU time. Other measures appear less informative
beause of the hybrid nature of the proof planning proess. For example, querying the external
system Maple often takes a substantial fration of the time; also, expression simpliation rules
an take signiant time. Hene, CPU time appears to be a suitable overall performane measure.
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Figure 9.12: Run time distribution for single problem.
the at asend after 300 seonds provides evidene that the probability of nding a
proof plan dereases onsiderably. Hene, it is advantageous to perform a sequene
of restarts on a single instane (with a predened uto) until reahing a suessful
run or the total time limit, instead of performing a single long run.
The uto and restart approah is aptured in Multi in two ontrol rules.
The interrupt ontrol rule interrupt-if-utoff in NotInjNotIso heks how muh
time NotInjNotIso did spend in a run so far. It interrupts NotInjNotIso, when the
run time exeeds the predened uto, and then poses a demand to baktrak the
whole appliation of NotInjNotIso with the BACKTRACK strategy BakTrakPPlanner-
Strategy. This strategy deletes omplete PPLANNER ations omprising the deletion
of all method-ations of the PPLANNER ation as well as all ations that depend
on these method-ations. When Multi baktraks the appliation of NotInjNotIso,
then the strategi ontrol rule rejet-applied-offers (see setion 6.2.3) forbids
to apply NotInjNotIso again to the same task (apturing the non-isomorphism prob-
lem). However, rejet-applied-offers is overwritten by the strategi ontrol rule
restart-NotInjNotIso, whih has a higher priority and allows to apply NotInjNotIso
up to a predened number of times.
Based on an analysis of the underlying distributions of the experiments for the
full testbed and for the single problem we onsidered several uto and restart
values, using a binary searh strategy. The uto value of 80 seonds with 90
restarts provided the best results (see [158℄). NotInjNotIso found proof plans for
156 of the 160 problems (97.5%) in an average time of 291.4 seonds (mean time
of solved problems). Figure 9.13 plots the run time distribution of the resulting
restart approah with uto 80 (log-log sale) on the problems of the testbed. The
restart data is given by the urve that drops rapidly. The gure also shows the run
time distribution of the deterministi strategy. The heavy-tailed nature of the run
time distribution of the deterministi strategy is evident from the approximately
linear behavior over several orders of magnitude of the tail of the distribution in
the log-log plot. The sharp drop of the run time distribution of the restart strategy
learly indiates that this strategy does not exhibit heavy tailed behavior.
With respet to our results the uto value for non-isomorphism problems with
ZZ
5
in interrupt-if-utoff is 80 seonds and restart-NotInjNotIso allows 90
restarts of NotInjNotIso on a non-isomorphism problem with ZZ
5
. We obtained anal-
ogous results on non-isomorphism problems of the residue lass sets ZZ
2
, ZZ
3
, ZZ
4
,
and ZZ
6
. The experiments onduted on these problem lasses are desribed in [158℄.
There we report also experiments with randomization and restart approahes with
the TryAndError strategy. The analysis of the underlying distributions did not ex-
hibit heavy-tailed behavior.
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Figure 9.13: Log-Log plots of run time distribution over testbed with and without
randomization.
9.2.3 Treating Diret Produts
With minor extensions to our strategies the proving tehniques for isomorphism
problems and non-isomorphism problems in the residue lass domain are also appli-
able to problems where the strutures involved ontain diret produts of residue
lass sets. Apart from those methods already illustrated in setion 9.1.4 that de-
ompose quantiations and equations on tuples into the omponents, a few addi-
tions had to be made for takling both isomorphism problems and non-isomorphism
problems.
The pointwise dened funtion introdued by the TryAndError strategy for iso-
morphism problems maps in the ase of diret produts in the domain or odomain
of the mapping, tuples of residue lasses to tuples of meta variables. For example, in
an isomorphism proof the pointwise funtion for the mapping h from RS
1
n
1

RS
2
n
2
to RS
3
n
3

RS
4
n
4
, has the form
h(x; y)
:
=
8
>
<
>
:
(mv
1
;mv
2
), if (x; y)
:
=(
1
; 
1
) 2 RS
1
n
1

RS
2
n
2
(mv
3
;mv
4
), if (x; y)
:
=(
1
; 
2
) 2 RS
1
n
1

RS
2
n
2
.
.
.
;
with mv
1
;mv
3
; : : : 2 RS
3
n
3
and mv
2
;mv
4
; : : : 2 RS
4
n
4
. For non-isomorphism prob-
lems the odomain of the mapping ontains onstants instead of meta-variables.
Similarly, the interpolation polynom for the pointwise isomorphism funtion
between diret produts is a tuple of multivariate polynomials. We have one poly-
nomial for eah omponent of the diret produt in the odomain. The number of
variables of eah of these polynomials orresponds to the number of omponents
of the diret produt in the domain. For the example above, an interpolation for
the funtion h is the pair (P
1
(x; y); P
2
(x; y)) onsisting of two polynomials in two
variables P
1
and P
2
.
For the NotInjNotIso strategy there is one separate equation system for eah om-
ponent of the diret produt in the odomain. Eah equation system is of the form
h
i
(xÆ
1
y)
:
=h
i
(x)Æ
2
h
i
(y), with 1  i  n and n is the number of omponents. Then,
NotInjNotIso has to show for eah equation system separately that h
i
(
1
)
:
=h
i
(
2
)
with 
1
6= 
2
. Here x; y; 
1
; 
2
are elements of the residue lass struture in the
domain of the mapping and an also be tuples.
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9.2.4 Automatially Classifying Isomorphi Strutures
Similar to the exploration module for simple properties of residue lass strutures
(see setion 9.1.5) we implemented an exploration module in 
mega that divides
a given set of residue lass strutures into disjunt lasses of isomorphi strutures.
The module takes the rst given struture and reates an isomorphism lass that
ontains only this struture. Then, it starts to perform the following lassiation
yle, whih is repeated for eah struture S in the input set:
1. Chek whether there exists already an isomorphism lass C suh that S is
isomorphi to the strutures in C. This is tested by heking suessively for
all present isomorphism lasses whether one of its strutures is isomorphi to
S or not. Sine the relation isomorphi is transitive it is suÆient to perform
this hek with only one struture S
0
in C, respetively.
2. If we an prove that S is isomorphi to a struture S
0
of an isomorphism lass
C then S is added to C.
3. If we an prove for eah urrently existing isomorphism lass that S is not
isomorphi to one of its strutures, then we reate a new isomorphism lass
initially ontaining S.
The test in step 1 is in turn performed in three steps: The exploration module
rst performs a omputation whose result gives the likely answer to the question
whether the two strutures S and S
0
are isomorphi or not. This omputation on-
sist of onstruting a pointwise isomorphi mapping between the two strutures.
Thereby the exploration module employs the same funtionality as the ontrol rule
ComputeInstbyCasAndMG when it onstruts a pointwise dened funtion (see se-
tion 9.2.1).
As opposed to the lassiation desribed in setion 9.1.5, the exploration mod-
ule does not onstrut and disharge a proof obligation of eah hek. Instead, it
rst onduts all possible heks and then onstrut proof obligations. If the explo-
ration module nds an S
0
to whih S is supposedly isomorphi, then it onstruts
this proof obligation. Otherwise, it onstruts for eah isomorphism lass C a proof
obligation that S is not isomorphi to a S
0
2 C. This way the exploration module
postpones and even avoids superuous non-isomorphism proofs. The proof obliga-
tions are then disharged by onstruting a proof plan with Multi. In ase Multi
annot prove the proof obligation suggested by Maple's or SEM's result the algo-
rithm proeeds by onstruting the negated proof obligation and passes it again to
Multi to disharge it. In ase this proving attempt fails, too, the algorithm signals
an error.
9.3 Results and Disussion
We onlude this hapter with a disussion of the onduted ase study and its
results. The setion is strutured as follows. First, we disuss related work. Af-
terwards, we give in setion 9.3.2 an aount of the experiments onduted in the
residue lass domain. In setion 9.3.3, we evaluate the realized proof planning ap-
proah. Finally, we ompare our multiple strategy proof planning approah in the
residue lass domain with the appliation of an automated theorem prover to the
same problems in setion 9.3.4.
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9.3.1 Related Work
Combining Computer Algebra and Theorem Proving
There are various aounts on experiments of ombining omputer algebra and
theorem proving in the literature, see [131℄ for just a few. We an distinguish be-
tween two major paradigms for these integrations: (1) The integration of dedution
into omputer algebra and, onversely, (2) the use of omputer algebra during the-
orem proving. Most of this existing work deals with the tehnial and arhitetural
aspets of those integrations as well as with orretness issues.
In this ase study we use two omputer algebra systems in proof planning.
Previous work in this area is reported in [135℄ and [222℄. Both papers present
the integration of omputations of omputer algebra systems within methods (e.g.,
ComplexEstimate-B in [222℄) and explain how the orretness of ertain limited
omputations of a omputer algebra system suh as Maple an be guaranteed
within the proof planning framework. We did make use of this previous work when
implementing methods suh as SolveEquation-b, whih alls Maple to hek
equations. But in this ase study we mainly fous on the integration of omputer
algebra systems to provide instantiations for meta-variables.
Theorem Proving in Abstrat Algebra
For the partiular domain of abstrat algebra [124℄ skethes a possible oopera-
tion between the dedution system Nuprl and the omputer algebra systemWeyl.
Other work in theorem proving in this domain onentrates mainly on the equa-
tional reasoning aspet in abstrat algebra. As examples we refer to term rewrite
systems for nite groups as presented for instane in [36℄ and to the speialized
superposition aluli for groups in [226℄ and for monoids in [92℄.
Exploration in Finite Algebra
Work on exploration and automated disovery in nite algebra is reported in
[90, 150, 219, 252℄ where model generation tehniques are used to takle quasi-group
existene problems. In partiular, systems suh as Finder [218℄ and Sato [251℄
were suessfully employed to solve some open problems in quasi-group theory.
[153℄ gives an aount of the use of the automated theorem prover Otter to assist
the onstrution of non-assoiative algebras in every day mathematial pratie.
Other work [103℄ employs onstraint solving tehniques to omplete quasi-group
multipliation tables. The motivation for all this work is roughly to speify ertain
properties of an algebra and then to try to automatially onstrut a struture that
satises the required properties. Thus, the onstruted algebra might atually be
a new disovery. Our work is diametrial in the sense that we start out with given
strutures and lassify them with respet to their algebrai properties and whether
they are isomorphi.
Construting Disriminants with HR
There are several other appliations to perform ategorization tasks with HR.
In [60℄ a heuristi searh is performed within HR, whih measures the onepts in
various ways and builds new onepts from the most interesting old ones rst. [61℄
disusses the usage of a forward look ahead mehanism, whih an tell in advane
whether the appliation of up to three onept formation steps will lead to a onept
whih ahieves a partiular ategorization task (e.g., a disriminant).
The problem of identifying a disriminant for two objets is a mahine learning
problem and ould, in theory, be solved by a program suh as Progol [177℄. Progol
uses Indutive Logi Programming to identify a onept whih orretly ategorizes
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Simple Properties Iso-Classes
All ZZ
5
ZZ
6
ZZ
10
ZZ
5
ZZ
6
ZZ
10
Magmas 8567 3049 4152 743 36 7 14
Abelian Magmas 244 53 73 24 26 5 6
Semi-groups 2102 161 1114 35 3 8 1
Abelian Semi-groups 2100 592 1025 62 1 12 2
Quasi-groups 1891 971 738 70 9 2 10
Abelian Quasi-groups 536 207 257 11 3 2 1
Abelian Monoids 211 97 50 6 1 1 1
Abelian Groups 1001 276 419 49 1 1 1
Total 18963 5406 8128 1000 80 38 36
Table 9.3: Results of the experiments.
a set of positive and negative examples. However, as mentioned in [59℄, this may
be diÆult in pratie in our setting sine we supply only a single positive and a
single negative example, whih would suggest that the amount of ompression in a
onept would not be high enough to be suggested as a viable solution.
Randomization and Restart Tehniques
Reent work in Artiial Intelligene demonstrates that several hard ombina-
torial searh proedures show heavy-tailed behavior and that randomization and
restart tehniques an help to boost the searh as well as to solve formerly un-
solved problem lasses. [105℄ desribes the appliation of the tehnique on shedul-
ing problems in a onstraint satisfation formulation (CSP); [104℄ demonstrates
the eetiveness of the tehnique on propositional satisability (SAT) and CSP al-
gorithms in the domains of logistis planning, iruit synthesis, and round-robin
sheduling; nally, [103℄ desribes additional results in the domain of the so-alled
quasi-group ompletion problem (in a CSP formulation), shool time tabling (in a
SAT formulation), and problems from the Dimas Challenge benhmark (in a SAT
formulation). As opposed to these heavy-tailed searh problems, the bloks-world
planning domain does not show heavy-tailed behavior (see [104℄).
To the best of our knowledge, randomization and restart tehniques were em-
ployed in dedution systems only in propositional SAT provers (see [104℄). Er-
tel desribes in [80℄ the ompetitive appliation of randomized strategies of the
SETHEO theorem prover (see also setion 6.4.2). However, this approah is not
based on the analysis of underlying ost distributions.
9.3.2 Tests
To test the realized strategies we onstruted a large testbed of automatially gen-
erated problems about residue lasses modulo n, where n ranges from 2 to 10,
together with operations that are systematially onstruted from the basi opera-
tions

+;

 ;

. Altogether, we have lassied 18:963 strutures with respet to their
algebrai properties so far, inluding a large set of strutures onerning the sets
ZZ
5
, ZZ
6
, and ZZ
10
. The results for all explorations as well as for eah of ZZ
5
, ZZ
6
,
and ZZ
10
are given on the left hand side of Table 9.3. The table shows the num-
ber of strutures we have found in eah algebrai ategory; the table omits those
algebrai ategories for whih we have not found any representative (i.e., loops,
non-Abelian monoids and groups). Note that the total number of explored stru-
tures also inludes some that were not losed, whih are not displayed as a separate
ategory.
To show the validity of the tehniques for isomorphism and non-isomorphism
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proofs we applied our lassiation proess to the strutures involving ZZ
5
, ZZ
6
, and
ZZ
10
. We only lassied those strutures belonging to the same algebrai ategory;
that is, a priori we exluded the omparison of magmas and semi-groups et. The
dierent isomorphism lasses we have found so far for the strutures of eah ategory
are given on the right hand side of Table 9.3.
In the experiments, we were interested to prefer the appliation of the strategies
RedueToSpeial and EquSolve before TryAndError sine they produe shorter and
more elaborate proofs. For the simple properties, Multi ould suessfully em-
ploy RedueToSpeial to a sample of 20%, EquSolve for 23% of the proofs, and the
remaining 57% of the examples ould only be solved by the TryAndError strategy.
These gures are not as disappointing as they seem at rst glane if we onsider
that nearly all proofs involving the losure property of non-omplete residue lass
sets (i.e., sets suh as ZZ
3
nf

1
3
g) and the refutation of properties ould only be
solved with the TryAndError strategy. From the neessary isomorphism proofs 88%
were onstruted with the EquSolve strategy, the other 12% were onstruted with
TryAndError. During the automati lassiation 1276 non-isomorphism proofs were
onstruted. Here 18% of the proofs were done by nding a disriminant
13
; the re-
maining 82% with the NotInjNotIso strategy.
Although from a theoretial point of view all proof plans an be onstruted by
exhaustive searh without employing strategies of INSTMETA, in pratie the om-
binatorial explosion makes this infeasible. Thus, reliable and robust instantiation
strategies are ruial for the suess of Multi in this domain. Indeed, we have not
found a single ase where the instantiations provided by GAP, Maple, or SEM
have failed or were inorret for the proofs of simple properties. The situation is
somewhat dierent for the isomorphism problems. The lassiation proess as well
as the instantiation of meta-variables in the strategy ComputeInstbyCasAndMG de-
pend on the quality ofMaple's and SEM's solutions for the system of instantiated
homomorphism equations. It turned out that Maple sometimes does not return
all possible solutions even though it was asked to do so. For instane, the two
strutures (ZZ
6
; xy

2
6

x

y) and (ZZ
6
; xy

4
6

x

y) are isomorphi (a possible iso-
morphism is h(x)
:
=

5
6

x). When alled to give the solutions for the orresponding
set of instantiated homomorphism equations,Maple returns the mapping h(x)
:
=

0
6
as sole solution. Although this is a orret solution, it is not the only one. In
partiular, it is not suitable to onstrut an isomorphism neessary for testing in
the lassiation proess and for providing a pointwise funtion as instantiation of
meta-variables. Atually, during our experiments, Maple failed to ompute all so-
lutions and hene to give suitable pointwise funtions for about 2% of the queries.
Unfortunately, we ould not nd a lear haraterization of these ases in order
to work around the problem. SEM never failed to provide suitable and orret
pointwise funtions during our experiments. The drawbak of SEM is that it an-
not produe losed polynomial representations of isomorphisms as needed to apply
the EquSolve strategy. Maple and SEM an ooperate by passing the pointwise
isomorphisms provided by SEM to Maple to reate a orresponding polynomial
representation.
13
The tehnique for nding a disriminant with HR desribed in setion 9.2.2 was implemented
after these experiments were already nished. In the setting of the experiments we used only two
pre-dened disriminants whih were ontained in theorems that are applied by RedueToSpeial
(see [162℄ for a detailed desription of this tehnique). We assume that with the fully implemented
disriminants tehnique a onsiderably larger part of the non-isomorphism problems an be solved
by this tehnique.
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9.3.3 Evaluation of the Proof Planning Approah
To avoid that the proof planning approah is too ne tuned to initial examples
(see Bundy's ritique quoted in setion 8.4.3) we developed the proof planning
approah to takle residue lass problems on the basis of a relatively small number
of examples. Afterwards, we tested the realized approah against a large number
of examples that dier from the initial examples used during the design proess.
In detail, we used 21 examples to design the basi versions for the simple prop-
erty problems of the RedueToSpeial, TryAndError, EquSolve, and ComputeInstby-
CasAndMG strategies. For the extensions to handle diret produts we used 3 ad-
ditional examples; for the extensions to lassify strutures with two operations we
needed 2 examples, whih were ombinations of already used examples. We used
15 examples to develop the additions to the RedueToSpeial, TryAndError, Equ-
Solve, and ComputeInstbyCasAndMG to handle isomorphism and non-isomorphism
problems and another 4 examples to build the NotInjNotIso strategy.
Our tests (see setion 9.3.2) provide evidene that
 our tehniques realized in the strategies provide a robust mahinery suitable
to prove a large variety of problems about residue lasses,
 the integration of omputer algebra, model heking, and theory formation
systems enhanes indeed the proof planning proess,
 elaborate tehniques suh as the onstrution and proof of disriminants re-
sult in proof objets that are very similar to human proofs for residue lass
problems.
In the following, we shall disuss the strategies, methods, and ontrol rules
developed for the residue lass domain with respet to their amount of mathematial
and domain-spei ontent. Moreover, we shall disuss the generality of the single
strategies, methods, and ontrol rules, i.e., to whih domains they an be applied,
as well as the generality of the enoded priniples.
TryAndError
The TryAndError strategy ts into the more general heuristi strategy \split into
an exhaustive set of ases, then solve single ases".
14
It instantiates this mathe-
matial priniple with the spei knowledge on how to apply it to residue lass
problems. This priniple is suitable for our domain sine the quantied variables
range only over nite domains. The same tehnique may be used to takle other
domains of nite group theory or nite algebra. The seond basi priniple of
TryAndError is to solve the single ases by reduing statements on residue lasses
into statements on integers and to solve the statements on integers by numerial
reasoning. This is a domain-spei priniple that resembles human approahes to
solve residue lass problems.
The method _E**-B, whih performs a ase-split with respet to a set of dis-
juntive supports, is a general, logi-level method without partiular mathematial
ontent. The mathematial knowledge of how to organize the exhaustive ase anal-
ysis is enoded in the ontrol rule tryanderror-standard-selet (see Figure 4.4
in setion 4.1.3) that guides the appliation of _E**-B and some domain-spei
methods for residue lass theorems. Control rules guiding exhaustive ase analysis
14
Shoenfeld mentions ase analysis as a frequently used heuristi: \Deompose the domain
of the problem and work on it ase by ase." ([209℄ p. 109)
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in other domains ould be similar to tryanderror-standard-selet. That is, they
ould use also _E**-B but ombine it with dierent domain-spei methods.
The methods 8IResalss-B, 9IReslass-B, and ConCongCl-B enode the
mathematial knowledge on how to redue statements on residue lasses to state-
ments on integers; ConCongCl-B redues equations and other quantier-free
statements whereas 8IResalss-B and 9IReslass-B redue quantied state-
ments. All three methods are domain-spei for residue lass problems and an
hardly be used to takle other problem lasses.
8IResalss-B and 9IReslass-B ombine the deomposition of the quantier
with a representation-shift. We illustrate this with the example depited in Fig-
ure 9.1 in setion 9.1.1. A domain-independent method for the deomposition of
a universal quantier would redue the goal 8x:ZZ
2
9y:ZZ
2
(x

+y
:
=

0
2
) ^ (y

+x
:
=

0
2
) in
L
24
to 9y:ZZ
2
(
0

+y
:
=

0
2
) ^ (y

+
0
:
=

0
2
) with a new hypothesis 
0
2 ZZ
2
. As opposed
thereto, 8IResalss-B represents the 
0
of the general method as l
2
() in both,
the new goal and the new hypothesis (see L
23
and L
1
in Figure 9.1). As result,
8IResalss-B and 9IReslass-B are over-spei in the sense that their fun-
tionalities ould be realized by the ombination of two more general methods, i.e.,
a general method for quantier deomposition and a method for representation-
shifts. We deided for the integrated representation-shift in 8IResalss-B and
9IReslass-B sine the separated representation-shift turned out to be tedious
and results in unintuitive proof plans.
15
There is an ongoing PhD by Martin Pollet
that addresses (among others) the question of the inorporation and use of dierent
representations of mathematial objets in proof planning. Hopefully, operations
like representation-shifts will beome better supported by the tehniques developed
in this PhD.
Similarly, also the methods 8IReslFun-B and 9IReslFun-B for deom-
posing quantier that range over funtions of residue lass sets are over-spei.
They also ombine the domain-independent deomposition of the quantier with
domain-spei representation-shifts.
As result, the deomposition of quantiers and onnetives in TryAndError is
domain-spei and part of the domain knowledge (in partiular, the deomposition
of disjuntive supports by _E**-B). Therefore, TryAndError (as well as EquSolve
and NotInjNotIso) does not employ the general strategies UnwrapHyp and Normal-
izeLineTask known from the limit domain for the deomposition of quantiers and
onnetives, but rather employs domain-spei methods and a domain-spei
ontrol.
Altogether, TryAndError is not restrited to the lassiation problems disussed
in this hapter. Its priniple \split into an exhaustive set of ases, then solve
single ases" an takle any statements on residue lasses whose quantiers range
over nite residue lass sets. For instane, it an prove the disriminant properties
introdued by HR.
EquSolve
Similar to TryAndError, EquSolve relies on the priniple \redue statements on
residue lasses to statements on integers". It ombines this domain-spei prini-
ple with the more general priniple \solve the resulting statements on integers by
15
Tehnially, the representation-shift from 
0
to l
2
() uses the theorem
8x:ZZ
n
9y:f0;:::;n 1g x = l
n
(y) from the residue lass domain. Eah appliation of this
theorem for the same 
0
2 ZZ
n
introdues a new onstant for the y. Beause of our ND-alulus
biased framework we would have to apply the theorem to eah proof branh separately. This
would result in several l
2
(
1
), l
2
(
2
), : : : representations for the same initial 
0
2 ZZ
2
. To
omplete the representation-shift TryAndError would have to prove that all resulting 
1
; 
2
; : : : are
equal and would have to replae all ourrenes of 
1
; 
2
; : : : by one onstant.
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equational reasoning". This seond priniple is appliable also to other domains
that rely on equations.
The ombination of the two priniples was suessful for the residue lass domain
sine we ould employ the omputer algebra system Maple to solve equations on
integers. We enoded the knowledge on how to exploit (the knowledge in) Maple
into the method SolveEquation-b. SolveEquation-b is not restrited to the
residue lass domain but an be employed in any domain with equations on integers.
Also the method IsoToDisriminant-B in EquSolve is not restrited to the
residue lass domain. Rather, it overs the general mathematial knowledge on
how to aomplish non-isomorphism proofs with disriminants.
Altogether, EquSolve is not as general as TryAndError sine it an handle only
suh problems of the residue lass domain that an be redued to equations. How-
ever, similar to TryAndError, it is not restrited to the lassiation problems dis-
ussed in this hapter. For instane, it an also solve subproblems on disriminant
properties resulting from the appliation of HR.
NotInjNotIso
NotInjNotIso is speialized to one type of problems of the residue lass domain,
namely non-isomorphism problems. Its basi priniple \assume negation of theo-
rem, then reate ontradition" of onstruting indiret proofs is a general proof
paradigm known from mathematis.
NotInjNotIso implements this general priniple by equational reasoning with
the set of instantiated homomorphism equations in order to derive the ontradi-
tion. This equational reasoning by applying instantiated homomorphism equations
with the general, logi-level method =Subst-B ould also be used to takle non-
isomorphism problems in other domains. The seletion of the next equation to
apply in the ontrol rule hoose-next-equation and the guidane of the utos
and restarts in the ontrol rules interrupt-if-utoff and restart-NotInjNotIso
are domain-spei. Whereas hoose-next-equation exploits the mathematial
knowledge of whih equations support aneling (see setion 9.2.2), interrupt-
if-utoff and restart-NotInjNotIso enode stohasti knowledge, whih we a-
quired by extensive experiments, of when NotInjNotIso should be interrupted and
restarted.
The uto and restart knowledge itself (i.e., the onrete values for utos and
restarts) annot be diretly transfered to other domains. However, the approah we
used to aquire this knowledge is domain-independent and was applied already to
several hard Artiial Intelligene searh problems (see disussion of related work
in setion 9.3.1).
RedueToSpeial
We used the domain-independent strategy RedueToSpeial already to takle
limit problems. There it turned out that some domain-spei ontrol was needed
to guide the appliations of some theorems of the limit domain (see setion 8.3).
When we applied RedueToSpeial to the residue lass domain, we found that
the general theorem appliation method ApplyAss-B was not suÆient to apply
all theorems of the residue lass domain. To overome these problems we im-
plemented further methods to deide the appliability of dierent theorem lasses
(see setion 9.1.3). These new methods ontain no partiular mathematial or
domain-spei knowledge but rather employ dierent speialized algorithms de-
iding partiular higher-order uniation problems. It is not yet lear how general
these methods and algorithms are, i.e., whether they an be used to takle other
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domains. However, it is lear that speialized algorithms deiding partiular higher-
order uniation problems will be helpful in other domains as well.
ComputeInstbyCasAndMG and ComputeInstbyHR
The INSTMETA strategies ComputeInstbyCasAndMG and ComputeInstbyHR inter-
fae omputer algebra systems, a model heker, and a theory formation system.
These strategies ontain the knowledge of how to exploit the spei knowledge
in the onneted external systems in order to ompute instantiations for meta-
variables.
The implemented funtionalities of ComputeInstbyCasAndMG are urrently fo-
used on the residue lass ase study (i.e., what kinds of meta-variables are reog-
nized and what kind of omputations are requested from the onneted systems).
However, the priniple of ComputeInstbyCasAndMG to searh for fats in the proof
plan that determine the needed kind of instantiation for a meta-variable and to
employ then suitable experts to ompute a onrete instantiation is a general prin-
iple that an be easily extended to takle also other domains and other problems.
For instane, when another kind of meta-variable instantiation is needed, then fur-
ther omputations using the urrent external systems ould be added. Moreover,
ComputeInstbyCasAndMG ould interfae further external systems.
As opposed thereto, the funtionality of ComputeInstbyHR is urrently very re-
strited. It reognizes only one kind of problems. We ould have implemented
the funtionality of ComputeInstbyHR as a part of ComputeInstbyCasAndMG (then
ComputeInstbyCasAndMG would have to interfae HR). We deided, however, to
further examine the integration of theory formation systems suh as HR into proof
planning with further kinds of examples before we determine the priniple of how
they are onneted.
9.3.4 Comparison with ATPs
The suessful appliation of proof planning to problems of a mathematial do-
main depends on the aquisition of mathematial knowledge of the domain and
its formalization in methods, ontrol rules, and strategies. If suitable knowledge
is available, proof planning an solve problems that are beyond the means of tra-
ditional ATPs based on general-purpose mahine-oriented logial aluli suh as
the resolution alulus [205℄. If the number of problems of a domain is suÆiently
large, the aquisition of the knowledge and its formalization an prove fruitful but
is nevertheless a tedious task.
This poses the question of whether there are other means than proof planning to
takle the problems of a ertain domain. The problems generated during the explo-
ration of residue lass strutures are in the range of traditional automated theorem
proving sine all ourring quantiers range over nite sets. To ompare the results
of our ombined proof planning, Maple, GAP, HR approah with the results of a
traditional automated theorem prover we applied the rst order equational prover
WaldMeister [114℄ to the same problems. In order to guarantee a fair ompari-
son we were interested to exploit expert knowledge about suitable ontrol settings
for automated theorem provers and suitable formalizations of the problems.
16
We
deided forWaldMeister sine we got help from one of its implementors in tuning
the system for our problems.
16
Indeed, some experiments showed that, without expert knowledge about suitable ontrol set-
tings for the systems and suitable formalizations of the problems, we were hardly able to solve any
of our problems.
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9.3.4.1 Proving Residue Class Problems with WaldMeister
We employ WaldMeister in an ATP strategy, WaldOnResidueClass, whih applies
WaldMeister to a line-task. The strategy an be applied to all problems o-
urring during the automati exploration exept to show that two strutures are
isomorphi. The appliation funtion of WaldOnResidueClass reates input les for
WaldMeister that onsist of three parts: A general axiomatization of the residue
lass struture and the operations +; ; , a spei formalization of the property
to be proved, and a suitable ontrol setting for WaldMeister, for instane, an
order of symbols. The strategy WaldOnResidueClass alls WaldMeister with two
dierent ontrol settings depending on whether the goal to be proved is a simple
property or a non-isomorphism problem. The output of WaldMeister when em-
ployed by WaldOnResidueClass annot be translated into an ND-proof by Tramp
sine the input for WaldMeister (and hene also its output) omprises fats for
whih we have no orresponding fats in 
mega's database. Thus, the output hek
funtion of WaldOnResidueClass just heks whether WaldMeister delares in its
output the problem as proved.
a
0
= 0
a
1
= s(a
0
)
equal(x; x) = true
equal(x; s(x)) = false
s(s(x))) = x
Z
2
= ons(a0; ons(a1; nil))
9
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
;
(1)
Speiation of ZZ
2
as
list of two elements.
+(x; 0) = x
+(x; s(y)) = s(+(x; y))
.
.
.
(x; 0) = 0
(x; s(y)) = +(x; (x; y))
.
.
.
9
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;
(2)
Speiation of the
basi operations +; ; .
+(+(x; y); z) = +(x;+(y; z))
+(x; y) = +(y; x)
.
.
.
 ( (x)) = x
 (x; (x)) = 0
.
.
.
((x; y); z) = (x; (y; z))
(x;+(y; z)) = +((x; y); (x; z))
.
.
.
9
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;
(3)
Additional theorems
and lemmas about
the basi operations.
op(x; y) = (+(x; s(0)); y)
o
(4)
Speiation of the operation
of the residue lass struture.
Figure 9.14: Speiation for WaldMeister.
Figure 9.14 depits the general part of the input speiation for the example
(ZZ
2
; xy (x

+

1
2
)

y). The general part onsists of fats that (1) model the residue
lass set ZZ
2
as a list of elements, (2) model the basi operations +; ; , and (3)
add useful known lemmas and theorems about the basi operations suh as the
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ZZ
5
ZZ
10
Explorations wrt. to simple prop. 1100 316
Failed Explorations 49 247
Single simple property problems 4694 1260
Failed simple properties problems 53 314
Non-isomorphism problems 2400 400
Failed non-isomorphism problems 167 65
Table 9.4: Results of applying WaldMeister to problems of ZZ
5
and ZZ
10
.
ring properties.
17
The operation xy ((x

+

1
2
)

y) an then be expressed diretly by
these funtions (part (4) in Figure 9.14). In this speiation, the multipliation
table of the struture does not need to be formalized. We experimented also with
an expliit speiation of the multipliation table of the strutures, similar to the
problem speiations for SEM. However, WaldMeister performed better when
the operation of the residue lass struture was dened as a omposition of basi op-
erations. The reason is that the knowledge of the basi operations given as lemmas
in part (3) of the speiation are ruial for suess. If the operation is speied
via its multipliation table, then it is not possible to provide WaldMeister with
lemmas on the operation.
To prove simple properties, we have to dene the property in question reursively
over the list speifying the struture of the atual problem. This an only be
done by introduing several auxiliary prediates. The theorem to be proved by
WaldMeister is an equation stating that the simple property does or does not
hold.
To show that two strutures are not isomorphiWaldOnResidueClass usesWald-
Meister to onstrut an indiret proof. That is, to the speiation of the two
strutures (RS
1
n
; Æ
1
) and (RS
2
m
; Æ
2
), the denition of two homomorphisms
h : RS
1
n
! RS
2
m
and j : RS
2
m
! RS
1
n
and the properties h(j(x)) = x and j(h(x)) = x are added. The theorem to be
proved by WaldMeister onsists of all possible equations between two distint
elements of RS
2
m
, suh as 0=s(0), et. IfWaldMeister sueeds to prove that one
of these equations holds, then we have a ontradition to the assumption that the
two strutures are isomorphi.
9.3.4.2 Experiments
To ompare the proof planning approah (ombined with Maple, GAP, SEM,
HR) with the appliation of WaldMeister we used WaldMeister to explore
strutures with the sets ZZ
5
and ZZ
10
, whih we already lassied with respet to their
simple algebrai properties in our experiments reported in setion 9.3.2. Moreover,
we takled non-isomorphism problems with the sets ZZ
5
and ZZ
10
. The results of
our experiments are summarized in Table 9.4. All experiments were onduted on
a Sun Spar Ultra with four proessors and 2 GB Ram; the maximum time bound
for WaldMeister was 1500 seonds.
Our experiments show that WaldMeister is generally able to solve all onsid-
ered problems in the residue lass domain. However, it turned out that on a large
testbed WaldMeister is less robust than our proof planning approah. Wald-
Meister failed on 4% of the ZZ
5
and 78% of the ZZ
10
explorations. The most brittle
ategories are the non-assoiative problems for ZZ
5
, for whihWaldMeister failed
17
In the speiations for WaldMeister ' ' is a unary funtion. Thus, our binary minus
operation is translated as +(x; (y)).
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on 49 of 888 problems, and divisors and non-divisors problems for ZZ
10
, for whih
WaldMeister failed on 39 of 39 problems and 197 of 223 problems. Note that this
does not neessarily mean that WaldMeister might not be able to prove these
problems at all if it were given a more speialized and ne tuned ontrol setting.
In our experiments, however, we use only two ontrol settings, one suitable for all
simple properties and one for non-isomorphism problems. Aording to our experi-
ments, the overall performane of WaldMeister (i.e., whether it sueeds or fails
on a problem) depends on the ardinality of the set involved: higher ardinality
implies a higher likelihood of failure.
9.3.4.3 Disussion
WaldMeister has a lear advantage over the proof planning approah with respet
to runtime behavior. When it sueeds, it sueeds very fast independently of the
ardinality of the residue lass struture (30% of all proofs were produed in less than
1 seond, 70% of all proofs were produed in less than 10). The runtime performane
of proof planning depends on whih strategy an be applied suessfully. Problems
solved with the RedueToSpeial or the EquSolve strategy usually take about 10 to
20 seonds independently of the ardinality of the given set. If TryAndError has
to be applied, it an take onsiderably longer, depending on the ardinality of the
strutures.
In our ontext, a disadvantage ofWaldMeister is its output format. Although
WaldMeister has a proof presentation tool that tries to struture the found proof
by lemmas, in our experiments this tool failed to suessfully present many found
proofs (e.g., on almost all assoiativity problems). And even proofs displayed by
the presentation tool are relatively hard to read: on the one hand, the proofs are
very long, usually between 150 and 300 equational reasoning steps, strutured with
10 to 30 lemmas. On the other hand, the lemmas are rather ounterintuitive for
humans. In ontrast, the proof planning approah an produe very short PDSs
when RedueToSpeial ( 10 proof lines) or EquSolve ( 20 proof lines) are applied.
Although proof plans with TryAndError an be very long, these proofs are strutured
in a lear way by the ase-splits. For instane, a divisors proof for a struture with
ardinality 10 onsist of about 3000 nodes omprised of 100 learly separate ases
eah onsisting of about 30 steps.
It is a ommon ritiism on proof planning (e.g., see [42℄) that it depends on
speially prepared domain knowledge. This ritiism assumes that automated the-
orem provers suh as WaldMeister do not depend on partiular knowledge sine
they are based on general-purpose mahine-oriented aluli. However, our experi-
ene with WaldMeister is that its appliation to our domain was suessful only
with a onsiderable amount of very spei knowledge. The WaldMeister strat-
egy WaldOnResidueClass omprises, for instane, the tehnial knowledge of how to
suitably represent residue lass strutures for WaldMeister, knowledge of whih
lemmas for the basi operations to add, and knowledge of whih partiular order of
the symbols to hoose. This knowledge is absolutely ruial for a suessful applia-
tion ofWaldMeister in our domain. Instead of enoding mathematial knowledge
for the residue lass domain, we had to enode knowledge spei to the theorem
prover employed, whih we ould only do with the help of an expert.
18
We failed to
suessfully apply the rst-order resolution proverOtter [150℄ in our domain sine
we laked the expert knowledge to nd a suitable representation for our problems.
18
In the eld of term rewriting systems there is knowledge of orders and representations for
fragments of Peano Arithmeti (e.g., see [11, 10℄) that provides a starting point for developing
ontrol settings for new appliations. The seletion of lemmas requires experiene with the onrete
system and its underlying algorithm.
Chapter 10
Further Appliations of
Multi
In this hapter, we shall briey disuss two further ase studies onduted with
Multi. In the rst ase study we apply Multi to solve problems of permutation
groups. Here Multi performs hierarhial proof planning with unreliable methods
whose appliations have to be expanded with the expansion strategy ExpS. In the
seond ase study we takle homomorphism theorems with Multi. Although these
theorems an be solved automatially with Multi, the fous in this ase study is
to use Multi for interative theorem proving.
1
We shall briey disuss these two ase studies in the following two setions,
respetively, sine they address expansion and interative theorem proving with
Multi, two issues that are not addressed by the two large ase studies desribed
so far.
10.1 Proof Planning Permutation Group Problems
The permutation group domain onsists of dierent kinds of problems onerned
with properties of permutations and permutation groups. Essential for the suess
ofMulti in this domain is the inorporation of the omputer algebra system GAP.
As in the residue lass domain, GAP an provide suitable instantiations of our-
ring meta-variables that simplify the problems at hand onsiderably. The main
strategy to takle permutation group problems is the PPLANNER strategy PermStrat.
The ooperation of PermStrat with GAP works analog to the inorporation of om-
puter algebra systems in the residue lass domain: for ourring meta-variables
PermStrat interrupts and plaes demands for the INSTMETA strategy InstPermTH-
FromGap, whih queries GAP to provide suitable instantiations.
2
We start with a brief introdution into omputational permutation group theory
and its formalization in 
mega. Afterwards, we illustrate with an example how
1
The ase study on permutation groups was onduted by Martin Pollet and Volker Sorge from
the 
mega group together with Arjeh Cohen and Sott Murray from the Tehnishe Universiteit
Eindhoven, Netherlands. The ontribution of the author of the thesis to this ase study onsisted
only of providing funtionalities in Multi and tehnial support for the appliation of Multi.
2
Tehnially, InstPermTHFromGap onsiderably diers from ComputeInstbyCasAndMG. The rea-
son is that, as opposed to the residue lass domain where we use only funtionalities diretly oered
by Maple and GAP, InstPermTHFromGap has to provide GAP with new funtions for the per-
mutation group domain. Only with these new funtions GAP an provide ertiates for queries
from whih InstPermTHFromGap an then ompute the needed instantiations.
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Multi performs hierarhial proof planning in this domain. Thereby, we fous on
the expansion issue. A more detailed desription of the permutation group domain
and how it is takled with Multi and GAP an be found in [57℄.
Computational Permutation Group Theory
In omputational permutation group theory, a group G is speied by a list
of generating permutations A = fa
1
; : : : ; a
k
g where a
i
is a permutation on the
points 
 := f1; 2; : : : ng. We also write G = hAi to denote that G is generated
by A. While there are dierent notations in mathematis to express permutations,
the yle notation is usually preferred. In this notation a permutation onsist of
dupliate-free disjoint yles, that is, lists (n
1
; : : : ; n
k
) of points with n
i
6= n
j
for
i 6= j. A yle maps the point n
i
to n
i+1
for i = 1; : : : ; k   1 and n
k
to n
1
. A
permutation is then either a set ontaining disjoint yles or the omposition of
permutations. For instane, the so-alled Mathieu group on 11 points, denoted by
M , is generated by the list A = fa
1
; a
2
g, where: a
1
= (1; 10)(2; 8)(3; 11)(5; 7),
a
2
= (1; 4; 7; 6)(2; 11; 10; 9).
A permutation g belongs to the group G = hAi where A = fa
1
; : : : ; a
k
g, if
there is a word of the form g = a
e
1
i
1
a
e
2
i
2
  a
e
m
i
m
where the indies i
j
are in the range
1; : : : ; k and the exponents e
j
are integers. For instane, for the group M and
g = (1; 3; 8; 9)(4; 10; 6; 5) the word that ertiates that g 2M is a
1
a
2
3
a
1
.
Formalization and Problems
Objets in the permutation group domain are formalized as follows. A yle has
the basi type y. A permutation is a set of yles and has thus the type y! o.
3
A permutation group G that is onstruted by a set of generating permutations has
type (y! o)! o. The generator h i has type ((y! o)! o)! (y! o)! o.
The operation of a permutation group, Æ, is the omposition of permutations. Æ
has the type (y ! o) ! (y ! o) ! y ! o. We have a speial operator for
the appliation of a permutation to an element of the underlying set 
, namely #.
Sine 
 is a set of elements of type , # has the type (y! o)!  ! .
The permutation group domain onsists of dierent kinds of problems (see [57℄
for a omplete desription of the domain) among them are:
Membership Given a permutation g and a permutation group G = hAi, show
that g 2 G.
Orbit-Exists Given a permutation group G = hAi and a point x 2 
, determine
the orbit of G with respet to x (i.e., nd Gx  
 with Gx = fg#x : g 2 Gg).
Orbit-Membership Given an orbit Gx and y 2 
, show that y 2 Gx.
Points-Closed Given a permutation g and a subset S of the point set 
, show
that S is losed with respet to g, that is, show that for all y 2 S g#y 2 S.
The onept Orbit is formalized in 
mega's database with two type variables
 and :
Orbit
(o)()o
 G
o
f

x

y

9g

:G y
:
=f(g; x)
Here  is the type of the elements of G and  is the type of the points in 
.
In the permutation group domain  is y ! o and  is . Thus, the term
Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi
(y!o)!o
;#
(y!o)!!
; 1

) has the type o.
3
To avoid onfusion we write omposed types ontaining y with arrows, e.g., y! o instead
of yo.
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We distinguish in the permutation group domain simple problems and om-
plex problems. Simple problems are suh problems that our as subproblems of
other problems. For instane, in the example we shall disuss below membership,
orbit-membership, and points-losed problems are simple subproblems whereas the
main problem is an orbit-exists problem. We use hierarhial proof planning in
the permutation group domain to hide proofs of the simple problems when they
our as subproblems of omplex problems. This allows to ome up fast with ab-
strat proof plans for omplex problems. The tedious details whose onstrution
an nevertheless be very time onsuming are delayed until the expansion.
The PermStrat Strategy
Tehnially, this is realized by unreliable methods in the strategy PermStrat that
lose a simple problem immediately. For instane, PermStrat ontains the methods
PermInGroup-B, OrbitMember-B, and PointsClosed-B, whih lose proof
lines that state membership, orbit-membership, or points-losed problems. A strate-
gi ontrol rule delays the expansion-tasks arising from the appliation of an unre-
liable method until all line-tasks are losed. Then, Multi applies the EXP strategy
ExpS to expand these steps. The expansion re-opens the simple subproblems and
Multi applies again PermStrat to them. PermStrat ontains a ontrol rule that for-
bids to apply a method to a goal if there is already an justiation of this method
for the goal at a higher level of abstration (i.e., if the goal was already justied by
an appliation of this method and this justiation was already expanded). This
ontrol rule forbids the appliation of the same unreliable methods to the re-opened
subproblems, and PermStrat has to onstrut a proof plan with other methods for
the re-opened subproblems.
L
22
. `8y:f1;:::;11g (a
2
#y) 2 f1; : : : ; 11g (PointsClosed-B)
L
21
. `8y:f1;:::;11g (a
1
#y) 2 f1; : : : ; 11g (PointsClosed-B)
L
20
. `8y:f1;:::;11g (a
2
#y) 2 f1; : : : ; 11g ^
8y:f1;:::;11g (a
1
#y) 2 f1; : : : ; 11g
(^I-B L
21
L
22
)
L
18
. ` 1 2 f1; : : : ; 11g (InSet-B)
L
19
. `8z:fa
1
;a
2
g 8y:f1;:::;11g (z#y) 2 f1; : : : ; 11g (8I-FiniteSort-B L
20
)
L
17
. `8z:Orbit(hfa
1
;a
2
gi;#;1) x 2 f1; : : : ; 11g (FixPoint-B L
18
L
19
)
L
3
. `Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1)  f1; : : : ; 11g (DefnUnfold-B L
17
)
                                        
L
6
. ` 1 2 Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) (OrbitMember-B)
`   
L
14
. ` 9 2 Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) (OrbitMember-B)
L
15
. ` 10 2 Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) (OrbitMember-B)
L
16
. ` 11 2 Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) (OrbitMember-B)
L
5
. ` 1 2 Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) ^ : : :
^ 11 2 Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1)
(^I-B L
6
: : : L
16
)
L
4
. `8x:f1;:::;11g x 2 Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) (8I-FiniteSort-B L
5
)
L
2
. ` f1; : : : ; 11g  Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) (DefnUnfold-B L
4
)
                                        
L
1
. `mv
O
:
=Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) (SubSetEqual-B L
2
L
3
)
Thm. `9O O
:
=Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) (9I-B L
1
)
a
1
= f(1; 10); (2; 8); (11; 3); (5; 7)g, a
2
= f(1; 4; 7; 6); (10; 9; 2; 11)g
Figure 10.1: Orbit proof.
An Example
We exemplify the approah for the problem to determine (and prove) the orbit of
1 under the permutation groupM=h(1; 10)(2; 8)(3; 11)(5; 7); (1; 4; 7; 6)(2; 11; 10; 9)i.
Figure 10.1 ontains the PDS that is reated at the highest level of abstration.
The problem of omputing the onrete set, whih is the orbit, is formalized via
existential quantiation given in line Thm. The rst method applied introdues
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a meta-variable mv
O
. InstPermTHFromGap introdues for this meta-variable the
binding mv
O
:=
b
f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g into the strategi proof plan. The rest
of the proof is then to show that f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g equals the orbit by
double inlusion. The rst diretion, given in line L
2
, is to show that all the points
of the omputed set are inluded in the orbit. The reverse inlusion in L
3
is losed
by a xed-point argument. It suÆes to show that 1 is in the set, and the set is
invariant for the generators of G.
L
25
. `mv
p
2 hfa
1
; a
2
gi (PermInGroup-B)
L
27
. ` 9
:
=9 (
:
=Reflex-B)
L
26
. ` 9
:
=mv
p
#1 (EvalPermutation-B L
27
)
L
24
. `9p:hfa
1
;a
2
gi 9
:
=p#1 (9ISort-B L
25
L
26
)
L
14
. ` 9 2 Orbit(hfa
1
; a
2
gi;#; 1) (DefnUnfold-B L
24
)
Figure 10.2: Expansion of OrbitMember-B.
L
14
is justied by the unreliable method OrbitMember-B. Figure 10.2 gives
the PDS segment that is onstruted from PermStrat when this step beomes ex-
panded and L
14
beomes open again. The witness permutation, whih maps 1
to 9 is introdued as meta-variable mv
p
and bound by InstPermTHFromGap to
f(1; 9; 2; 8; 11; 3; 10; 4; 7; 5; 6)g.
L
31
. ` a
1
2 hfa
1
; a
2
gi (InSet-B)
L
30
. ` a
2
2 hfa
1
; a
2
gi (InSet-B)
L
29
. ` a
2
Æ a
1
2 hfa
1
; a
2
gi (ProdutOfGenerators-B L
31
L
30
)
L
28
. ` f(1; 9; 2; 8; 11; 3; 10; 4; 7; 5; 6)g
:
=a
2
Æ a
1
(EqualWithGap-B)
L
25
. ` f(1; 9; 2; 8; 11; 3; 10; 4; 7; 5; 6)g 2 hfa
1
; a
2
gi (RePresentWithGenerators-B
L
28
L
29
)
a
1
= f(1; 10); (2; 8); (11; 3); (5; 7)g, a
2
= f(1; 4; 7; 6); (10; 9; 2; 11)g
Figure 10.3: Expansion of PermInGroup-B.
This proof segment ontains again an unreliable method appliation, namely
L
25
is justied by the unreliable method PermInGroup-B. The expansion of this
step is given in Figure 10.3. PermStrat rewrites the permutation as a produt of
the generators. Then, the method EqualWithGap-B alls GAP to justify the
equality of the permutations.
Whereas the PDS for the example has 22 lines on the most abstrat level, the
expansion of all unreliable method appliations leads to a proof with 166 lines.
10.2 Interative Theorem Proving with Multi
The homomorphism domain onsists of problems involving the homomorphism
property. Proof plans for homomorphism problems are onstruted with the strat-
egy HomStrategy. Although HomStrategy an solve homomorphism problems auto-
matially our main fous was to takle this domain interatively with Multi. This
was motivated by the idea to integrate proof planning with this domain into a tu-
toring environment for an interative mathematial ourse in algebra. The realized
interative proof planning benets from Multi's exible employment of dierent
strategies. In partiular, we exploit the strategy level in the tutor senario to enable
the exible instantiation of meta-variables and the exible deletion of steps.
We start with an introdution of the homomorphism domain. Then, we briey
disuss HomStrategy and how it takles homomorphism problems. Afterwards, we
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motivate Multi's tutor mode and illustrate it with an example from the homo-
morphism domain. A more detailed desription of the use of Multi in a tutoring
environment an be found in [195℄.
Homomorphism Problems
The problems in the homomorphism domain range from standard problems on-
erning the homomorphism property as they an be found in standard mathematial
textbooks on algebra suh as [233℄ up to omplex problems taken from [71℄. As ex-
amples for both ategories onsider the following two problems:
1. [Group(G; Æ) ^Group(H; ?) ^Hom(h; (G; Æ); (H; ?))℄
)9e:Im(h;G) Unit(Im(h;G); ?; e)
2. [Group(G; Æ) ^Group(H; ?) ^Hom(h
1
; (G; Æ); (H; ?)) ^ Surj(h
1
; G;H)
^Hom(h
2
; (G; Æ); (K; )) ^ [8x:G h
2
(x)
:
='(h
1
(x))℄℄
)[Hom('; (H; Æ); (K; ))℄
The rst problem states that, given a homomorphism h between two groups
G and H , the image of h with respet to G ontains a unit element. The seond
theorem, whih is the most diÆult of our homomorphism problems, states that if
there are two groups G;H and a surjetive homomorphism h
1
: G! H and if there
is an additional homomorphism h
2
from G into some arbitrary struture (K; ) and
a mapping ' : H ! K, suh that h
2
(x)
:
='(h
1
(x)) for all x 2 G, then ' is also a
homomorphism.
Formalization
Some onepts relevant for the homomorphism domain are already introdued
in setion 5.2.2, for instane, homomorphism Hom, injetivity Inj, surjetivity Surj.
The onepts Group, image Im, and kernel Kern are dened in 
mega's database
as follows:
Group
(o)()o
 G
o
 Æ

Closed(G; Æ) ^ Asso(G; Æ)
^9e

:G (Unit(G; Æ; e) ^ Inverse(G; Æ; e))
Im
()(o)o
 f

A
o
y

9x

:A y
:
=f(x)
Kern
()(o)o
 f

A
o
y

x

[x 2 A℄ ^ [f(x)
:
=y℄
Note that the image of a mapping f with respet to a set A is a subset of the
odomain of f (i.e., the term Im(f

; A
o
) has the type o). The kernel of a
mapping f with respet to a set A and an element y from the odomain is a subset
of the domain of f (i.e., the termKern(f

; A
o
; y

) has the type o). The onepts
Closed, Asso, Unit, and Inverse used here to formalize Group are also introdued
and explained in setion 5.2.2.
The HomStrategy
The basi approah of HomStrategy is to rst unfold all denitions up to a point
where the homomorphism property an be applied as often as possible; that is, if
there is a homomorphism h : A! B HomStrategy tries to transform problems stated
for elements of B into equivalent problems on A. Then, the proofs are onluded
by deriving the neessary properties from the denition of A.
The entral method in HomStrategy is ApplyHom-B, whih applies a homo-
morphism h bakwards. That is, the appliation of ApplyHom-B redues a line-
task with goal [b
1
Æ b
2
℄ and a support Hom(h; (A; ?); (B; Æ)) to the ve new goals
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[h(mv
1
? mv
2
)℄, h(mv
1
)
:
=b
1
, h(mv
2
)
:
=b
2
, mv
1
2 A, and mv
2
2 A where mv
1
and
mv
2
are new meta-variables.
Ourring meta-variables are not instantiated by external systems but are bound
by domain-spei methods that use and apply partiular properties of groups. For
instane, the methods UnitInGroup-B and ApplyUnitGroup-B rely on the ex-
istene of a unit element in a group. UnitInGroup-B loses goals of the form
t 2 G when there is a support Group(G; Æ) and if t is either groupunit(G; Æ) or a
meta-variable. If t is a meta-variable mv, then the appliation of UnitInGroup-B
binds mv to groupunit(G; Æ). ApplyUnitGroup-B redues an equation t Æ d
:
=d
or d Æ t
:
=d to d 2 G when there is a support Group(G; Æ) and if t is either
groupunit(G; Æ) or a meta-variable. If t is a meta-variable mv, then the appliation
of ApplyUnitGroup-B binds mv to groupunit(G; Æ). InverseInGroup-B and
ApplyInverseGroup-B are similar domain-spei methods in HomStrategy that
rely on the inverse property.
Interative Theorem Proving with Multi
In the tutor senario, a user should learn with Multi how to takle problems
from a ertain domain with methods that enode the typial steps in this domain.
The user should be able to apply these methods exibly and to ombine the appli-
ation of methods with meta-variable instantiation and the deletion of steps.
Our rst approah to use Multi for interative proof onstrution was to in-
tegrate Multi with 
mega's user interfae L
UI . In this interative mode the
user an ontrol eah hoie point in Multi and its algorithms via L
UI (e.g.,
seleting the next strategy, the next task, the next method, the next supports, the
next parameters, et.). However, it turned out that this approah is not suÆient
for a tutoring environment. The onrete ontrol of the hoie points in Multi is
possible only for an experiened user who has profound knowledge of Multi and
its algorithms. A user of a tutoring system annot be expeted to have this deep
knowledge of the underlying system.
To overome these problems we deided to hide the tehnial issues of Multi
and proof planning as muh as possible. The user should be able to apply methods
as well as to instantiate meta-variables and to perform baktraking but without
notiing the tehnial details suh as strategy and algorithm swithing. Moreover,
sine the seletion of suitable supports and parameters is often a painstaking eort
the user should be supported here. We realized these ideas in a speial mode of
Multi, whih we all the tutor mode.
Multi's Tutor Mode
When Multi is invoked in tutor mode it obtains one PPLANNER strategy as
argument that ontains the methods whose appliation should be teahed. We
all this strategy the tutor strategy . Multi invokes diretly the tutor strategy on
the initial line-task (provided that the appliation ondition of the tutor strategy
is satised by the initial line-task) suh that the user is not onfronted with the
strategy level.
The ommuniation between the user and Multi in the tutor mode is realized
via a speial onsole that is integrated into L
UI . The onsole pops up as soon as
Multi starts the tutor strategy. Figure 10.4 shows this onsole during the appli-
ation of Multi in tutor mode to the problem that 9e:Im(h;G) Unit(Im(h;G); ?; e)
follows from Group(G; Æ), Group(H; ?) and Hom(h; (G; Æ); (H; ?)). Figure 10.5 on-
tains the PDS at the moment, when the sreen shot of the onsole was taken. Note
that m
m
is a meta-variable, whih is displayed in the onsole as m m.
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Figure 10.4: Operation onsole of Multi in tutor mode.
L
2
. L
2
`Group(G; Æ) (Hyp)
L
3
. L
3
`Group(H; ?) (Hyp)
L
4
. L
4
`Hom(h; (G; Æ); (H; ?)) (Hyp)
L
5
. H
1
`m
m
2 Im(h;G) (Open)
L
8
. L
8
`  2 Im(h;G) (Hyp)
L
10
. H
2
`  ? m
m
:
= (Open)
L
11
. H
2
`m
m
? 
:
= (Open)
L
9
. H
2
`  ? m
m
:
= ^m
m
? 
:
= (^I-B L
11
L
10
)
L
7
. H
1
`8x:Im(h;G) x ? m
m
:
=x ^m
m
? x
:
=x (8ISort-B L
9
)
L
6
. H
1
`Unit(Im(h;G); ?;m
m
) (DefnUnfold-B L
7
)
L
1
. H
1
`9e:Im(h;G) Unit(Im(h;G); ?; e) (9ISort-B L
5
L
6
)
H
1
= fL
1
; L
2
; L
3
g, H
2
= fL
1
; L
2
; L
3
; L
8
g
Figure 10.5: Homomorphism problem.
The onsole onsists of four olumns with entries and two elds with speial
symbols, namely a omputer symbol and a hand symbol. The rst olumn with the
title Goals ontains the urrent open lines. The seond olumn whose title is Ations
ontains a subset of the methods of the tutor strategy. The entries of the third
olumn with the title Variables are the urrent meta-variables whereas the fourth
olumn with the title Undo ontains again the urrent goals. The olumns and the
speial elds orrespond to hoies of the user about the next proof manipulation
to perform. We shall explain all possibilities in detail in the following. In general, it
is important to note that the user does not have to follow the hoie point sequene
in PPLANNER. Rather the user an selet entries in the onsole in an arbitrary order.
Tehnially, this auses exible jumps in the PPLANNER algorithm from one hoie
point to another hoie point (also bak to prior hoie points).
The onsole restrits the hoies of the user in the PPLANNER algorithm to task
seletion and ation seletion. The user selets a line-task by liking the goal of the
line-task in the rst olumn. Then, the tutor strategy omputes ations for this task
and suggests them to the user in the seond olumn (in the onsole in Figure 10.4 the
user did lik L
11
suh that the entries in the seond olumn orrespond to ations
omputed for the task with goal L
11
). The omputed ations are abbreviated in
the seond olumn by the name of their methods. When the user liks an entry
of the seond olumn, then an additional window pops up in whih the user an
hoose among dierent ations of the seleted method (e.g., with dierent supports
or parameters).
We ould employ the ation omputation algorithm CHOOSEACTIONALL (see se-
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tion 6.1.3) to ompute the ations for a task. However, in tutor mode Multi
employs the 
ants mehanism (independent from the ation omputation algo-
rithm of the tutor strategy). For eah method in the tutor strategy there exists an

ants agent
4
that omputes ations for this method. We deided to use 
ants
instead of CHOOSEACTIONALL for the ation omputation sine it heks the methods
onurrently. This provides an anytime harater, so that the user an ontinue
when a suitable ation shows up and does not have to wait until all possible ations
are omputed. Moreover, it is possible to speify agents that reate wrong sugges-
tions, i.e., ations that are not appliable. This provides the independene to make
wrong suggestions for pedagogial purposes in order to make the user nd out what
is wrong.
The user an also deide to instantiate ourring meta-variables and to delete
steps. To instantiate a meta-variable the user liks on the name of the meta-
variable in the third olumn. Then, an additional window pops up with an input
eld in whih the user an enter the desired instantiation. To delete steps the user
liks on an open line in the fourth olumn. This auses the deletion of the step
that introdued the open line (and all steps that may depend from it). Tehnially,
both operations are realized by strategy swithes. The lik of a meta-variable
auses the swith from the tutor strategy to the INSTMETA strategy InstByUser. The
instantiation omputation funtion of InstByUser onsists of a ommuniation pro-
tool that pops up the additional window and asks the user for an instantiation.
The undo lik auses a swith from the tutor strategy to the BACKTRACK strategy
BakTrakAtionToTask, whih performs the desired baktraking.
Last but not least, the user an deide anytime to run the tutor strategy auto-
matially and to return afterwards again to interative proof development. The au-
tomated mode is invoked by a lik on the eld with the omputer symbol, whereas
it is interrupted again with a lik on the eld with the hand symbol. When the
tutor strategy runs automatially, then it performs PPLANNER's usual yle of task
seletion, ation seletion, and ation appliation. In partiular, the ation ompu-
tation is performed by the omputation algorithm of the strategy and not by 
ants
agents.
We onlude the setion with a short aount on how to nish the problem in
Figure 10.5. First, the user has to applyApplyHom-B to L
10
and L
11
, respetively.
The appliation of ApplyHom-B to L
10
results | among others | in the goals
h(mv
1
Æmv
2
)
:
=h(mv
1
) and h(mv
2
)
:
=m
m
. The former goal an be redued to mv
1
Æ
mv
2
:
=mv
1
, whih an be losed with an appliation of ApplyUnitGroup-B that
binds mv
2
to groupunit(G; Æ). The seond goal is losed by
:
=Reflex-B, whih
binds m
m
to h(groupunit(G; Æ)). The goal L
10
an be solved analog. It remains
to prove in L
5
that h(groupunit(G; Æ)) is in Im(h;G). To do so a y 2 G is needed
suh that h(y)
:
=h(groupunit(G; Æ). A suitable y is groupunit(G; Æ).
4
The 
ants agents are not part of the PPLANNER strategy. Rather the agents relevant for the
tutor strategy are identied diretly from the methods of the tutor strategy (urrently, orrespond-
ing agents and methods have the same name). Moreover, also the heuristis for 
ants are not
part of the PPLANNER strategy. Rather, there is a x set of 
ants heuristis that are employed for
the tutor mode of Multi.
Chapter 11
Conlusion and Outlook
This thesis presents proof planning with multiple strategies. Proof planning with
multiple strategies is a novel approah extending proof planning by the new hi-
erarhial level of strategies and their heuristi ontrol in strategi ontrol rules.
The strategies are separate but ollaborating operations, whih an realize dier-
ent plan renements and modiations. The appliation of strategies is guided by
meta-reasoning enoded in the strategi ontrol rules that reason on the appliable
strategies as well as on the whole proof planning status and the proof planning
history. Both, the strategies and the strategi ontrol rules an enode diverse
(mathematial) domain knowledge beyond the apabilities of methods and method-
level ontrol rules.
We realized proof planning with multiple strategies in the Multi proof plan-
ner, whih we implemented as a omponent of the 
mega system. To enable the
exible ombination of dierent strategies during a proof attempt Multi employs
a blakboard arhiteture with two blakboards: the proof blakboard ontains the
status and the history of the proof planning problem, the ontrol blakboard on-
tains the information relevant for the ontrol problem, that is, whih possible step
should the system perform next. We deided for a two-blakboard arhiteture to
separate the ontrol problem from the solution of the proof planning problem sine
both problems are equally important. The strategies are the knowledge soures that
work on the proof blakboard. An invoked strategy an rene or modify the proof
plan under onstrution and reords its hanges in a history. The knowledge soure
that works on the ontrol blakboard is alled the MetaReasoner. It evaluates the
strategi ontrol rules in order to prefer or rejet the appliation of strategies.
We evaluated Multi with problems from several domains. In partiular, we
performed two large ase studies in whih we applied Multi to problems from the
limit domain and problems of residue lass strutures. The ase studies illustrate
the domain knowledge at the strategy-level and and how it an be exploited for
proof planning. In partiular, we presented example problems that annot be solved
with the previous proof planner of 
mega sine their solution requires the exible
ombination of dierent proof plan renements. Multi an solve these problems
and also all problems provable with the previous proof planner. Thereby, Multi
benets, in partiular, from the meta-reasoning in strategi ontrol rules that guide,
for instane, the introdution of instantiations for variables or analyze failures to
suggest partiular plan renements or modiations. Another major advantage
of Multi that we exploit in the ase studies is the realization of several proof
tehniques for one lass of problems. This makes proof planning more robust: if
one proof tehnique fails on a problem, another proof tehnique may solve it.
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Possible Extensions
The modular struture of algorithms and strategies and the exibility ofMulti's
blakboard arhiteture ensure that neessary extensions an be easily realized.
We disussed various possibilities to extend the multiple-strategy proof planning
approah realized in Multi throughout the thesis. In partiular, the following
extensions ould be onsidered if there is a need for them.
Algorithms and Tasks Multi is open for the integration of further algorithms
that an ontribute to the solution of a proof planning problem. Moreover, it
is also possible to speify further kinds of tasks.
Conurreny Currently, Multi employs no onurreny. However, onurreny
ould be beneial at several points in Multi. For instane, the appliability
of strategies ould be heked onurrently. This would avoid that a strategy
whose appliability is diÆult to hek (whih is not the ase for the strategies
urrently employed) bloksMulti. Multi ould ontinue as soon as some ap-
pliable strategies are found, rather than to wait until all appliability heks
are done. Another possibility to employ onurreny ould be the invoation
of strategies. Multi ould invoke several promising strategies onurrently on
several opies of a subproblem, rather than to deide for one strategy. This
would allow to hek the performane of several strategies on the onrete
subproblem in a ompetitive manner.
Changing The Setting The user invokes Multi with a set of strategies and a
set of strategi ontrol rules. Currently, Multi annot hange afterwards
the set of employed strategies or strategi ontrol rules during its exeution.
To enable this, Multi ould plae all ontrol related issues on the ontrol
blakboard and allow for their manipulation by partiular knowledge soures.
For instane,Multi ould store all given strategies and strategi ontrol rules
on the ontrol blakboard. The status of a strategy or a strategi ontrol
rule ould be hanged by knowledge soures from ative to passive and vie
versa. Multi would then onsider only ative strategies for invoation and
the MetaReasoner would evaluate only ative ontrol rules.
Goal-Direted Reasoning In general, the problem solving proess in blakboard
systems is event-driven, that is, knowledge soures are triggered by ertain
events. If the triggering events do not our, then the knowledge soure is
not appliable and is not invoked. Goal-direted reasoning, in ontrast, en-
tails identifying and performing ations in order to perform and enable other
ations, whih may be desirable per se or beause of their eets. We already
employ some goal-direted reasoning in strategi ontrol rules. More elaborate
goal-direted reasoning ould be realized with the onstrution and manipula-
tion of meta-plans of desirable strategy invoations that guide the subsequent
proof planning proess: Multi would try to invoke the next strategy of the
meta-plan or, if this is not possible, it would try to invoke strategies that are
likely to enable the next strategy in the meta-plan.
Availability
Multi is implemented in Allegro Common Lisp with CLOS. It is available as
part of the 
mega system via the 
mega home-page:
http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/~omega.
Appendix A
ChooseAtionAll Algorithm
Input: (1) a task T , (2) a history
~
H, (3) a list of methods M, (4) a list of ontrol rules C.
Output: Either a pair of an ation and a list of ations or fail.
Algorithm: ChooseAtionAll(T ,
~
H,M,C)
Let T=L
open
J SUPPS
L
open
.
1. Order Methods
Methods:= evalcrules-methods(M,C,T ).
Let Methods = [M
1
; : : : ;M
n
℄.
When Methods empty then terminate and return fail.
Ations
1
:=initial-action-set(T;M
1
).
.
.
.
Ations
n
:=initial-action-set(T;M
n
).
2. Handle Task, Supports, Parameters, and Appl. Conditions
For i = 1 to n:
(a) Math Task Line
Let 	Cons
i
the 	 onlusions of M
i
.
Ations
i
:=match-task-line (L
open
,	Cons
i
,Ations
i
).
(b) Selet and Math Supports and Parameters
Let 	Prems
i
and BPrems
i
the 	 premises and blank premises of
M
i
. Let Params
i
the parameter variables of M
i
.
Supps+Params
i
:=evalcrules-s+p (SUPPS
L
open
,C,T ,M
i
,Ations
i
).
Ations
i
:= match-s+p (Supps+Params
i
,	Prems
i
[ BPrems
i
,
Params
i
,Ations
i
).
() Evaluate Appliation Conditions
Ations
i
:=eval-appl-conds(Ations
i
,M
i
).
Ations:=Ations
1
[ : : : [ Ations
n
.
When Ations empty then terminate and return fail.
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3. Outline Computations
eval-outline-computations(Ations).
complete-outline(Ations).
4. Choose Ation
Ations:=remove-backtracked(Ations, ~H).
Ations:=evalcrules-actions(Ations,C).
If Ations = ;
then
Terminate and return fail.
else
Terminate and return first (Ations).
Figure A.1: The CHOOSEACTIONALL algorithm.
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Appendix C
Limit Theorems
The following theorems from the limit domain an be proved by Multi so far. We
tested mainly onjetures from [12℄. Many similar theorems ould be formulated.
In the following, X;Y denote sequenes over the reals, f and g denote funtions
over the reals, and a; b denote arbitrary but x reals. For problems marked with ()
CoSIE fails to ompute instantiations for meta-variables for the reasons disussed
in setion 8.2.3.
Limits of sequenes
1. (Exerise 3.1.7 rst part in [12℄)
If the sequene jX j = j(x
n
)j has the limit 0, then the sequene X = (x
n
) has
also the limit 0:
limseq jX j = 0) limseq X = 0
2. (Theorem 3.2.2 in [12℄)
If the sequene X = (x
n
) has an limit l, then the sequene X is bounded:
limseq X = l) 9m 0 < m ^ 8n jx
n
j < m
3. (Theorem 3.2.3.a rst part in [12℄)
If the sequene X = (x
n
) has the limit l
x
and the sequene Y = (y
n
) has the
limit l
y
, then the sequene X + Y = (x
n
+ y
n
) has the limit l
x
+ l
y
:
limseq X = l
x
^ limseq Y = l
y
) limseq X + Y = l
x
+ l
y
4. (Theorem 3.2.3.a seond part in [12℄)
If the sequene X = (x
n
) has the limit l
x
and the sequene Y = (y
n
) has the
limit l
y
, then the sequene X   Y = (x
n
  y
n
) has the limit l
x
  l
y
:
limseq X = l
x
^ limseq Y = l
y
) limseq X   Y = l
x
  l
y
5. (Theorem 3.2.3.a third part in [12℄)
If the sequene X = (x
n
) has the limit l
x
and the sequene Y = (y
n
) has the
limit l
y
, then the sequene X  Y = (x
n
 y
n
) has the limit l
x
 l
y
:
limseq X = l
x
^ limseq Y = l
y
) limseq X  Y = l
x
 l
y
6. (Theorem 3.2.3.a fourth part in [12℄)
If the sequene X = (x
n
) has the limit l
x
, then the sequene a X = (a  x
n
)
has the limit a  l
x
:
limseq X = l
x
) limseq a X = a  l
x
7. ()(Theorem 3.2.3.b in [12℄)
If the sequene X = (x
n
) has the limit l
x
and the sequene Y = (y
n
) has the
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limit l
y
6= 0 and y
n
6= 0 for all n, then the sequene
X
Y
= (
x
n
y
n
) has the limit
l
x
l
y
:
limseq X = l
x
^ limseq Y = l
y
^ 8n y
n
6= 0) limseq
X
Y
=
l
x
l
y
8. (Theorem 3.2.4 in [12℄)
If the sequene X = (x
n
) has a limit l and x
n
 0 for all n, then l  0:
limseq X = l ^ 8n x
n
 0) l  0
9. (Theorem 3.2.5 in [12℄)
If the sequene X = (x
n
) has a limit l
x
and the sequene Y = (y
n
) has a limit
l
y
and x
n
 y
n
for all n, then l
x
 l
y
:
limseq X = l
x
^ limseq Y = l
y
^ 8n x
n
 y
n
) l
x
 l
y
10. (Theorem 3.2.6 in [12℄)
If the sequene X = (x
n
) has a limit l and a  x
n
 b for all n, then a  l  b:
limseq X = l ^ 8n a  x
n
 b) a  l  b
Limits of funtions
1. (LIMC: Example 4.1.7.a in [12℄)
The funtion f(x) = b has the limit b at a:
lim
x!a
b = b
2. (LIMV: Example 4.1.7.b in [12℄)
The funtion f(x) = x has the limit a at a:
lim
x!a
x = a
3. (Example 4.1.7. in [12℄)
The funtion f(x) = x
2
has the limit a
2
at a:
lim
x!a
x
2
= a
2
4. () (LIM-DIV-1-X: Example 4.1.7.d in [12℄)
The funtion f(x) =
1
x
has the limit
1
a
at a, if a > 0:
a > 0) lim
x!a
1
x
=
1
a
5. () (Example 4.1.7.e in [12℄)
lim
x!2
x
3
 4
x
2
+1
=
4
5
6. (Exerise 4.1.2 rst part in [12℄)
If f has limit l at a, then the funtion jf(x)  lj has the limit 0 at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l) lim
x!a
jf(x)  lj = 0
7. (Exerise 4.1.2 seond part in [12℄)
If the funtion jf(x)  lj has the limit 0 at a, then f has the limit l at a:
lim
x!a
jf(x)  lj = 0) lim
x!a
f(x) = l
8. (Exerise 4.1.3 rst part in [12℄)
If the funtion f(x) has the limit l at a, then the funtion f(x + a) has the
limit l at 0:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l) lim
x!0
f(x+ a) = l
9. (Exerise 4.1.3 seond part in [12℄)
If the funtion f(x + a) has the limit l at 0, then the funtion f(x) has the
limit l at a:
lim
x!0
f(x+ a) = l) lim
x!a
f(x) = l
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10. (Exerise 4.1.7 in [12℄)
If k > 0 and jf(x)  lj  k  jx  aj for all x, then f has the limit l at a:
k > 0 ^ 8x jf(x)  lj  k  jx  aj ) lim
x!a
f(x) = l
11. (Exerise 4.1.8 in [12℄)
lim
x!a
x
3
= a
3
12. () (Exerise 4.1.10.a in [12℄)
lim
x!2
1
1 x
=  1
13. () (Exerise 4.1.10.b in [12℄)
lim
x!1
x
1+x
=
1
2
14. () (Exerise 4.1.10. in [12℄)
lim
x!0
x
2
jxj
= 0
15. () (Exerise 4.1.10.d in [12℄)
lim
x!1
x
2
 x+1
x+1
=
1
2
16. (Exerise 4.1.12 in [12℄)
If f(x) has limit l at 0 and a > 0, then f(a  x) has the limit l at 0:
lim
x!0
f(x) = l ^ a > 0) lim
x!0
f(a  x) = l
17. (Reverse of exerise 4.1.12)
If f(a  x) has the limit l at 0 and a > 0, then f(x) has limit l at 0:
lim
x!0
f(a  x) = l ^ a > 0) lim
x!0
f(x) = l
18. (Theorem 4.2.2 in [12℄)
If f has a limit at a, then f is bounded in a neighborhood of a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l
) 9m; Æ m > 0 ^ Æ > 0 ^ 8x (jx  aj < Æ ^ jx  aj > 0)) jf(x)j < m
19. (LIM+: Theorem 4.2.4.a rst part in [12℄)
If f has limit l
f
at a and g has limit l
g
at a, then f + g has limit l
f
+ l
g
at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l
f
^ lim
x!a
g(x) = l
g
) lim
x!a
f(x) + g(x) = l
f
+ l
g
20. (LIM-: Theorem 4.2.4.a seond part in [12℄)
If f has limit l
f
at a and g has limit l
g
at a, then f   g has limit l
f
  l
g
at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l
f
^ lim
x!a
g(x) = l
g
) lim
x!a
f(x)  g(x) = l
f
  l
g
21. (LIM*: Theorem 4.2.4.a third part in [12℄)
If f has limit l
f
at a and g has limit l
g
at a, then f  g has limit l
f
 l
g
at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l
f
^ lim
x!a
g(x) = l
g
) lim
x!a
f(x)  g(x) = l
f
 l
g
22. (Theorem 4.2.4.a fourth part in [12℄)
If f has limit l
f
at a, then a  f has limit a  l
f
at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l
f
) lim
x!a
a  f(x) = a  l
f
23. () (Theorem 4.2.4.b in [12℄)
If f has limit l
f
at a and g has limit l
g
6= 0 at a and g(x) 6= 0 for all x, then
f
g
has limit
l
f
l
g
at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l
f
^ lim
x!a
g(x) = l
g
^ 8x g(x) 6= 0) lim
x!a
f(x)
g(x)
=
l
f
l
g
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24. (Example 4.2.5.b in [12℄)
lim
x!2
(x
2
+ 1)  (x
3
  4) = 20
25. (Example 4.2.8.b in [12℄)
lim
x!0
sin(x) = 0
26. (Example 4.2.8. in [12℄)
lim
x!0
os(x) = 1
27. (Example 4.2.8.f in [12℄)
lim
x!0
x  sin(
1
x
) = 0
28. (Exerise 4.2.1 in [12℄)
lim
x!1
(x + 1)  (2  x+ 3) = 10
29. (Theorem 4.3.3 rst part in [12℄)
If f has limit l at a, then f has the left-hand limit l at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l) limL
x!a
f(x) = l
30. (Theorem 4.3.3 seond part in [12℄)
If f has limit l at a, then f has the right-hand limit l at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l) limR
x!a
f(x) = l
31. (Lim-If-Both-Sides-Lim: Theorem 4.3.3 third part in [12℄)
If f has the left-hand limit l and the right-hand limit l at a, then f has the
limit l at a:
limL
x!a
f(x) = l ^ limR
x!a
f(x) = l ) lim
x!a
f(x) = l
Continuity of funtions
1. (Example 5.1.5.a in [12℄)
The funtion f(x) = b is ontinuous at a:
ont(b; a)
2. (Example 5.1.5.b in [12℄)
The funtion f(x) = x is ontinuous at a:
ont(x; a)
3. (Example 5.1.5.b in [12℄)
The funtion f(x) = x
2
is ontinuous at a:
ont(x
2
; a)
4. (Exerise 5.1.6 in [12℄)
If f is ontinuous at a, then for any  > 0 there exists a Æ-neighborhood of a
suh that if x; y in this Æ-neighborhood then jf(x)  f(y)j < :
ont(f; a))
8 ( > 0) 9Æ (Æ > 0^
8x; y (jx   aj < Æ ^ jy   aj < Æ ) jf(x)  f(y)j < )))
5. (Exerise 5.1.11 in [12℄)
If k > 0 and jf(x)  f(y)j  k  jx  yj for all x,y, then f is ontinuous at a:
k > 0 ^ 8x; y jf(x)   f(y)j  k  jx  yj ) ont(f; a)
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6. (Continuous+: Theorem 5.2.1.a rst part in [12℄)
If f is ontinuous at a and g is ontinuous at a, then f + g is ontinuous at a:
ont(f; a) ^ ont(g; a)) ont(f + g; a)
7. (Continuous-: Theorem 5.2.1.a seond part in [12℄)
If f is ontinuous at a and g is ontinuous at a, then f   g is ontinuous at a:
ont(f; a) ^ ont(g; a)) ont(f   g; a)
8. (Continuous*: Theorem 5.2.1.a third part in [12℄)
If f is ontinuous at a and g is ontinuous at a, then f  g is ontinuous at a:
ont(f; a) ^ ont(g; a)) ont(f  g; a)
9. (Theorem 5.2.1.a fourth part in [12℄)
If f is ontinuous at a, then a  f is ontinuous at a:
ont(f; a)) ont(a  f; a)
10. () (Theorem 5.2.1.b in [12℄)
If f is ontinuous at a and g is ontinuous at a and g(x) 6= 0 for all x, then
f
g
is ontinuous at a:
ont(f; a) ^ ont(g; a) ^ 8x g(x) 6= 0) ont(
f
g
; a)
11. (Theorem 5.2.7 in [12℄)
If f is ontinuous at a and g is ontinuous at f(a), then the omposition g Æ f
is ontinuous at a:
ont(f; a) ^ ont(g; f(a))) ont(g Æ f; a)
12. (Exerise 5.2.6 in [12℄)
If f has the limit l at a and g is ontinuous at l, then the omposition g Æ f
has the limit g(l) at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = l ^ ont(g; l)) lim
x!a
g(f(x)) = g(l)
13. (Cont-If-Lim=f)
If f has the limit f(a) at a, then f is ontinuous at a:
lim
x!a
f(x) = f(a)) ont(f; a)
Derivatives of funtions
1. () (Theorem 6.1.3.a in [12℄)
If f has the derivative f
0
at a, then a  f has the derivative a  f
0
at a:
deriv(f; a) = f
0
) deriv(a  f; a) = a  f
0
2. () (Theorem 6.1.3.b in [12℄)
If f has the derivative f
0
at a and g has the derivative g
0
at a, then f + g has
the derivative f
0
+ g
0
at a:
deriv(f; a) = f
0
^ deriv(g; a) = g
0
) deriv(f + g; a) = f
0
+ g
0
3. () (Theorem 6.1.3. in [12℄)
If f has the derivative f
0
at a and g has the derivative g
0
at a, then f  g has
the derivative f
0
 g(a) + f(a)  g
0
at a:
deriv(f; a) = f
0
^ deriv(g; a) = g
0
) deriv(f  g; a) = f
0
 g(a) + f(a)  g
0
4. () (Cont-If-Deriv: Theorem 6.1.2 in [12℄)
If f has a derivative at a, then f is ontinuous at a:
deriv(f; a) = f
0
) ont(f; a)
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